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Title  A way with words : a memoir of writing & publishing in New Zealand / Chris Maclean.
Author  Maclean, Chris, author.
ISBN  0947503609
        9780947503604
Physical Details  210 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 26 cm
Summary  "From an early age, author and publisher Chris Maclean was told he had a way with words. This talent, which protected him from school bullies and made him a proficient debater, later became the focus of his professional life. Since the 1980s he has written a dozen non-fiction books, publishing many of them very successfully under his own imprint, The Whitcombe Press. A Way with Words tells the stories behind those volumes, all of which had challenges and rewards as various as their subjects. In candid, accessible style, and through a fascinating range of illustrations, Maclean describes the stages of book creation, from the first germ of an idea to writing, design, printing and distribution. He shows, too, that making books is as much hard work and determination as inspiration, with luck always playing its part. And there are reflections on what has happened to books and publishing over four decades of rapid change - the impact of colour printing, the advent of computers and the more recent effects of the digital age. A Way with Words is a celebration of a very New Zealand approach to writing and publishing. It will be of compelling interest and lasting delight to all those for whom books explain, entertain and provide meaning in a transient world"--Front flap.
Subject  Authors and publishers New Zealand Biography.
          Authors, New Zealand.
          Authorship.
          Autobiographies. lcgft
          Glass painting and staining.
          Glaziers New Zealand Biography.
          Maclean, Chris, Chronology.
          Maclean, Chris.
          Writing.
Dewey  070.5092
OCLC Number  1028742491
Title  Challenge the limit: from a survivor to an aliver, an inspiration autobiographical look at life, its challenges & personal growth / Sunday Tsoi.

Author  Sunday, Tsoi, 1962- author.

ISBN  9780473418595 (paperback)
       9780473418618 (ebook)
       9780473418649 (ibook)

                   ©2017

Physical Details  v, 136 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm

Subject  Self-actualization (Psychology)
          Sunday, Tsoi, 1962-

Dewey  158.1

Title  Moon calendar. Australia.

Publishing Details  Mount Maunganui, New Zealand : Astrovision

Physical Details  volumes : colour illustrations ; 21 x 30 cm

Frequency  Annual

Subject  Astrology Calendars.
         Moon Phases Australia Calendars.
         Moon Phases Calendar.

Dewey  133.53099405

Title  Moon calendar. New Zealand.

Publishing Details  Mount Maunganui, New Zealand : Astrovision

Physical Details  volumes : colour illustrations ; 21 x 30 cm

Frequency  Annual

Subject  Astrology Calendars.
         Moon Phases Calendars.
         Moon Phases New Zealand Calendars.

Dewey  133.53099305

National Library of New Zealand  5  Te Puna Matauranga o Aotearoa
Title  Reflections / Kelvin Cruickshank.
Author  Cruickshank, Kelvin, author.
ISBN  0143772309
        9780143772309 paperback
        9780143772316 eISBN
                   ©2018
Physical Details  186 pages ; 18 cm
Summary  "A book of daily quotations and affirmation from psychic medium Kelvin Cruickshank; a
         follow-up to Soul Secrets"--Publisher information.
Subject  Cruickshank, Kelvin Quotations.
         Self-actualization (Psychology) Quotations, maxims, etc.
         Self-realization Quotations, maxims, etc.
         Spirituality Quotations, maxims, etc.
Dewey  158.1
OCLC Number  1020404586

Title  Suddenly single : learning to soar in a changing world / by Judith Baxter.
Author  Baxter, Judith, 1938- author.
ISBN  9780473143961 paperback
        9780473143978 e-book
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : Judith Baxter, [2008]
                   ©2008
Physical Details  58 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Subject  Life change events.
         Loss (Psychology)
Dewey  155.93

Title  Wisdom / Renee Henderson.
Author  Henderson, Renee, 1969- author.
ISBN  9780994111968
                   ©2016
Physical Details  369 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm
Contents  Wisdom of nature -- Wisdom of children.
Subject  Self-actualization (Psychology)
         Self-actualization (Psychology) Quotations, maxims, etc.
Dewey  158.1
Title  You-phoria : the art of authenticity / Gina Haines.
Author  Haines, Gina, 1961- author.
ISBN  9780473392062
Edition  1st edition
                    ©2018
Physical Details  xxii, 194 pages : colour illustrations ; 27 cm
Summary  "Peeling back the learned aspects of the way you show up in the world can revolutionise how you connect & engage with life & the way it responds. ‘You-phoria: the art of authenticity’ explores what it means to be authentic & takes you on an inner journey of self-discovery towards more fulfilment, happiness & joy in your everyday life" -- Back cover.
Subject  Happiness
         Self-actualization (Psychology).
Dewey  158.1
Title  Cry the wounded land : conversations with God about Māori, Pākehā and the land / Mark Holloway.

Author  Holloway, Mark, 1957- author.

ISBN  047339815X
9780473398156 (paperback)


Physical Details  303 pages ; 23 cm

Summary  "Mark Holloway doesn't want to talk about the bloody history of New Zealand - but he discovers that God does. When he least expects it, God startles Mark, author of best seller The freedom diaries, with a back and forth conversation about Māori (Indigenous), Pākehā (European) and the land (New Zealand). The conversation is astonishing in its clarity, and incredibly moving - yet at the same time, uncomfortable, scary. It doesn't make easy reading. God gently explains how we got into the mess of racial tension we're in, that neither is without guilt. He unfolds the reason he brought Māori and Pākehā to New Zealand - a reason that would ultimately change the entire world. Well known authors, Māori and Pākehā, say that the 19 conversations with God in this book, are what we desperately need to hear to achieve peace in New Zealand. Best selling international authors say Cry the Wounded Land is urgent reading for people of every nation. This is not a book about repentance. In these 19 mind-blowing conversations with God, you'll hear God explain why we need to get together, Māori and Pākehā, in a marriage of cultures, so we can achieve what he brought us to New Zealand to do. He says the land cries out under the burden of blood we have all spilled on it, that it aches and groans for the day we begin to do what we were brought to these beautiful shores to do. Together"--Back cover.

Subject  God Will.
Maori (New Zealand people) History.
New Zealand History To 1840.
New Zealand Race relations.
Noho-ā-iwi. reo
Private revelations.
Pākehā. reo
Race relations Religious aspects Christianity.
Spiritual life Christianity.
Taipūwhenuatanga. reo
Te Ao Hurihuri. reo
Tāngata whenua. reo

Dewey  270.089

OCLC Number  1017771097
Title  Dodging and weaving : a history of religious rationalization / Peter Dornauf.
Author  Dornauf, Peter, author.
©2017
Physical Details  200 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Religion Philosophy
Dewey  210

Title  George Augustus Selwyn, Bishop and teacher : with special reference to the Foundation of the College of S. John the Evangelist, Auckland, 1843-1853 / D. H. Mellsop, BA, LTh.
Author  Mellsop, D. H. (Denis Heywood), 1933- author.
©2016
Physical Details  70 pages : colour portrait, illustrations ; 22 cm
Subject  Bishops New Zealand.
Church of the Province of New Zealand Bishops.
College of St. John the Evangelist (Auckland, N.Z.) History.
Selwyn, George Augustus, 1809-1878 Correspondence.
Selwyn, George Augustus, 1809-1878.
Dewey  283.93092

Title  If Dominic came to visit / by Michele Ness ; illustrated by Hayley Ness.
Author  Ness, Michele, 1950- author.
ISBN  9780473427283
Physical Details  23 pages : colour illustrations ; 23 cm
Summary  "What would St. Dominic, born 800 years ago and the founder of the Dominican Order, think if he visited New Zealand today? In this story actual examples of everyday New Zealanders following the Dominican way of life are shared. ...Meet Sisters Margaret and Roxanne who provide practical help for refugees, Jenny and Mike who support young Mums, Sr. Judith who works at Challenge 2000 helping young people find a job, friends of the Dominicans who plant gardens and give away vegetables to needy people and Sophia who went on hikoi to Parliament to protest about poverty. The final page ends with a child friendly prayer to St. Dominic asking for his help to be wise, loving, kind and to care for our earth "" just as he did! Proceeds from the sale of this book are used to further Dominican projects in Aotearoa, Australia and the Pacific""--Publisher's website.
Audience  Primary, intermediate National Library of New Zealand.
Subject  Dominic, Saint, 1170-1221 Juvenile literature.
Dominicans New Zealand Juvenile literature.
Dewey  271.2093
Title Jihad : blood and slavery, from Muhammad to ISIS / M.A. Khan.
Author Khan, M. A. author.
ISBN 9781872970523
Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand : Yuletont Publishers, [2018]
©2018
Physical Details 441 pages : illustrations ; 25 cm
Subject Islam History.
Jihad History.
Terrorism Religious aspects Islam.
Dewey 297.7209

Title Lao Zi's poems / Dr. Auke Schade.
Author Laozi, author.
ISBN 9780473431815 pbk
©2018
Physical Details 112 pages (large print) ; 22 cm
Dewey 299.51482

Title Nhung Buoc Thoi Gian : Dai Le Lac Thanh, Quán Âm Sơn Đảo Tràng, Pokeno, Auckland, New Zealand, 25-11-2017, Nha Xuat Ban Quan Am Son / chu bien: Sa Mon Thích Phước An.
Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand : Nha Xuat Ban Quan Am Son, 2017.
Physical Details 153 pages, 10 unnumbered plates : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Summary This is a special issue of a four monthly Buddhist magazine to commemorate the completion of the construction of the Buddhist Monastery Quan Am Son at 67 Beaver Road East, RD 2, Pokeno Auckland 2472, New Zealand. Contains speeches by various guests and the abbot Venerable Thich Phuoc An, a congratulatory message of the New Zealand Prime Minister. The main theme is the development of the Buddhist Monastery more than 10 years ago which ends in 2017. There are other pieces of writing by various contributors.
Subject Mahayana Buddhism New Zealand Auckland.
Mahayana Buddhism.
Quan Am Buddhist Monastery.
Dewey 294.392099324
Title: Prison diary : inside stories / Olive Lawson.
Author: Sandrey, Olive, 1945- author.
ISBN: 9780473429416 paperback
Physical Details: 130 pages ; 22 cm
Subject: Church work with prisoners New Zealand.
         Prison visits New Zealand.
         Prisoners Religious life Christianity.
         Sandrey, Olive, 1945- Diaries.
         Volunteer workers in corrections New Zealand Diaries.
Dewey: 259.5092

Title: Tehillim : art & praise.
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [John Baillie], [2016]-
Publishing Source: john@millwatercommunitychurch.org.nz
Physical Details: volumes : illustrations ; 21 cm
Frequency: Biennial
Publication Numbering: Began with [Book one].
Subject: Art, New Zealand 21st century Exhibitions Periodicals.
         Christian poetry, New Zealand Periodicals.
         Devotional literature Periodicals.
         New Zealand poetry 21st century Periodicals.
Dewey: 242.05

Title: Youth ministry well / Phil Trotter.
Author: Trotter, Phil, 1962- author.
ISBN: 9780473407322 paperback
Publishing Details: Christchurch, New Zealand : Phil Trotter, [2017]
©2017
Physical Details: 118 pages ; 21 cm
Contents: The mountain top -- Palm-worthy -- The Jeremiah moment -- Do you trust me? -- Nothing if not real -- Reading glasses -- Meeting Jesus -- Christianity is a team sport -- The five ages of youth ministry.
Subject: Church work with youth Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Dewey: 259.23
Electronic Location: https://www.anglicanyouth.org.nz/youthministrywell
Title : The field guide to the bible : making some sense of an ancient book with really tiny font.
ISBN : 9780908867561
©2018
Physical Details : 118 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Contents : What is the Bible? -- Reading the Bible -- The story -- Book guide -- Help along the way.
Audience : Primary, intermediate, junior secondary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject : Bible Juvenile literature.
Christian life Biblical teaching Juvenile literature.
Dewey : 220.07

Title : The super cool story of Jesus : open up to read inside how Jesus lived and loved / by Dai Woolridge ; illustrated by Emma Randall.
Author : Woolridge, Dai, author.
ISBN : 9780908867790
Publishing Details : [Wellington] : Bible Society New Zealand, [2018]
©2018
Physical Details : 27 pages : colour illustrations ; 15 cm
Summary : Jesus did amazing things when he was on earth to show us how much he loves us. This book tells some of the stories of how Jesus lived, loved, died, and then came back to life again.
Audience : Junior, primary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject : Jesus Christ Biography Juvenile literature.
Jesus Christ Biography Public life Juvenile literature.
Dewey : 232.901

Title : The ties that bind : a compendium of historical material to mark the sesquicentennial of St Patrick's Catholic Church Ross / compiled by Brendon McMahon and Biddy Manera.
Publishing Details : [Ross] : St Patrick's Catholic Church, [2018]
Physical Details : 84 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 30 cm
Subject : St. Patrick's Catholic Church (Ross, N.Z.) History.
Dewey : 282.9371
Title  ... Faculty of Law = Te Kauhanganui Tātai Ture.
Author  Victoria University of Wellington. Law Faculty, author.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Te Whare Wānanga o te ūpoko o te ika a Māui, Victoria University of Wellington
Physical Details  volumes : colour illustrations ; 20 cm
Frequency  Annual
Subject  Victoria University of Wellington. Law Faculty Periodicals.
Dewey  340.07119324

Title  ... annual report & balance-sheet of Kirkcaldie & Stains Ltd. : with the accounts to ... and report of proceedings at the annual general meeting held on ...
Author  Kirkcaldie & Stains, author.
Publishing Details  Wellington : Kirkcaldie & Stains Ltd., [1909?]
Physical Details  volumes ; 22-23 cm
Frequency  Annual
Publication Numbering  Began in 1909?
Subject  Kirkcaldie & Stains Periodicals.
Dewey  338.76138114109936305

Title  ... directors' report, notice of general meeting and statement of accounts for period ended ...
Author  Kirkcaldie & Stains, author.
Physical Details  volumes ; 22 cm.
Frequency  Annual
Publication Numbering  Began with 47th (March 31, 1955); ceased with 52nd (March 31, 1960).
Subject  Kirkcaldie & Stains Periodicals.
Dewey  338.76138114109936305
OCLC Number  233809061
Better lives : migration, wellbeing and New Zealand / Julie Fry and Peter Wilson.

Author  Fry, Julie, 1969- author
ISBN  9781988533759 paperback
       9781988533766 EPUB
       9781988533773 Kindle
       9781988533780 PDF

                        ©2018
Physical Details  280 pages : illustrations ; 18 cm
Series  BWB texts
Subject  Immigrants New Zealand.
        New Zealand Emigration and immigration Government policy.

Electronic Location  https://doi.org/10.7810/9781988533759

Book of abstracts : 5th IIMS International Conference : managing development in emerging economies : Xuzhou University of Technology, Xuzhou, China, 1st - 3rd December 2015 / editors Zhang Xinke (Xuzhou University of Technology China), Geetha Subramaniam (Universiti Teknologi MARA, Malaysia), Bala Maniam (Sam Houston State University, USA).

ISBN  9780473349592 paperback
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Global Publishing House Limited, [2016]
Publishing Source  Global Publishing House, 3 Jammen Drive, Massey, Auckland 0614
Physical Details  76 pages ; 30 cm
Subject  Developing countries Economic conditions.
        Economic development Developing countries.
Dewey  338.90091724
Title Business law in New Zealand : an introduction / Jeremy Hubbard, Nicholas Smith.
Author Hubbard, Jeremy, 1946- author.
ISBN 0947496432 paperback
9780947496432 paperback
Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand : Edify Ltd, [2017]
©2017
Physical Details xxvii, 303 pages ; illustrations ; 26 cm
Contents Introduction to the law and government -- The sources of business law in New Zealand (1) Legislation -- The sources of business law in New Zealand (2) Case law -- The legal position of the Treaty of Waitangi in relation to business in New Zealand -- The law of contract -- the essential elements -- Factors that may vitiate an otherwise valid contract (1) Form and capacity -- Factors that may vitiate an otherwise valid contract (2) Lack of genuine consent and illegality -- Operation and interpretation of contracts, and frustration -- Consumer protection -- Remedies for failure of performance of contractual obligations -- Obligations in tort -- Obligations to employees -- the minimum code -- Rights and obligations in connection with property -- Intellectual property -- an overview.
Summary "Business Law in New Zealand - An Introduction provides students with a straightforward overview of the legal environment within which businesses in New Zealand must operate. This book covers the needs of a course on business law within the "core" of the Bachelor of Business at Massey University, as well as being prescribed for the 'law and mediation' course at Massey. In addition, it will be of use to anyone who needs to have an awareness of the legal duties associated with doing business in New Zealand and wishes to quickly grasp the essential aspects of the legal framework. The text is also suitable for tertiary courses in introductory business law. The text deals with (1) the basis of New Zealand Law; (2) the law of contract and torts; and (3) particular aspects of business law"--Back cover.
Subject Commercial law New Zealand.
Law New Zealand.
Dewey 349.93
OCLC Number 1026320685

Title Carlos and Diego : a tale from Peru / retold by Sara Mitchell ; illustrated by Natalia Vasquez. Guinea pigs galore / written by: Lucretia Samson.
ISBN 9781927244579 paperback
Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand : Clean Slate Press Ltd., [2016]
©2016
Physical Details 16, 8 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Series StoryWorld.
Summary Carlos and Diego retells a traditional folk tale from Peru. Carlos the guinea pig is captured by a farmer, who intends to eat him for dinner. However the crafty guinea pig tricks Diego the fox into taking his place. Accompanied by Guinea pigs galore, which introduces factual information about guinea pigs, their care, and their role in Peruvian culture.
Audience Junior, primary National Library of New Zealand
Subject Folklore Peru.
Guinea pigs Folklore.
Guinea pigs Peru Juvenile literature.
Guinea pigs as pets Juvenile literature.
Peruvians Folklore.
Readers (Primary)
Tricksters Folklore.
Dewey 398.20985
Title  Cropping & livestock gross margins, Central Canterbury ...
Publishing Details  Lincoln : Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries
Physical Details  volumes ; 31 cm
Frequency  Annual
Subject  Field crops Economic aspects New Zealand Canterbury Periodicals.
          Livestock Economic aspects New Zealand Canterbury Periodicals.
Dewey  338.1730993805

Title  De[v]otion : a dance party for gay men, lesbians and friends, November 21, Shed 26, Wellington Waterfront.
Publishing Details  Wellington : The New Zealand AIDS Foundation with Sprung! Productions for the DEVOTION project, [1992]
Physical Details  17 pages : illustrations ; 42 cm
Subject  Gay liberation movement New Zealand.
          Homosexuality New Zealand.
Dewey  306.7660993

Title  Doing it my way : an Egyptian memoir / Elhamy Elzayat with Joan Rosier-Jones.
Author  Elzayat, Elhamy, 1942- author.
ISBN  1523758767
       9781523758760
                ©2016
Physical Details  247 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm
Summary  "Inspired by Egypt's antiquities as a schoolboy, Elhamy Elzayat has spent his adult life
          sponsoring peace in the Middle East through tourism. There have been ups and downs, but
          through it all he has maintained his commitment to the economic development of Egypt and
          the building of friendships across sometimes-hostile borders. Elhamy Elzayat's observations
          on the political life of his country are astute and give a rare personal view of modern
          Egypt"--Back cover.
Subject  Businessmen Egypt Biography.
          Egypt Description and travel.
          Egypt Economic conditions.
          Egypt History.
          Elzayat, Elhamy, 1942-
          Sightseeing business Egypt.
Dewey  338.4791092
OCLC Number  978605737
Title: Draft animal policy.
Author: Wellington (N.Z.). City Council, author.
ISBN: 9780947521004 paperback
Physical Details: 19 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject: Animal owners Legal status, laws, etc. New Zealand Wellington.
Animal welfare Law and legislation New Zealand Wellington.
Animals Control New Zealand Wellington.
Animals Law and legislation New Zealand Wellington.
Dewey: 344.9363049

Title: Effects of 'think big' projects on soil conservation, river control, pollution and water levels / Taranaki Catchment Commission and Regional Water Board.
Physical Details: 16 leaves ; 30 cm.
Series: Miscellaneous report (Taranaki Catchment Commission) ; 83/2.
Subject: Economic development projects Environmental aspects New Zealand.
Dewey: 333.720993

Title: Eurocopter AS350-B2, ZK-HYY, collision with terrain during scenic flight, Mount Sale, near Arrowtown, 12 September 2016.
Physical Details: 1 volume (23 pages) : colour illustrations ; 30 cm.
Series: Aviation occurrence report ; AO-2016-006.
Subject: Aircraft accidents Investigation New Zealand.
Eurocopter helicopters Accidents New Zealand Mount Sale.
Helicopters Accidents New Zealand Mount Sale.
Dewey: 363.12465099395

Title: Forest options in the Manawatū-Whanganui region / prepared by Duncan Harrison, Les Dowling and Barbara Hock.
Author: Harrison, D. R. (Duncan R.) author.
ISBN: 9781988537191
Physical Details: 46 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject: Forests and forestry New Zealand Manawatu-Wanganui.
Land use Environmental aspects New Zealand Manawatu-Wanganui.
Dewey: 333.751509935
Title  Forever protected : 40 years of the QE II National Trust / Shona McCahon.
Author  McCahon, Shona, 1957- author.
ISBN  9780473419226
Publishing Details  Wellington : QE II National Trust, [2017]
©2017
Physical Details  ix, 112 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 21 cm
Subject  Environmental protection New Zealand.
         Landscape protection New Zealand.
         Nature conservation New Zealand Citizen participation.
         Queen Elizabeth the Second National Trust (N.Z.)
Dewey  333.72060993

Title  Foundations & memories : the beginnings and early years of KingsWay School / Graham Braddock.
Author  Braddock, Graham, author.
ISBN  9780473369910 paperback
       9780473369914 iBook
       9780473369927 EPUB
       9780473369934 iBook
©2016
Physical Details  53 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 22 cm
Subject  Church schools New Zealand Rodney District History.
         KingsWay School History.
Dewey  371.0719321

Title  Freshwater contributions to the Ohiwa Harbour : a response to the Ohiwa Harbour strategy / Kelly Hughes (ATS Environmental).
Author  Hughes, Kelly (New Zealand author), author.
Physical Details  24 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Contents  Identification and description of the sources of freshwater entering the Ohiwa Harbour -- Investigate methodology for capturing data relating to structures in waterways.
Subject  Hydraulic structures Environmental aspects New Zealand Ohiwa Harbour.
         Ohiwa Harbour (N.Z.) Environmental conditions 21st century.
         Ohiwa Harbour Strategy (2014)
         Rivers New Zealand Opotiki District.
Dewey  333.9164
Title Government response to Report of the Government Administration Committee on the inquiry into captioning in New Zealand : presented to the House of Representatives in accordance with Standing Order 252.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [House of Representatives], [2018?]  
Series Appendix to the Journals of the House of Representatives of New Zealand ; J.1.  
Subject Closed captioning New Zealand.  
Deaf Services for New Zealand.  
Dewey 362.4280993

Title Guinness Down Under : the famous brew and the family come to Australia and New Zealand / Rod Smith.  
Author Smith, Rod, 1943- author.  
ISBN 0473408422 paperback  
9780473408428 paperback  
©2018  
Physical Details 392 pages : illustrations (chiefly colour), portraits (some colour) ; 26 cm  
Summary Guinness is a name instantly recognised the world over – the famous stout has been brewed at St James’s Gate in Dublin for over 250 years, and is now brewed under contract in fifty countries and 9 million glasses of Guinness are drunk each day worldwide. Guinness family members, originally in three major groupings – brewing, banking, and the church – have achieved fame in all walks of life, with some scaling great heights, others tasting great sadness. Guinness Down Under is the never-before-told story of how the famous brew and the family came to New Zealand and Australia in the mid-1800s – the brew itself through export and eventually in-country brewing, and the family through four grandsons of Arthur Guinness who made a new life Down Under, where many of their descendants remain. In this indepth and fascinating account we learn about the origins of Guinness stout, the nature of the export trade, and the vagaries of the market. We learn of the challenges, highlights, and sadness in the complex lives of the four cousins who, independently and at different times, sought to make a better life for themselves Down Under. The entrepreneur, public figure, and political activist; the successful Canterbury pastoralist; the “black sheep” of the family who set up as a Guinness brewer in Melbourne then disappeared forever; the clergyman who took his family to a vicarage in Melbourne, just when the new city was flourishing. Also described is the progress of the iconic Guinness stout in Australia and New Zealand, from early imports in the mid-1800s through to present-day production in Adelaide and Auckland.  
Subject Brewing industry Australia History.  
Brewing industry New Zealand History.  
Guinness (Firm) History.  
Guinness family.  
Dewey 338.766342099  
OCLC Number 1027972742
Title  Hammer that mortgage! / by David Tillman.
Author  Tillman, David, 1959- author.
ISBN  9780473202750
©2012
Physical Details  128 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Subject  Mortgage loans New Zealand.
Dewey  332.7220993

Summary  "This book will help you take years off your mortgage and save you many tens (even hundreds) of thousands of dollars in interest costs. It shows how home ownership is still the best option for most New Zealanders and provides a fresh approach to eliminating debt faster than you ever thought possible while you move up in the world towards your dream home. The author uses easy-to-understand language, numerous anecdotes and real worked examples. Hammer That Mortgage! is a book every homeowner or aspiring homeowner needs to read now!"--Cover.

Subject  Mortgage loans New Zealand.
Mortgage loans.
New Zealand.
Dewey  332.7220993
OCLC Number  981255656

Title  Heath and Whale insolvency law in New Zealand / editors Paul Heath and Mike Whale.
ISBN  9780947514488 paperback
Projected Publication Date  1808
Physical Details  pages cm
Summary  "Covers both corporate and personal insolvencies in New Zealand"--Publisher information.
Subject  Bankruptcy New Zealand.
Dewey  346.93078
Title  Indigenous pathways into social research : voices of a new generation / Donna M. Mertens, Fiona Cram, Bagele Chilisa, editors.

ISBN  1598746952 (hardback ; alk. paper)
       1598746960 (pbk. ; alk. paper)
       1598746979 (institutional ebook)
       1611326842 (consumer ebook)
       9781598746952 (hardback ; alk. paper)
       9781598746969 (pbk. ; alk. paper)
       9781598746976 (institutional ebook)
       9781611326840 (consumer ebook)

Publishing Details  Walnut Creek, California : Left Coast Press, [2013] ©2013

Physical Details  413 pages ; 24 cm

Contents  The journey begins / Fiona Cram, Bagele Chilisa, and Donna M. Mertens -- The process that led me to become an indigenous researcher / Andrina Komala Lini Thomas (Vanuatu) -- I never really had any role models / Art Hernandez (Mexico/United States) -- Indigenism, public intellectuals, and the forever opposed---Or, the makings of a "Hori academic" / Brad Coombes (Aotearoa New Zealand) -- Becoming a Kaupapa Māori researcher / Cherryl Smith (Aotearoa New Zealand) -- An African narrative : the journey of an indigenous social researcher in South Africa / Kholeka Constance Moloi (South Africa) -- Drawn from the traditions of Cameroon : lessons from twenty-one years of practice / Debazou Yantio Yantio (Cameroon) -- Indigenous research with a cultural context / Fiona Hornung (Australia) -- Being and becoming an indigenous social researcher / Gabriel Cruz Ignacio (Mexico) -- Indigenous researcher's thoughts : an experience from research with communities in Burkina Faso using participatory methods / Issaka Herman Traore (Burkina Faso) -- Becoming an indigenous researcher in interior Alaska : sharing the transformative journey / James Johnson, III (Alaska) -- An aboriginal health worker's research story / Juanita Sherwood (Australia) -- Nurturing the gift of understanding different realities / Keiko Kuji-Shikatani (Japan/Canada) -- Inuujunga : the intricacy of indigenous and western epistemologies in the Arctic / Loee Okalik (Canada) -- The context within : my journey into research / Manulani Aluli Meyer (Hawai'i) -- Prospects and challenges of becoming an indigenous researcher / Motheo Koitsiwe (South Africa) -- Hinerauwhāriki : tapestries of life for four Māori women in evaluation / Nan Wehipeihana, Kataraina Pipi, Vivienne Kennedy, Kirimatao Paipa (Aotearoa New Zealand) -- Research in relationship with humans, the spirit world, and the natural world / Polly Walker (United States) -- Lens from the "Bottom of the well" / Ricardo Alfonso Millett (Panama) -- Neyo way in ik issi : a family practice of indigenist research informed by land / Shawn Wilson and Alexandria Wilson (Alaska) -- A native Papua New Guinea researcher / Simon Passingan (Papua New Guinea) -- From refusal to getting involved in Romani research / Rocío García, Patricia Melgar, and Teresa Sordé in conversation with Luisa Cortés, Coral Santiago, and Saray Santiago (Spain) -- Interpreting the journey : where words, stories formed / Victoria Hykes Steere (Alaska) -- The onward journey / César A. Cisneros Puebla (Mexico).

Subject  Indigenous peoples Research.
         Social sciences Research.

Dewey  300.72

OCLC Number  794361929
Title Inland Revenue Department: procurement for the business transformation programme.
Author New Zealand. Office of the Auditor-General, author.
ISBN 9780478442847
Physical Details 24 pages: colour illustrations; 30 cm.
Series Parliamentary papers presented to the House of Representatives of New Zealand; B.29[18b].
Subject Business Transformation Programme Auditing.
Government purchasing New Zealand Auditing.
New Zealand. Inland Revenue Management.
Tax administration and procedure New Zealand Evaluation.
Dewey 352.442530993

Title Insight / Motueka High School.
Publishing Details [Motueka]: Motueka High School
Physical Details 1 online resource
Frequency Quarterly
Subject High schools New Zealand Motueka Periodicals.
Motueka High School Periodicals.
Dewey 373.937705
https://motuekahigh.school.nz/insight/

Title Joint venture forests report / author John Jamieson, Grant Cooper.
Author Jamieson, John (Environmental coordinator), author.
ISBN 9781927259832 paperback
Physical Details iv, 7-33 pages: colour illustrations; 30 cm
Subject Forests and forestry New Zealand Manawatu-Wanganui.
Joint ventures New Zealand Manawatu-Wanganui.
Dewey 333.7509935
Title: Karpal Singh : tiger of Jelutong / Tim Donoghue.
Author: Donoghue, Tim, author.
ISBN: 9789814408530
9814408530
©2013
Physical Details: xxiii, 335 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm
Summary: "Karpal Singh, 73, is widely regarded as the best criminal and constitutional lawyer practising in Malaysia today. Since graduating from the University of Singapore in 1969 he has been a fearless, intelligent advocate for justice and a defender of human rights in South East Asia, and has appeared in the Privy Council in London on a number of occasions before such appeals were abandoned by Malaysia. In his long and illustrious career, Karpal Singh has defended more people headed for death row in Malaysian jails than he cares to remember. More importantly he has developed an international reputation for his defence of many people from many nations who have faced the death penalty under Malaysia's Dangerous Drugs Act. One of his biggest achievements in recent years has been his successful defence of former Deputy Prime Minister Anwar Ibrahim on two charges of sodomy. Indeed, without his steely involvement at the head of Anwar's defence it is difficult to imagine the opposition coalition being in the position it is today of being able to realistically challenge the ruling United Malay National Organisation for power at the May 5, 2013 election.<br. In this book, veteran journalist Tim Donoghue, who first met Karpal Singh in 1986 while based in Hong Kong, tells the remarkable story of a tenacious and principled lawyer and politician who has emerged as the kingmaker among the various Malaysian opposition political parties."—Publisher description.
Subject: Criminal justice, Administration of Malaysia.
Lawyers Malaysia Biography.
Politicians Malaysia Biography.
Singh, Karpal.
Dewey: 324.2092
OCLC Number: 844122623

Title: Kia pū te wai o pareira : catalysts of whanau health and wellbeing in West Auckland / authors, Dr Tanya Allport, Dr John Huakau, Haze White, Donna Te Whiu.
Author: Allport, Tanya, author.
ISBN: 0473395843
9780473395841 paperback
©2017
Physical Details: 56 pages ; 30 cm
Subject: Hauora whānau. reo
Hauora. reo
Hūnuku. reo
Maori (New Zealand people) Health and hygiene New Zealand Waitakere.
Urbanization New Zealand Waitakere.
Well-being New Zealand Waitakere.
Dewey: 362.1089944209323
OCLC Number: 1016058203
Title  Lower Whanganui River flood protection investigations : review of the June 2015 flood and update of design flood level estimates / Peter Blackwood, Jon Bell.

Author  Blackwood, P. L. (Peter Lindsay), 1953- author.


Physical Details  iv, 50 pages, 22 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm

Subject  Flood control New Zealand Whanganui District.
Floods New Zealand Whanganui District Computer simulation.
Hydraulic models.

Dewey  363.34936966354

---

Title  Maea te toi ora : Māori health transformations / Te Kani Kingi, Mason Durie, Hinemoa Elder, Rees Tapsell, Mark Lawrence, Simon Bennett.

ISBN  9781775502975


Physical Details  vi, 333 pages ; 21 cm

Summary  "In Maea te Toi Ora: Māori Health Transformations Māori clinicians and researchers explore the relationship between Māori culture and Māori mental health. The six contributing authors in the collection are Simon Bennett, Mason Durie, Hinemoa Elder, Te Kani Kingi, Mark Lawrence and Rees Tapsell and are all well known in the mental health field. Each discusses aspects of Māori and indigenous health and the importance of culture to diagnosis, patient history, understanding causes, treatment and assessment of outcomes. Along with a discussion of current research into and knowledge about health and culture, the authors provide case studies from their own experiences of working with Māori to restore well-being"--Publisher information.

Subject  Hauora hinengaro reo
Maori (New Zealand people) Mental health.
Maori (New Zealand people) Social life and customs.
Mate rerekē reo
Māoritanga reo

Dewey  362.208999442
Title  Manawatu Estuary 2016 : broad scale habitat mapping / prepared by Leigh Stevens and Ben Robertson, prepared for Abby Matthews, Horizons Regional Council.
Author  Stevens, Leigh (Leigh Michael), author.
ISBN  9781927259733 paperback
Physical Details  vii, 28 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Estuarine ecology New Zealand Manawatu Estuary.
         Estuarine health New Zealand Manawatu Estuary.
         Vegetation surveys New Zealand Manawatu Estuary.
Dewey  333.9164099356

Title  Marine water quality annual report 2016 / Melanie R Vaughan.
Author  Vaughan, Melanie (Melanie Raie), author.
ISBN  9781988529844 Print
       9781988529851 PDF
       ©2017
Physical Details  vi, 44 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm.
Subject  Marine pollution New Zealand Auckland.
         Water Pollution New Zealand Auckland.
         Water quality New Zealand Auckland.
Dewey  363.73947209932

Title  Marriage Equality Conference : conference summary.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [PrideNZ.com [2012]
Physical Details  13 pages ; 30 cm
Subject  Marriage Congresses.
         Marriage law Congresses.
Dewey  346.93016

ISBN 9780473431396

Publishing Details [Matamata] : [Matamata College] [2018]

Physical Details 156 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm

Summary "Our aim in this magazine is to tell the story of 100 years of secondary education in Matamata. To this end much of the content of the 75th jubilee magazine has been re-printed, with the addition of new material to cover the period 1993-2018"--Introduction.

Subject High schools New Zealand Matamata History.
Matamata College History.

Dewey 373.93353

Title Matching farm production data to land use capability for Auckland / Douglas Hicks (Consulting Soil Scientist, Orewa) Fiona Curran-Cournean (Soil Scientist, Research and Evaluation Unit, Auckland Council).

Author Hicks, Douglas Laidlaw, 1953- author.

ISBN 9781988529363 Print
9781988529370 PDF


Physical Details 25 pages, 3 folded pages ; 30 cm.


Subject Farm produce New Zealand Auckland Planning.
Land use New Zealand Auckland Planning.
Land use, Rural New Zealand Auckland Planning.
Soils New Zealand Auckland.

Dewey 333.731309932

Title Methods for detecting adulteration of honey / by Raymond D Wilson.

Author Wilson, R. D. (Raymond Donald), 1951- author.

Publishing Details Petone, New Zealand : Chemistry Division, Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, 1983.

Physical Details 34 leaves : illustrations ; 30 cm.


Subject Food adulteration and inspection.
Honey Analysis.

Dewey 363.192
Title New Zealand biofuels roadmap summary report : growing a biofuelled New Zealand / authors: Ian D Suckling, Ferran de Miguel Mercader, Juan J Monge, Steve J Wakelin, Peter W Hall and Paul J Bennett.

Author Suckling, Ian Douglas, 1956- author.

ISBN 9780473429317 print
9780473429324 online

©2018

Physical Details 63 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 30 cm

Subject Biomass energy New Zealand.
Biomass energy industries New Zealand.

Dewey 333.95390993

---

Title Newsletter / N.Z. Medical Aid Committee for Vietnam.

Publishing Details Auckland : The Committee, -[1973]


Dewey 362.104250959705

OCLC Number 222219134

---

Title Ninety years of going to school : four generations of Pond children at Hinuera Primary School 1918-2013 / by Wendy Pond.

Author Pond, Wendy, author.

ISBN 9780473428891 CD-ROM

Publishing Details [Coromandel, New Zealand] : [Wendy Pond], [2018]

Physical Details 1 CD-ROM (PDF files): illustrations ; 12 cm

Summary Centred around the Pond family and relations, this work deals with local history and especially the Hinuera Primary School history, its students and changes over time to the school and surrounding area.

Subject Hinuera Primary School History.
Hinuera Primary School Students.
Pounds family.

Dewey 372.93353
Author MacKenzie, Ron, 1930- author.
ISBN 9780994134912
Physical Details 163 pages : illustrations (some colour); 24 cm
Summary "The Pacific Paramedical Training Centre, or PPTC as it is generally known, has trained staff and and supported medical laboratories in the Pacific Islands and Southeast Asia since 1980. A small but significant part of New Zealand’s overseas development programme, this Wellington-based NGO collaborates with many entities, especially client countries, the World Health Organisation, the Red Cross and New Zealand’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade. The PPTC is a remarkable story of Kiwi resourcefulness and commitment, whose success has been guided by a founding policy of providing education and training which is which is appropriate, affordable and sustainable"--Publisher information.
Subject Emergency medical services Oceania.
Pacific Paramedical Training Centre History.
Dewey 362.18

Title Paddy Crumlin : MUNZ conference / produced by Jamie McMechan.
Author Crumlin, Paddy.
Physical Details 1 DVD (approximately 7 minutes) : sound, colour ; 12 cm
Summary Videorecording of Paddy Crumlin, National Secretary of Maritime Union of Australia (MAU), addressing the 2011 Maritime Union of New Zealand (MUNZ) Conference.
Subject Filmed speeches. lcgft
Nonfiction films. lcgft
Short films. lcgft
Stevedores New Zealand History 20th century.
Strikes and lockouts Stevedores New Zealand History 20th century.
Waterfront Strike, N.Z., 1951.
Dewey 331.89281387164
Title  Passenger vessel L'Austral contact with rock Snares Islands, 9 January 2017.
Physical Details  1 volume (35 pages) : colour illustrations ; 30 cm.
Subject  Boating accidents Investigation New Zealand.
          Cruise ships Accidents New Zealand Snares Islands/Tini Heke.
          L'Austral (Ship)
Dewey  363.12365099399

Title  Postgraduate prospectus.
Author  University of Auckland, author.
Publishing Details  Auckland : The University of Auckland, Te Whare Wānanga o Tāmaki Makaurau, New Zealand
Physical Details  volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Frequency  Annual
Subject  Universities and colleges New Zealand Auckland Curricula Periodicals.
          University of Auckland Curricula Periodicals.
Dewey  378.155099324

Title  Preview : property collection: Waikato, Hauraki, Bay of Plenty, Taranaki.
Publishing Details  [Tauranga] : Success Realty Limited, Bayleys
Physical Details  volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Frequency  Quarterly
Subject  Real estate listings New Zealand Bay of Plenty (Region) Periodicals.
          Real estate listings New Zealand Taranaki Periodicals.
          Real estate listings New Zealand Waikato Periodicals.
          Real property New Zealand Bay of Plenty (Region) Periodicals.
          Real property New Zealand Taranaki Periodicals.
          Real property New Zealand Waikato Periodicals.
Dewey  333.330993205
Title  Psychology for a better world : working with people to save the planet / Niki Harré.
Author  Harré, Niki, author.
ISBN  9781869408855
Edition  [Fully revised and updated].
©2018
Physical Details  236 pages ; 21 cm
Subject  Environmental responsibility Social aspects.
         Psychology Popular works.
         Social change.
         Social psychology.
         Sustainability Social aspects.
Dewey  302
OCLC Number  1030349512

Title  Psychosis mania depression and the secret hope garden / written and illustrated by tp Sharman.
Author  Sharman, T. P. (Toni Phillipa), 1972- author, artist.
ISBN  9780473421892 Paperback
Publishing Details  [Dunedin] : [tp Sharman] [2017]
©2017
Physical Details  119 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 27 cm
Summary  "This is an illustrated story of a woman's life following her diagnosis of mental illness. Her quest to find meaning and happiness as she battles with the devastating side effects of medications is both harrowing and enlightening. The challenge of day-to-day living and social isolation leads her to create a hope garden, with the dream of helping other battling suicidal thoughts"--Back cover.
Subject  Mental illness In art.
         Mentally ill New Zealand Christchurch Biography.
         Sharman, T. P. (Toni Phillipa), 1972- Mental health.
Dewey  362.2092
Title RSA in the City: a short history of the Auckland RSA / Stephen Clarke.
Author Clarke, Stephen, 1968- author.
ISBN 9780473374433 paperback
Physical Details 80 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 21 cm
Subject Auckland Returned Services Association History.
Veterans New Zealand Auckland History.
Veterans New Zealand Auckland Social life and customs.
Veterans Services for New Zealand Auckland.
Dewey 305.90697060932

Title Rails to Cromwell: the Otago Central Railway in stories and pictures / W.J. Cowan.
Author Cowan, W. J., 1937- author.
ISBN 9780473418878 pbk.
Physical Details 404 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 22 x 27 cm
Subject Otago Central Railway History.
Railroads New Zealand Otago History.
Dewey 385.099394

Title Rata and the waka: a tale from New Zealand / retold by Jephson Gibbs; illustrated by Fraser Williamson; Aotearoa / written by: Jephson Gibbs.
Author Gibbs, Jephson, author.
ISBN 192724465X
9781927244654 paperback
Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand : Clean Slate Press ; [2016] ©2016
Physical Details 16, 8 pages : colour illustrations ; 43 cm.
Series StoryWorld.
Summary Rata and the waka retells a traditional legend from New Zealand. Rata searches the forest to find the perfect tree for a waka. He is eager to start work but he has forgotten to ask Tāne, God of the forest for permission to cut down the tree. Accompanied by Aotearoa, which introduces factual information about building a waka and the importance of Tāne in Māori culture.
Audience Junior, primary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject Big books.
Folklore New Zealand
Maori (New Zealand people) Folklore.
New Zealand Juvenile literature.
Pūrakau. reo
Readers (Primary)
Tuatara. reo
Tānemāhuta. reo
Waka. reo
Dewey 398.20993
OCLC Number 959801304
Title  Reflections : Waipara School and its community from 1917 to 2017.
ISBN 9780473412722 paperback

Publishing Details  [Waipara] : Waipara School Centenary Book Committee, [2017]
©2017

Physical Details  vi, 185 pages : colour illustrations ; 27 cm
Subject  Elementary schools New Zealand Waipara History.
Waipara (N.Z.) History.
Waipara School History.

Dewey  372.99381

Title  Relationship property in New Zealand / Bill Atkin BA, LLM (Victoria), Professor of Law, Victoria University of Wellington, Barrister and Solicitor of the High Court of New Zealand.

Author  Atkin, W. R., author.
ISBN  9781927313763 pbk
       9781927313770 ebk


©2018

Physical Details  xxxvii, 288 pages ; 24 cm
Subject  Equitable distribution of marital property New Zealand.
Unmarried couples Legal status, laws, etc. New Zealand.

Dewey  346.9301664

Title  Score! : transforming NCEA data / Eric Crampton and Martine Udahemuka; foreword by Bali Haque.

Author  Crampton, Eric, author.
ISBN  9780995100909 print
       9780995100916 online


Physical Details  53 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm.
Series  Research report (New Zealand Initiative (Organisation)) ; 43.
Subject  Achievement tests New Zealand Evaluation.
Education and state New Zealand Evaluation.
National Certificate of Educational Achievement (New Zealand) Evaluation.

Dewey  373.12620993
Sex workers' safety accord: all business code of conduct / NZPC National Office.

New Zealand Prostitutes Collective, author.

Wellington: National Office NZPC, [201-?]

15 unnumbered pages; 15 cm

New Zealand Prostitutes Collective.

Prostitutes Health and hygiene New Zealand.

Prostitution New Zealand Safety measures.

331.76130674

Sina and the eel / retold by Leilani Watson; illustrated by Jenny Cooper; Fa'a Samoa / written by Leilani Watson.

Watson, Leilani, author.

Auckland, New Zealand: Clean Slate Press, [2016]

16, 8 pages: colour illustrations; 21 cm.

StoryWorld.

A traditional Samoan folktale about a pet eel who gives the gift of the coconut tree to the people of Samoa. Accompanied by Fa'a Samoa, which introduces factual information about Samoa.

Junior, primary National Library of New Zealand

Eels Folklore.

Folklore Samoa.

Readers (Primary)

Samoa Juvenile literature.

Samoans Folklore.

398.2099614

Sina and the eel: a tale from Samoa / retold by Leilani Watson; illustrated by Jenny Cooper; Fa'a Samoa / written by: Leilani Watson.

Watson, Leilani, author.

Auckland: Clean Slate Press, [2016]

16, 8 pages: colour illustrations; 43 cm.

StoryWorld.

A traditional Samoan folktale about a pet eel who gives the gift of the coconut tree to the people of Samoa. Accompanied by Fa'a Samoa, which introduces factual information about Samoa.

Junior, primary National Library of New Zealand.

Big books.

Eels Folklore.

Folklore Samoa.

Readers (Primary)

Samoa Juvenile literature.

Samoans Folklore.

398.2099614

959801306
Title: Song for Rosaleen / Pip Desmond.
Author: Desmond, Pip, author.
ISBN: 0995100128 paperback
        9780995100121 paperback
        9780995100138 EPUB
Publishing Details: Auckland, New Zealand : Massey University Press, 2018. ©2018
Physical Details: 255 pages : illustrations, portraits ; 20 cm
Summary: "A beautifully crafted memoir of a family coping with their mother's dementia, Song for Rosaleen is both a celebration of Rosaleen Desmond's life and an unflinching account of the practical and ethical dilemmas that faced her six children. Told with love, insight, humour and compassion, it raises important questions about who we become when our memories fail, how our rapidly ageing population can best be cared for, and what this means for us all"--Back cover.
Subject: Dementia Patients Care New Zealand.
Dementia Patients New Zealand Biography.
Desmond, Rosaleen, 1929-2009.
Dewey: 362.1968310092
OCLC Number: 1026680626

Title: Statement of corporate intent / Learning Media Limited = Te Pou Taki Kōrero.
Author: New Zealand. Learning Media.
Publishing Details: Wellington, New Zealand : Learning Media
Physical Details: volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Frequency: Annual
Subject: New Zealand. Learning Media Periodicals.
Dewey: 353.8099305

Title: Statement of intent ...
Author: Capital & Coast District Health Board, author.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : Capital & Coast District Health Board, Úpoko ki te Uru Hauora, [2001]-
Physical Details: volumes ; 30 cm
Frequency: Annual
Subject: Capital & Coast District Health Board Periodicals.
Public health administration New Zealand Wellington (Region) Periodicals.
Dewey: 362.110993605
Title  Statement of intent / Counties Manukau District Health Board.
Author  Counties Manukau District Health Board, author.
Publishing Details  [Manukau] : Counties Manukau District Health Board
Physical Details  volumes : illustrations ; 30 cm
Frequency  Annual
Publication Numbering  Began with 2001/2002?
Subject  Counties Manukau District Health Board Periodicals.
         Public health New Zealand Manukau Periodicals.
         Public health New Zealand Papkura District Periodicals.
Dewey  353.609932505

Title  Statement of intent : for the year ending 30 June ...
Author  Auckland District Health Board, author.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : Auckland District Health Board, Te Toka Tumai
Physical Details  volumes ; 30 cm
Frequency  Annual
Subject  Auckland District Health Board Periodicals.
Dewey  362.1068099305

Title  Statement of proposal, Te Tauihu : kaupapa here hukihuki - te reo Maōri : draft te reo Māori policy : statement of proposal.
Author  Wellington (N.Z.). City Council, author.
Publishing Source  J005273 Wellington City Council
Physical Details  15 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Language  In English and parallel Māori text.
Subject  Maori language Government policy New Zealand Wellington.
         Reo Māori. reo
Dewey  306.4499363
Title: Statement of proposal, Te Tauihuu : kaupapa here hukihuki - te reo Maōri : draft te reo Maōri policy : statement of responsibility.

Author: Wellington (N.Z.). City Council, author.


Publishing Source: J005273 Wellington City Council

Physical Details: online resource : colour illustrations

Language: In English and parallel Māori text.

Subject: Maori language Government policy New Zealand Wellington.

Reo Māori. reo

Dewey: 306.4499363

Electronic Location: http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA11304348490002836


Title: Step into the future! : Join the Royal New Zealand Air Force.


Physical Details: 38 pages : illustrations ; 20 cm.

Series: N.Z. air pamphlet ; no. 40.

Subject: Aeronautics, Military New Zealand.

New Zealand. Royal New Zealand Air Force Recruiting, enlistment, etc.

Dewey: 358.400993

OCLC Number: 31468587

Title: Te Tauihu : draft te reo Māori policy.

Author: Wellington (N.Z.). City Council, author.


Physical Details: 7 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm

Language: In English with some Māori.

Subject: Maori language Government policy New Zealand Wellington.

Reo Māori. reo

Dewey: 306.4499363
Title  Understanding New Zealand / by Dan McGlashan.
Author McGlashan, Dan, 1981- author.
ISBN 9780473423131
Publishing Details [Nelson] : [VJM Publishing], [2017]
©2017
Physical Details 340 pages ; 25 cm
Subject Demographic surveys New Zealand.
Party affiliation New Zealand.
Voting New Zealand.
Voting research New Zealand.
Dewey 324.60993

Title  Upper Hutt City community directory.
Physical Details volumes : 30 cm
Frequency Annual
Subject Community organization New Zealand Upper Hutt Directories.
Upper Hutt (N.Z.) Directories.
Dewey 362.99365025

Title  Vital Signs. Taupō District.
Publishing Details [Rotorua] : Geyser Community Foundation Rotorua and Taupo, 2018-
Physical Details volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Frequency Triennial
Publication Numbering Began with 2018.
Subject Community development New Zealand Taupo District Periodicals.
Taupo District (N.Z.) Economic conditions Periodicals.
Taupo District (N.Z.) Environmental conditions Periodicals.
Taupo District (N.Z.) Social conditions Periodicals.
Dewey 307.141609933905
We don't have to be the building: an art project about queer activism / by Siân Torrington.

Author: Torrington, Siân, author, artist.

Publishing Details: [Auckland]: [Siân Torrington], [2018?]

Physical Details: 42 leaves: illustrations (some colour); 43 cm

Summary: Art project which included exhibition held in Auckland during the Auckland Pride Festival following research into queer female activism in the past and present.

Subject: Gay activists New Zealand Exhibitions.
Lesbian acitivists New Zealand Exhibitions.
Lesbians New Zealand Exhibitions.
Torrington, Siân Exhibtions.

Dewey: 306.7663 0993


Author: Wellington (N.Z.). City Council, author.


Physical Details: 27 pages: colour illustrations; 30 cm

Subject: Dog owners Legal status, laws, etc. New Zealand Wellington.
Dogs Control New Zealand Wellington.
Dogs Law and legislation New Zealand Wellington.

Dewey: 344.9363049

Wellington Town Belt management plan.

Author: Wellington (N.Z.). City Council, author.

ISBN: 9780947521059 spiral-bound


Publishing Source: J004077 Wellington City Council

Physical Details: 286 pages: colour illustrations; 30 cm

Subject: Greenbelts New Zealand Wellington Management.
Recreation areas New Zealand Wellington Management.

Dewey: 333.78099363
Title Wellington resilience strategy.
Author Wellington (N.Z.). City Council, author.
Physical Details 115 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject City planning New Zealand Wellington.
Emergency management New Zealand Wellington.
Sustainable urban development New Zealand Wellington.
Urban policy New Zealand Wellington.
Dewey 307.1216

Title The Whakatōhea mandate inquiry report.
Author New Zealand. Waitangi Tribunal, author
ISBN 9781869563295 paperback
Projected Publication Date 1805
Physical Details pages cm
Summary "WAI 2662. The claimants were several Whakatōhea groups, and they objected to the Crown's recognition of the Whakatōhea Pre-Settlement Claims Trust's deed of mandate. That mandate was for the negotiation of Whakatōhea's historical Treaty of Waitangi claims. The central complaint was that the Crown had breached the principles of the Treaty by failing to actively protect the claimants' ability to exercise their rangatiratanga and decide for themselves how they would settle their historical claims. The report looks at whether the Crown's decision to recognise the claims trust's deed of mandate was fair and reasonable and made in good faith. The Tribunal found that the Crown had failed to act reasonably, honourably, and in good faith and had thus breached the Treaty principles of partnership and active protection"--Publisher information.
Subject Kerēme (Tiriti o Waitangi). reo
Rōpū Māori. reo
Te Whakatōhea (New Zealand people) Claims.
Te Whakatōhea (New Zealand people) Government relations.
Tino rangatiratanga. reo
Tiriti o Waitangi. reo
Treaty of Waitangi (1840 February 6).
Whakatōhea Pre Settlement Claims Trust.
Dewey 322
Title Your ... postgraduate prospectus.

Publishing Details [Palmerston North] : Massey University Te Kunenga ki Pūrehuroa, [2016]-

Physical Details volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm.

Frequency Annual

Subject Massey University Curricula Periodicals.

Dewey 378.9305

Title The girl and the waterfall : a tale from China / retold by Lucretia Samson ; illustrated by Caroline Romanet ; Explore China / written by: Lucretia Samson.

Author Samson, Lucretia, author.

ISBN 1927244714

Physical Details 16, 8 pages : color illustrations, color map ; 43 cm.

Series StoryWorld.

Summary The Girl and the Waterfall is a retelling of a traditional tale from China. The "flip" side of this book is Explore China. Explore China contains 8 pages of information about China.

Audience Junior, primary National Library of New Zealand.

Subject Big books.

China Juvenile literature.
Folklore China.
Readers (Primary)
Water Folklore.

Dewey 398.20951

OCLC Number 959801469
Title  The girl and the waterfall / retold by Lucretia Samson ; illustrated by Caroline Romanet ; Explore China / written by: Lucretia Samson.

Author  Samson, Lucretia, author.

ISBN  1927244617
       9781927244616 paperback

Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Clean Slate Press, [2016]
©2016

Physical Details  16, 8 pages : color illustrations ; 21 cm.

Series  StoryWorld.

Summary  The girl and the waterfall retells a folktale from China in which a girl and an old man trick the God of Thunder and are able to bring water to their village. Accompanied by Explore China, which introduces factual information about China.

Audience  Junior, primary National Library of New Zealand.

Subject  China Juvenile literature.
          Folklore China.
          Readers (Primary)
          Water Folklore.

Dewey  398.20951

OCLC Number  959801468


ISBN  9781927244722 paperback

Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Clean Slate Press, [2016]
©2016

Physical Details  16, 8 pages : colour illustrations ; 43 cm.

Series  StoryWorld.

Summary  The hidden treasure is a retelling of a traditional Sri Lankan folktale about the virtue of hard work. Accompanied by Treasures of Sri Lanka which introduces factual information about Sri Lanka.

Audience  Junior, primary National Library of New Zealand.

Subject  Big books.
          Folklore Sri Lanka.
          Perseverance Folklore.
          Readers (Primary)
          Sri Lanka Juvenile literature.
          Sri Lankans Folklore.

Dewey  398.2095493
Title  The hidden treasure / retold by Sara Mitchell ; illustrated by Marina le Ray. Treasures of Sri Lanka / written by: Nerida Frost.
ISBN 9781927244623 paperback
Physical Details  16, 8 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm.
Series  StoryWorld.
Summary  The hidden treasure is a traditional Sri Lankan folktale about the virtue of hard work. Accompanied by Treasures of Sri Lanka which introduces factual information about Sri Lanka.
Audience  Junior, primary National Library of New Zealand
Subject  Folklore Sri Lanka.
Perseverance Folklore.
Readers (Primary)
Sri Lanka Juvenile literature.
Sri Lankans Folklore.
Dewey  398.2095493

Title  The infinite game : how to live well together / Niki Harré.
Author  Harré, Niki, author.
ISBN 1869408780
9781869408787
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Auckland University Press, 2018. ©2018
Physical Details  211 pages ; 21 cm
Summary  "Is life really a finite game – a game of selection and rules, winners and losers, players and spectators? What if we are all part of a different type of game entirely – a game in which playing matters more than winning, a game that anyone can join at any time, a game in which rules evolve as new players turn up – an infinite game?"--Publisher information.
Subject  Carse, James P. Influence.
Conduct of life.
Interpersonal relations.
Psychology Popular works.
Self-realization.
Social interaction.
Dewey  302
OCLC Number 1030339772
Title  
Te kōparapara : an introduction to the Māori world / edited by Michael Reilly, Suzanne Duncan, Gianna Leoni, Lachy Paterson, Lyn Carter, Matiu Rātima and Poia Rewi.

ISBN  
9781869408671

Publishing Details  

Projected Publication Date  
1805

Physical Details  
pages cm

Summary  
"This book aims to allow the Māori world to speak for itself through an accessible introduction to Māori culture, history and society from an indigenous perspective. In twenty-one illustrated chapters, leading scholars introduce Māori culture (including tikanga on and off the marae and key rituals like pōwhiri and tangihanga), Māori history (from the beginning of the world and the waka migration through to Māori protest and urbanisation in the twentieth century), and Māori society today (including twenty-first century issues like education, health, political economy and identity)"--Publisher information.

Subject  
Kōrero nehe. reo
Maori (New Zealand people) History.
Maori (New Zealand people) Social conditions.
Maori (New Zealand people) Social life and customs.
Māoritanga. reo
Te Ao Huruhuri. reo
Te Ao Tāwhito. reo
Tikanga. reo
Āhuatanga paporī. reo

Dewey  
305.899442

---

Title  
He mihi ki te Tai Rāwhiti : walking for peace around the East Coast in 1983 / author: Fe Day and the Pramazons ; photography Gil Hanly.

Author  
Day, Fe, author.

ISBN  
9780473392178 paperback

Publishing Details  

Physical Details  
1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 15 x 21 cm

Summary  
The true story of how six women pushed prams for peace around the East Cape of Aotearoa New Zealand. Along the way they shared stories and ideas about peace with the local communities, learned Te Reo Māori, and discussed how to create a peaceful world.

Audience  
Primary, intermediate National Library of New Zealand.

Subject  
Antinuclear movement New Zealand History 20th century.
Mana wahine. reo
Rangimārie. reo
Women and peace New Zealand History 20th century.
Women pacifists New Zealand History 20th century.

Dewey  
327.1720820993
Title  The movie museum and Wellington convention centre : including amendment of the 2015-25 Long-Term Plan.
Author  Wellington (N.Z.). City Council, author.
ISBN  9781877232909 paperback
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Wellington City Council Me Heke ki Pōneke, [2016]
Physical Details  46 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 x 30 cm
Subject  City planning New Zealand Wellington Citizen participation.
          City planning New Zealand Wellington.
          Convention facilities Economic aspects New Zealand Wellington.
Dewey  307.1216099363

Title  The politically correct economy / Greg Clydesdale.
Author  Clydesdale, Greg, author.
ISBN  0473401886 paperback
9780473401887 paperback
©2017
Physical Details  204 pages ; 21cm
Summary  Over the last thirty years, political correctness has infiltrated every aspect of our lives. It is not just annoying - it has undermined economic growth and the welfare of many New Zealanders. The process has been so gradual and consistent that many New Zealanders have not noticed how previously unpopular views have become institutionalised. Ideology and mythology now shape government action. In the process, we have lost the ability to question and debate. Genuine tolerance has been lost. This book examines political correctness in a number of guises, from the arts, paternalism, diversity, immigration, to Pacific and Maori poverty.
Subject  New Zealand Economic conditions.
          New Zealand Politics and government.
          Political correctness New Zealand.
          Political culture New Zealand.
Dewey  330.993
OCLC Number  994351874
Title  The right mix : alcohol management strategy.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Me Heke Ki Pōneke, Wellington City Council, [2013]
Physical Details  19 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Drinking of alcoholic beverages New Zealand Management.
Dewey  363.410993

Title  The strongest mouse : a tale from East Africa / retold by Briar Wilton ; illustrated by Estelle Corke. From small to big / written by: Nerida Frost.
ISBN  1927244692 paperback
9781927244692 paperback
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Clean Slate Press Ltd., [2016]
©2016
Physical Details  16, 8 pages : colour illustrations ; 43 cm
Contents  The strongest mouse (Orange, Level 16) -- From small to big (Silver, Level 23)
Series  StoryWorld.
Summary  The strongest mouse retells a folktale from East Africa, in which a mouse compares his strength with that of the other animals on the African savannah. From small to big introduces brief factual information about the spiny mouse, the African elephant, and the savannah of East Africa. Includes a poem about elephants.
Audience  Junior, primary National Library of New Zealand
Subject  Folklore Africa, East.
Mice Folklore.
Readers (Primary)
Savanna animals Africa, East Juvenile literature.
Savanna animals Folklore.
Dewey  398.209676
OCLC Number  959801473

Title  The strongest mouse : a tale from East Africa / retold by Briar Wilton ; illustrated by Estelle Corke. From small to big / written by: Nerida Frost.
ISBN  1927244595 paperback
9781927244593 paperback
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Clean Slate Press Ltd., [2016]
©2016
Physical Details  16, 8 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Contents  The strongest mouse (Orange, Level 16) -- From small to big (Silver, Level 23)
Series  StoryWorld.
Summary  The strongest mouse retells a folktale from East Africa, in which a mouse compares his strength with that of the other animals on the African savannah. From small to big introduces brief factual information about the spiny mouse, the African elephant, and the savannah of East Africa. Includes a poem about elephants.
Audience  Junior, primary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject  Folklore Africa, East.
Mice Folklore.
Readers (Primary)
Savanna animals Africa, East Juvenile literature.
Savanna animals Folklore.
Dewey  398.209676
OCLC Number  959801472
Title The unforgotten babies : the inspiration behind the Buttons Project / written by Marina and Peter Young, co-founders of the Buttons Project.

Author Young, Marina, 1965- author.

ISBN 9780473428198 pbk

Publishing Details [Coopers Beach] : Marina & Peter Young, [2018] ©2018

Physical Details 1 volume (various pagings) : colour illustrations ; 21 cm

Subject Abortion New Zealand.
Abortion Psychological aspects.
Abortion Religious aspects Christianity.
Buttons Project.
Young, Marina, 1965-

Dewey 362.19888

Title A visit with Moon and Sun : a tale from the Inuit / retold by Libby Brereton ; illustrated by Martina Peluso ; Inuit life / written by: Libby Brereton.

Author Brereton, Libby, 1984- author.

ISBN 9781927244709 paperback


Physical Details 16, 8 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm

Contents A visit with Moon and Sun (Turquoise, Level 18) -- Inuit life (Gold, Level 21).

Series StoryWorld.

Summary A visit with Moon and Sun is a retelling of a traditional tale from the Inuit/Arctic, in which a young boy hunting for seals is taken to the magical igloo of the moon and the sun. Inuit Life describes traditional and contemporary life for the Inuit people.

Audience Junior, primary National Library of New Zealand.

Subject Inuit Folklore.
Inuit Juvenile literature.
Moon Folklore.
Readers (Primary)
Sun Folklore.

Dewey 398.2089971
Title  A visit with Moon and Sun : a tale from the Inuit / retold by Libby Brereton ; illustrated by Martina Peluso ; Inuit life / written by: Libby Brereton.
Author  Brereton, Libby, 1984- author.
ISBN  1927244706 paperback
9781927244708 paperback
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Clean Slate Press, Ltd., [2016]
©2016
Physical Details  16, 8 pages : color illustrations ; 43 cm
Contents  A visit with Moon and Sun (Turquoise, Level 18) -- Inuit life (Gold, Level 21).
Series  StoryWorld.
Summary  A visit with Moon and Sun is a retelling of a traditional tale from the Inuit/Arctic, in which a young boy hunting for seals is taken to the magical igloo of the moon and the sun. Inuit Life describes traditional and contemporary life for the Inuit people.
Audience  Junior, primary National Library of New Zealand
Subject  Big books.
Inuit Folklore
Inuit Folklore.
Inuit Juvenile literature.
Moon Folklore
Readers (Primary)
Sun Folklore
Dewey  398.2089971
OCLC Number  959801434

Title  The world's din : listening to records, radio and films in New Zealand, 1880-1940 / Peter Hoar.
Author  Hoar, Peter, 1961- author.
ISBN  9781988531199 (paperback)
Physical Details  287 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm
Subject  Broadcasting Social aspects New Zealand.
Sound recordings New Zealand History.
Sound recordings Social aspects New Zealand.
Dewey  384
Title  A zero carbon act for New Zealand : revisiting 'Stepping stones to Paris and beyond'.
ISBN  9780947517106 print
       9780947517113 electronic
Physical Details  47 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Language  Foreword by the Commissioner in English and Māori.
Subject  Climate change mitigation Government policy Great Britain.
          Climate change mitigation Government policy New Zealand.
          Greenhouse gas mitigation Government policy Great Britain.
          Greenhouse gas mitigation Government policy New Zealand.
          Greenhouse gas mitigation Law and legislation Great Britain.
          Greenhouse gas mitigation Law and legislation New Zealand.
Dewey  363.738746

Title  新西兰医疗卫生手册 = New Zealand health handbook / Jian Yang.
Author  Yang, Jian, 1962- author.
ISBN  9780473340254
Physical Details  162 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Subject  Medical care New Zealand.
          Public health administration New Zealand.
Dewey  362.110993
Title  Complete manual of Māori conversation and grammar with vocabulary / by Apirana Ngata.
ISBN  9780473424008 paperback
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Bracken Woods Projects Limited, [2017?]
Physical Details  166 pages ; 30 cm
Subject  Ako. reo
Maori language Conversation and phrase books.
Maori language Grammar.
Maori language Vocabulary.
Reo Māori. reo
Wetere. reo
Dewey  499.442

Title  Ngaahi lanu = colours / [June Allen] ; Tongan text: Silia Helu.
Author  Allen, June, 1937- author.
ISBN  9780473427313 paperback
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Kwizzel Publishing, [2018]
©2018
Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Summary  Reader in Tongan and English, showing objects of different colours.
Audience  Junior National Library of New Zealand.
Subject  Readers (Primary)
Tongan language Readers.
Dewey  499.48286

Title  Le français facile : grammaire française / by Mariam Isaac.
Author  Isaac, Mariam, 1986- author.
ISBN  9780473418434
Publishing Details  [Upper Hutt] : [Mariam Isaac], [2017]
©2017
Physical Details  119 pages ; 24 cm
Language  English and French.
Subject  French language Grammar.
French language Self-instruction.
French language Textbooks for foreign speakers English.
Dewey  448.2421
Title 880-01 Density at 20°C of solutions of water in methanol / by G.J. Dougherty.
Author Dougherty, G. J. (Gavin James), author.
Publishing Details Petone, New Zealand : Chemistry Division, Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, 1980.
Physical Details 10 unnumbered leaves : illustrations ; 30 cm.
Series Technical note (New Zealand. Chemistry Division) ; no. 80/1.
Subject Methanol Density Statistics.
Solution (Chemistry) Density Statistics.
Water Density Statistics.
Dewey 541.3413

Title Alpha mathematics / David Barton.
Author Barton, David, 1951- author.
ISBN 9780947496463
©2017
Physical Details viii, 684 pages : colour illustrations ; 25 cm
Subject Mathematics.
Study guides. lcgft
Dewey 510.76

Title Alpha mathematics workbook / David Barton.
Author Barton, David, 1951- author.
ISBN 9780947496470
©2017
Physical Details iv, 187 pages : illustrations ; 28 cm
Summary "The contents of this workbook are organized into the three strands of level 4 Mathematics and Statistics in the New Zealand curriculum, and the examples and exercises follow the spirit of the Numeracy project, with
Subject Mathematics.
Study guides. lcgft
Dewey 510.76
Title  Assessment of 22 lakes in the Manawatu-Wanganui region using LakeSPI / prepared by Tracey Burton (National Institute of Water & Atmospheric Research Ltd).

Author  Burton, Tracey, author.

ISBN  9781988537009 paperback


Physical Details  78 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm

Subject  Aquatic plants Monitoring New Zealand Manawatu-Wanganui.

Lakes Monitoring New Zealand Manawatu-Wanganui.

Water quality biological assessment New Zealand Manawatu-Wanganui.

Dewey  581.7609935

---

Title  Coastal processes : level 3 NCEA geography / Steve Beguely.

Author  Beguely, Steve, author.

ISBN  9780947496531 paperback


©2017

Physical Details  iv, 142 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 27 cm

Subject  Coast changes Study and teaching (Secondary) New Zealand.

Coastal ecology Study and teaching (Secondary) New Zealand.

Coasts Study and teaching (Secondary) New Zealand.

Dewey  551.457

---

Title  Continuing chemistry workbook : a complete workbook/revision package for NCEA level 3 chemistry / Anne Wignall, Terry Wales with Rachel Heeney, Gina O'Sullivan.

Author  Wignall, Anne, 1959- author.

ISBN  9780947496388


©2017

Physical Details  296 pages ; 30 cm

Subject  Chemistry.

Study guides. lcgft

Dewey  540.76

Author  Walsh, K. A. J. (Kevan Arthur John), author.

Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Chemistry Division, Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, 1983.

Physical Details  20 leaves : illustrations ; 30 cm.

Series  Technical note (New Zealand. Chemistry Division) ; no. 83/12.

Subject  Gas chromatography.

Dewey  543.85

---

Title  Faculty of Science postgraduate prospectus.

Author  University of Auckland. Faculty of Science, author.

Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : The University of Auckland, Te Whare Wānanga o Tāmaki Makaurau

Physical Details  volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm

Frequency  Annual

Subject  Science Outlines, syllabi, etc.

Science Study and teaching (Higher) New Zealand Auckland Periodicals.

University of Auckland. Faculty of Science Curricula Periodicals.

Dewey  507.119324

---

Title  Groundwater dynamics, source, & hydrochemical processes as inferred from Horizon's regional age tracer data / prepared by U Morgenstern, H Martindale, M Stewart, V Trompetter, R van der Raaij, M Toews, D Townsend.

Author  Morgenstern, U. (Uwe), author.

ISBN  9781927259863 paperback

9781988500911 online


©2017

Physical Details  v, 63 pages (2 folded) : colour illustrations ; 30 cm

Subject  Groundwater New Zealand Manawatu-Wanganui Mathematical models.

Hydrology New Zealand Manawatu-Wanganui Mathematical models.

Water chemistry New Zealand Manawatu-Wanganui Mathematical models.

Dewey  551.4909935
Title  Karamea forest association survey 1978-79 / L.R. Jelinek.
Author  Jelinek, L. R., author.
Publishing Details  Westport [N.Z.] : [New Zealand Forest Service], [1980]
Physical Details  118 leaves : map ; 30 cm
Subject  Forest surveys New Zealand Buller District.
         Forest type groups New Zealand Buller District Statistics.
Dewey  582.16021
OCLC Number  154304926

Title  The Kiwi fossil hunter's handbook / James Crampton & Marianna Terezow.
Author  Crampton, J. S. (James Scutts), 1963- author.
ISBN  9780143772415
Publishing Source  Penguin Random House New Zealand
Physical Details  207 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Summary  "New Zealand has a rich fossil record, which is accessible to the amateur fossil-hunter in locations around New Zealand, including shells and plant remains, as well as the bones, teeth and other remnants of ancient reptiles, birds and fish. This handy pack-sized guide features 30 accessible locations around the country where kids and their families can find fossils. Each location contains specific information on where to look and what to look for, as well as the geological background and other details of each site, and colour images of fossils that could be found there"--Publisher information.
Subject  Fossils New Zealand Juvenile literature.
         Paleontology New Zealand Juvenile literature.
Dewey  560.993

Title  Kiwitea Stream gravel resource study / author, Stuart Standen, River Management Analyst.
Author  Standen, Stuart, author.
ISBN  9781927259696
Physical Details  iv, 22 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Gravel New Zealand Kiwitea Stream.
         Sediment transport New Zealand Kiwitea Stream.
Dewey  553.626099356
Title  Level 3 Biology SciPAD : the essential workbook for NCEA biology students / written and illustrated by Jason Rendle, Phillip Nash & Michelle Rench.

Author  Rendle, Jason, 1974- author, illustrator.

ISBN  9780992260491 paperback

Publishing Details  [Tauranga] : Silverback Academic Media, [2016]

Physical Details  327 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm

Contents  AS 91603 (3.3) Demonstrate understanding of the responses of plants & animals to their external environment -- AS 91605 (3.5) Demonstrate understanding of evolutionary processes leading to speciation -- AS 91606 (3.6) Demonstrate understanding of trends in human evolution.

Subject  Biology Problems, exercises, etc.
Biology.
Study guides. lcgft

Dewey  570.71

Title  Mangatainoka River gravel resource study / author, Stuart Standen, River Management Analyst.

Author  Standen, Stuart, author.

ISBN  9781927259849


Physical Details  ii, 6-42 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm

Subject  Gravel New Zealand Mangatainoka River.
Sediment transport New Zealand Mangatainoka River.

Dewey  553.626099357

Title  The Matarawa Stream : a survey of the channel vegetation through East Whanganui - post the June 2015 flood / author, Jeremy Cumming.

Author  Cumming, Jeremy, author.

ISBN  9781927259641


Physical Details  ii, 46 pages : colour illustrations ; 39cm

Subject  Matarawa Stream (Wanganui, N.Z.) Channels.
Plants New Zealand Matarawa Stream.
River channels Management New Zealand Matarawa Stream.
Vegetation surveys New Zealand Matarawa Stream.

Dewey  581.76099354
Title  Monitoring for ecological flow limit setting in lowland tidally influenced rivers / prepared by Eleanor Gee and Paul Franklin.
Author  Gee, Eleanor, author.
ISBN  9781927259887
©2017
Physical Details  21 pages ; 30 cm
Subject  Ecosystem health New Zealand Manawatu-Wanganui.
Stream measurements New Zealand Manawatu-Wanganui.
Streamflow New Zealand Manawatu River.
Tides New Zealand Manawatu River.
Dewey  551.483028709935

Title  Muriwai : a field guide / Steve Beguely.
Author  Beguely, Steve, author.
ISBN  9780947496548
©2017
Physical Details  80 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 24 cm
Subject  Coast changes Problems, exercises, etc.
Coastal ecology Problems, exercises, etc.
Coasts Problems, exercises, etc.
Muriwai Regional Park (N.Z.)
Dewey  551.457

Title  Northwesterly rains in Canterbury / H.W. Hill.
Author  Hill, H. W., author.
Physical Details  3 pages, 5 unnumbered pages : illustrations ; 27 cm.
Series  Technical note (New Zealand Meteorological Service) ; no. 136.
Subject  Rain and rainfall New Zealand Canterbury.
Dewey  551.57709938
Title  Penguin day : a family story / by Nic Bishop.
Author  Bishop, Nic, 1955- author, photographer.
ISBN  0545206367 hardback
       9780545206365 hardback
                  ©2017
Publishing Source  Scholastic, Po Box 7502, Jefferson City, MO, USA, 65102 SAN 860-0023
Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 23 x 27 cm
Summary  While his mother is off fishing for food, a baby Rockhopper penguin wanders off and almost becomes a meal for a hungry skua. Luckily his father drives off the predator, and she is reunited with her family. Uses a story format to introduce factual information about penguins, their life cycle, and ecology.
Audience  Junior, primary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject  Eudyptes chrysocome Infancy Juvenile literature.
         Eudyptes chrysocome Juvenile literature.
         Eudyptes chrysocome Life cycles Juvenile literature.
Dewey  598.47
OCLC Number  950902056

Title  Potential uses of bovine blood products / by Michael Kingsford.
Author  Kingsford, Michael, 1936-1983. author.
Publishing Details  Petone, New Zealand : Chemistry Division, Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, 1981.
Physical Details  5 leaves ; 30 cm.
Series  Technical note (New Zealand. Chemistry Division) ; no. 81/5.
Subject  Animal products.
         Immunoglobins.
         Serum albumin.
Dewey  547.8
Title  Quality assurance of particle counter calibration and particle counting procedures / by W J Passl and J M Waring.
Author  Passl, W. J, (Wolfgang Joseph), author.
Publishing Details  Petone, New Zealand : Chemistry Division, Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, 1980.
Physical Details  10 leaves, 16 unnumbered leaves : illustrations ; 30 cm.
Series  Technical note (New Zealand. Chemistry Division) ; no. 80/2.
Subject  Particles Measurement.
Dewey  541.341

Title  Stocktake of Horizons fluvial survey programme / Harold Barnett, Quentin Gilkison.
Author  Barnett, Harold, author.
ISBN  9781927259818
Physical Details  162 pages (some folded) : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  River surveys New Zealand.
Sand and gravel industry Environmental aspects New Zealand Manawatu-Wanganui.
Dewey  551.48309935

Title  Upper Whanganui gravel resource study / author, Hinewai Pouwhare-Anderson, River Management Assistant.
Author  Pouwhare-Anderson, Hinewai, author.
ISBN  9781927250556
Physical Details  iv, 16 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Gravel New Zealand Whanganui River.
Sediment transport New Zealand Whanganui River.
Dewey  553.626099352

Title  Waters HPLC : operator guides / R J Girven.
Author  Girven, R. J. (Richard John), author.
Publishing Details  Petone, New Zealand : Chemistry Division, Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, 1982.
Physical Details  35 leaves : illustrations ; 30 cm.
Series  Technical note (New Zealand. Chemistry Division) ; no. 82/5.
Subject  High performance liquid chromatography Equipment and supplies Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Dewey  543.840284
Title  Who stole the rainbow? / Vasanti Unka.
Author  Unka, Vasanti, author, illustrator.
ISBN  9780143771210 paperback
Projected Publication Date  1807
Summary  "A ‘mystery thriller for children’ about how rainbows appear and disappear "--Publisher information.
Audience  Junior National Library of New Zealand.
Subject  Rainbows Juvenile literature.
Dewey  551.567

Title  Your ... guide to sciences at Auckland.
Publishing Details  [Palmerston North] : Massey University Te Kunenga ki Pūrehuroa, [2016]-
Physical Details  volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm.
Frequency  Annual
Subject  Massey University. College of Sciences Curricula.
Science New Zealand Auckland Outlines, syllabi etc.
Dewey  500.711932

Title  An educational guide on Monarch butterflies / by Maria Romero.
Author  Romero, Maria, 1977- author.
ISBN  9780473414559 paperback
Publishing Details  [Christchurch] : [Maria Romero], [2017]
Physical Details  50 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Monarch butterfly New Zealand.
Monarch butterfly Study and teaching.
Dewey  595.7890993
Title 3-0-monoacetylmorphine and 6-0-monoacetylmorphine as indicators of the origin of illicit morphine/heroin mixtures / by Keith R. Bedford.

Author Bedford, Keith R. (Keith Richard), 1951- author.

Publishing Details Auckland : Chemistry Division, Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, 1983.

Physical Details 5 leaves : illustrations ; 30 cm.

Series Technical note (New Zealand. Chemistry Division) ; no. 83/1.

Subject Morphone Analysis.

Dewey 616.8632

Title Accounting for changes in prices and price levels / prepared and presented by T.R. Johnston and A.J. Hume.

Author Johnston, Trevor R., author.


Physical Details 1 volume (various pagings) ; 30 cm.

Series Continuing education (New Zealand Society of Accountants) ; S.46(A).

Subject Accounting and price fluctuations.

Corporations Accounting.

Dewey 657

Title The Adriatic kitchen : recipes inspired by the abundance of seasonal ingredients flourishing on the Croatian island of Korčula / Barbara Unković.

Author Unković, Barbara, author.

ISBN 1775593274

1925335364

9781775593270 (ePub)

9781925335361 (print)


©2017

Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Contents The Adriatic Kitchen; About the author; Title Page; Copyright; Dedication; Contents; Introduction; Spring; Peasant Bread; Croatian Sweet Easter Bread; Focaccia Bread with Rocket (Arugula) and Cheese Filling; Focaccia Bread with Parmesan Cheese and Thyme; Roast Garlic; Carrot and Mint Salad; Octopus Salad; Pan-Fried Anchovies; Four Cheese Pizza with Sage and Capers; Zucchini (Courgette) Fritters with Fresh Sage; Lemon Marmalade; Fritule; Jam Parcels; Crystallized Peel; Summer; Pan-Fried Eggplant (Aubergine); Baba Ghanoush; Caramelized Onions; Slow Roasted Tomatoes; Roast Red Peppers. Flamiche (Pizza Blanche) Risotto with Tomato, Basil and Lime; Shrimp Risotto; Black Risotto; Scampi Buzara; Fig Flan; Glazed Figs; Spiced Fig and Basil Jam; Tomato Chutney; Fresh Fig Chutney; Fig and Rocket (Arugula) Salad; Fresh Pasta with Summer Vegetables; Fresh Fig Crumble; Roast Zucchini (Courgette) with Lemon and Mint; Lemon and Lavender Shortbread; Zucchini (Courgette) Bread; Biscotti; Autumn; Basil Pesto; Olives in Brine; Tapenade; Wholegrain Olive and Rosemary Bread; End of Summer Calzone; Stuffed Peppers; Spiced Lentils with Roast Cherry Tomatoes and Shallots. Roast Tomato and Red Capsicum (Bell Pepper) SoupLeeks and Tomatoes in White Wine Sauce; Olive and Lemon Chicken; Roast Chicken with Pršut; Roast Chicken with Pomegranate and Spinach; Fisherman's Stew; Vanilla Horseshoe Biscuits; Croatian Pepper Biscuits; Bear's Paws; Walnut Squares; Grape Jelly; Pomegranate Jelly; Rocket (Arugula) Salad with Pomegranate Dressing; Ricotta Almond Tart; Pancakes (Palačinke) with Chocolate Sauce and Walnuts; Lemon and Almond Cake; Apple
Summary
Inspired by the land of her father, the Croatian island of Korčula, and its abundance of seasonal ingredients, The Adriatic Kitchen is a rustic notebook full of delicious recipes and evocative memories.

Subject
Cookbooks. lcgft
Cooking, Croatian.
Seasonal cooking Croatia Korčula.

Dewey 641.594972

Electronic Location
https://exislepublishing.co.nz/product/adriatic-kitchen/

OCLC Number 983734122

Title
The Adriatic kitchen : recipes inspired by the abundance of seasonal ingredients flourishing on the Croatian island of Korčula / Barbara Unković.

Author
Unković, Barbara, author.

ISBN
1925335364 (paperback) : $11.99
9781925335361 (paperback) : $11.99

Publishing Details
©2017

Physical Details
112 pages : color illustrations ; 23 cm

Summary
"Barbara Unkovic has always been drawn to the land of her father, the sun-soaked Croatian island of Korčula in the Adriatic Sea. She spent several years living there, in the seaside village of Racisce, immersed in its way of life, its culture, history and food. Now, inspired by the island's culinary traditions and its abundance of fresh, seasonal ingredients, Barbara has produced The Adriatic Kitchen, a rustic kitchen cookbook full of irresistible recipes and evocative memories. Over 70 delicious recipes are included such as Adriatic almond biscuits, glazed figs, peanut bread, and roast chicken with pomegranate and spinach"--Back cover.

Subject
Cookbooks. lcgft
Cooking, Croatian.
Korčula Island (Croatia) Social life and customs.
Seasonal cooking Croatia Korčula Island.

Dewey 641.594972

OCLC Number 964444549
Title  Audit of small companies / presented by Michael T. Griffin (B.Com, A.C.A.)
Author  Griffin, M. T. (Michael Thomas), author.
Physical Details  1 volume (various pagings) : illustrations ; 29 cm
Series  Continuing education (New Zealand Society of Accountants) ; S.57.
Subject  Corporations Auditing.
Small business Auditing.
Dewey  657.45

Title  Auditing : theory and practice in New Zealand / by Karen Van Peursem & Michael J Pratt.
Author  Van Peursem, Karen, author.
ISBN  9780473419363
9780473432089
Physical Details  iii, 427 pages ; 30 cm
Subject  Auditing New Zealand Problems, exercises, etc.
Auditing New Zealand.
Dewey  657.450993

Author  Mackay, D. K. (Deirdre Kilmeny), author.
Publishing Details  Petone : Chemistry Division, Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, 1983.
Physical Details  18 leaves : illustrations ; 30 cm.
Series  Technical note (New Zealand. Chemistry Division) ; no. 83/6.
Subject  Blood Analysis Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Dewey  616.07561
Title  Emilia's colours : the gift of autism / Ali Beasley.
ISBN  9780473416577 paperback
Publishing Details  [Richmond, New Zealand] : Dunford Jones, 2017. ©2017
Physical Details  viii, 112 pages : colour illustrations ; 22 cm
Summary  "Living with autism challenges you to parent in a different way, opening your mind to new approaches to looking at a situation and developing resilience. People with autism have a unique way of looking at the world and inherent in this difference are many amazing gifts"--Back cover.
Subject  Autistic children Care.
          Autistic children Family relationships.
          Autistic children New Zealand Biography.
          Beasley, Ali, 1966-
          Beasley, Emilia.
          Mothers and daughters.
          Mothers of autistic children New Zealand Biography.
Dewey  616.858820092

Title  Engineering postgraduate prospectus.
Author  University of Auckland. Faculty of Engineering, author.
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : The University of Auckland, Te Whare Wānanga o Tāmaki Makaurau
Physical Details  volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Frequency  Annual
Subject  Engineering Outlines, syllabi, etc.
          Engineering Study and teaching (Higher) New Zealand Auckland Periodicals.
          University of Auckland. Faculty of Engineering Curricula Periodicals.
Dewey  620.711099324

Title  Enhancing the ability of andesitic tephra soil to remove dissolved reactive phosphorus from municipal wastewater and its reuse as a phosphorus source for plant growth / prepared for Maree Patterson prepared by J Hanly, S Cheuyglintase D Horne.
Author  Hanly, J. A. (James Anthony) author.
ISBN  9781927259757 paperback
Physical Details  15 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 30 cm
Subject  Land treatment of wastewater New Zealand Manawatu-Wanganui.
          Phosphorus Absorption and adsorption New Zealand Manawatu-Wanganui.
          Phosphorus in agriculture New Zealand Manawatu-Wanganui.
          Volcanic ash, tuff, etc. New Zealand Ohakune.
Dewey  628.7409935

National Library of New Zealand  81  Te Puna Matauranga o Aotearoa
Title  Gas distribution networks. Part 1, Network management.
Author  Standards Australia (Organization), author.
ISBN  9781776732715 print
       9781776732722 PDF
           ©2018
Physical Details  140 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 30 cm
Subject  Gas distribution Safety measures Standards Australia.
           Gas distribution Safety measures Standards New Zealand.
           Gas distribution Standards Australia.
           Gas distribution Standards New Zealand.
Dewey  602.18
OCLC Number  1028580724

Title  Handbook of pests and diseases for New Zealand potato growers.
ISBN  9780473404635 pbk
Publishing Details  Wellington : Potatoes New Zealand Inc., [2017]
           ©2017
Physical Details  127 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Subject  Potatoes Diseases and pests New Zealand Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Dewey  635.2190993

Title  Healthy lunchbox love : simple nourishing recipes for busy families.
Physical Details  76 pages : colour illustrations ; 20 cm
Contents  Lunchbox love & after-school snacks -- Delicious dinners -- Wickalicious desserts -- Healthy swap-out guide.
Summary  "In this book, Wick shares her ... lunchbox and after school snack ideas, along with ... dinners and desserts for the ... family "--Back cover.
Subject  Baking.
       Cookbooks. lcgft
       Quick and easy cooking.
       Snack foods.
Dewey  641.5622
Title  How to grow your hospitality business: a guide for owners and managers / Celia Hay.
Author  Hay, Celia, 1960- author.
ISBN  9780473414757
Physical Details  249 pages : illustrations ; 25 cm
Subject  Hospitality industry New Zealand Management. Restaurant management New Zealand.
Dewey  647.9593

Title  How to mend a kea: + other fabulous fix-it tales from Wildbase Hospital / Janet Hunt.
Author  Hunt, Janet, 1951- author.
ISBN  0994140711
9780994140715
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Massey University Press, 2017 ©2017
Physical Details  63 pages : colour illustrations ; 26 cm
Summary  "Wildbase is a very special hospital for very special animals. Tui, kiwi, kaka, kakapo, little blue penguins, seals and many more of New Zealand's most rare and special animals come here when they are sick and injured. A Day at Wildbase gets up close to these birds and mammals and the dedicated vets and veterinary staff who look after them so they can return to the wild"--Publisher's description.
Audience  Primary, intermediate National Library of New Zealand.
Dewey  636.08321099358
OCLC Number  1007609766

National Library of New Zealand  85  Te Puna Mātauranga o Aotearoa
Humidity and temperature variations in sample storage refrigerators / by Wolfgang J Passl and George Soteros.

Author: Passl, W. J. (Wolfgang Joseph), author.

Publishing Details: Petone, New Zealand : Chemistry Division, Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, 1981.

Physical Details: 6 leaves ; 30 cm.

Series: Technical note (New Zealand. Chemistry Division) ; no. 81/4.

Subject: Refrigerators.

Dewey: 621.57.

Hunslet & Hudswell Clarke Locomotives in New Zealand / Sean Millar.

Author: Millar, Sean, 1948- author.

ISBN: 9781927329184


Physical Details: 51 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 29 cm

Subject: Hudswell Clarke & Co. Ltd.

Locomotives Models New Zealand History 20th century.

Locomotives New Zealand History 20th century.

Dewey: 625.260993


ISBN: 9780473422325 paperback

9780473422332 PDF


©2017

Physical Details: xii, 198 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm

Subject: Dairy cattle Breeding New Zealand.

Dairy cattle Fertility New Zealand.

Dewey: 636.21420993
Title  Kai and culture : food stories from Aotearoa / edited by Emma Johnson.
ISBN  9780473412241
©2017
Physical Details  200 pages : colour illustrations ; 28 cm
Summary  "Food tells a story. A story about where it originated, who produced it, the producer's values and its journey from source to plate. We all share in the experience of food; it connects a diversity of people, places and ideas. In this book chefs, writers, academics and producers come together to cook up essays, profiles and recipes that explore Aotearoa's contemporary food culture and an emerging, evolving New Zealand food identity. From mahinga kai and vegetable self-sufficiency to whole-animal sensibility, Kai and Culture is a catalyst for the discussion around the impact food has on our culture. It explores many of the current issues that are involved in the growing, making and eating of food. A cultural cook book, if you will"--Publisher information.
Subject  Cooking, New Zealand.
          Food Social aspects New Zealand.
          Kai. reo
          New Zealand Social life and customs.
Dewey  641.30993
Title  Latitude 45.15S : among the world's southernmost vineyards / by Ric Oram.
Author  Oram, Ric, 1943- author.
ISBN  9780473428532
Publishing Details  Alexandra : Ric Oram & Louise Joyce, 2018. ©2018
Physical Details  46 pages : illustrations ; 29 x 19 cm
Subject  Viticulture New Zealand Central Otago District History.
Wine and wine making New Zealand Central Otago District History.
Dewey  634.8099394

Title  Luminaires. part 1, General requirements and tests.
Author  Standards Australia (Organization), author.
ISBN  9781776732173 print
        9781776732180 PDF
Edition  Reissued incorporation Amendment No.1 (November 2017)
Publishing Details  Sydney, NSW : Jointly published by SAI Global Limited under licence from Standards Australia Limited ; Wellington : Standards New Zealand, 2017. ©2017
Physical Details  215 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm
Contents  General introduction -- Terms and definitions -- Classification of luminaires -- Marking -- Construction -- External and internal wiring -- Provision for earthing -- Protection against electric shock -- Resistance to dust, solid objects and moisture -- Insulation resistance and electric strength, touch current and protective conductor current -- Creepage distances and clearances -- Endurance test and thermal test -- Resistance to heat, fire and tracking -- Screw terminals -- Screwless terminals and electrical connections.
Summary  "The objective of this Standard is to specify general requirements for luminaires, incorporating electric light sources, for operation from supply voltages up to 1 000 V. The requirements and related tests of this Standard cover: classification, marking, mechanical construction and electrical construction."--Preface.
Subject  Electric lighting Standards Australia.
          Electric lighting Standards New Zealand.
Dewey  602.18
OCLC Number  1019896387
Title  Medical and health sciences : postgraduate prospectus.
Author  University of Auckland. Faculty of Medical and Health Sciences.
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : The University of Auckland, Te Whare Wānanga o Tāmaki Makaurau
Physical Details  volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Frequency  Annual
Publication Numbering  Began in 2017?
Subject  Health Study and teaching (Higher) New Zealand Auckland Outlines, syllabi, etc.
Medical sciences Study and teaching (Higher) New Zealand Auckland Outlines, syllabi, etc.
University of Auckland. Faculty of Medical and Health Sciences Curricula Periodicals.
Dewey  610.07119324

Title  Mid-life career rescue : how to confidently leave a job you hate and start living a life you love, before it's too late / Cassandra Gaisford.
Author  Gaisford, Cassandra, author.
ISBN  9780994131409 The call for change paperback
9780994131416 What makes you happy paperback
9780994131447 Employ yourself paperback
©2016
Physical Details  3 volumes (135 pages; 162 pages; 323 pages) : illustrations ; 23 cm
Contents  The call for change -- What makes you happy -- Employ yourself.
Subject  Career changes.
Job hunting.
Job satisfaction.
Vocational guidance.
Vocational interests.
Dewey  650.14
OCLC Number  957060021

Title  Mitsubishi Delica D5 2007-.
ISBN  9781869762889 paperback
©2006
Physical Details  1 volume : illustrations ; 21 cm
Subject  Mitsubishi automobiles Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Dewey  629.2222
Title: Nourished : 80 wholefood recipes / by Julia and Libby ; photography by Danilo Santana David.

Author: Matthews, Julia, 1986- author.

ISBN: 0473407442
9780473407445


Physical Details: 200 pages : colour illustrations ; 26 cm

Summary: Sisters Julia and Libby Matthews continue the journey they took you on in Julie and Libby's Wholefood Kitchen. With 80 scrumptious new, easy-to-make recipes, these wholefoods gurus prove that adopting a healthy, holistic wholefoods diet doesn't mean resigning yourself to the bland but noble. With recipes conveniently organized into sections - breakfasts, snacks and sides, mains, sweets and drinks - Julia and Libby create some clever twists to old favourites, and introduce you to new and exciting fusion dishes and food ideas.

Subject: Cookbooks. lcgft
Cooking (Natural foods)
Natural foods.

Dewey: 641.5637

OCLC Number: 1016506031

Title: Options and implications for implementing nutrient rules using soil data according to OVERSEER best practice : Envirolink Grant 1664-HZLC131 / authors: Andrew Manderson, Linda Lilburne, Carolyn Hedley.

Author: Manderson, A. (Andrew), 1971- author.

ISBN: 9781927259375


Physical Details: 58 pages : colour illustrations, colour maps ; 30 cm

Subject: Nutrient pollution of water New Zealand Manawatu-Wanganui.
Soil profiles New Zealand Manawatu-Wanganui.
Soils New Zealand Manawatu-Wanganui Classification.
Soils Nitrogen content New Zealand Manawatu-Wanganui.

Dewey: 631.49935
Title Plumbing and drainage. Part 2, Sanitary plumbing and drainage.
Author Standards Australia (Organization), author.
ISBN 9781776730513 print
9781776730520 PDF
Edition Reissued incorporating Amendment No. 1 (June 2017)
Publishing Details Sydney, NSW : Jointly published by SAI Global Limited under licence from Standards Australia Limited ; Wellington : Standards New Zealand, [2017]
©2017
Physical Details 188 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm
Dewey 602.18

Title Practice makes perfect : the story of Alwyn Stocker / by Amanda Nally.
Author Nally, Amanda, 1966- author.
ISBN 9780473389635
Publishing Details Invercargill, New Zealand : Write Answers Ltd, [2018]
©2018
Physical Details 83 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 22 cm
Subject Nurses New Zealand Biography.
Stocker, Alwyn, 1932-
Dewey 610.73092

Title Psych-o-therapy Aotearoa : New Zealand psychotherapists tell their stories / A. Roy Bowden.
Author Bowden, A. Roy (Alfred Roy), 1941- author, editor, interviewer.
ISBN 9781877431807
Publishing Details Waimauku, New Zealand : Resource Books, [2018]
©2018
Physical Details 381 pages : illustrations ; 25 cm
Subject  Psychotherapists New Zealand Interviews.
Psychotherapy New Zealand.

Dewey  616.89140993

Title  Roof design / writer: Trevor Pringle.
Author  Pringle, Trevor, author.
ISBN  9781927258941 pbk
       9781927258958 epub

Publishing Details  Porirua, New Zealand : BRANZ Ltd, [2018]
©2018

Physical Details  64 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Roofing New Zealand.
          Roofs New Zealand Design and construction.

Dewey  690.150993

Title  Soil quality monitoring report 2015-16 / author: Malcolm Todd, Environmental monitoring coordinator.
Author  Todd, Malcolm, 1964- author.
ISBN  9781927259764 paperback


Physical Details  27 pages : colour map ; 30 cm
Subject  Soils Quality New Zealand Manawatu-Wanganui.
          Soils Sampling New Zealand Manawatu-Wanganui.

Dewey  631.4709935

Title  The Southern Cross Cable : a tour / Bronwyn Holloway-Smith.
Author  Holloway-Smith, Bronwyn, 1982- author.
ISBN  9780473428730 paperback


Physical Details  32 pages : colour illustrations, colour maps ; 13 cm
Subject  Cables, Submarine New Zealand History.
          Guidebooks. lcgft
          Transpacific cables.

Dewey  621.3878409164
Title  Taking charge : your future / Chris Johnson.
Author  Johnson, Chris, 1959- author.
ISBN  9780473394837 paperback
       9780473394844 Epub
       9780473394851 Kindle
       ©2013
Physical Details  xv, 118 pages : colour illustrations ; 20 cm
Subject  Career development.
          Success in business.
          Vocational guidance.
Dewey  650.14

Title  Thought for food : why what we eat matters / John D. Potter.
Author  Potter, John D., author.
ISBN  9780947518066 paperback
       9780947518073 EPUB
       9780947518080 Kindle
       9780947518097 PDF
       ©2018
Physical Details  128 pages : illustrations ; 19 cm
Series  BWB Texts.
Summary  "We are no longer like our ancestors. We no longer depend on our skills as foragers,
gatherers, scavengers, hunters and fischers for food. We are only part-time food raisers at best.
Our biology, on the other hand, has changed far less. Now there is a mis-match between who
we are and what we eat. And it is in the gap created by this mis-match that chronic diseases
can take root"--Publisher information.
Subject  Diseases Causes and theories of causation.
          Food habits.
          Nutrition.
          Nutritionally induced diseases.
Dewey  613.2
Electronic Location  https://doi.org/10.7810/9780947518066
Title  Trees for our region : growing trees in the Manawatū-Whanganui region for protection, production and pleasure / text by Ruth Fleeson (biodiversity advisor), and Aaron Madden (biodiversity coordinator), Horizons Regional Council.

Author  Madden, Aaron, author.

ISBN  9781927259818 paperback


Publishing Details  [Palmerston North] : Horizons Regional Council, [2017]

Physical Details  38 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm

Subject  Agroforestry New Zealand Manawatu-Wanganui.
          Environmental protection New Zealand Manawatu-Wanganui.
          Tree planting New Zealand Manawatu-Wanganui.

Dewey  634.9909935

Title  Understanding advanced melanoma : a guide to stage III and IV melanoma.

Author  Claridge, Susan K. (Susan Kay), 1964- author.

ISBN  9780473419547 paperback

Publishing Details  Auckland : Melanoma New Zealand, [2017]
          ©2017

Physical Details  52 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm

Subject  Melanoma Popular works.

Dewey  616.99477

Title  World table : recipes from around the globe made in New Zealand / Nicola Martin ; photos by Donna Walsh.

Author  Martin, Nicola, 1979- author.

ISBN  9780473436636 hbk


Projected Publication Date  1806

Physical Details  pages cm

Summary  "World Table is more than a recipe book, it's a snapshot of our community. Let us take you on a journey through 22 different countries as we share more than 80 family recipes, cooked by both trained chefs and passionate home cooks who now call New Zealand home. You can travel the world from their kitchen tables"—Publisher information.

Subject  Cookbooks. lcgft

Dewey  641.5
Title  Yoga through my day : happy rituals become habitual.
Author  Tanasic, Aleksandra, 1968- author.
ISBN  9780473417321 print
          9780473417338 EPUB
          9780473417345 PDF
Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Summary  "23 poses make up the Happy Rituals programme. Pick and mix as mood and time suits. You can do them almost anywhere, anytime in almost any clothing. Witty rhyming names make the poses easy to remember, and they are designed to suit everyone. 145 pictures show each of the poses step-by-step. Short sessions or yoga mini pauses are easy to incorporate into daily activities such as sitting, walking or brushing our teeth"--Back cover.
Subject  Yoga.
Dewey  613.7046

Title  The development of corporate accountability, and the role of the external auditor / by B. Porter.
Author  Porter, Brenda, author.
Physical Details  24 pages : illustrations ; 28 cm.
Subject  Auditing New Zealand.
          Auditors New Zealand.
          Social responsibility of business New Zealand.
Dewey  657.45
OCLC Number  44407550
Title 'Nam 1965-1972 : the Vietnam War miniatures game / written by: Mike Haught, Phil Yates ; editors: Peter Simunovich, John-Paul Brisigotti.

Author Haught, Mike, author.

ISBN 9781472830234 ePDF
9781472830241 hardback
9781472830258 ePUB
9781472830265 XML

©2018

Physical Details 230 pages : colour illustrations ; 25 cm

Subject Military miniatures Simulation games.
War games.

Dewey 793.92

Title 20 golden Māori songs / Saint Joseph's Māori Girls Choir.

Author Saint Joseph's Maori Girls Choir. prf


Physical Details 1 audio disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, stereo ; 12 in.


Subject Maori (New Zealand people) Music.
Songs, Maori.
Waiata tira. reo
Waiata. reo

Dewey 789.91244

OCLC Number 10481605
Title  Amazing creatures : coloring book / [Irina Velman].
Author  Velman, Irina, 1961- illustrator.
ISBN  9780473342944 paperback
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Irina Velman], [2015]
©2015
Publishing Source  www.amazon.com
Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) : illustrations ; 28 cm
Subject  Coloring books lcgft
          Coloring books.
Dewey  745.7

Title  Blame it on Abba : how I ditched my day job to chase a childhood dream / a memoir by
       Lisa Nimmo.
Author  Nimmo, Lisa, author.
ISBN  9780473429904 paperback
©2018
Physical Details  247 pages : illustrations ; 22 cm
Subject  Nimmo, Lisa.
          Pearl (Musical group : N.Z.)
          Women musicians New Zealand Biography.
Dewey  781.66092

Title  Bob 'n' Pops : colouring + activity book / based on the original story by Harriet Bremner
       ; illustrated by Dana Johnston.
Author  Bremner, Harriet, 1988- author.
ISBN  9780473432508
Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) : illustrations ; 21 x 30 cm
Summary  "Have fun with Bob 'n' Pops while you learn to draw and explore. Challenge your creative side
          while you solve puzzles and colour your way to the finish. Ready Set, Go!"--Back cover.
Audience  Primary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject  Activity books lcgft
Dewey  793.01922
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Bodies of art / written by Sofia Bue &amp; Ben Egerton.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Bue, Sofia, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>151 pages : colour illustrations ; 25 x 31 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>New Zealand-based Danish body artist Sofia Bue explains her motives and themes and connects her work to contemporary fine art practise where the human body, and form, are the canvas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>709.040752</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Title       | Bái yún hé chàng tuán tóng shēng = White Cloud Chorus of Auckland children’s chorus. |
| Physical Details | 1 DVD sound, colour ; 12 cm |
| Language     | Sung in Chinese and English |
| Dewey        | 781.630951                                        |

| Title       | Chess opening names : the fascinating & entertaining history behind the first few moves / Nathan Rose ; foreword by GM Simon Williams. |
| Author      | Rose, Nathan, 1986- author.                        |
| ISBN        | 9780473396732                                     |
| Physical Details | 229 pages : illustrations ; 22 cm |
| Summary     | "You may know how to play the chess openings. But where did their names all come from? Have you ever wondered why the “Sicilian Defense” is associated with a Mediterranean island? Ever speculated who the “Evans Gambit” is named after? And what does the “Grand Prix Attack” even mean? Players everywhere know the names of the chess openings, but far fewer know the incredible back stories behind them. This book presents a captivating romp through the history, characters, and places that have indelibly become associated with the first few moves. Featuring the origins of all the main chess openings, including the Philidor Defense, the Morphy Defense, the Steinitz Variation, Alekhine’s Defense, the Fischer Defense, the English Opening, the Danish Gambit, the Vienna Game, the Budapest Gambit, the Giuoco Piano, the Orangutan Opening the Benoni Defense, and dozens more”--Back cover. |
| Subject     | Chess Openings. Chess players.                     |
| Dewey       | 794.122                                           |
Title  Color like an artist : coloring book for adults / Irina Velman.
Author  Velman, Irina, 1961- illustrator.
ISBN  9780473341138 paperback
©2015
Publishing Source  www.amazon.com
Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) : illustrations ; 28 cm
Subject  Coloring books lcgft
         Coloring books.
Dewey  745.7

Title  Daegan Wells a gathering distrust.
Author  Wells, Daegan, artist.
Publishing Details  Christchurch : Ilam Campus Gallery, School of Fine Arts, University of Canterbury, 2018.
Physical Details  volumes : illustrations (some colour) ; 24 cm
Series  SOFA (Christchurch, N.Z.) ; 134.
Subject  Sculpture, New Zealand New Zealand Christchurch Exhibitions.
         Wells, Daegan, Exhibitions.
Dewey  730.993074

Title  Flowers of the field : Te Aitanga ā Tāne go on tour / Yllwbro.
Author  Yllwbro (Duo), artist.
Series  Mokopōpaki (Series) ; July 22, 2017.
Subject  Mixed media (Art) New Zealand Auckland Exhibitions.
         Yllwbro (Duo) Exhibitions.
Dewey  702.8109932074
Title  Frances Hodgkins : people / curated by Pamela Gerrish Nunn.
Author  Hodgkins, Frances, 1869-1947, artist.
ISBN  0473417030 paperback
9780473417031 paperback
Publishing Details  Wellington : New Zealand Portrait Gallery Te Pukenga Whakaata, [2017]
©2017
Physical Details  27 pages : illustrations, chiefly colour ; 26 cm
Summary  "The significance of the human figure and face in the work of painter Frances Hodgkins' (1869-1947) is under the spotlight in a large-scale exhibition comprising early small sketches of family members, large figure studies and formal portraits. Spanning 50 years of Hodgkins' life, the exhibition is curated by art historian and 19th century specialist in women artists Dr Pamela Gerrish Nunn and includes works from private and public collections. Highlights include classical images of unknown Māori women and girls from the 1900s and the modernist oil on canvas Double Portrait no2 (Katharine and Anthony West) 1937 from the collection of Te Papa."--Publisher description.
Subject  Exhibition catalogs. lcgft
Hodgkins, Frances, 1869-1947 Criticism and interpretation.
Hodgkins, Frances, 1869-1947 Exhibitions.
Dewey  759.993
OCLC Number  1017944487

Title  Ghost town / Maree Henry + Ben Brown.
Author  Henry, Maree, photographer.
ISBN  9780473406769
Publishing Details  Lyttelton : Henry Trading, [2017]
Physical Details  36 unnumbered pages : illustrations ; 17 x 20 cm
Subject  Abandoned buildings New Zealand Christchurch Poetry.
Architectural photography New Zealand Christchurch.
Christchurch Earthquake, N.Z., 2011 In art.
New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Dewey  779.099383
Title  Helen and the Go-go Ninjas / Ant Sang and Michael Bennett.
Author  Sang, Anthony, 1970- artist.
ISBN  9780143771241 paperback
Projected Publication Date  1807
Publishing Source  Penguin Random House New Zealand
Physical Details  pages cm
Summary  "In this sci fi graphic novel, Helen is kidnapped by time-travelling ninjas and finds herself in the year 2355. Humankind has been enslaved by giant 'Peace Balls' - and Helen holds the keys to their destruction. Set in present-day Auckland and 300 years in the future"--Publisher information.
Audience  Secondary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject  Cartoons and comics.
  Dystopias Fiction.
  Graphic novels. lcgft
  Ninja Fiction.
  Science fiction.
  Time travel Fiction.
  Young adult fiction, New Zealand. local Nz
  Young adult fiction.
Dewey  741.5993

Title  I don't know your last name / Shelley Ashford.
Author  Ashford, Shelley, 1964- photographer, writer of added text.
ISBN  9780473421823
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Shelley Ashford], [2017]
©2017
Physical Details  33 unnumbered leaves : colour illustrations ; 22 cm
Subject  Ashford, Shelley, 1964-
  Beaches New Zealand Tauranga Bay (Far North District) Pictorial works.
  Beaches in art.
  Photography, Artistic.
Dewey  779.37092
Title  In the zone / John McLay with Val Taylor.
Author  McLay, John Aitken, 1954- author.
ISBN  9780473402044
Physical Details  147 pages : colour illustrations ; 24 cm
Subject  McLay, John Aitken, 1954- Family
Rugby Union football players New Zealand Biography.
Dewey  796.333092

Title  Ka maumahara tonu / written by Sharon Holt ; illustrated by Jasmine Bailey.
Author  Holt, Sharon, author, lyricist.
ISBN  9780473416775
©2018
Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) : illustrations (some colour) ; 21 x 30 cm 1 CD ; 12 cm
Language  In Māori with extension ideas in English.
Summary  A grandfather talks about his own grandfather, who fought at Gallipoli, and answers his granddaughter's questions.
Audience  Junior National Library of New Zealand.
Subject  Children's songs Juvenile sound recordings.
Children's songs New Zealand Juvenile sound recordings.
Children's songs New Zealand Texts.
Hopu reo. reo
Hōia. reo
Maori language materials.
Picture books for children.
Pukapuka whakaahua. reo
Soldiers New Zealand Juvenile sound recordings.
Soldiers New Zealand Songs and music Text.
Songs, Maori Texts.
Songs, Maori.
Songs.
Te Pakanga Tuatahi o Te Ao. reo
Waiata tamariki. reo
Waiata. reo
World War, 1914-1918 Turkey Gallipoli Peninsula Songs and music Juvenile sound recordings.
World War, 1914-1918 Turkey Gallipoli Peninsula Songs and music Text.
Dewey  781.6299442
Title  Keys to the Kingdom / Michelle King.
Author  King, Michelle, 1979- author.
ISBN  9780473431334 paperback
Physical Details  13 unnumbered leaves : illustrations ; 21 x 30 cm
Subject  Bible Quotations.
          Christian life.
          Coloring books. lcgft
Dewey  745.7

Title  Middle-Earth from script to screen : building the world of The lord of the rings & The hobbit / foreword by Peter Jackson ; written by Daniel Falconer - additional writing by KM Rice.
Author  Falconer, Daniel, author.
ISBN  0062486144 (hardcover) 9780062486141 (hardcover)
Physical Details  508 pages : illustrations (chiefly color), map ; 31 cm
Summary  Describes how The Lord of the Rings film trilogy and The Hobbit film trilogy were brought to life on the screen, looking at the technology, people, and creative processes involved in their creation.
Subject  Hobbit, an unexpected journey (Motion picture) Pictorial works.
          Hobbit, the battle of the five armies (Motion picture) Pictorial works.
          Hobbit, the desolation of Smaug (Motion picture) Pictorial works.
          Lord of the Rings films History and criticism.
          Middle Earth (Imaginary place)
Dewey  791.43/75
OCLC Number  1012401947
Title  My unruly mop of hair activity & colouring book.
ISBN  9780473411527 paperback
Projected Publication Date  1804
Physical Details  pages cm
Summary  "Inspired by the My Unruly Mop of Hair storybook. Join Suzie in this activity and colouring book, with a mini cut-out card game, puzzles, a hair maze, colouring-in pages"--Publisher information.
Audience  Junior, primary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject  Activity books. lcgft
Amusements Juvenile literature.
Hairstyles Juvenile literature.
Dewey  793.01922

Author  Hawke, Warren, author, photographer.
ISBN  0473405075 hardback
9780473405076 hardback
Physical Details  ix, 185 pages : illustrations (chiefly colour), portraits ; 22 x 31 cm
Contents  The vault -- The tribe. Ton Dekken ; Ian "Ratso" Buchanan ; Elliot Paerata-Reid ; Billy Stairmand ; Ella Williams ; Roger Hall ; Kevin Randall ; Justin Summerton ; Steev Peyroux ; Simon Kaan ; Jai Earnshaw ; Laurence Stanley-Joblin -- NZ surf villages. Piha ; Sumner ; Muriwai ; Waikuku -- Mainstream. Forty years of the Kaikoura Classic ; The Ray White New Brighton Duke Festival of Surfing ; Stamps: 2017 NZ Surf Breaks - NZ Post -- Sessions. Gold mining ; Over the hill ; Moods of the pier ; Boulders ; St Clair pool session ; Westport road song -- Sea dreams. Wellington: keepers of the forgotten hours ; Gisborne: in from the start ; Special K ; Peaks ; Waiting for the tide ; The farm ; Coromandel Peninsula ; Sea dreams gallery -- Log burner. The single fin mingle ; elements of style -- Coming through. The next generation.
Summary  "NZ surf the collection volume 1 is a coffee table style book featuring over 500 photos. It is a surfing book that any Kiwi who sets foot on fibreglass will identify with and want. The surf stoked grom, the corporate cruiser, the hipster long boarder. This limited edition publication will become an instant surfer and surf collectors 'Must have' because of its variety, depth and coverage of our surfing lifestyle."--Publisher.
Subject  Coasts New Zealand Pictorial works.
Hawke, Warren.
Illustrated works. lcgft
Surfers New Zealand Pictorial works.
Dewey  797.320993
OCLC Number  1015318962
Title Our People - Our Land / curated by Richard Wolfe.
ISBN 9780473413733 paperback
Physical Details 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 21 x 28 cm
Subject Art, New Zealand 20th century Exhibitions.
Art, New Zealand 21st century Exhibitions.
Dewey 704.9430993

Title Pretty paisleys : adult coloring book / [Irina Velman].
Author Velman, Irina, 1961- illustrator.
ISBN 9780473342920 paperback
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [Irina Velman], [2015]
©2015
Publishing Source www.amazon.com
Physical Details 1 volume (unpaged) : illustrations ; 28 cm
Subject Coloring books lcgft
Coloring books.
Paisley design.
Dewey 745.7

Title Princess Princess ever after / by Katie O'Neill ; edited by Ari Yarwood ; designed by Fred Chao.
Author O'Neill, Katie, (Cartoonist), artist, author.
ISBN 1620103400 hardback
1620103419 ebook
9781620103401 hardback
9781620103418 ebook
©2016
Physical Details 53 pages : colour illustrations ; 24 cm
Summary "When the heroic princess Amira rescues the kind-hearted princess Sadie from her tower prison, neither expects to find a true friend in the bargain. Yet as they adventure across the kingdom, they discover that they bring out the very best in the other person. They'll need to join forces and use all the know-how, kindness, and bravery they have in order to defeat their greatest foe yet: a jealous sorceress with a dire grudge against Sadie. Join Sadie and Amira, two very different princesses with very different strengths, on their journey to figure out what happily ever after really means and how they can find it with each other"--Back cover.
Audience Primary, intermediate National Library of New Zealand.
Subject Cartoons and comics.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Comics (Graphic works)
Fairy tales Adaptations.
Friendship Fiction.
Graphic novels.
Graphic novels. lcgft
Interracial marriage Fiction.
Interracial marriage.
Jealousy Fiction.
Lesbians Fiction.
Sean Garwood's Antarctica.

**Title:** Sean Garwood's Antarctica.

**Author:** Garwood, Sean, artist, author.

**ISBN:** 9780473403980

**Publishing Details:** Cambridge, New Zealand : Fine Art Society New Zealand, [2017]

**Physical Details:** 63 pages : colour illustrations ; 20 x 24 cm

**Summary:** "Antarctica has inspired artists for generations, with very few ever having the opportunity to capture the enigmatic continent first hand. Artistic interpretations of the icy domain continue to inspire, educate and amaze the world. Sean Garwood joined the ranks of Antarctic artists in 2015, when he travelled south with Antarctica New Zealand's Community Engagement Programme...Sean's aim was to record the historic huts of the Ross Dependency through the medium of oil paintings"--Introduction.

**Subject:** Antarctica In art.
Garwood, Sean.
Realism in art.

**Dewey:** 759.993

---

**Title:** Sexy dragons and naked angels / by Samuel Wheeler

**Author:** Ecrivain, Belle, 1972- artist, lyricist.

**ISBN:** 9780473406585 paperback
9780473406592 hardback

**Publishing Details:** [Auckland] : Nocturnal Customs Limited, [2017]
©2017

**Physical Details:** 200 pages : colour illustrations ; 28 cm

**Subject:** Angels in art.
Dragons in art.
Ecrivain, Belle, 1972-.
Fantasy in art.
Female nude in art.
Songs Texts.

**Dewey:** 700.415
Title  Steven Adams : my life, my fight / Steven Adams.
Author  Adams, Steven, 1993- author.
ISBN  9780143771296 paperback
Projected Publication Date  1807
Physical Details  pages cm
Summary  "Steven Adams shares the story behind his meteoric rise from the streets of Rotorua to his emerging stardom in the NBA"--Publisher information.
Subject  Adams, Steven, 1993-
  Autobiographies lcgft
  Basketball players New Zealand Biography.
Dewey  796.323092

Title  Swing me a song : echo & action songs for children 0-8 / music compiled & directed by Julie Wylie ; music arrangements by Judith Bell, Michael Bell and Julie Wylie.
Publishing Details  Christchuch, NZ : Tandem Recording?, [2006]
Physical Details  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Contents  Mister Sun (trad.) -- Kia ora and hello to you / Julie Wylie -- Big bass drum (trad.) -- Teddy bear blues / Julie Wylie -- Teddy bear, teddy bear (trad.) -- My little teddy bear dances around / lyrics by Julie Wylie (tune based on 'Neath the lilacs) -- My dog rags (trad.) -- What colour are you eyes? / Julie Wylie -- Miss Polly had a dolly (trad.) -- Do you know the muffin man (trad.) -- I'm a little teapot (trad.) -- Hickety Pickety (trad.) -- Incy wincy spider (trad.) -- Frog's echo song / Julie Wylie -- Down by the bay / (trad.) ; lyrics by Julie Wylie.
Audience  Junior, primary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject  Children's songs New Zealand Juvenile sound recordings.
  Children's songs.
  Children's sound recordings. lcgft
  Games with music Juvenile sound recordings.
  Singing games New Zealand.
  Songs.
Dewey  782.42083
Author: Pottinger, Bill, author, photographer.
ISBN: 9780473350062
Physical Details: 176 pages : illustrations ; 21 x 30 cm
Subject: Automobile racing New Zealand Teretonga Park History.
        Automobile racing New Zealand Teretonga Park Pictorial works.
        Automobile racing drivers New Zealand Teretonga Park Pictorial works.
        Pottinger, Bill Anecdotes.
        Tasman Series (Automobile race)
Dewey: 796.72099398

Title: Te Kaeaea.
Publishing Details: [Silverstream] : [Angela Campbell], [2017]
Physical Details: 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Summary: Documents the creation of the pou mahara (memorial post) to mark the site where Ngati Tama and their chief, Te Kaeaea / Taringa Kuri lived during the 1850s to 1950s, on what is now the grounds of St Patrick's College, Wellington.
Subject: Carving (Decorative arts) New Zealand Pictorial works.
        Ngāti Tama (New Zealand people) Biography.
        Te Kaeaea, ?-1871.
        Tohunga whakairo reo
        Tā reo
        Wood-carving, Maori New Zealand Pictorial works.
Dewey: 736.40993
OCLC Number: 1016956375

Title: That town and country quilt: a block a day for a year / SusanClaire Mayfield
Author: Mayfield, SusanClaire, 1956-, author.
ISBN: 9780473393502
Physical Details: 207 pages : colour illustrations ; 28 cm
Summary: "For quilters - a pattern and information book for making That Town and Country Quilt"--Publisher information.
Subject: Patchwork Patterns.
        Quilting Patterns.
Dewey: 746.46041
Title  Wandering under big skies : the Coromandel Peninsula through the eyes of an artist / Charlotte Giblin.
Author  Giblin, Charlotte, 1975- artist, author.
ISBN  9780473347802
Physical Details  93 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 x 30 cm
Summary  "Join UK artist Charlotte Giblin as she travels around the Coromandel Peninsula in New Zealand, capturing the scenery with "fresh eyes" in her cheerful and whimsical painting style. Featuring 90 original artworks accompanied by Charlotte's musings and explanations, this book celebrates a beautiful corner of the world and the process of a painter's artistic unfolding"--Back cover.
Subject  Coromandel Peninsula (N.Z.) In art.
Giblin, Charlotte, 1975-
Dewey  759.993

Title  Wellington play spaces policy.
Author  Wellington (N.Z.). City Council, author.
Edition  October 2016 - draft.
Publishing Source  CSWCCJ001736 Wellington City Council
Physical Details  43 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Play environments Government policy New Zealand Wellington.
Playgrounds Government policy New Zealand Wellington.
Dewey  790.0689363

Title  Wo ài xīn xī lán = I love New Zealand / Ào kè lán bái yún hé chàng tuán hè zhōng qiū yīn yuè hui = White Cloud Chorus of Auckland, Moon Festival concert .
Physical Details  1 DVD sound, colour ; 12 cm
Language  In Chinese with some English, sung in Chinese.
Summary  Celebration for Chinese mid-Autumn day.
Subject  Concert films. lcgt
Filmed performances. lcgt
Nonfiction films. lcgt
Popular music China.
Dewey  781.630951
Title  The bushman's bible / Dr Dave Baldwin.
Author  Baldwin, Dave, 1957- author.
ISBN  9780473406288
Physical Details  151 pages : colour illustrations ; 24 cm
Summary  "The Bushman's Bible' makes up Dr Dave's third book in the 'Healthy Bastards Trilogy'. The first book in this trilogy is the best selling 'Healthy Bastards' (2009) which is a medical manual for dingbats, on how to take care of themselves physically. The second book, 'The Flying Doctor' (2016) redefines a Healthy Bastard as one who also tries to develop themselves mentally and spiritually. This third book, 'The Bushman's Bible', now looks at "beyond the material world" issues for the average free-spirited Mr and Mrs Bushman who generally attend the 'big blue' temple in the mountains rather than conventional churches and temples in the big city"--Back cover.
Subject  Baldwin, Dave, 1957- Anecdotes.
Outdoor life New Zealand Anecdotes.
Outdoor life Religious aspects.
Dewey  796.50993

Title  A carousel of children's songs / Cathie Harrop.
Author  Harrop, Cathie.
Physical Details  1 audiocassette : 1 7/8 ips
Subject  Children's songs Juvenile sound recordings.
Nursery rhymes, English Juvenile sound recordings.
Dewey  782.42083
OCLC Number  226045197
Ngā pepeha o te takere nui / Anaha Hiini.

Hiini, Anaha, author.

Rotorua, New Zealand : Anaha Hiini, [2017]

©2017

77 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 19 x 28 cm

Provides pepeha for the 38 marae situated within the boundaries of Te Takere Nui o te waka o Te Arawa, the Rotorua Lakes District.
Title  Te reo o ngā toi = A Māori language dictionary of the arts.
ISBN 9781927225554 (paperback)
Publishing Details  Papaioea, Aotearoa : He mea whakaputa tēnei pukapuka mā Te Tāhuhu o te Mātauranga e He Kupenga Hao i Te Reo, [2018]
Publishing Source 711931 Ministry of Education
Physical Details  xi, 514 pages : colour illustrations ; 24 cm
Language  Text in Māori and English.
Summary  "He pukapuka hei āwhina i te pouako e whakaako ana i ngā kura reo Māori. Kei konei te puna kupu e hāngai ana ki ngā toi, arā, ko toi ataata, ko toi puoro, ko toi rēhia. He rārangi kupu Māori - Ingarahi, Ingarahi - Māori. He whakamārama i te takenga nai o te kupu. He whakamārama i te tikanga toi o te kupu. He tauira whakamahinga o te kupu"--Back cover.
Subject  Art Dictionaries Māori.
English language Dictionaries Māori.
Maori toi. reo
Maori language Dictionaries English.
Papakupu. reo
Performing arts Dictionaries Māori.
Reorua. reo
Toi whakaari. reo
Dewey 700.3

Title  Te whakatuwheratanga o Te Tumu Herenga Waka.
ISBN 9780473422264
©2018
Physical Details  84 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Language  In English.
Summary  "This revised book both honours the history of the marae and will be used to promote the potential of the marae complex as we move into a new phase of its development"--Mihi, page 2.
Subject  Kōrero nehe. reo
Maori (New Zealand people)
Marae. reo
Poupou. reo
Pūrākau. reo
Te Tumu Herenga Waka (Meeting house)
Tūpuna. reo
Whare whakairo. reo
Wood-carving, Maori.
Dewey 725.80420899442
Title  Bravura / Sara Kingsley.
Author  Kingsley, Sara, 1975- author.
ISBN  9780473424114 paperback
        9780473424121 EPUB
        9780473424138 Kindle
Publishing Details  Mana, New Zealand : Blue Fern Books, [2018]
                   ©2017
Physical Details  278 pages ; 21 cm
Summary  "Raven Araroa is now Woman King of Nuimana and she's finding island life suits her,
especially with Leif by her side. When she learns all is not well back in her old kingdom and
Leif must return, she chooses to follow, despite knowing her choice to defy the King of Nadir -
herself - will put both their lives in danger. But what she finds upon her return to Nadir is far
worse."--Back cover.
Audience  Secondary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject  Coming of age Fiction.
          Fantasy.
          Kings Fiction.
          Women Fiction.
          Young adult fiction.
Dewey  813.6

Title  Crossing a line / Mike Boshier.
Author  Boshier, Mike, 1958- author.
ISBN  9780473426224
Publishing Details  [Whangaparaoa] : [Okoromai Bay Publishing Ltd] [2018]
                   ©2018
Physical Details  vi, 330 pages ; 23 cm
Summary  "Once a respected US Navy SEAL, now shunned by friends and colleagues and wanted by the
police, John Deacon has gone rogue . . . Recruited by a fanatical religious cult intent on
returning the USA to the ways of God, and headed by a man known as The General, Deacon's
weapons skills and combat knowledge are put to treacherous use . . . Deacon has crossed a
line . . . But has he gone too far? Can he ever cross back?"--Back cover.
Subject  Action and adventure fiction. lcgft
          Thrillers (Fiction). lcgft
Dewey  813.6
**The Lone Star collection.**

**ISBN** 9781988549316


**Publishing Details** Canterbury, New Zealand : Affinity Publication Services, 2018. ©2018

**Physical Details** 264 pages ; 22 cm

**Contents** Finding my muse / Renee Mackenzie -- The last roundup / Julie Cannon -- Meeting Miranda / MJ Williamz -- A lone star / Lacey Schmidt -- Lasso / Carson Taite -- The heartbreak state / Barbara Ann Wright -- The coochie couch / Annette Mori -- Weather or not / Jaycie Morrison -- Cowgirls aren't allowed / Stacy Reynolds -- Not likely / VK Powell -- Under the West Texas stars / Yvette Murray -- Remember me / Del Robertson.

**Subject** Lesbian erotic stories.

Short stories, American.

**Dewey** 813.01083538

---

**Satire, celebrity, and politics in Jane Austen / Jocelyn Harris.**

**Author** Harris, Jocelyn, author.

**ISBN** 1611488397 (cloth : alk. paper) 9781611488395 (cloth : alk. paper) 9781611488432 (electronic)

**Publishing Details** Lewisburg : Bucknell University Press ; Lanham, Maryland : The Rowman & Littlefield Publishing Group, Inc., [2017]

©2017

**Physical Details** xxi, 349 pages, 16 unnumbered pages of plates : illustrations (chiefly color) ; 24 cm

**Series** Transits (Bucknell University)

**Subject** Austen, Jane, 1775-1817 Criticism and interpretation. Austen, Jane, 1775-1817 Political and social views.

English literature 19th century History and criticism.

**Dewey** 823/.7

**OCLC Number** 979566981
**Title** Schoolgirls jolly book.

**Publishing Details** Glasgow: The Children's Press, [c1938]

**Physical Details** 44 unnumbered pages : illustrations (1 in colour) ; 20 cm

**Contents** The daring of Deolice / by Mary Bourchier Sanford -- The ugly duckling / by Joan Sutherland -- Wiffle's watch / by Bessie Marchant.

**Subject** Action and adventure fiction. lcgft

Girls Conduct of life Juvenile fiction.

Short stories, English.

**Dewey** 823.912

---

**Title** The Write style guide.

**ISBN** 9780987665973 spiral bound

**Edition** Seventh edition (substantially revised).


**Physical Details** 56 pages ; 23 cm

**Subject** Authorship Style manuals.

English language Style Handbooks, manuals, etc.

**Dewey** 808.027
Title An ANZAC in the family : Private McAlpine of the 4th reinforcements / Sherryl Abrahart.
Author Abrahart, Sherryl, 1948- author.
ISBN 9780473428044 paperback
Physical Details 242 pages : illustrations ; 24 cm
Subject McAlpine, Leslie, 1896-1916.
Soldiers New Zealand Biography.
World War, 1914-1918 New Zealand Biography.
Dewey 940.40092

Title Above Auckland / David Wall ; writer, Sarah Ell.
Author Wall, David, 1964-
ISBN 1869664388
9781869664381
Physical Details 159 pages : colour illustrations ; 24 cm
Summary "Spread over a narrow isthmus, Auckland is one of the few cities in the world where two coasts are visible from the air. Using the latest drone technology, David Wall's photographs show an up-to-the-minute view of the pace of urban development in Auckland, and showcase a city of stunning scenic diversity"--Publisher's description.
Subject Auckland (N.Z.) Aerial photographs.
Auckland (N.Z.) Pictorial works.
Photobooks. lcgft
Dewey 919.3200222
OCLC Number 940974493
Title  Archaeological assessment: proposed Whakapoukorero wetland restoration project, Maketu / Prepared by Ken Phillips.
Author  Phillips, Ken (Kenneth John Stanley), author.
Publishing Details  [Whakatane]: [Bay of Plenty Regional Council Toi Moana], 2016.
Physical Details  6 pages: colour illustrations; 30 cm
Subject  Archaeological surveying New Zealand Tauranga District.
Tauranga District (N.Z.) Antiquities.
Dewey  993.421

Title  Annual report of the New Zealand Antarctic Society (Wellington Branch).
Author  New Zealand Antarctic Society. Wellington Branch, author.
Publishing Details  Wellington: [New Zealand Antarctic Society, Wellington Branch]
Physical Details  volumes; 34 cm.
Frequency  Annual
Subject  New Zealand Antarctic Society. Wellington Branch Periodicals.
Dewey  998.005

Title  Antarctic times: newsletter of the Wellington Branch of the New Zealand Antarctic Society Inc.
Physical Details  volumes; 30 cm
Frequency  Irregular
Subject  Antarctica Periodicals.
New Zealand Antarctic Society. Wellington Branch Periodicals.
Dewey  998.005

Title  The Battle of Waireka: 28 March 1860: an anthology of eye-witness accounts / Graeme Kenyon.
Author  Kenyon, Graeme, 1947- author.
ISBN  9780473422349 hardback
Physical Details  256 pages: illustrations (some colour), maps (some colour); 31 cm
Subject  Kōrero nehe. reo
New Plymouth District (N.Z.) History, Military.
New Zealand History New Zealand Wars, 1860-1872.
Ngā Pakanga Whenua o Mua. reo
Omata (N.Z.) History, Military.
Dewey  993.482022
Title  Bedrock and rail : South Waikato pre 1920 / by Elsie Monahan.
Author  Monahan, Elsie, 1940- author.
ISBN  0473403307 paperback
9780473403300 paperback
Physical Details  65 pages : illustrations (some colour), map ; 30 cm
Contents  Introduction -- 1. The land and pre European settlement (South Waikato: "Discover it, live it, love it" ; Our mountains [Pohuturoa ; Maungatautari, Titirauipunga] ; Water ; Natural vegetation ; Human habitation ; Raukawa ; Pakeha explorers) 2. Early settlement in Victorian times (Land purchase [Court proceedings: confusing] ; Transport ; Main highways ; Travelling [Railway ; Horses ; Events outside South Waikato's boundaries had their effect] ; Small settlements [Piarere-Horahora area ; Tapapa ; Tirau: Oxford ; Okoroire ; Lichfield ; Putaruru ; Te Waotu] ; The south [Atiamuri and Ongaroto ; Schools ; Depression ; Tokoroa (Colonist, 24 February 1881)] ; Timber mills ; Trout hatchery ; Maori ; Putaruru railway ; 1890s) 3. The years 1900 to 1919 (Tirau ; Okoroire, Selwyn, Tapapa, etc. ; Matamata County Council ; Horahora ; Putaruru ; Land for settlement ; TTT and other forestry ; Putaruru town development ; Dairying ; Value of stock ; Other farming ; Wiltsdown-Hodderville ; Puketura ; Lichfield ; Tokoroa [[The] Wests ; Gordon Campbell's writings ; Tokoroa School ; Atiamuri ; World War One ; 1919: The year of recuperation and looking forward [From Matamata County Council]])
Summary  Covers history of South Waikato District Council area from its volcanic origins through early settlement physical, native vegetation, Maori and European settlement, early farming, forestry and first Waikato hydro dam.
Subject  South Waikato District (N.Z.) History.
Dewey  993.363
OCLC Number  1002818390

Title  Buist and Kirk Family history : from England and Scotland to New Zealand / Jennifer Buist.
Author  Buist, Jennifer, 1950- author.
ISBN  9780473424602
©2018
Physical Details  126 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 30 cm
Summary  "A family history of the Kirk & Huband families from England, and the Buist & Gibson families from Scotland, to New Zealand"--Cover.
Subject  Buist family.
  Buist, Agnes, 1838-1919 Family.
  Buist, David, 1835-1896 Family.
Gibson family.
  Gibson, Agnes M., 1853-1905 Family.
  Gibson, Lewis, 1846-1920 Family.
Great Britain Genealogy.
Huband family.
  Huband, Emma, 1825-1899 Family.
  Huband, William, 1835-1896 Family.
Kirk family.
  Kirk, Anne Maria, 1840-1917 Family.
  Kirk, James, 1840-1935 Family.
New Zealand Genealogy.
Dewey  929.20993
Title: The Bulford Kiwi: the kiwi we left behind / Colleen Brown.
Author: Brown, Colleen, 1950- author.
ISBN: 9781869539849 paperback
©2018
Physical Details: 176 pages : illustrations ; 24 cm
Summary: "The Bulford Kiwi was created in 1919 by New Zealand troops waiting to go home at the end of World War One. Originally carved as a chore to occupy the hours of waiting for a ship back to New Zealand, it became an emblem to be proud of and a cherished link to home. For many of those involved in its construction, and later its resurrection, the Bulford Kiwi came to represent all those servicemen who had passed through Sling Camp, especially those who would never go home."--Back cover.
Subject: Historic sites England Bulford (Wiltshire)
Military camps England Bulford (Wiltshire) History.
World war, 1914-1918 Participation, New Zealand.
Dewey: 940.393

Title: Cavalli Passage.
Author: Land Information New Zealand, cartographer.
Edition: New edition March 2018
Physical Details: 1 map : colour ; 63 x 98 cm
Subject: Nautical charts. lcgft
Northland (N.Z.) Maps.
South Pacific Ocean Maps.
Dewey: 912.196479

Title: Chalk pits & cherry stones: a childhood in Kent / by Jean Hendy-Harris.
Author: Hendy-Harris, Jean, 1940- author.
ISBN: 1978093136
9781978093133
Publishing Details: [Auckland, New Zealand]: [Jean Hendy-Harris], 2017.
©2013
Physical Details: iv, 224 pages ; 22 cm
Subject: Girls England Kent Biography.
Hendy-Harris, Jean, 1940- Childhood and youth.
Dewey: 920.72
Title Clan Mackenzie New Zealand Society Inc.
ISSN 2538-1415

Publishing Details Masterton : [Clan Mackenzie New Zealand Society], [1997]-
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency Quarterly


Subject Clans New Zealand Periodicals.
Mackenzie family Periodicals.
New Zealand Genealogy Periodicals.

Dewey 929.2099305

https://clan-mackenzie-nz.wildapricot.org/

Title Claris.

Author Land Information New Zealand, cartographer.
Edition Edition 2.03

Physical Details 1 map : colour ; 72 x 48 cm, folded to 21 x 10 cm.

Subject Great Barrier Island (N.Z.) Maps.
Topographic maps. lcgft

Dewey 912.9324

Electronic Location http://topo.linz.govt.nz/Topo50_raster_images/TIFFTopo50/AY34_TIFFv2-03.tif

Title Cuba people. Two : more street photography from Cuba street Wellington, Aotearoa-New Zealand / Mary Hutchinson.

Author Hutchinson, Mary, 1960- photographer.
ISBN 9780473387976

Publishing Details Wellington : Mary Hutchinson, [2017]
©2017

Physical Details 73 pages : illustrations ; 17 x 17 cm

Subject Black-and-white photography.
Cuba Street (Wellington, N.Z.) Pictorial works.
Hutchinson, Mary, 1960-
Photobooks lcgft
Portrait photography New Zealand Wellington.
Street photography New Zealand Wellington.

Dewey 919.36300222
Title  Geography 3.4 : demonstrate understanding of a given environment(s) through the selection and application of geographic concepts and skills / Jane Evans and Cheryl Osborne.
Author  Evans, Jane (Jane Allison), author.
ISBN  978097496418
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Edify Ltd, 2017. ©2017
Physical Details  80 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 27 cm
Subject  Map reading.
Study guides lcgft
Topographic maps.
Dewey  912.014

Title  Godley : the man behind the myth / Terry Kinloch.
Author  Kinloch, Terry, 1958- author
ISBN  9781775593638
9781775593676 leather-bound
Projected Publication Date  1811
Physical Details  pages cm
Summary  "This is the first full biography of General Sir Alexander Godley, the British commander of the New Zealand Expeditionary Force (NZEF) during World War I. Terry Kinloch takes care to present a fair and balanced look at a man generally considered to have been a poor field commander and one usually blamed for failures at Gallipoli and Passchendaele"--Publisher information.
Subject  Generals Great Britain Biography.
Godley, Alexander, Sir, 1867-1957.
World War, 1914-1918 New Zealand History.
Dewey  940.41293
Title  Guts and determination : history makers in Westland NZ / Cheryl Riley.
Author  Riley, Cheryl (Cheryl Dusty), author.
ISBN  9780473417284 hardback
Publishing Details  [Hokitika] : Cheryl Riley, [2017]
©2017
Physical Details  100 pages : colour illustrations ; 31 cm
Subject  Westland (N.Z. : Provincial District) Biography.
Westland (N.Z. : Provincial District) History.
Westland (N.Z. : Provincial District) Social life and customs.
Dewey  993.710310922

Title  Hitler's northern war : the Luftwaffe's ill-fated campaign, 1940-1945 / Adam R.A. Claasen.
Author  Claasen, Adam R A, 1964-, author.
ISBN  0700610502 (cloth ; alk. paper)
9780700610501 (cloth ; alk. paper)
Physical Details  xxiii, 338 pages, [32] pages of plates : illustrations, maps ; 24 cm
Contents  Blood and iron, and the spirit of the Atlantic -- Planning for Weserübung -- Norwegian blitzkrieg
-- Air control of central and northern Norway -- The battle and siege of Britain -- Luftflotte 5
versus Arctic convoys -- Slow death, 1943-1945 -- Conclusion.
Series  Modern war studies.
Summary  "Adolf Hitler had high hopes for his conquest of Norway, a country that had great symbolic and
strategic value for the Fuhrer. Despite early successes, however, his ambitious northern
campaign foundered and ultimately failed. Adam Claasen for the first time reveals the full story
of this neglected episode and shows how it helped doom the Third Reich to defeat." "Claasen's
study covers every aspect of this ill-fated campaign from the 1940 invasion until war's end and
shows how it was eventually relegated to a backwater status as Germany fought to survive in
an increasingly unwinnable war. His compelling account sharpens our picture of the German
air force and widens our understanding of the Third Reich's way of war."--Jacket.
Subject  Norway History German occupation, 1940-1945.
World War, 1939-1945 Aerial operations, German.
World War, 1939-1945 Campaigns Norway.
Dewey  940.54/4943
OCLC Number  44627083
Title:  Hollyford.
Author:  Land Information New Zealand, cartographer.
Edition:  Edition 1.04
Physical Details:  1 map : colour ; 72 x 48 cm, folded to 21 x 10 cm.
         Southland District (N.Z.) Maps.
         Topographic maps. lcgft
Dewey:  912.9395
Electronic Location:  http://topo.linz.govt.nz/Topo50 raster_images/TIFFTopo50/CB09_TIFFv1-04.tif

Title:  IceSked : newsletter of the Antarctic Research Centre, Victoria University of Wellington.
Publishing Details:  Wellington, New Zealand : Victoria University of Wellington, Te Whare Wānanga o te Ūpoko o te Ika a Māui, [2003]-
Physical Details:  volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Frequency:  Semiannual
Publication Numbering:  Began with [issue 1] (December 2003)
Subject:  Antarctica Research Periodicals.
         Scientific expeditions Antarctica Periodicals
         Victoria University of Wellington. Antarctic Research Centre Periodicals.
Dewey:  919.89005

Title:  In disgrace with fortune : a chronicle of harlotry / Jean Hendy-Harris.
Author:  Hendy-Harris, Jean, 1940- author.
ISBN:  9781978450493
Publishing Details:  [Auckland] : [Jean Hendy-Harris] [2017]
©2017
Physical Details:  iv, 280 pages ; 22 cm
Summary:  "In this final volume of her memoir, all thoughts of Holy Orders, nursing and office work have been abandoned. Jean Hendy-Harris tells of her life in London in the 1960s, of becoming a show girl, of meeting Stephen Ward and the Kray Twins and of working in a Deviation Brothel just a stone's throw from Harrod's Department Store. She also meets Vidar L'Estrange, the man destined to have the greatest power and influence over her life, and enters into a perilous love affair, the effects of which she finds difficult to overcome. However, a fortune-teller's predictions turn out to be uncannily correct and eventually Jean becomes an ordinary housewife and mother of three, living in New Zealand"--Back cover.
Subject:  Hendy-Harris, Jean, 1940-
         Sex workers England London 1960s.
Dewey:  920.72
Title Kiwis at war 1941-42. Part one, Navy, Fleet Air Arm & Merchant Navy.
ISBN 9780473422684 pbk
Physical Details 69 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 30 cm
Contents Introduction -- Narratives: sailors of the Navy, Fleet Air Arm and Merchant Navy (and selected others) tell of their experiences -- Snippets: splashes of interest -- Index of personnel.
Subject Sailors New Zealand History 20th century.
World War, 1939-1945 New Zealand.
World War, 1939-1945 Personal narratives, New Zealand.
Dewey 940.548193

Title Kuaka visits Fiji / written and illustrated by Vanessa Peterson.
Author Peterson,Vanessa, 1981- author, illustrator.
ISBN 9780473410933 paperback
Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand : Couch Monster Publishing Limited, 2017. ©2017
Physical Details 24 pages : colour illustrations ; 22 cm
Language In English with some Fijian.
Summary Uses a story format and the concept of bird migration to introduce places in Fiji, food and customs.
Audience Junior National Library of New Zealand.
Subject Bar-tailed godwit New Zealand Juvenile literature.
Fiji Social life and customs Juvenile literature.
Dewey 996.11

Title Kuaka visits India / Vanessa Peterson.
Author Peterson,Vanessa, 1981- author, illustrator.
ISBN 9780473415068 paperback
Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand : Couch Monster Publishing Limited, 2017. ©2017
Physical Details 24 pages : colour illustrations ; 22 cm
Language In English with some Indian.
Summary Uses a story format and the concept of bird migration to introduce places in India, food and customs.
Audience Junior National Library of New Zealand.
Subject Bar-tailed godwit New Zealand Juvenile literature.
India Social life and customs Juvenile literature.
Dewey 954
Title  Make her praises heard afar : New Zealand women of World War One / Jane Tolerton.
Author  Tolerton, Jane, author.
ISBN  9780473399658
Physical Details  viii, 368 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm
Contents  But every colonial woman can at least cook: August to December 1914 -- Independence, initiative and force of character: January to April 1915 -- Tenakoe, pakeha: May to July 1915 -- Typical New Zealand girls: August to December 1915 -- You should have been a boy: January to April 1916 -- A bit of a pal: May to December -- Intelligent, capable women. Very popular: January to December 1917 -- Our amazons have saved us: January to 10 November 1918 -- As if she had just recovered consciousness: 11 November to December 1918 -- Doing the best we could - and not for ourselves: 1919 and beyond.
Summary  "New Zealand vaunts itself as first in the world to give women the vote but denies their active role in World War One. Doctors, dentists and ambulance drivers. Munitions workers and mathematicians. Members of the British women's services and managers of hospitals and convalescent homes. Many worked for free, and some paid for amenities whose provision is attributed to men's groups or the government. Echoing our national anthem, let's make their praises heard - after a century of suppression. Deeply researched and written for readability, this breakthrough book is a collective biography of New Zealand women - as never seen before"--Back cover.
Subject  Women in war New Zealand.
World War, 1914-1918 Women New Zealand.
World War, 1914-1918.
Dewey  940.393082

Title  Manukau Harbour.
Author  Land Information New Zealand, cartographer.
Edition  Edition 1.04
Physical Details  1 map : colour ; 72 x 48 cm, folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Subject  Auckland (N.Z.) Maps.
Topographic maps. lcgft
Dewey  912.9327
Title  Mount Athos the holy mountain = Chartis tou agióu 'Orous 'Atho.
Author  Baetens, R. (Roland), compiler.
ISBN  9780473331412
Publishing Details  [Taitapu] : [Athos Maps Limited], [2016]
©2016.
Publishing Source  peterhoworth@hotmail.com
Physical Details  1 map : colour ; 40 x 124 cm, folded to 23 x 13 cm
Language  Parallel text in Greek and English.
Subject  Athos (Greece) Maps.
Topographic maps. lcgt
Dewey  912.49565

Title  Mount Taranaki or Mount Egmont.
Author  Land Information New Zealand. cartographer.
Edition  Edition 2.02
Physical Details  1 map : colour ; 72 x 48 cm, folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Subject  South Taranaki District (N.Z.) Maps.
Stratford District (N.Z.) Maps.
Topographic maps. lcgt
Dewey  912.93488
OCLC Number  980609597

Title  Nelson 1914 / J.M. Baumfield.
Author  Baumfield, J. M. (Jennifer May), 1953- author.
ISBN  9780473310219 paperback
©2014
Physical Details  xi, 277 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm
Summary  "This book looks at Nelson during 1914 to see what life was like, what was happening in the city and what people were concerned about, and then how the early part of the conflict impacted upon the city and its citizens"--Back cover.
Subject  Nelson (N.Z.) History.
Nelson (N.Z.) Social life and customs History.
Dewey  993.76
Title Oamaru, N.Z.
Author New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : Published by Lands and Survey Dept., N.Z., for Civil Aviation Branch, Air Dept., N.Z., 1953.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour
Series NZMS 6A.
Subject Aeronautical charts lcgft
Digital maps lcgft
Waitaki District (N.Z.) Maps.
Dewey 912.9391

Title Opening up hidden Burma : journeys with - and without - author Dr Bob Percival / various authors ; edited by Keith Lyons.
ISBN 9780473427641 pbk
9780473427658 hbk
Physical Details 211 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm
Summary "Anthology of travel writing and stories from Myanmar - formerly known as Burma - spliced with reminiscences about the quirky Australian author, street walking guide and Burmaphile, the late Dr Bob Percival”--Publisher information.
Subject Burma Description and travel.
Dewey 915.9104
Title  Paradise : escaping the terror of history / James J. George.
Author  George, James J., 1965- author.
ISBN  9780473436933 pbk
9780473436940 hbk
Projected Publication Date  1806
Physical Details  pages cm
Summary  "History: Civilization Middle East, Religion and Politics; Philosophy: Good and Evil; Religion: History; History of Ideas; History and Archaeology"--Publisher information.
Subject  Civilization Philosophy.
          History Philosophy.
Dewey  901

Title  Plans in the Kermadec Islands.
Author  Land Information New Zealand, cartographer.
Edition  New edition February 2018
Publishing Source  NZ 2225 Land Information New Zealand
Physical Details  3 maps on 1 sheet : colour ; 50 x 65 cm. or smaller on sheet 110 x 73 cm.
Contents  Raoul Island -- Curtis and Cheesemen Islands -- Macauley Island.
Subject  Kermadec Islands Maps.
          Nautical charts. lcgft
          South Pacific Ocean Maps.
Dewey  912.196479

Title  Plans in the Marlborough Sounds.
Author  Land Information New Zealand, cartographer.
Edition  New edition March 2018
Publishing Source  NZ 6151 Land Information New Zealand
Physical Details  4 maps on 1 sheet : colour ; 49 x 64 cm. or smaller on sheet 110 x 72 cm.
Contents  Components: Approaches to Te Aumiti/French Pass. Scale 1:35 000. Inset : Te Aumiti/French Pass. Scale 1:10 000 -- Forsyth and Guards Bays. Scale 1:30 000. -- Te Anamhānga/Port Gore. Scale 1:30 000 -- Stephens Passage. Scale 1:30 000.
Subject  Marlborough Sounds (N.Z.) Maps.
          Nautical charts. lcgft
Dewey  912.196478
Title  Plans on the North East Coast of South Island.
Author  Land Information New Zealand, cartographer.
Edition  New edition March 2018
Physical Details  2 maps on 1 sheet : colour ; 65 x 63 cm and 33 x 49 cm on sheet 11 x 79 cm.
Subject  Kaikoura Peninsula (N.Z.) Maps.
         Nautical charts. lcgft
         Port Underwood (N.Z.) Maps.
         South Pacific Ocean Maps.
Dewey  912.196479

Title  Pourangahau/Mount Robert.
Author  Land Information New Zealand, cartographer.
Edition  Edition 1.05
Physical Details  1 map : colour ; 72 x 48 cm, folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Subject  Tasman District (N.Z.) Maps.
         Topographic maps. lcgft
Dewey  912.9377
Electronic Location  http://topo.linz.govt.nz/Topo50_raster_images/TIFFTopo50/BS24_TIFFv1-05.tif

Title  Rawene.
Author  Land Information New Zealand, cartographer.
Edition  Edition 2.03
Physical Details  1 map : colour ; 72 x 48 cm, folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Subject  Far North District (N.Z.) Maps.
         Topographic maps. lcgft
Dewey  912.9313
Electronic Location  http://topo.linz.govt.nz/Topo50_raster_images/TIFFTopo50/AW27_TIFFv2-03.tif
Title  Sunnyside : the Mitchell family of Mimihau / Lindsay Watson & Lorraine Berry & Heather Bray.

Author  Watson, Lindsay (Lindsay Robert), 1947- author.

ISBN  1986918815
       9781986918817

Publishing Details  Ashburton : Lindsay R. Watson, 2018.

Projected Publication Date  1805

Physical Details  pages cm

Summary  "John and Sarah MITCHELL left their farm in Kirkcubrightsire, Scotland and, taking their two children, immigrated to New Zealand in 1868. They bought land in Mimihau in Southland adjacent Sarah’s brother James MABEN and raised eight more children. By 1878 they shifted to Ryal Bush, where John died aged 46 leaving Sarah with 10 children and a farm to run. Sarah shifted her family to Mokoreta and was supported by her brother James. However, Sarah lent James money that was lost in farming speculations. Sarah met Simon CHISHOLM and a son resulted. When John’s mother died in Scotland, the inheritance went to Sarah and she was able to shift back to Mimihau. Sarah died in Invercargill in 1918. All seven of the MITCHELL daughters married and had children. Only one of the three sons married, another lived to be 82 and the third died unmarried at age 26. Three grandsons died in World War 1. Sarah and John MITCHELL had 43 grandchildren"--Publisher information.

Subject  Mitchell family.
         New Zealand Genealogy.
         Southland (N.Z.) Genealogy.

Dewey  929.20993

Title  TNT NZ magazine.

Publishing Details  Sydney : TNT Multimedia Limited

Physical Details  v. : colour illustrations ; 27 cm.

Frequency  Quarterly

Subject  Travel New Zealand Periodicals.
         Travel Periodicals.

Dewey  910.4099305
Title Taupo.
Author Land Information New Zealand, cartographer.
Edition Edition 2.02
Physical Details 1 map : colour ; 72 x 48 cm, folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Subject Taupo District (N.Z.) Maps.
Topographic maps. lcgft
Dewey 912.9339

Title Te Anau.
Author Land Information New Zealand, cartographer.
Edition Edition 1.03
Physical Details 1 map : colour ; 72 x 48 cm, folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Subject Southland District (N.Z.) Maps.
Topographic maps lcgft
Dewey 912.9396
Electronic Location http://topo.linz.govt.nz/Topo50_raster_images/TIFFTopo50/CD08_TIFFv1-03.tif

Title Tho it were ten thousand mile : a vivid portrayal of how World War Two affected two young people and their experiences of those traumatic years as they remained thousands of kilometres apart / J. Robin Insull.
Author Insull, J. Robin (Jennifer Robin), 1936-2012 author.
Publishing Details [New Plymouth] : Sue Cunninghame, [2017]
©2016
Physical Details xii, 341 pages : illustrations ; 25 cm
Summary "This is a vivid portrayal of how World War Two affected two young people, and their experiences of those traumatic years as they remained thousands of kilometres apart: Jim Insull, a navigator in RAF Bomber Command, eventually acing violent death on more or less a daily basis; and his wife Gwen, coping alone back in New Zealand with a baby and young child. Jim's story is told in his own words, from entries in his war diaries. Gwen's story was created by Robin, from family notes and research, to provide a contrasting picture of their lives. Sadly, Robin was killed in a car crash not long ago, leaving their other daughter Sue [Cunninghame] to complete the project"--Back cover.
Subject Insull, Gwen, (Florence Gwendoline), 1910-
Insull, Jim, (Elfric James), 1908-1977 Diaries.
Soldiers New Zealand Diaries.
World War, 1939-1945 Personal narratives.
Dewey 940.548193
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>He Tohu : a declaration, a treaty, a petition.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473398828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>23 pages ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Archives New Zealand Exhibitions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Declaration of Independence of the United Tribes of New Zealand (1835)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>He Wakaputanga o te Rangatiratanga o Niu Tireni reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maori (New Zealand people) Government relations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National Library of New Zealand Exhibitions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tiriti o Waitangi reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Treaty of Waitangi (1840 February 6) Exhibitions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Whakaaturanga toi ataata reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Women Suffrage New Zealand History Exhibitions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>993</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Title                  | Tokirima.                                     |
| Author                | Land Information New Zealand, cartographer.   |
| Edition               | Edition 1.02                                  |
| Physical Details      | 1 map : colour ; 72 x 48 cm, folded to 21 x 10 cm. |
| Subject               | Ruapehu District (N.Z.) Maps.                 |
|                       | Topographic maps. lcgft                       |
| Dewey                 | 912.9352                                      |

| Title                  | Trial of strength : adventures and misadventures on the wild and remote Subantarctic Islands / Shona Riddell |
| Author                | Riddell, Shona, author                        |
| ISBN                  | 9781775593560                                 |
| Projected Publication Date | 1810                                           |
| Physical Details      | pages cm                                      |
| Summary               | "The subantarctic islands circle the lower part of the globe in the ‘Roaring Forties’ and ‘Furious Fifties’ latitudes. Trial of Strength tells the compelling stories of the men and women who have braved these unique islands and will leave you with an appreciation for the tenacity of the human race and the forbidding forces of nature"--Publisher information. |
| Subject               | Subantarctic Islands (N.Z.)                   |
| Dewey                 | 919.8                                         |
Title 1918 : broken poppies / Des Hunt.
Author Hunt, Des, 1941- author.
ISBN 9781775432821

Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand : Scholastic New Zealand Limited ; 2018.
Physical Details 407 pages : illustrations ; 20 cm

Summary "Final title in the Kiwis at War WWI series four Christmases have passed since the world went to war in 1914. Struggling to survive in the trenches, close to enemy lines, amid the terror of gunfire and the whine of warplanes, Kiwi soldier Henry Hunt rescues a shaken little dog. He has no idea he'll soon be facing a disciplinary hearing. To Henry's relief, the Major allows the little foxie to live … this time"--Publisher information.


Subject Animals Fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Dogs Fiction.
Human-animal relationships Fiction.
Soldiers Fiction.
World War, 1914-1918 Fiction.
World War, 1914-1918 Juvenile fiction.

Dewey NZ823.2

Title 2012 Homeschool Writers Anthology / edited by Beaulah Pragg.
ISBN 9781482321265

©2013

Physical Details 52 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm

Contents Abigail's Adventure / Luka Reardon -- The Adventures of Kitty the Cat / Eva Bedggood -- Purple Velvet / Tierney Reardon -- Love and War / Ella Somers -- Alma / Bailey Reardon -- "I Hate You!" / Isaac Giles -- Twins Of The Cannon / Thomas Bedggood -- Escaping Pirate Island / Serena Jo Greenwood.

Series Homeschool Writers' Anthology.

Summary "Come on a journey through the minds of children. A collection of short stories written by home school authors aged eight to thirteen about topics ranging from fantasy quests to the killing fields of WWII. At times serious and others irreverent, all of these stories share one thing in common - the importance of family"--Back cover.

Audience Primary, intermediate National Library of New Zealand.

Subject Short stories, New Zealand. local Nz

Dewey NZ823.3
**Title** 2013 Homeschool writers Anthology / edited by Beaulah Pragg.
**ISBN** 9781493690046

**Publishing Details** [Christchurch] : [Beaulah Pragg], 2013.
©2013

**Physical Details** 45 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm

**Series** Homeschool Writers Anthology.

**Summary** "Come on a journey through the minds of children. A collection of short stories and poems written by home school authors aged eight to fourteen about wishes that might have been better left unsaid and adventures too outrageous to be believed"--Back cover.

**Audience** Primary, intermediate National Library of New Zealand.

**Subject** Short stories, New Zealand. local Nz

**Dewey** NZ823.3

---

**Title** Acceptably burnt : heartwarming stories to drink with your tea / Rosie Banks.
**Author** Banks, Rose, 1985- author.
**ISBN** 9780473421755 9780473421762


**Physical Details** ix, 259 pages ; 23 cm

**Contents** Mister Winkles in the springtime -- Public works -- A day at the zoo -- The perfect day -- Sousa-fun -- Sir Joel and the dragon -- The red cross nurse -- Two birds with one cake -- Tracks in the family -- Playing Santa -- Shopping mall baby doll -- Acceptably burnt.

**Subject** Short stories, New Zealand. local Nz

**Dewey** NZ823.3

---

**Title** All due to Reilly / by Amber Jo Illsley ; [illustrated by Christopher Lee Webster].
**Author** Illsley, Amber Jo.
**ISBN** 0877146896 9780877146896


**Physical Details** 180 pages : illustrations ; 22 cm

**Summary** "From Reilly's viewpoint, the world is a fascinating place and he is the most fascinating part of it - according to him. ... This new story brings the reader up to present times in Reilly's life and misdemeanours."--Back cover.

**Subject** Cats Fiction.
Domestic fiction. lcgft
Humorous fiction. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

**Dewey** NZ823.2

**OCLC Number** 773038370
Title  Are friends electric? / Helen Heath.

Author  Heath, Helen, 1970- author.


Physical Details  90 pages ; 21 cm

Contents  I. Are friends electric?: Reproach -- The owners -- The objects of her desire -- Anatomical Venus -- Illuminated -- Pay attention -- The vehicle of my secret soul -- Strandbeests -- In Pripyat, the ghost city -- The girl with the mouse-like eyes -- Permeable bodies -- Plastic brains -- I ate my brother -- Run rabbit -- Tree, a love story -- Greg and the bird -- The bird and Greg -- Ward audio -- Things with faces -- Lo and behold -- Kismet -- The Anthropocene -- II. Reprogramming the heart: You -- Reprogramming the heart -- That's it -- A rise of starlings -- In this machine -- Memory that brings form -- Consultation -- My body as a leaky vessel -- Grief -- Running -- Reiteration -- Conceived -- Things that decay -- Return home -- The house -- A handful of dust -- Inner space -- Enfleshed memory -- Uncanny -- In the lineage temple -- Tiny hands, nimble fingers -- How to save a life -- Never-dead, never-born -- Two too many -- Spilling out all over -- Clarity -- Loss -- The wave -- Ariel -- Possession -- Reject the one code that translates perfectly -- Cooking the hantu -- Saying goodbye -- The forest -- Still with us.

Subject  New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz

Dewey  NZ821.3

---

Title  Ash arising / Mandy Hager.

Author  Hager, Mandy, author

ISBN  9780143772439 pbk.


Projected Publication Date  1805

Publishing Source  Penguin Random House New Zealand

Physical Details  pages cm

Summary  "Ash McCarthy thought he had done enough by broadcasting his story to the world, exposing the corruption and lies of Prime Minister Chandler and his cronies. With his small band of friends and family on a remote campsite in the backcountry, he awaits the international community to answer his call for action. But the public response is not what he had hoped for and the fallout from his revelations will lead him and his companions into even more danger. Can Ash withstand the new challenges that confront him? And what of Mikey. Can he survive in this increasingly merciless world?"--Publisher information. "Ash McCarthy thought he had done enough by broadcasting his story to the world, exposing the corruption and lies of Prime Minister Chandler and his cronies. With his small band of friends and family on a remote campsite in the backcountry, he awaits the international community to answer his call for action. But the public response is not what he had hoped for and the fallout from his revelations will lead him and his companions into even more danger. Can Ash withstand the new challenges that confront him? And what of Mikey. Can he survive in this increasingly merciless world?"--Publisher information.

Audience  Secondary National Library of New Zealand.

Subject  Thrillers (Fiction). lcgft Young adult fiction, New Zealand. local Nz Young adult fiction.

Dewey  NZ823.2
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Badjelly the witch : a fairy story / Spike Milligan.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Milligan, Spike, 1918-2002, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780143772286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projected Publication Date</td>
<td>1805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>pages cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Badjelly the Witch can turn children into sausages or chop them up to make boy-girl soup. She can turn policemen into apple trees or bananas into mice, and she is the wickedest witch in all the world!&quot;--Publisher information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audience</td>
<td>Junior, primary National Library of New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz Witches Fiction. humorous stories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>NZ823.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Barnaby the Christmas Elf / J.A. Folkers.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Folkers, J. A. (Julie Anne), 1962- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9781976249891 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>iv, 109 pages ; 22 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Who is Barnaby? He's Santa's Christmas elf who comes to visit for a month before Christmas. He's invisible to kids, only the adults can see him. He's here to check and report back to Santa on whether you have been naughty or nice. But Barnaby's gone missing! The kids were laying traps for him, will they find him in time to save Christmas for all the kids around the world. Join Mum and the kids in the fun they have as they unravel the mystery of what's happened to him&quot;--Back cover.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audience</td>
<td>Primary National Library of New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Elves Fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>NZ823.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title Bertie Bumpkin and the Frosticals / J.A. Folkers.
Author Folkers, J. A. (Julie Anne), 1962- author.
ISBN 9781985101029 paperback
Physical Details iv, 124 pages ; 22 cm
Summary "Christmas is finally here! No more waiting patiently or guessing on whether you've been naughty or nice. What greets them all on Christmas morning and was it Ben who caused it all? Jack Frost is about. Along with his groupies, the Frosticals. What mischief and mayhem are they causing? Can Bertie Bumpkin save the day or will Mum take charge and fix the wrongs. Join the kids on their latest adventure with Fairytale land"--Back cover.
Audience Primary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject Christmas stories.
Dewey NZ823.3

Title Big weather / edited by Gregory O'Brien and Louise St. John.
ISBN 9780143772521
Projected Publication Date 1805
Publishing Source Penguin Random House New Zealand
Physical Details pages cm
Subject New Zealand poetry 21st century.
New Zealand poetry New Zealand Wellington.
Wellington (N.Z.) Poetry.
Dewey NZ821.2080329363

Title Bob 'n' Pops : the true story of an unlikely friendship between a southern man and his miniature dachshund / written by Harriet Bremner ; illustrated by Dana Johnston.
Author Bremner, Harriet, 1988- author.
ISBN 9780473416195 paperback
Publishing Source www.gurtandpops.com
Physical Details 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 21 x 30 cm
Summary "Join Bob 'n' Pops on their farming adventure and find out why having great friendships in life is so important. With her low tum and short legs, where on earth did she go?"--Back cover.
Audience Primary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Farmers Fiction.
Friendship Fiction.
Miniature dachshunds Fiction.
Stories in rhyme.
Dewey NZ823.3
Title: Bobby: the littlest war hero / written by Glyn Harper; illustrated by Jenny Cooper.


ISBN: 9780143771876 paperback

Publishing Details: [Auckland]: Puffin, 2018. ©2018

Physical Details: 1 volume (unpaged): colour illustrations; 29 cm

Summary: "This is the story of Bobby – the littlest hero in a very big war. Bobby is a tiny canary. His best friend is Jack, a soldier in one of the tunnelling companies of the Royal Engineers. Together they go deep into the tunnels under no-man’s-land. Jack’s job is to dig, while Bobby’s job is to warn the men to get out quickly when there’s dangerous gas. Bobby’s warnings save the tunnellers’ lives again and again. But Jack worries that it’s a hard life for a little bird. Will Bobby ever be free to fly again?"—Publisher information. Based on a true story. Includes factual information about the tunnellers of the First World War.

Audience: Junior, primary National Library of New Zealand.

Subject: Animals War use Fiction.
Canaries Fiction.
Canaries Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Human-animal relationships Fiction.
Picture books for children.
Soldiers Fiction.
World War, 1914-1918 Fiction.
World War, 1914-1918 Juvenile fiction.

Dewey: NZ823.3

Title: Casper, the spirited Arabian / Kelly Wilson.

Author: Wilson, Kelly, 1989- author.


Projected Publication Date: 1805

Physical Details: pages cm

Summary: "When Vicki hears about a difficult Arabian that no one wants, she will stop at nothing to save him. Years of misunderstanding have left Casper wayward and mistrustful, but Vicki senses a gentle soul beneath the pony’s rough exterior. Vicki must learn the importance of patience and compromise to have any chance of winning over the high-strung gelding. Will Casper ever trust humans again? And will Vicki be able to uncover the potential she sees in the spirited Arabian?"—Publisher information.

Audience: Primary National Library of New Zealand.

Subject: Animals Fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Ponies Fiction.

Dewey: NZ823.3
Title Caught up in time / by Paora Panadelo.
Author Panadelo, Paora, author.
ISBN 9780473410520
Publishing Details Rotorua, New Zealand : Paora Panadelo, 2017. ©2017
Physical Details 212 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Summary "The experiences of life in the 1940s through to the 1970s had a profound effect on those who lived through these times. Finding an identity in a world still 'shell-shocked' with the residue of global conflict and the enormity of the after-effects of the war was a daunting challenge. Although the effects filtered through all sectors of the community, often with negative repercussions, it became an accepted way of life. The damage these times had on the lives of baby boomers, and the trials and tribulations that touched innocent victims, can never be under-estimated; and like all times of conflict it exposes the folly of war. The most rewarding experience in undertaking this endeavour was bringing back to life the rich personalities of some of the characters the author knew and loved in and through these post-war years. While this is a work of fiction, the characters were developed from the personalities of real people and their real life experiences. The author has tried to bring some understanding of these turbulent years of childhood and youth while growing up in a world not experienced by today's generation, and perhaps now a distant memory to some who lived in it"--Back cover.
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Panadelo, Paora Fiction.
Dewey NZ823.3

Title Clara : the story of a snail / by Aunty Dolly ; illustrated by Edward Dean ; Storytime with Aunty Dolly / illustrated by Edward Dean.
Author Varden-Chambers, Dolly, 1937- author.
ISBN 9780473346584 spiral binding
Publishing Details [Matamata] : [Dolly Varden-Chambers], [2016]
Publishing Source Dolly Varden-Chambers, PO Box 33, Matamata 3400, N.Z.
Physical Details 37, 34 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 x 31 cm
Audience Junior National Library of New Zealand.
Subject Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Family life Fiction.
Grandparent and child Fiction.
Self-acceptence Fiction.
Snails Fiction.
Dewey NZ823.3
Title: Danger Dweeb and the Turd of Hurtles / J.A. Folkers.
Author: Folkers, J. A. (Julie Anne), 1962- author.
ISBN: 9781981588572 Paperback


Physical Details: iv, 107 pages ; 22 cm

Summary: "What's Santa given to Barnaby to give to the kids? The kids are going to have so much fun with them! Join the kids as they become test dummies for Santa's latest invention. Who's Danger Dweeb? Not to mention the Turd of Hurtles! Join the kids and enjoy their antics on their latest adventure"--Back cover.

Audience: Primary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject: Adventure and adventurers Fiction.
Inventions Fiction.

Dewey: NZ823.3

Title: Dawn raid / Pauline (Vaeluaga) Smith.
Author: Smith, Pauline Vaeluaga, author.
ISBN: 9781775434757

Publishing Details: Auckland, New Zealand : Scholastic New Zealand, 2018. ©2018

Physical Details: 174 pages : illustrations ; 20 cm

Series: My New Zealand story.

Summary: "You're having an amazing family holiday, one where everyone is there and all eighteen of you are squeezed into one house. Fast forward to 4 o'clock in the morning, and there’s banging and yelling and screaming. The police are in the house, pulling people out of bed … Like many 13-year-old girls, Sofia's main worries are how she can earn enough pocket money to buy the groovy go-go boots that are all the rage, and if she will die of embarrassment giving a speech she has to do for school! It comes as a surprise to Sofia and her family when her big brother, Lenny, talks about protests, overstayers and injustices against Pacific Islanders. Through her spirited and heartfelt diary entries, we join Sofia as she navigates life in the 1970s and is inspired by the courageous and tireless work of the Polynesian Panthers as they encourage immigrant families across New Zealand to stand up for their rights"--Publisher information.

Subject: Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Diary fiction.
Emigration and immigration Fiction.
Family life Fiction.
Polynesians New Zealand Fiction.
Protest movements Fiction.

Dewey: NZ823.3
Title: Every so often / Peter Dornauf.
Author: Dornauf, Peter, author.
©2017
Physical Details: ix, 111 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Subject: New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Dewey: NZ821.3

Title: For want of a shilling / by Paul W. Feenstra.
Author: Feenstra, Paul W., 1959- author.
ISBN: 9780473424541 Soft cover
9780473424558 Hard cover
9780473424565 ePub
9780473424572 Kindle
9780473424589 iBook
©2018
Physical Details: 411 pages ; 21 cm
Summary: "In January 1873, New Zealand, in a sparsely populated coastal community on Wellington's south coast, the peaceful lives of Owhiro Bay residents are shattered with the discovery of two brutal and senseless murders. What begins as a local murder investigation turns into a plot of global proportions. From the political agenda of England's Prime Minister, the Machiavellian son of Russia’s Tsar, to the famed exploits of America’s Confederate ship Alabama. Intricately researched, this story uses many recorded historical events and people to weave a story of intrigue, conspiracy and greed. Returning in ‘For Want of a Shilling’, veteran soldier and local constable, Sergeant Moana Rangitira of the Armed Constabulary, investigates the murders, which leads him in frantic pursuit of Russians through the streets of Wellington. The trail leads northwards where he encounters smugglers, and his violent past as a Forest Ranger remerges to haunt him when he is pursued by a Maori war party, intent on revenge, through Taranaki’s rugged bush and wilderness. Eventually confronting the Russians in the dark waters of Auckland’s Waitemata Harbour, he discovers they want more than information. Can Sergeant Rangitira prevent the Russians from fulfilling their ultimate goal, and can he prevent Russia and England from going to war?" -- Back cover.
Subject: Historical fiction. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Pakiwaitara. reo
Dewey: NZ823.3
Title Grandmother Puriri / story, Jenny Webb ; artwork, Kathy Gorden.
Author Webb, Jenny, 1960- author.
ISBN 9780473430900 softcover

Physical Details 60 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm


Summary "These stories are based on a very large Puriri tree found in the Marunui Private Reserve alongside the Tanekaha Forest, Mangawhai"--Cover verso.

Audience Primary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject Puriri. reo Short stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Dewey NZ823.3

Title If only / poems by Riemke Ensing.
Author Ensing, Riemke, 1939- author.
ISBN 0987665863
9780987665867

Physical Details 26 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations ; 28 cm

Contents A different kind of Hemingway episode -- After loss -- Pretending to be in Paris with you -- Birds, rain & plum -- Imagine -- Flame -- Death -- The last summer of the world -- Blue Peter -- The poet writes of death -- 'Und ob die Wolke' -- If only.


Dewey NZ821.2

OCLC Number 1013856461
Title Light cones / Peter Rawnsley.
Author Rawnsley, Peter, 1939- author.
Publishing Source Mākaro Press
Physical Details 73 pages ; 19 cm
Contents Twenty instructions in T'ai Chi -- The rabbit -- Behind the cellar door -- The anchor -- Light cones -- Drinking Merlot -- Tin whistle with chopping board -- Escaping Botticelli -- The boat -- Way of the trout -- Epiphany -- Out of Sanchou -- Light rain falls on Nanchang Road Park -- At the road stop -- Reflection at an unexpected train stop -- Woe unto you oh Wellington when -- Message from Alpha Iris -- The retrieval -- Waitewaewae -- A difficult landscape -- The inheritor -- Next door -- Attention -- Learning to fall -- Appearance of pine trees -- Four seasons of haiku -- Brocken spectre -- Overwintering -- Central Park -- Wairoa -- Noir -- Distance -- Candle/match -- Fear and love -- Useful -- Mr. Bull -- Six -- The gifts -- Ten waits found in a hospital waiting room -- In the ward -- Endgame -- Coming home -- Ashes at Castlepoint -- Headstone -- The door -- Storm over the Norfolk Broads -- From the sea wall -- In Frogpit Wood I walk the dog -- Running the dogs -- A moth's wing -- The conspiracy -- Rain -- Cry of a night bird -- Caving -- Moon jar -- Entering -- Unexpected -- Tūī in a pear tree -- Hieroglyph.
Subject New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Dewey NZ821.3

Title Love, Charlie Mike / Kate De Goldi.
Author De Goldi, Kate, 1959- author.
ISBN 9780143772026 paperback
9780143772033 internet
Physical Details 192 pages ; 20 cm
Summary "Christy is under siege. Her father is dangerously near losing it, her grandmother has lost it and Christy fears she has lost her boyfriend to a peacekeeping assignment in Bosnia. In an attempt to uncover an old family secret and settle all her relationships, she plans a train journey to the West Coast"--Back cover.
Audience Secondary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject Family problems Fiction.
Interpersonal relations Fiction.
Self-realization Fiction.
Young adult fiction, New Zealand. local Nz
Young adult fiction.
Dewey NZ823.2
Title Mazarine / Charlotte Grimshaw.
Author Grimshaw, Charlotte, author
ISBN 9780143771821
9780143771838 eISBN
©2018
Physical Details 278 pages ; 24 cm
Summary "When her daughter vanishes during a heatwave in Europe, writer Frances Sinclair embarks on a hunt that takes her across continents and into her own past. What clues can Frances find in her own history, and who is the mysterious Mazarine? Following the narrative thread left by her daughter, she travels through cities touched by terrorism and surveillance, where ways of relating are subtly changed, and a startling new fiction seems to be constructing itself"--Back cover.
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Dewey NZ823.2

Title Me and Dad catch the eel / by Peter Hills ; illustrated by Gary Gibson.
Author Hills, Peter, 1953- author.
ISBN 9780437430571 incorrect
9780473430573 pbk
Publishing Details [Putaruru] : [Peter Hills], [2013]
©2013
Physical Details 12 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Audience Junior National Library of New Zealand.
Subject Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Eel fishing Fiction.
Eels Fiction.
Fathers and sons Fiction.
Dewey NZ823.3
Title: Me and Dad go pig hunting / by Peter Hills ; illustrated by Gary Gibson.
Author: Hills, Peter, 1953- author.
ISBN: 9780473424220
Publishing Details: [Putaruru] : [Peter Hills], [2013]
Physical Details: 12 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Audience: Junior National Library of New Zealand.
Subject: Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Fathers and sons Fiction.
Feral swine hunting Fiction.
Pigs Fiction.
Dewey: NZ823.3

Title: Me and Mum feed the calves / by Peter Hills ; illustrated by Gary Gibson.
Author: Hills, Peter, 1953- author.
ISBN: 9780473421687
Physical Details: 12 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Audience: Junior National Library of New Zealand.
Subject: Calves Feeding and feeds Fiction.
Calves Fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Mothers and sons Fiction.
Dewey: NZ823.3

Title: Memory / Margaret Mahy.
Author: Mahy, Margaret, author.
ISBN: 9781869713874
Projected Publication Date: 1808
Physical Details: pages cm
Summary: "On the fifth anniversary of his sister's death, nineteen-year-old Jonny Dart is still troubled by guilt and an imperfect memory of the accident that took her life. He goes searching for the only other witness to the fatal event, his sister's best friend. But instead of finding the answers he's looking for, he finds Sophie - an old woman with Alzheimer's. Sophie lives with several cats in genteel but dreadful squalor, and has no memory of recent events. As a temporary outcast and labelled 'loser', Jonny takes refuge with her. In Sophie's house, past and present merge for both of them. Their accidental meeting changes their lives"--Publisher information.
Subject: Emotional problems Fiction.
Guilt Fiction.
Old age Fiction.
Young adult fiction, New Zealand. local Nz
Young adult fiction.
Dewey: NZ823.2
Title Midnight quill trio / Emily Larkin.
Author Larkin, Emily, 1970- author.
ISBN 9780995105058
Edition 1st ed.
Publishing Details [Nelson, New Zealand] : [Emily Larkin] [2018]
©2018
Physical Details 460 pages ; 23 cm
Contents The Countess’s groom -- The Spinster's secret -- The Baronet's bride.
Summary "The Countess's Groom: Rose, the Countess Malmstoke, is trapped in a violent marriage. Escape seems impossible, until her horse groom, Will Fenmore, offers to help her. As they plan her escape to the American colonies, Rose learns to trust Will with her life and her heart. Is the future she dreams of possible? The Spinster’s Secret: Matilda Chapple is penniless, orphaned, and dependent on her uncle's grim charity, but she's finally found a way to escape: she'll write her way to financial freedom. When Mattie pens a series of titillating short stories, she starts earning money ... and notoriety. Her secret is safe, until battle-scarred Waterloo veteran, Edward Kane, agrees to uncover the anonymous author's identity. Can Mattie conceal the secret of her scandalous writings, or will Edward discover that the virginal spinster and the risqué authoress are one and the same person? The Baronet's Bride: Sir Gareth Locke lost an arm at Waterloo. He's in love with his new bride, but he's dreading their wedding night. He knows it will be an ordeal: clumsy, awkward, and mortifying. Cecily Locke has been married once before. She knows what to expect in the marriage bed. It will be uncomfortable and a little messy, but over quickly enough. But Gareth and Cecily are about to have a wedding night that neither of them expects"--Back cover.
Subject Historical fiction. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Dewey NZ823.3

Title Mostly cloudy / short stories by James O'Sullivan.
Author O'Sullivan, James, 1974- author.
ISBN 9780476008717 paperback
Physical Details 395 pages ; 20 cm
Contents Porn -- Tūrangawaewae -- Epilogue -- Balance -- A bad review -- End of year report for a New Plymouth Writers' Group -- Boys can be bastards -- Experience -- Urbane -- Everything is good -- How to maximise the goodwill at your funeral -- In the headlines -- Explosion -- Don't name the animals -- Get a job! -- A history lesson -- Laps -- Naked -- The transit of Venus -- Romance -- Transplanted -- Something Good -- Fair Game.
Subject Short stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Dewey NZ823.3
Title  O le va'a folau : o le malaga o le olaga.
Author  Devoe-Ah Chong, Henrietta, 1983- author.
ISBN  9780473432904
Projected Publication Date  1803
Physical Details  pages cm
Summary  "Written in Samoan and English language, it is a collection of poetry, about my journey with God, life and love"--Publisher information.
Subject  New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Dewey  NZ821.3

Title  Percy's return : a further tale about this little blue penguin / written by Dawn C R Brown ; illustrations by Leila Joy Cullen.
Author  Brown, Dawn C. R. (Dawn Catherine Rose), 1962- author.
ISBN  9780473410391 paperback
Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 27 cm
Summary  "The sequel to Percy the Little Blue Penguin based on a true happening at ... Presence On Harbour, 1 Harbour Street Historic Victorian Precinct Oamaru New Zealand"--Unnumbered page 3.
Audience  Junior, primary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject  Bird rescue Fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Little blue penguin Fiction.
Little blue penguin Juvenile fiction.
Oamaru (N.Z.) Fiction.
Oamaru (N.Z.) Juvenile fiction.
Stories in rhyme.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Pete the Possum and friends / written and illustrated by Justine Salter.
Author  Salter, Justine, 1960- author, illustrator.
ISBN  9780473416232 paperback
©2017
Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 21 x 29 cm
Summary  "Now here on the West Coast of the South Island, not far from the sea and close to the Waitaha River live a special clan. I'm talking about a happy group of furry friends, with a lot of character"--Back cover.
Audience  Primary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject  Adventure and adventurers Fiction.
Brush-tailed possums Fiction.
Brush-tailed possums Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Friendship Fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title  The Pimperknickels and the Tooth Fairy / J.A. Folkers.

Author  Folkers, J. A. (Julie Anne), 1962- author.

ISBN  9781547037278 paperback

Publishing Details  [Christchurch] : Ooky Spooky Publications, [2017]

Physical Details  iv, 71 pages ; 22 cm

Summary  "What's happened to the Tooth Fairy? Why is she leaving notes instead of money? Why can't she leave the money? And who are the pesky Pimperknickels who are playing havoc with the Tooth Fairy? Join Chloe and Ben on their big adventure with the Tooth Fairy and the Pimperknickels"--Back cover.

Audience  Primary National Library of New Zealand.

Subject  Tooth fairy Fiction.

Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Princess Peach and the wild weekend / written & illustrated by Mary Em.

Author  Mary Em, 1987- author, illustrator.

ISBN  9780473423919


Physical Details  98 pages : illustrations ; 20 cm

Summary  Princess Peach is annoyed when her sister's fiancee, the rude and snobbish Prince Terrence of Tarragon arrives for the weekend. She is so upset that she sets off to sea to look for Duke Daniel, the long-lost heir to Verdonia. Along the way she faces pirates and mysterious magical creatures, but finally she wins through, bringing Daniel home to save the kingdom from Prince Terrence. Most importantly, she realises her family loves and values her.

Audience  Primary, intermediate National Library of New Zealand.

Subject  Adventure and adventurers Fiction.

Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz

Family life Fiction.

Fantasy.

Humorous stories.

Imaginary creatures Fiction.

Princesses Fiction.

Dewey  NZ823.3
Title Quake : a 21st century bard's shake / Sue Cowan.
Author Cowan, Sue, 1946- author.
ISBN 9780473401726
Physical Details 53 pages ; 21 cm 1 CD (approximately 4 min.) : digital ; 12 cm
Subject New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Dewey NZ821.3

Title Razzle Dazzle the missing reindeer / J.A. Folkers.
Author Folkers, J. A. (Julie Anne), 1962- author.
ISBN 9781977716224 paperback
Physical Details iv, 106 pages ; 22 cm
Summary "Who is Razzle Dazzle? He's one of Santa's reindeer but he went missing before the original tale was told. So - he was left out and forgotten. Barnaby, one of Santa's elves thinks he heard him on the magical walkie talkie. But where is he? All the characters in Fairyland want to help find him. Join Mum and the kids as they deal with Fairyland characters and try to find Razzle Dazzle. Will they find him or not?"-- Back cover.
Audience Primary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject Reindeer Fiction.
Dewey NZ823.3

Title Reilly : a dreadful, adorable cat / by Amber Jo Illsley.
Author Illsley, Amber Jo.
ISBN 0877146640 9780877146643
Physical Details 116 pages : illustrations ; 22 cm
Subject Cats Fiction.
Humorous fiction. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Dewey NZ823.2
OCLC Number 773038371
Title  Rhyme crimes : a collection of quirky poems for quirky kids / by Peter Adolph ; illustrator Richard Gunther.
Author  Adolph, Peter, 1948- author.
ISSN  2623-9973
Publishing Details  Christchurch : Pedro Publications, 2015-
Physical Details  volumes : colour illustrations ; 18 x 25 cm
Frequency  Biennial
Publication Numbering  Began with [1]
Subject  Children's poetry, New Zealand Periodicals.
Humorous poetry, New Zealand Periodicals.
Dewey  NZ821.305

Title  Rise of the boy king / A. K. Solimov.
Author  Solimov, A. K., author.
ISBN  9781499099461 eBook
9781499099478 softcover
9782499099485 hardcover
Publishing Details  [Coromandel, N.Z.] : Xlibris, [2017]
©2017
Physical Details  ix, 197 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm
Summary  "Dominic and Sebastian are two twelve-year-old boys living on a hilly point of a bush-clad land in Coromandel, New Zealand. The land is abundant with wildlife and fruit orchards. When a strange, circular shape mysteriously appears in a local maize field, Dom and Seb investigate. But something terribly powerful occurs, and the boys vanish into thin air. They find themselves not only on the other side of the planet but also over three thousand years back in time. Egypt, the superpower of the ancient world for ten centuries, is in disarray..."--Back cover.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Coromandel (N.Z.) Fiction.
Egypt, Ancient Fiction.
Time travel Fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title: Sanctuary / Kate De Goldi.

Author: De Goldi, Kate, 1959- author.

ISBN: 9780143772002 paperback
9780143772019 internet

©1996

Physical Details: 192 pages ; 20 cm

Summary: "Months after a dramatic tragedy has brought her life to a standstill, Catriona Stuart is embarking on a painful search for the truth. The truth about her boyfriend Jerem Jeremiah. About her wayward mother Stella. About her past and why her world fell apart"--Publisher information.


Subject: Grief Fiction.
Interpersonal relations Fiction.
Mothers and daughters Fiction.
Young adult fiction, New Zealand. local Nz
Young adult fiction.

Dewey: NZ823.2

Title: Shared vulnerabilities.


Physical Details: 45 pages, 3 unnumbered pages ; 21 cm

Contents: Olento uusi / Anni Poulakka -- Being new / Anni Poulakka -- Bedposts / Autumn Royal -- Falling / Faith Wilson -- For the morning star / Anna Rankin -- A musical hell / Anna Rankin -- Empty shell / George Watson -- Archive of loss/cyclic longing / Georgie Lockie -- Haircuts / Ali Burns -- U wounded my pride and that's why it took me so long to let go / Hana Pera Aoake -- Like us / Hannah Mettner -- It's a heartache / Isabella Mahoney -- Thought on grief and sentimentiality / Jessica Francis -- Worries / Jessica Francis -- Love is an ordinary force / Jordana Bragg -- The first four ships / Mya Morrison-Middleton -- Batshit / Natasha Matila-Smith -- 2's in my notes to ask my ex when I am ready to see him/try and learn from this experience / Katherine Botten -- Tongue of a god / Noelia Portela -- Mandrake / Piupiu-Maya Turei -- Green jewel / Ruby Read -- Parks and procreation / Vanessa Crofskey -- Zarah Butcher-McGunnigle.

Subject: Intimacy (Psychology) Poetry.
New Zealand poetry 21st century.
Separation (Psychology) Poetry.

Dewey: NZ821.3
Title  Singing in the wilderness : 93 rubáiyát / Ted Rutter.
Author  Rutter, Ted, author.
ISBN  0980318432
9780980318432 $25.00
Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) ; 15 cm
Subject  New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Dewey  NZ821.2
OCLC Number  908389734

Title  Snow is coming : a story about Grand-dad's-hens! / written and illustrated by Norma Duncan.
Author  Duncan, Norma, author, illustrator.
ISBN  9780473408619
Publishing Details  [Darfield] : [Norma Duncan], [2017] ©2017
Physical Details  32 pages : colour illustrations ; 15 x 21 cm
Summary  "Frizzelled feathers! snow is coming! Join Hetty, Penny, Polly, Bridget, Lucy, Bluebell and Henrietta as they journey to discover snow for the first time. How will it come? Will the mail man deliver it? Is it as big as house or small as a mouse? What adventures will they get up to as they wake up to a blanket of soft white snow?"--Back cover.
Audience  Primary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Hens Fiction.
Snow Fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Spores, don't even breathe / Douglas Parker.
Author  Parker, Douglas, 1963- author.
ISBN  047335666X paperback
9780473342210 EPUB
9780473342227 MOBI
9780473356668 paperback
Physical Source  www.amazon.com
Physical Details  iv, 278 pages ; 23 cm
Summary  "The good folk of small town Fulton are dying in a horror of bleeding and hallucination. It is up to the town's redoubtable Chief of Police, Marion Quirke, and it's only doctor, Shona Price, to find the truth. But soon the two women are mired in a world of conspiracy and deception as the media; politicians and big business all manipulate the fate of Fulton for their own ends. As the disease spreads it carries lies, fear and chaos with it. Marion, Shona and their small band of allies must decide just how much they will risk in their fight to get the truth before the public. First though, they must uncover exactly what that truth is. What on earth is this terrible disease, and where did it come from? Is it an accident of nature or a deliberate attack? An isolated incident or deeply connected to mysterious events in China, Australia and Iraq? What is the real interest of Homeland Security in all this and is it just coincidence that the Presidential election is only weeks away? Only one thing is certain – deadly spores are in the air. It's time for you to be afraid and do what you're told. Don't ask questions, don't leave the house, don't even breathe…The good folk of small town Fulton are dying in a horror of
bleeding and hallucination. It is up to the town’s redoubtable Chief of Police, Marion Quirke, and it’s only doctor, Shona Price, to find the truth. But soon the two women are mired in a world of conspiracy and deception as the media; politicians and big business all manipulate the fate of Fulton for their own ends. As the disease spreads it carries lies, fear and chaos with it. Marion, Shona and their small band of allies must decide just how much they will risk in their fight to get the truth before the public. First though, they must uncover exactly what that truth is. What on earth is this terrible disease, and where did it come from? Is it an accident of nature or a deliberate attack? An isolated incident or deeply connected to mysterious events in China, Australia and Iraq? What is the real interest of Homeland Security in all this and is it just coincidence that the Presidential election is only weeks away? Only one thing is certain – deadly spores are in the air. It’s time for you to be afraid and do what you’re told. Don’t ask questions, don’t leave the house, don’t even breathe…”--Back cover.

Subject
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Thrillers (Fiction). lcgft

Dewey
NZ823.3

Title  Ten chickens / Mademoiselle Belle Ecrivain ; illustrations by Samuel Wheeler.
Author  Ecrivain, Belle, 1972- author, illustrator.
ISBN  9780473406516

Publishing Details  [Auckland] : Nocturnal Customs Limited, [2017]
©2017

Physical Details  28 pages : colour illustrations ; 23 cm

Contents  Ten chickens -- The adventures of Bella and Bandit.

Summary  "A boy waiting for ten chicken eggs to hatch and imagining what the ten chickens will become"--www.amazon.com.

Audience  Junior, primary National Library of New Zealand.

Subject  Chickens Fiction
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Stories in rhyme.

Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  The enchanted forest / by Chrissy Metge ; illustrations by Dmitry Chizhov.
Author  Metge, Chrissy, 1980- author.
ISBN  9780473413187 pbk
9780473413194 hbk

©2017

Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 28 cm

Summary  "Amy is a little girl who loves adventures. Every night her dreams take her to a magical place filled with mystical creatures and beautiful scenery. What is real? just a dream? Amy knows ... Do you?"--Back cover.

Audience  Junior National Library of New Zealand.

Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Dreams Fiction.
Fairies Fiction.
Girls Fiction.
Picture books for children.
Stories in rhyme.

Dewey  NZ823.3
This mortal boy / Fiona Kidman.

Author Kidman, Fiona, 1940- author.

ISBN 9780143771807 paperback


Projected Publication Date 1807

Publishing Source Penguin Random House New Zealand

Physical Details pages cm

Summary "Albert Black, known as the 'jukebox killer', was only twenty when he was convicted of murdering another young man in a fight at a milk bar in Auckland on 26 July 1955. His crime fuelled growing moral panic about teenagers, and he was to hang less than five months later, the second-to-last person to be executed in New Zealand. But what really happened? Was this a love crime, was it a sign of juvenile delinquency? Or was this dark episode in our recent history more about our society's reaction to outsiders"--Publisher information.

Subject Black, Albert, -1955 Fiction.

Historical fiction. lcgt

Murderers New Zealand Fiction.

New Zealand Social conditions 20th century Fiction.

New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

Dewey NZ823.2

Thread through the Whāriki : the final chapter of the Heart of the Tapu Stone trilogy / Olivia Aroha Giles.

Author McGregor-Giles, Olivia Aroha, 1962- author.

ISBN 9780473318345


Projected Publication Date 1804

Publishing Source contact@duskyproductions.com

Physical Details pages cm

Summary "Nanny T feels she is running out of time to destroy a mākutu cast over the valley by a historical murder. The act tainted strands of their whakapapa, dividing some, entwining others and setting in motion cycles that repeat themselves through generations. In a desperate bid to right the past, she attempts to force a solution on a current crisis – once again – without realising the strength of love and the complexity of utu. As the McGregor whānau discover secrets buried beneath secrets they realise that sometimes the universe takes control and all you can do is hold on, close your eyes and hope for the best. How far are we really prepared to go to save those we love?"--Publisher information.

Audience Secondary National Library of New Zealand.

Subject Family life Fiction.

Friendship Fiction.

Kōrero paki mā te hunga taiohi reo

Maori (New Zealand people) Fiction.

Maori (New Zealand people) Juvenile fiction.

Pakiwaitara reo

Whānau reo

Young adult fiction, New Zealand. local Nz

Young adult fiction.

Dewey NZ823.3
Title  Tie the dingo down, mate : an Australian veterinarian's work experience in Africa / Nicole O'Connor.

Author  O'Connor, Nicole, 1965- author.

ISBN  9780473419165 paperback

Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : Nicole O'Connor, [2018]

Physical Details  252 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm

Summary  "Young Australian veterinary surgeon Angus Bullock, better known as Gus, swaps his hectic Sydney lifestyle for life in Africa. After an encounter with Bruno van der Skiet, Gus realises only half of all veterinary work is about animals, the other half is about people; some of whom need help"--Back cover.

Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Tu meke Tūī! : koni atu kē ngā āhua o te manu rērere / ko Malcolm Clarke te kaituhituhi ; ko Flox te kaiwhakaahua, te ringatoi whakairoiro.

Author  Clarke, Malcolm, 1983- author.

ISBN  9780473400729


Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 24 cm

Summary  "Motuhake ana ngā āhua rerekē o Tere Tūī, o Taitū Takahē hoki : tērā ka whai ki te titakataka me te koromiomio i te rangi, tērā anō ka pai ake ki te ngāheehehe ki te ururua ote ngahere. Tu Meke Tūī, he paki hoahoa, he paki mātātoa, he paki tūhura tonu kia ahatia ā tātou rerenga kētanga i roto i ō tātou mauri motuhake"--Back cover.

Audience  Junior National Library of New Zealand.

Subject  Birds New Zealand Fiction.

Children's stories, New Zealand local Nz

Friendship Fiction.

Manu. reo

Picture books for children.

Stories in rhyme.

Takahe Fiction.

Takahe Juvenile fiction.

Takahe. reo

Tui Fiction.

Tui Juvenile fiction.

Tūi. reo

Whanaungatanga. reo

Dewey  NZ823.3
Title  Tu meke Tūī! : there's more to being a bird than flying / Malcolm Clarke.
Author  Clarke, Malcolm, 1983- author.
ISBN  9780473402891 pbk
  9780473405779 hbk
  ©2016
Physical Details  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 24 cm
Summary  "Tere the Tūī and Taitū the Takahē are two very different sorts of birds: one loves to flit and
  twirl about in the sky, while the other prefers to rustle around in the undergrowth. Tu Meke Tui!
  is a story of friendship, courage and discovering that sometimes it's our differences which
  make us truly special"--Back cover.
Audience  Junior National Library of New Zealand.
Subject  Birds New Zealand Fiction.
  Children's stories, New Zealand local Nz
  Friendship Fiction.
  Picture books for children.
  Stories in rhyme.
  Takahē Fiction.
  Takahē Juvenile fiction.
  Tūī Fiction.
  Tūī Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Twin threads / poems by Dorothy Howie.
Author  Howie, Dorothy R. (Dorothy Ruth), 1945- author.
ISBN  97865000027334
Publishing Details  [Dunedin] : [The Thread Press] [2014]
Physical Details  vii, 34 pages ; 23 cm
Contents  An unravelling -- Sorry -- Margarite -- Maungawhau/Mount Eden -- Penitence -- Broken
  threads -- The mask -- Laughing -- Silence -- Your emerald eyes -- Symbiosis -- Shared
  ownership -- Ruru -- Lunacy -- Blue blanket -- The dove -- The web -- A fragile beauty --
  Asking -- Having a voice -- Weeping -- Knotted -- Ears as wings -- Weathering -- Spinning --
  Christmas -- First anniversary -- Anzac Day revisited.
Subject  New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
  Suicide Poetry.
  Twins Poetry.
Dewey  NZ821.3
Title Welcome to the world! / written and illustrated by Joanna Hamilton.
Author Hamilton, Joanna, author, illustrator.
ISBN 9780473422950 paperback
©2018
Publishing Source infosugio@gmail.com
Physical Details 1 volume (unpaged) : illustrations ; 15 cm
Subject Children's poetry, New Zealand.
Newborn infants Juvenile poetry.
Dewey NZ821.3

Title Whenua / M. O. Chamberlain.
Author Chamberlain, M. O. (Mark O'Rourke) 1953- author.
ISBN 9780473337247 paperback
9780473337797 Kindle
Edition Revised edition
©2017
Publishing Source www.mochamberlain.com
Physical Details 620 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm
Summary "This is the story of New Zealand Maori who lost their whenua. It is the story of poor Irish
migrants who lost their land in Ireland and came looking for its replacement. It is the story of a
young country’s beginnings and the theme that dominated and defined the history of its people
from the Bay of Islands to Parihaka: that ancient, destructive struggle for land" -- Back cover.
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Dewey NZ823.3

Title Whisper of a crow's wing / Majella Cullinane.
Author Cullinane, Majella, author.
ISBN 9781988531229
Physical Details 80 pages ; 23 cm
Contents Winter solstice -- Op shop, 1985 -- Invitation -- On meeting Jane Eyre at Paekākāriki beach --
All that September -- First light -- Interloper -- Displaced -- Whisper of a crow's wing -- Anzac
Avenue -- Feather -- Learning to breathe again -- Road to murdering beach -- I'll tell you how
the sun... -- Kōpūtai -- Ciphers -- Broad Bay -- Seeing things -- Drive -- St Nessan's Park --
Dormio ergo sum -- Winter -- Rākau/Taonga/Kamau Taurua -- First days -- You say -- The little
boy that got away -- Just the one -- Tick tock -- As good as -- Could it be? -- There but for --
Clear blue -- The 10.23 -- Isla -- Matins -- Lauds -- Prima -- All Hallows Oratorio, Dublin --
Vespers -- Compline -- Nocturne -- Bees -- Finale to the season -- Of this you are certain --
The night before -- A woman was seen -- Sailor -- Cut away the masts -- Borrowed time.
Subject New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Dewey NZ821.3
Title Winter eyes / Harry Ricketts.
Author Ricketts, Harry, author.
ISBN 9781776561872
Physical Details 80 pages ; 21 cm
Subject New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Dewey NZ821.2

Title [toot floor] / Campbell Patterson.
Author Patterson, Campbell, 1983- author, artist.
ISBN 9781877486265
Physical Details 80 pages, x leaves of plates : illustrations ; 19 cm
Subject Banality (Philosophy) in literature.
Life in art.
Repetition in literature.
Dewey NZ828.307

Title The catalogue of the universe / Margaret Mahy.
Author Mahy, Margaret, author.
ISBN 9781869713744 paperback
Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand : Hachette New Zealand, 2018. ©1985
Physical Details 187 pages ; 20 cm
Summary "Angela May and Tycho Potter are an unlikely pair. Angela is passionate, confident and popular, living an eccentric life with her mother at the top of Dry Creek Road. Her best friend Tyke prefers the company of his telescope and philosophy books - anything to escape the chaos of his family"--Back cover.
Audience Secondary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject Fathers and daughters Fiction.
Friendship Fiction.
Love Fiction.
Mothers and daughters Fiction.
Teenagers Fiction.
Young adult fiction, New Zealand. local Nz
Young adult fiction.
Dewey NZ823.2
Title  The expatriate myth : New Zealand writers and the colonial world / Helen Bones.

Author  Bones, Helen, author.

ISBN  1988531179 paperback
       9781988531175 paperback


Physical Details  248 pages ; 23 cm

Contents  Introduction: A lost generation -- Literary culture in New Zealand -- Making the Waitematā smoke -- The Tasman writing world -- From a garden in the Antipodes : the colonial writing world -- Future or exile? : reactions to 'overseas' writing and writers -- New Zealand writers and the modern world -- "The whole thing's been a farce" : New Zealand writers in London and overseas -- Setting the Thames on fire -- Concluding thoughts.

Summary  "Many New Zealand writers in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century travelled extensively or lived overseas for a time, and they often led very interesting lives. The received wisdom is that they were forced to leave these colonial backblocks in search of literary inspiration and publishing opportunities. In The Expatriate Myth, Helen Bones presents a challenge to this conventional understanding, based on detailed historical and empirical research. Was it actually necessary for them to leave to find success? How prevalent was expatriatism among New Zealand writers? Did their experiences fit the usual tropes about expatriatism and exile? Were they fleeing an oppressive society lacking in literary opportunity?

In the field of literary studies, scholars are often consumed with questions about ‘national’ literature and ‘what it means to be a New Zealander’. And yet many of New Zealand’s writers living overseas operated in a transnational way, taking advantage of colonial networks in a way that belies any notion of a single national allegiance. Most who left New Zealand, even if they were away for a time, continued to write about and interact with their homeland, and in many cases came back. In this fascinating and clear-sighted book, Helen Bones offers a fresh perspective on some hoary New Zealand literary chestnuts"--Back cover.

Subject  Authors, New Zealand 19th century.
       Authors, New Zealand 20th century.
       Authors, New Zealand Great Britain.
       Literature and society Commonwealth countries History 19th century.
       Literature and society Commonwealth countries History 20th century.
       National characteristics, New Zealand, in literature.
       New Zealand literature 19th century History and criticism.
       New Zealand literature 20th century History and criticism.

Dewey  NZ820.9

OCLC Number  1014441310
Title A fine morning at Passchendaele / Kevin Ireland.

Author Ireland, Kevin, 1933- author.

ISBN 9780947493677

Publishing Details Wellington, Aotearoa New Zealand : Steele Roberts, [2018]

©2018

Physical Details 73 pages ; 24 cm

Contents Poems from the newsroom. Uncle Ivan -- A fine morning at Passchendaele -- Moving houses in a time of war -- An old man counts his blessings -- The brilliant time I had measles -- A poem for Peter Bland -- Wordsworth and I -- Useful rhymes for small boys -- Reverberations from the Big Bang -- Something yet to be heard of -- Perfect partners -- On the road, new style -- This freaky silence -- Let's have another anniversary -- Jimmy in a parallel universe -- The second snapshot -- Breaking into the past -- Election year again -- The problem with climate -- Another life -- An eighty-fourth nosedive -- The Mississippi solution -- The art of giving advice -- End of the road -- Poetry at its business -- Thank you, P. B. Shelley -- Pictures at a mind exhibition -- Fiftieth anniversary -- Fragments from a bedside notebook. Where is the way? -- The uninvited guests of dream -- The benefits of conscience -- The faraway land -- The day of the sore leg -- In case of emergency -- A library of details -- A day in a life of great value -- The same old predicament -- Lucky with the weather -- Life on the road -- Old song -- New Year's resolution -- A song for optimists -- A question of lists -- Twelve mysteries from a fortune cookie jar. 'You will win success in whatever you adopt' -- 'A clear conscience is often the sign of a bad memory' -- 'Hate is never conquered by hate, only love' -- 'A dream you have will come true' -- 'You don't need talent to gain experience' -- 'You have a flair for adding fancy to any story' -- 'You are broadminded and socially active' -- 'Wisdom is on her way to you' -- 'The man on the mountain didn't fall there' -- 'A bird in the hand is worth three in the bush?' -- 'Avoid all gambling. Your lucky number is 18' -- 'You will enjoy a razor-sharp vision today'.

Subject New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz

Dewey NZ821.2

Title A gentle undertaking / by Amber Jo Illsley.

Author Illsley, Amber Jo.

ISBN 0877146659

9780877146650


Physical Details 164 pages ; 22 cm

Subject New Zealand fiction 20th century. local Nz

Dewey NZ823.2

OCLC Number 155445617
Title: The infinite air / Fiona Kidman.
Author: Kidman, Fiona, 1940- author.
ISBN: 9780143771753 print
Projected Publication Date: 1807
Physical Details: pages cm
Summary: "Jean Batten became an international icon in the 1930s. A brave, beautiful woman, she made a number of heroic solo flights across the world. The newspapers couldn't get enough of her; and yet she suddenly slipped out of view, disappearing to the Caribbean with her mother and dying in obscurity in Majorca, buried in a pauper's grave"--Publisher information.
Subject: Batten, Jean, 1909-1982 Fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Dewey: NZ823.2

Title: The lands of Nalcoom : true friends will risk their lives to find you / Sam Hayden.
Author: Hayden, Sam 1982- author.
ISBN: 9780473402136
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [Sam Hayden], [2017]
©2017
Physical Details: 226 pages ; 20 cm.
Summary: "Deep in the Amazon rainforest, a reunited class set out on an expedition to find a legendary lost civilisation of gold. When someone mysteriously goes missing, everything changes. Committed to finding their friend, an epic rescue mission begins. But is one person worth it? There is always a cost"--Back cover.
Subject: Adventure and adventurers Fiction.
Jungle survival Fiction.
Young adult fiction, New Zealand. local Nz
Young adult fiction.
Dewey: NZ823.3
Title The little things / Matt Lawrey & Peter Lole.
Author Lawrey, Matt, author.
ISBN 9780473416089 pbk
Physical Details 1 volume (unpaged) : illustrations ; 17 cm
Subject New Zealand wit and humor, Pictorial.
Parenting Caricatures and cartoons.
Dewey NZ828.302

Title The philosopher ; the physicist ; the poet / Peter Dornauf.
Author Dornauf, Peter, author.
©2016
Physical Details 233 pages ; 21 cm
Summary "These three novellas are separate stories that subtly interconnect at various points. The Philosopher is a tale which begins with the sacking of a popular academic and tracks the lives of people caught up in the backwash. The Physicist follows the troubles and distresses of various characters involved in the discovery of cosmic sounds set off by the cataclysmic collision of two black holes a billion years ago, confirming Einstein's theory of gravitational waves. The third novella, The Poet, sees the main protagonist attempting to stop a church from demolishing one of its old and beautiful heritage buildings. All three stories are informed separately by a classic piece of literature; the first by The Waste Land, the second by the medieval drama Everyman, and the third by Waiting For Godot"--Front jacket flap.
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Novellas. lcgft
Dewey NZ823.3

Title The short but brilliant career of Lucas Weed / Chrissie Walker.
Author Walker, Chrissie, author.
ISBN 9781775435082
Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand : Scholastic NZ, 2018.
©2018
Physical Details 221 pages : 20 cm
Summary "Lucas Weed hasn’t really made any friends at his new school, so when the ‘cool kids’ suggest he carry out a prank in class, Lucas thinks it might be his path to being accepted. And when the pranks keep getting more and more outrageous – and with videos uploaded to YouTube – Lucas Weed’s popularity soars! But after an embarrassing stunt that doesn’t quite go according to plan – in front of a very important person – Lucas decides it’s time to call it a day. But how?"--Publisher information.
Audience Primary, intermediate National Library of New Zealand.
Subject Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Humorous stories.
Popularity Fiction.
Practical jokes Fiction.
Schools Fiction.
Dewey NZ823.3
Title: The tale of Max, the huntaway pup / by Mary Ross.

Author: Ross, Mary, 1954- author, artist.

ISBN: 0473334674

9780473334673 Paperback

Publishing Details: [Christchurch] : [Mary Ross], [2015]

©2015

Physical Details: 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 21 cm

Summary: Max the huntaway pup squeezes under the fence and sets off on an adventure to explore the New Zealand farm he lives on. He has a loud bark and is keen to move cows and sheep around, but he is still too small for the farm animals to take much notice. Includes discussion questions for parents and teachers.

Audience: Junior, primary National Library of New Zealand.

Subject: Adventure and adventurers Fiction.

Bedtime Fiction.

Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz

Dogs Fiction.

Dogs Juvenile fiction.

Farm life Fiction.

Dewey: NZ8231.3

OCLC Number: 973439890

Title: A thin slice of heaven / Paul Wah.

Author: Wah, Paul, 1932- author.

ISBN: 9780473412463 paperback

Publishing Details: [Lower Hutt] : Paul Wah, [2018]

©2018

Physical Details: 367 pages ; 21 cm

Summary: A historical novel recounting the adventures of the author's great-grandfather, Ng Leung Kee, who migrated to New Zealand in 1880 and set up a successful Chinese merchant business in Wellington. Ng Leung Kee returned to Tiansum, China in 1922, to take his grandson Leslie to receive a Chinese education. They faced significant challenges, including the kidnapping of Leslie by bandits, during a period of tumultuous political, economic and social conditions in China.

Subject: Historical fiction lcgft

New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

Dewey: NZ823.3
The ties that bind us : a collection of short stories and poems.

Author Wright-Tawha, Tracey, author, editor.
ISBN 9780473399566
Edition Edition 1
Physical Details 88 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Contents Cyril Gilroy / Dawn breaker – Te Moutere o te Titi – Tracey Wright-Tawha / Papatuanuku calls – When Poua lost Taua – Oraka – My backyard – Merenia Rebecca Wai iti Wright / Sand – Kit – Jacqui Hodge & Estelle Pera / Spit fire – Avril Thompson / A memory – When I was young – I love – Treasure Maxwell / When I was young – Alma Lennon / I tenei wa i roto i te mira – Carol York-Pakinga & Sue Somerville / Until next year – Rangimaria, Robyn & Tracey / Whanau – Sue Somerville / A memory when I was young – Our thoughts – Marcia Rei Garven / When I was young – My mum – Jacqui Hodge / When I was young – Melanie Reed / Memories – Mindfulness – Nathan White / A winter day in the sun – Frances Maheno / Looking – Winter is around the corner – Rangimaria Suddaby / The hedge – My earliest memory – Aroha kite tangata – The Maori house – Robyn White / Memories – Harakeke – Whakapapa – What my mum taught me – Lesley Rewi / Memories – Tewhaea McFarlane / Nga Tupuna – Sam White / It just comes naturally – Muriel N. Te Huikau Johnstone / Kiteroa and balancing rock – Kiteroa – Balancing rock – Kaheraki – Koawa turoa o takitimu – Shona Fordyce / Through the ages – Kai Tahu Te Iwi – Kai Tahu Te Iwi – Waiata for health – Aoraki – Manu – Welcome everyone – He manu titi – Taku tai o te titi – Spring time – Titi time – Tira Ririnui / Ties that bind – Sandra Stiles / A passion so rewarding – Deli Diack / I am – Joanne Te Tai / This life of mine – Donald Wright / When I was sent away.

Subject New Zealand poetry 21st century.
Short stories, New Zealand.
Tuhiinga auaha. reo

Dewey NZ820.80993

Title The tricksters / Margaret Mahy.
Author Mahy, Margaret, author.
ISBN 9781869713737
Projected Publication Date 1806
Physical Details pages cm
Summary "The Hamiltons look forward to their annual Christmas holiday on the New Zealand coast. Jack and Naomi, their five children and their guests are settling in to the chaotic family atmosphere at the sprawling home known as Carnival's Hide when the world is thrown out of order by the unexpected arrival of three visitors. Charming, enigmatic and sinister, the three brothers have come to stay. Only 17-year-old Harry questions their strange ways, but even she isn't sure what is real anymore: are they really related to Teddy Carnival, said to have drowned on that beach many years ago, or are they tricksters - conjured by her overactive imagination? This will be a Christmas to be remembered, where long-buried secrets will be revealed and no one will ever be quite the same."--Publisher information.

Audience Secondary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject Christmas Fiction.
Family problems Fiction.
Interpersonal relations Fiction.
New Zealand Fiction.
Paranormal fiction. lcgft
Supernatural Fiction.
Young adult fiction, New Zealand. lcsh
Title The watershed / Frances Cowie.
Author Cowie, Frances, 1956- author.
ISBN 9780473399726 paperback
9780473399733 e-book
Publishing Details [Wanaka] New Zealand : D2S Media, [2017]
©2017
Physical Details 362 pages ; 23 cm
Summary "On a dry summer's day in 1977 Rose Churchill, full of shyness and romantic dreams, waits under Rata River Bridge for a young man whose life will be forever altered. Jessa Reynolds is bound by a cosmic thread to a man she has never met, and drawn to the life of the aunt her family has kept from her. The aunt they never speak of. When the paths of William Cook and Jessa finally cross, he is a well-respected architect in his thirties, she a student of seventeen about to embark on her university studies. His familiarity is beyond her understanding and his conservative and unyielding persona frightens her. Jessa's haunting angelic beauty fascinates William. He knows he should stay away, but he can't resist tiptoeing into her world. It takes Jessa five years before she fully understands the mysteries of the past surrounding William and her aunt Rose—mysteries that may tear her family apart. Will William step over the line drawn for him by Jessa's grandfather the year she turned eighteen? Set in New Zealand and spanning four decades and three generations of women, The Watershed is a tale of love lost and forever searched for"--Back cover.
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Romance fiction. lcgft
Dewey NZ823.2

Title The way of the poet : selected poems / Ted Rutter.
Author Rutter, Ted, author.
ISBN 0980318416 (pbk.)
9780980318418 (pbk.)
Physical Details viii, 109 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm.
Summary "The poems in Ted Rutter's The Way of the Poet are divided into three sections: The Second Person – the addressee, The First Person – the speaker and The Third Person – the third party. In this collection Rutter employs a vast range of (mostly natural) motifs and symbols to articulate his ideas; from the most obviously traditional: stars, wind, water, trees, and gardens, to the more unexpected: the poem itself, religion, words, and a viaduct. Rutter's poetry is a melding of natural, scientific and Maori terminology. In his philosophy, everything on earth has a use both in its lifetime and afterwards; for example, as he puts it in an early poem, "Ponder the experience / Tell only those you deem / to be sympathetic / to The Rapture" ("Phenomena"). For Rutter, the more distinct all of these entities – earth, humanity, elation in this case – become the easier it is to lose sight of the fact that everything serves a purpose. Additionally, his philosophy of constant change, movement and flux sets up a creative tension between the usual assumption of the completed poem as being a finished, closed artifact, and Rutter's approach to his surroundings and his writing. He responds to the world as an endless process, and sees no reason why literature should be approached differently. This belief in the centrality of movement and change may explain his productivity, as he continually returns to particular themes and preoccupations."--Stylus Poetry Journal.
Subject New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz
Title The wind in the waterberries : a story from the secret side of an African river / Ro Neall.
Author Neall, Ro, 1953- author.
ISBN 9780473343828 paperback
Physical Details iii, 181 pages : colour illustrations ; 23 cm
Summary "Put yourself in a canoe floating down an African river. Idly watch the bushfolk leading their secretive, busy lives. Let your mind drift and imagine... What if they had the same technology as us? What adventures would they have?"--Back cover.
Audience Secondary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject Adventure and adventurers.
Africa Fiction.
Animals Fiction.
Human geography Africa Fiction.
Otters Fiction.
River life Africa Fiction.
Young adult fiction, New Zealand. local Nz
Young adult fiction.
Dewey NZ823.3

Title A year at Hotel Gondola / Nicky Pellegrino.
Author Pellegrino, Nicky, author
ISBN 9781869713751
Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand : Hachette New Zealand, 2018. ©2018
Physical Details 305 pages ; 24 cm
Summary "Kat has never wanted to live a small, everyday sort of life. She's an adventurer, a food writer who travels the world visiting far-flung places and eating unusual fare. Now she is about to embark on her biggest adventure yet - a relationship. She has fallen in love with an Italian man and is moving to live with him in Venice where she will help him run his small guesthouse, Hotel Gondola. Kat has lined up a book deal and will write about the first year of her new adventure: the food she eats, the recipes she collects, the people she meets, the man she doesn't really know all that well but is going to make a life with... Still, as Kat ought to know by now, the whole point of adventures is they never go exactly the way you expect them to"--Publisher information.
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Dewey NZ823.3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>100 Bible quizzes : activity book / author: Pip Reid; illustrator: Thomas Barnett.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Reid, Pip, 1971- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473407797 PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Upper Hutt] : Bible Pathway Adventures, [2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;A mix of Bible Quizzes from the Old and New Testaments, plus detailed scripture references for further Bible reading, and an answer key for teachers&quot;--PDF page 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audience</td>
<td>Primary, intermediate National Library of New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Activity books. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bible Examinations, questions, etc. Juvenile literature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bible Miscellanea Juvenile literature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bible games and puzzles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="http://www.biblepathwayadventures.com/store">www.biblepathwayadventures.com/store</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA11292553430002836">http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA11292553430002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>100 Bible word search : activity book / author: Pip Reid; illustrator: Thomas Barnett.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Reid, Pip, 1971- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473409661 PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Upper Hutt] : Bible Pathway Adventures, [2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;This multi-level pack contains a mix of Bible Word Searches from the Old and New Testaments, plus detailed scripture references for further Bible reading, and an answer key for teachers&quot;--PDF page 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audience</td>
<td>Primary, intermediate National Library of New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Activity books. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bible Examinations, questions, etc. Juvenile literature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bible Miscellanea Juvenile literature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bible games and puzzles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Puzzles and games. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="http://www.biblepathwayadventures.com">www.biblepathwayadventures.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title 111 emergency calling review.
ISBN 9780478382228 PDF
9780478382235 print
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Assistance in emergencies New Zealand.
Telephone New Zealand Emergency reporting systems Evaluation.

Title 1974.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Stabbies and the Rocket Recordings], [2017]
Physical Details 1 audio disc : analog ; 20 cm
Contents 1974 / Stefan Neville (8:00) -- 1974 / The Doll (7:53).
Subject Avant-garde (Music) New Zealand.
Guitar music.

Title 20 solid gold hits. Vol. 3 [sound recording].
Physical Details 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm + 1 pamphlet
Contents Free me / Uriah Heep -- It's all over now, Baby Blue / Graham Bonnet -- Walk right in (2002 remaster) / Dr. Hook -- Gutter black / Hello Sailor -- Black Betty (Original edit) / Ram Jam -- I need your love / Golden Harvest -- You to me are everything / Real Thing -- It doesn't matter anymore / Mark Williams -- Brick house / Commodores -- Don't let me be misunderstood / Santa Esmeralda (featuring Leroy Gomez) -- So you win again / Hot Chocolate -- The things we do for love / 10cc -- Living next door to Alice / Smokie -- Tears on my pillow (I can't take it) / Johnny Nash -- Kiss and say goodbye / Manhattans -- My broken souvenirs / Pussycat -- Don't give up on us / David Soul -- I wouldn't want to be like you / Alan Parsons Project -- Sophisticated lady (She's a different lady) / Natalie Cole -- Star Wars title theme (Single version) / Meco.
Subject 1971-1980
Popular music.
Popular music. lcgft
Rock music.
Rock music. lcgft
OCLC Number 986347458
Title 3 Rumi poems : for soprano, harp and organ / J. Kaminski.
Author Kaminski, Jason, 1969- composer.
Physical Details 1 score (7 pages) ; 21 x 30 cm
Language Staff notation.
Subject Jalāl al-Dīn Rūmī, Maulana, 1207-1273 Musical settings.
Soprano and instrumental ensemble Scores.

Title 3 songs : 6 ancient Japanese verses : for soprano and piano / Jason Kaminski.
Author Kaminski, Jason, 1969- composer.
Physical Details 1 score (10 pages) ; 30 cm
Language Staff notation.
Subject Scores. lcgt
Songs (High voice) with piano.

Title 4 Jan / Toy Triptech.
Author Toy Triptech (Musical group), composer, performer.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [Toy Triptech], [2018]
Physical Details 1 online resource
Electronic Location https://toytriptech.bandcamp.com/album/4jan

Title 50 ways to work wiser : science based leadership and professional development / Lacey Schmidt, Ph.D, Kathryn Keeton, Ph.D, William O'Keefe, Kelley Slack Ph.D, Annette Spychalski, Ph.D.
Author Schmidt, Lacey, 1976- author.
ISBN 9781988549170 PDF
Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Subject Leadership.
Personnel management.
Success in business.
Electronic Location www.affinityrainbowpublications.com
Title 7th joint ECTRIMS-ACTRIMS meeting 2017.
Author Willoughby, Ernest, author.
©2017
Physical Details 1 online resource
Series Conference review.
Subject Joint ECTRIMS-ACTRIMS Meeting (7th : 2017 : Paris, France)
Multiple sclerosis Congresses.

Title 9 pilgrims / by Jono Bono Heyes + friends.
Author Heyes, Jono Bono, composer, performer.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Jono Bono Heyes], [2017]
Physical Details 1 online resource
Contents Coucou Mon Ami -- Mama Yeva -- Ma Cherie -- Happy Mr Louis -- Kia Ora, for Te Whiti -- A Little bit of Love -- Standing Rock Children -- Martin and John -- Raindrop.
Language Performed in England and French (Creole?).
Subject World music New Zealand.
World music.
Electronic Location https://9pilgrims.bandcamp.com/album/9-pilgrims

Title ANZASW digital history project.
Publishing Details [Christchurch] : [Aotearoa New Zealand Association of Social Workers], [2015]-
Physical Details Web site.
Frequency Irregular
Summary Website is a digital history project, ANZASW C50, celebrating 50 years of the association and reflecting on the associations achievements and social work in Aotearoa New Zealand. The project is an open project and members are encouraged to contribute new materials in oral, written, photographic or documentary form.
Subject Aotearoa New Zealand Association of Social Workers History.
Social service New Zealand History.
Electronic Location http://socialworkhistory.nz/
Title Adapting to climate change in New Zealand / stocktake report from the Climate Change Adaptation Technical Working Group.

Author New Zealand. Climate Change Adaptation Technical Working Group, author.

ISBN 9781988525273 internet


Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject Climatic changes Government policy New Zealand.


Title Adult equivalence scales, inequality and poverty in New Zealand / John Creedy and Catherine Sleeman.

Author Creedy, John, 1949- author.


Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 04/21.

Summary "This paper examines the sensitivity of inequality and poverty measures to the choice of adult equivalence scales and the type of income unit examined. Comparisons are made using parametric equivalence scales, and income units include individuals, equivalent adults and households. The results are based on HES data for total expenditure. A variety of equivalence scales, for New Zealand, Australia, the UK and the OECD are examined. The implications of varying the poverty line are also considered."—Publisher's website.

Subject Equality New Zealand Econometric models.


Title Adult literacy and economic growth / Grant Johnston.

Author Johnston, Grant, author.


Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 04/24.

Summary "Developed countries, including New Zealand, used to consider their populations wholly literate, in the sense that almost all adults could read and write. Contemporary definitions expand the concept of literacy to include wider cognitive skills, and extend it across the whole population: people are more or less literate depending on how well they understand and use printed information to solve everyday problems at home and at work. Using this wider definition, the International Adult Literacy Survey found that developed countries contain a considerable number of people who have poor literacy skills. This paper looks at whether an increase in the basic literacy skills of adults would have a positive effect on the New Zealand economy. It finds good evidence for the benefits of literacy: studies consistently find that adults with better literacy skills are more likely to be employed, and to earn more, than those with poorer literacy skills, even when taking account of other factors which affect work performance. There is little rigorous evidence, however, for the benefits of adult literacy training and almost no accompanying information on the costs of this training. While there is a good case for an increased focus on adult literacy, and on workplace literacy in particular, these findings suggest a cautious approach to expanding publicly-funded adult literacy
programmes. There is a clear need for more and better New Zealand-based research, for piloting innovative literacy programmes and for undertaking rigorous evaluations. A modest increase in literacy training may not materially affect economic performance but it may still be a worthwhile investment – only good-quality research and evaluation will tell us this."--Publisher's website.

**Subject**

Functional literacy
Economic aspects New Zealand.
Functional literacy
New Zealand Econometric models.

**Electronic Location**

https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NNLNZ:NNLNZ:NNLNZ_ALMA21298987940002836

---

**Title**

Aeronautical plotting chart 1:6,000,000. Central Pacific.

**Author**

New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.

**Edition**

Edition 3

**Publishing Details**

[Wellington] : Published by the Department of Lands and Survey, for the Ministry of Defence, and Civil Aviation Division of the Ministry of Transport, 1977.

**Physical Details**

1 online resource : colour

**Series**

NZMS 244 ; sheet 1.

**Subject**

Aeronautical charts lcgt
Digital maps. lcgt
Pacific Ocean Maps.
Plotting charts lcgt
Quadrangle maps. lcgt

**Electronic Location**

http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NNLNZ:NNLNZ:NNLNZ_ALMA11283726160002836

---

**Title**

Aeronautical plotting chart 1:6,000,000. Central Pacific.

**Author**

New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.

**Edition**

Edition 5

**Publishing Details**


**Physical Details**

1 online resource : colour

**Series**

NZMS 244 ; sheet 1.

**Subject**

Aeronautical charts lcgt
Digital maps. lcgt
Pacific Ocean Maps.
Plotting charts lcgt
Quadrangle maps. lcgt

**Electronic Location**

http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NNLNZ:NNLNZ:NNLNZ_ALMA11284389900002836
Title  Aeronautical plotting chart 1:6,000,000. New Zealand and eastern Australia.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Edition  Edition 7
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Published by the Department of Lands and Survey for the Ministry of Defence and the Civil Aviation Division of the Ministry of Transport, 1985.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour
Series  NZMS 244 ; sheet 2.
Subject  Aeronautical charts lcgf
          Digital maps. lcgf
          New Zealand Maps.
          Plotting charts lcgf
          Quadrangle maps. lcgf
          South Pacific Ocean Maps.

Title  Aeronautical plotting chart 1:6,000,000. South Pacific / cartography by Terralink NZ Limited for the New Zealand Defence Force.
Author  Terralink NZ Limited. cartographer.
Edition  Edition 1
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour
Series  Series 244 ; sheet 4.
Subject  Aeronautical charts lcgf
          Digital maps. lcgf
          Plotting charts lcgf
          Quadrangle maps. lcgf
          South Pacific Ocean Maps.

Title  Aeronautical plotting chart 1:6,000,000. Western Pacific.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Edition  Edition 1
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Published by the Department of Lands and Survey, for the Ministry of Defence, and the Civil Aviation Division of the Ministry of Transport, 1977.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour
Series  NZMS 244 ; sheet 3.
Subject  Aeronautical charts lcgf
          Digital maps. lcgf
          Pacific Ocean Maps.
          Plotting charts lcgf
          Quadrangle maps. lcgf
Title: Aeronautical plotting chart 1:6,000,000. Western Pacific.
Author: New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Edition: Edition 3
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour
Series: NZMS 244 ; sheet 3.
Subject: Aeronautical charts lcgft Digital maps. lcgft Pacific Ocean Maps. Plotting charts lcgft Quadrangle maps. lcgft

Title: Affinity's Christmas medley / Del Robertson, Jen Silver, JM Dragon, Annette Mori, Ali Spooner, Erin O'Reilly, Alicia Joseph, Lacey Schmidt.
Author: Robertson, Del, author.
ISBN: 9780947528812 internet
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Contents: Thundersnow and lightning / by Del Robertson -- Maybe this Christmas / by Jen Silver -- The little helper / by JM Dragon -- Who is Nicolas Claus? / by Annette Mori -- Christmas story / by Ali Spooner -- Reflections / by Erin O'Reilly -- This Christmas / by Alicia Joseph -- Peaches for honey / by Lacey Schmidt.
Subject: Christmas fiction. lcgft

Title: Affordability of housing : concepts, measurement and evidence / Mark Robinson, Grant M. Scobie and Brian Hallinan.
Author: Robinson, Mark, 1961- author.
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series: Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 06/03.
Summary: "There has recently been widespread public debate and media attention around housing affordability. This paper discusses the concept of affordability as it applies to housing, examines the approaches used to measure affordability, and then documents the aggregate evidence for New Zealand over the last twenty years. We largely use the Household Economic Survey conducted by Statistics New Zealand to obtain our data. We conclude that affordability is difficult to define and that there is no consensus as to the best way to measure it. Using a range of measures, we examine the trends over time. Our data reveals no long-term trend in affordability when considering all measures. Different measures show different movements over time. Affordability has appeared to move in cycles over the last twenty years."--Publisher's website.
Subject: Housing Economic aspects New Zealand. Housing New Zealand Costs.

Author Walsh, Cameron, author.

ISBN 9781776651962


Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations


Subject Nemadactylus macropterus Age determination New Zealand.


Title Albion Place / by Albion Place.

Author Albion Place (Musical group), composer, performer.

Publishing Details [Dunedin, New Zealand] : [Albion Place], [2017]

Physical Details 1 online resource


Electronic Location https://albionplace.bandcamp.com/album/albion-place

Title Alexander caveboy / Frances Evans.

Author Evans, Frances, author.

ISBN 1542768497

9781542768498

Publishing Details [Auckland] : [Penelope Hansen], [2017]

©2017

Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations

Summary "When Alexander returns home to the family farm, he is surprised to find a note from his mother, Flash. In it, she says she must be away for the night, fixing a pump in one of the family’s far-flung orchards. She asks Alexander to find a knife she left in the apple grove. This isn’t just any knife—Alexander’s great-grandfather from Scotland brought it to New Zealand during the gold rush. Family stories tell how his friend and companion, a local Māori, carved the knife’s mysterious handle more than a century ago. Alexander knows the knife is a precious heirloom. Alexander’s sister, Sophie, and his friends Trevor and Jo join in the search, but the knife is nowhere to be found. Trevor suspects the knife fell into the caves that run under the orchard, and Alexander, the eldest, mounts an expedition to retrieve it. While the others stay behind, Alexander and Jo enter the caves—but what they find there will change their lives forever. Alexander will have to face his worst fears and learn the true meaning of courage. At the same time, his waiting friends must contend with dangerous gangsters in the apple orchard. When these men kidnap Gemma, a neighbourhood girl, can the kids band together to rescue her and help their friends escape the underground labyrinth?"--www.amazon.com

Audience Primary, intermediate National Library of New Zealand.

Subject Adventure and adventurers Fiction.

Caves Fiction.

Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz

Courage Fiction.

Friendship Fiction.

Heirlooms Fiction.

Electronic Location https://www.amazon.com/dp/B071WQ12WG
Title: Alice & Jean / Lily Hammond.
Author: Hammond, Lily, author.
ISBN: 9780473378141 EPUB
9780473378158 Kindle
9780473378165 iBook
Publishing Details: Dunedin, NZ : sapphicabooks, [2016]
©2016
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Lesbian fiction. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Romance fiction. lcgft

Title: All about asbestos : protecting your health at home.
ISBN: 9781988539096 online
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Asbestos Health aspects New Zealand.
Asbestos abatement New Zealand.
Asbestos in building New Zealand.

Title: Allocating vote : health - 'needs assessment' and an economics-based approach / Nancy Devlin and Paul Hansen (contract to Treasury) (Department of Preventive and Social Medicine & Department of Economics) (Department of Economics, University of Otago).
Author: Devlin, N. J. (Nancy J.), author.
Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Series: Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 00/4.
Summary: "This paper critiques 'needs assessment' as a basis for allocating public funding of health and disability services and discusses an alternative economics-based approach. In essence, the former approach ignores the effects on health outcomes of health care spending at the margin while the latter focuses explicitly on these considerations. A simple diagrammatic model is introduced that illustrates at a conceptual level the (micro)economic constraints and choices available to policy-makers. Finally, some practical steps and unresolved issues in implementing the economics approach are considered."--Publisher's website.
Subject: Public health New Zealand Finance.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Amanda in waste-free land : waste free living &amp; tiny house building in New Zealand.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Chapman, Amanda, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Auckland] : [Amanda Chapman]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>Web site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Chapman, Amanda. Recycling (Waste, etc.) New Zealand Auckland.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Small houses New Zealand Auckland.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Waste minimization New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="http://www.wastefreeland.nz/">http://www.wastefreeland.nz/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA11306262940002836">http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA11306262940002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Title                                                                 | Amateur harvest estimates from an access point survey of marine fishers in the western Bay of Plenty, New Zealand in 2010–11 and 2011–12 / J.C. Holdsworth. |
| Author                                                                | Holdsworth, J., author.                                                          |
| ISBN                                                                  | 9781776652761                                                                   |
| Physical Details                                                      | 1 online resource : colour illustrations                                          |
| Series                                                                 | New Zealand Fisheries assessment report ; 2016/30.                              |
| Subject                                                               | Fish stock assessment New Zealand Western Bay of Plenty District.                |
|                                                                      | Fishing surveys New Zealand Western Bay of Plenty District.                      |
|                                                                      | Saltwater fishing New Zealand Western Bay of Plenty District Statistics.          |

| Title                                                                 | Amazing women of the Bible : quiz activity book / author: Pip Reid; illustrator: Thomas Barnett. |
| Author                                                                | Reid, Pip, 1971- author.                                                         |
| ISBN                                                                  | 9780473412838 PDF                                                               |
| Publishing Details                                                    | [Upper Hutt] : Bible Pathway Adventures, [2017]                                  |
| Physical Details                                                      | 1 online resource : colour illustrations                                          |
| Summary                                                               | "From Eve to Esther to Mary to Priscilla, this pack contains a mix of quizzes from the Old and New Testaments"--PDF page 3. |
| Audience                                                              | Primary, intermediate National Library of New Zealand                           |
| Subject                                                               | Activity books. lcgt                                                            |
|                                                                      | Bible games and puzzles.                                                        |
|                                                                      | Women in the Bible Miscellanea Juvenile literature.                             |
|                                                                      | Women in the Bible Problems, exercises, etc. Juvenile literature.               |
Title  Amy Marsden on whanau, children and Te Mapua.
Author  Marsden, Amy, interviewee.
Publishing Details  [Rolleston] : [Steven Moe], 2018.
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Amy Marsden is a co-founder of Te Mapua which translates as "the precious children" and works to provide camps and other activities for kids in need. In this interview we talk about her early life and what influenced her to work full time with children. We also talk a lot about her Maori heritage and the impact that has had on her thinking and approach to the work she does now and in particular talk about the term 'Whanau' and what that means for the children and others that come across her path."--Publisher's website.
Subject  Ahuatanga papori. reo
Child welfare New Zealand.
Maori (New Zealand people) Family relationships.
Maori (New Zealand people) Social conditions.
Marsden, Amy Interviews.
Podcasts. lcgt
Tamariki. reo
Whanaungatanga. reo

Title  Amy's story : transgender.
Publishing Details  Auckland : Waitemata District Health Board, [2016]
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 streaming video file ; approximately 7 min.) sound, colour
Subject  Filmed interviews. lcgt
Hospital care New Zealand Auckland.
Internet videos. lcgt
Nonfiction films. lcgt
Short films. lcgt
Transgender people New Zealand Auckland.
http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA11289981360002836
Title: Animal activist handbook : 22 fun ways to help animals / SAFE Youth, Kids' Voice 4 Animals.

Publishing Details: [Christchurch] : SAFE For Animals [2017]

Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Contents: Cruelty-free lifestyle - be the change -- Train your mind -- Activism in the community -- Activism at school -- Fundraise for animals -- Direct animal aid -- Join SAFE.

Summary: Creative ways in which children and young adults can help all animals.

Audience: Intermediate, secondary National Library of New Zealand

Subject: Animal rights Juvenile literature.
Animal rights New Zealand Juvenile literature.
Animal welfare Juvenile literature.
Animal welfare New Zealand Juvenile literature.

Electronic Location: http://safe.org.nz/safe-youth

Title: Anita, Thrombosis Service consumer : Patient journeys, Thrombosis Services.

Publishing Details: Auckland : Waitemata District Health Board, [2016]

Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 streaming video file ; approximately 5 min.) sound, colour

Subject: Filmed interviews. lcgft
Hospital care New Zealand Auckland.
Internet videos. lcgft
Nonfiction films. lcgft
Short films. lcgft
Thrombosis New Zealand Auckland.


Title: Anne's angel came twice / Sylvia Bryan.

Author: Bryan, Sylvia, 1941- author.

ISBN: 9781499098778 internet


Physical Details: 1 online resource

Subject: New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Religious fiction. lcgft

Electronic Location: http://www.sylviabryan.com/
Title: Annual report ... / Rubicon.
Author: Rubicon (Firm), author.
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [Rubicon]
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Frequency: Annual
Subject: Rubicon (Firm) Periodicals.
Electronic Location: http://www.rubicon-nz.com/rubicon-investors/rubicon/annual-and-half-year-reports/
http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA21305566900002836

Title: Antarctic Heritage Trust.
Author: Antarctic Heritage Trust (N.Z.), author.
Publishing Details: [Christchurch] : [Antarctic Heritage Trust], [2017]
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Antarctic Heritage Trust (N.Z.)

Title: Aotuhia regional land use study maps
Author: New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Physical Details: 13 maps : col.
Contents: 1: 50,000: Land tenure --Land use -- Soils -- Forest and scrub types -- Multiple land use (L & S 304). Overlays: Slope classification -- Agriculture suitability -- Exotic forest suitability -- Recreation suitability -- Scenic and wildlife preservation -- Soil and water conservation. 1:80,000: Main features -- Possible inundation level.
Subject: Aotuhia (N.Z.) Maps.
Digital maps. lcgft
Land use New Zealand Stratford District Maps.
Title  As long as rain / Nick Ascroft.
Author  Ascroft, Nick, author.
ISBN  9780473363437 EPUB
       9780473363444 Kindle
                  ©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Electronic Location  https://mebooks.co.nz/fiction/novels-contemporary/as-long-as-rain-ebook?isbn=9780473363444

Title  Ash arising / Mandy Hager.
Author  Hager, Mandy, author.
ISBN  9780143772446 ebook
Projected Publication Date  1805
Publishing Source  Penguin Random House New Zealand
Physical Details  1 online resource
Summary  "Ash McCarthy thought he had done enough by broadcasting his story to the world, exposing the corruption and lies of Prime Minister Chandler and his cronies. With his small band of friends and family on a remote campsite in the backcountry, he awaits the international community to answer his call for action. But the public response is not what he had hoped for and the fallout from his revelations will lead him and his companions into even more danger. Can Ash withstand the new challenges that confront him? And what of Mikey. Can he survive in this increasingly merciless world?"--Publisher information.
Audience  Secondary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject  Thrillers (Fiction). lcgft
         Young adult fiction, New Zealand. local Nz
         Young adult fiction.
Title Aspasia : for chamber ensemble / Lucien Johnson.
Author Johnson, Lucien, composer
Physical Details 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Aspasia Songs and music.
Octets (Saxophones (3), trombone, percussion, violin, viola, cello, double bass Scores.
www.sounz.org.nz

Title Aspasia : for chamber orchestra / Lucien Johnson.
Author Johnson, Lucien, composer.
Physical Details 1 score (16 pages) ; 30 cm
Language Staff notation.
Subject Aspasia Songs and music.
Octets (Saxophones (3), trombone, percussion, violin, viola, cello, double bass Scores.

Title Asymmetric information, financial intermediation and the monetary transmission mechanism : a critical review / Iris Claus and Arthur Grimes.
Author Claus, Iris, author.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 03/19.
Summary "Macroeconomic models currently used by policy makers generally assume that the workings of financial markets can be fully summarised by financial prices, because the Modigliani and Miller (1958) theorem holds. This paper argues that these models are too limited in describing how monetary policy (and other) shocks are transmitted to the economy and points to new directions. The models are too limited because they disregard an information asymmetry between borrowers and lenders and the importance of financial intermediaries not only for individual depositors but the economy as a whole. Incorporating financial market interactions into macroeconomic models will enhance the understanding of the transmission mechanisms of monetary policy and other shocks."
--Publisher's website.
Subject Monetary policy New Zealand Econometric models.
Transmission mechanism (Monetary policy) New Zealand Econometric models.
Title Auckland local government area final scheme / prepared pursuant to the provisions of the Local Government Commission Act 1967 by the Local Government Commission, March 1972; drawn by the Dept. of Lands & Survey.

Author New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.


Physical Details 7 maps on 2 sheets: col.

Contents Auckland area, showing final scheme -- Detail plan defining boundaries of designated territorial authorities, March 1972.

Series L & S 193.

Subject Auckland (N.Z.) Administrative and political divisions Maps.


Title Audio, video and similar electronic apparatus. Safety requirements.

Author Standards Australia (Organization), author.

ISBN 9781776732654 print
9781776732661 PDF

Edition Fourth edition

Publishing Details Sydney, NSW: Jointly published by SAI Global Limited under licence from Standards Australia Limited; Wellington: Standards New Zealand, 2018. ©2018

Physical Details 1 online resource: illustrations

Electronic Location http://www.standards.co.nz/

Title Audit quality - a director's guide.


Physical Details 1 online resource

Subject Auditing New Zealand.

**Title** Automatic fiscal stabilisers : implications for New Zealand / Julie Tam (Department of Economics, Stanford University) and Heather Kirkham (The Treasury).

**Author** Tam, Julie, author.


**Physical Details** 1 online resource : colour illustrations

**Series** Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 01/10.

**Summary** "Automatic fiscal stabilisers, or the cyclical components of the budget balance, are larger in New Zealand than in the average OECD country, reflecting both higher sensitivity to the economic cycle, and a more volatile cycle. Fiscal vigilance is especially important in New Zealand. Large projected operating surpluses could easily disappear if lower economic outcomes are mistakenly assumed to be cyclical. But, automatic stabilisers are difficult to use in a policy framework as empirical estimates of the cyclical budget balance vary significantly. While the estimated trend in automatic stabilisers is broadly similar, the level varies significantly, such that at any point in time a 'structural surplus' may be dependant on the estimation method."--Publisher's website.

**Subject** Budget New Zealand.
Fiscal policy New Zealand.


**Title** Bad heart ; Feeling, dying / Finn Johansson.

**Author** Johansson, Finn, composer, performer.

**Publishing Details** [New Zealand?] : [Finn Johansson?], [2017]

**Physical Details** 1 online resource

**Electronic Location** https://finnjohansson.bandcamp.com/album/bad-heart-feeling-dying

**Title** Bamboo rhythms of the Solomons.

**Publishing Details** [New Zealand] : Viking, [1975]

**Physical Details** 1 audio disc : 33 1/3 rpm ; 12 in.

**Contents** Side 1. Kabo pulea rau tinimu = I'm crying for your body -- Tinolava koa pa seu = The distant beauty -- Tapalaqu mae pa seu = I'm a drifter -- Nada binaere dalingi = Our friendship darling -- Lopu kaqu turu togolo sa U.S.A. = Unrepentant U.S.A. -- Side 2. Maqu babana vuranigo rau pa sada holopana = I will tow you through the passage -- Gani kolomataqu = My falling tears -- Kei! Lodurimata = Oh! Sunset -- Gore sa Amerika pa papoa Solomone = The American landing in the Solomons -- Balabala pulea rau tinimu = Unforgettable body.

**Subject** Popular music Solomon Islands 1971-1980.

**OCLC Number** 429709125
Title: Barnaby the Christmas Elf / by J.A. Folkers.

Author: Folkers, J. A. (Julie Anne), 1962- author.

ISBN: 9781370764808 EPUB

Publishing Details: [Christchurch] : [Ooky Spooky Publications], [2017] ©2017

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Summary: "Who is Barnaby? He's Santa's Christmas elf who comes to visit for a month before Christmas. He's invisible to kids, only the adults can see him. He's here to check and report back to Santa on whether you have been naughty or nice. But Barnaby's gone missing! The kids were laying traps for him, will they find him in time to save Christmas for all the kids around the world. Join Mum and the kids in the fun they have as they unravel the mystery of what's happened to him"—Print back cover.

Audience: Primary National Library of New Zealand.

Subject: Elves Fiction.

Electronic Location: http://www.juliefolkers.com/

---

Title: Ben Atkinson on finding your purpose and founding social enterprise 'Fill Their Lunchbox'.

Author: Atkinson, Ben, (Benjamin), interviewee.


Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Ben set up the social enterprise Fill Their Lunchbox and in this episode shares his journey. We learn about his childhood and hard times during high school, losing a friend during the Christchurch earthquakes and his resulting depression and how all these factors led to his being inspired to start Fill Their Lunchbox which not only feeds children who wouldn't get a lunch otherwise but also works with people from Odyssey House (recovering from drug and alcohol addictions) preparing the lunches to help them find their purpose"—Publishers website.

Subject: Atkinson, Ben, (Benjamin) Interviews.

Podcasts. lcgft
School children Food New Zealand Christchurch.
Social entrepreneurship New Zealand Christchurch.

Electronic Location: http://seeds.libsyn.com/ben-atkinson-on-fill-their-lunchbox-0
**Title** Bertie Bumpkin and the Frosticals / J.A. Folkers.
**Author** Folkers, J. A. (Julie Anne), 1962- author.
**ISBN** 9781370322732 EPUB

**Publishing Details** [Christchurch] : [Ooky Spooky Publications], [2018] ©2017
**Physical Details** 1 online resource
**Summary** "Christmas is finally here! No more waiting patiently or guessing on whether you've been naughty or nice. What greets them all on Christmas morning and was it Ben who caused it all? Jack Frost is about. Along with his groupies, the Frosticals. What mischief and mayhem are they causing? Can Bertie Bumpkin save the day or will Mum take charge and fix the wrongs. Join the kids on their latest adventure with Fairytale land"--Print back cover.
**Audience** Primary National Library of New Zealand
**Subject** Christmas stories.

Electronic Location [link]

**Title** Betrayals in entrails / Arthur L'Strange.
**Author** L'Strange, Arthur, author.
**ISBN** 9780473383619 EPUB

**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : [The Nameless Publisher], [2017]
**Physical Details** 1 online resource
**Contents** Sophie -- "...And we'll shut the door on the world..." -- Chitin -- Fulton Bogan -- Where I get my ideas from -- Hard of heart -- Where I really get my ideas from -- Afterword.
**Subject** Short stories, New Zealand. local Nz

Electronic Location [link]

**Title** Better and better and better? : a legal and ethical analysis of preventive detention in New Zealand / Associate Professor Colin Gavaghan, Dr Jeanne Snelling, Professor John McMillan.
**Author** Gavaghan, Colin, author.

**Physical Details** 1 online resource : colour illustration
**Subject** Preventive detention New Zealand.

Electronic Location [link]
Title: Better lives : migration, wellbeing and New Zealand / Julie Fry and Peter Wilson.
Author: Fry, Julie 1969- author.
ISBN: 9781988533759 paperback
9781988533766 EPUB
9781988533773 MOBI
9781988533780 PDF
Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations
Series: BWB texts.
Summary: "Migration is at historically high levels and more than a quarter of the New Zealand population was born overseas. Yet immigration remains a deeply contentious issue, with the debate more often shaped by emotion than evidence. Julie Fry and Peter Wilson have developed a new framework that broadens the scope of how we consider migration policy. Rather than just considering the effect of migration on GDP, they look at factors such as the Treaty of Waitangi. Their goal? Migration policy that acknowledges the complexity of the world we all inhabit"--Publisher information.
Subject: Immigrants New Zealand.
New Zealand Emigration and immigration Government policy.
Electronic Location: https://doi.org/10.7810/9781988533759

Title: Beyond Gaza / by Yvonne Crowe.
Author: Crowe, Yvonne, 1940- author.
ISBN: 9780473396107 print
9780473401221 MOBI
Publishing Details: [Tauranga] : [Yvonne Ellen], [2017] ©2017
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Electronic Location: https://www.amazon.com/Yvonne-Crowe/e/B00AH2JACK/ref=dp_byline_cont_pop_ebooks_1
Title Beyond the backyard / edited by Chad Dick and Jean Gilbert.
ISBN 9780473396220 pbk
9780473396237 kindle
Physical Details 1 online resource
Series Beyond this
Summary A collection of fantasy, horror and science fiction stories written by New Zealand intermediate school students.
Subject Children's writings, New Zealand.
Science fiction, New Zealand.
Electronic Location https://www.amazon.com/Beyond-Backyard-Anthology-Zealand-Intermediate/dp/047339622X/ref=sr_1_fkmr1_1?_encoding=UTF8&qid=1515361419&sr=8-1-fkmr0&keywords=beyond+the+backyard+edited+by+Chad+Dick
Title: Bias-mint : Liminality / by Isn'tses.
Author: Isn'tses (Musical group), composer, performer.
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Electronic Location: https://isnts.es.bandcamp.com/album/bias-mint-liminality
http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NNLNZ:NNLNZ:NNLNZ_ALMA11293400930002836

Title: Black oreo abundance estimates from the October 2014 acoustic survey of the south Chatham Rise (OEO 3A) / I.J. Doonan, P.J. McMillan, A.C. Hart, A. Dunford.
Author: Doonan, I. J., author.
ISBN: 9781776652174 online
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Black oreo Chatham Rise Statistics.
Fish stock assessment New Zealand.
http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NNLNZ:NNLNZ:NNLNZ_ALMA11305391710002836

Title: Bliss ; On the box / Th’ Dudes.
©1980
Physical Details: 1 audio disc : analog, 45 rpm, stereo ; 18 cm

Title: Boat song ; Late night music / Graham Brazier.
Author: Brazier, Graham, composer, performer.
©1987
Physical Details: 1 audio disc : analog, 45 rpm, stereo ; 18 cm
Bouquet : piano music of Chopin, Liszt, Brahms, Ravel, Rachmaninov, Tchaikovsky, Stravinsky.

Author: Houstoun, Michael, 1952-


Physical Details: 1 audiocassette : stereo


Subject: Piano music.

OCLC Number: 156549079

Brain drain or brain exchange? / Hayden Glass and Wai Kin Choy.

Author: Glass, Hayden, author.


Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series: Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 01/22.

Summary: "This paper explores the "brain drain" hypothesis - the idea that New Zealand is losing many of its most talented citizens to other countries. We conclude that we are experiencing more of a brain exchange than a brain drain. There have been net outflows of New Zealand citizens for forty years, and we have been replacing those leaving with non-New Zealand citizens."--Publisher's website.

Subject: Brain drain New Zealand Economic aspects.

New Zealand Emigration and immigration.


Brainsoutclock / by Yeongrak.

Author: Yeongrak (Musician), composer, performer.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [End of the Alphabet Records], [2016]

Physical Details: 1 online resource


Subject: Alternative rock music New Zealand.

Avant-garde (Music)

Electronic Location: https://endofthealphabetrecords.bandcamp.com/album/brainsoutclock

Title Briefing for incoming Minister of Health 2017.
Author New Zealand. Health Promotion Agency, author.
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject New Zealand. Health Promotion Agency

Title Briefing for the Minister of Internal Affairs / Lotto New Zealand.
Author Lotto New Zealand.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Lotto New Zealand.

Title Briefing for the incoming ministers.
Author New Zealand. Ministry for Primary Industries, author.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Agricultural industries Government policy New Zealand.
New Zealand. Ministry for Primary Industries.

Title Briefing on current issues from the Advertising Standards Authority / to Hon. Clare Curran (Minister of Broadcasting, Communications and Digital Media) ; from Hilary Souter (Chief Executive, ASA).
Author Souter, Hilary, author.
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Advertising Standards Authority (N.Z.)
Title: Briefing on role and work of the Disability Rights Commissioner.
Author: Tesoriero, Paula, author.
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: New Zealand. Health and Disability Commissioner.

Title: Briefing to incoming ministers: welcome to the Department of Internal Affairs.
Author: New Zealand. Department of Internal Affairs, author.
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: New Zealand. Department of Internal Affairs.

Title: Briefing to incoming ministers.
Author: New Zealand. Environmental Protection Authority, author.
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: New Zealand. Environmental Protection Authority.

Title: Briefing to incoming shareholding ministers.
Author: New Zealand. Treasury, author.
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Contents: Briefing to incoming minister information release : release document -- Letters to ministers -- Briefing to incoming shareholding ministers.
Subject: New Zealand. Treasury.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Briefing to the incoming Ministers - Environment and Climate: making Aotearoa New Zealand the most liveable place in the world = Aotearoa - he whenua mana kura mō te tangata.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. Ministry for the Environment, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource: colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Briefing to the incoming Ministers for Arts, Culture and Heritage and Economic Development, October 2017.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand Film Commission, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington]: New Zealand Film Commission Te Tumu Whakaata Taonga, [2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource: colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion picture industry New Zealand. New Zealand Film Commission.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Briefing to the incoming Ministers.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Crown Irrigation Investments Limited, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource: colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Crown Irrigation Investments Limited.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Budget management that counts : recent approaches to budget and fiscal management in New Zealand / Angela Barnes and Steve Leith.
Author  Barnes, Angela, author.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 01/24.
Summary  "Budget management in New Zealand altered substantially with the implementation of the Public Finance Act 1989 and the Fiscal Responsibility Act 1994. The paper sets out the evolution of fiscal and budget management over the last ten years, in response to the fiscal policy and financial management framework. It focuses on the top-down management of spending aggregates and how this has evolved into the “fiscal provisions” framework. The paper concludes with an illustration of the challenges facing the provisions framework. Work is currently underway to consider the challenges that have arisen through its operation over the last five years. This paper is a companion paper to Treasury Working Paper 01/25 New Zealand’s Fiscal Policy Framework: Experience and Evolution by John Janssen."--Publisher's website.
Subject  Budget New Zealand.
Finance, Public New Zealand.
Fiscal policy New Zealand.

Title  Building urban resilience in New Zealand : lessons from our major cities.
ISBN  9780473417741 PDF
9780473421793 softcover
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Centre for Disaster Resilience, Recovery and Reconstruction, University of Auckland, 2017.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  City planning New Zealand.
Hazard mitigation New Zealand.
Electronic Location  https://www.resiliencechallenge.nz/content/download/12829/68340/file/Building%20Urban%20Resilience%20in%20NZ%202017.pdf
Title: Burrows, Finn and Todd on the law of contract in New Zealand / Jeremy Finn, Stephen Todd, Matthew Barber.

Author: Finn, Jeremy, author.

ISBN: 9780947514211 ebook


©2018

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Subject: Contracts New Zealand.


Title: Buzz / Shelley Munro.

Author: Munro, Shelley, author.

ISBN: 9780995102699 EPUB

Publishing Details: [Manukau] : [Munro Press], [2018]
©2018

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Subject: Erotic fiction. lcgft

New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

Electronic Location: https://shelleymunro.com/books/buzz/

Title: Calm after the storm? supply-side contributions to New Zealand’s GDP volatility decline / Robert A Buckle, David Haugh and Peter Thomson.

Author: Buckle, Robert, author.


Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series: Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 01/33.

Summary: "The variance of New Zealand’s real GDP has declined since the mid-1980s. To investigate why, this paper decomposes the variance of chain-weighted estimates of production-based real GDP growth into sector shares, sector growth rate variances and co-variances. The principal explanation for the decline in GDP volatility is a fall in the sum of sector variances driven by a decline in the Services and Manufacturing sector production growth variances. Sector co-variances have had a dominant influence on the profile of GDP volatility and this influence has not diminished. Despite marked changes in sector shares, notably increases in Services and Primary sector shares and a decrease in the share of Manufacturing, this has not been a significant factor influencing the decline in GDP volatility. We postulate that policy interventions such as "Think Big", regulatory interventions during the early 1980s, and the introduction of GST are key explanations for the higher volatility until the mid 1980s. Cessation of these interventions, deregulation and possibly changes in inventory management methods are important reasons why GDP volatility has fallen since then."--Publisher's website.

Subject: Gross domestic product New Zealand Econometric models.

Title Can otolith chemistry predict the natal origins of grey mullet (Mugil cephalus)? / M.A. Morrison, J.R. McKenzie, B.M. Gillanders, I.D. Tuck.
Author Morrison, M. (Mark), 1967- author.
ISBN 9781776652099 online
Publishing Details Wellington : Ministry for Primary Industries, Manatū Ahu Matua, 2016.
Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Series New Zealand fisheries assessment report ; 2016/15
Subject Gray mullets Habitat New Zealand North Island Statistics.
Gray mullets Spawning New Zealand North Island Statistics.
Otoliths Testing.

Title Can population projections be used for sensitivity tests on policy models? / John Bryant.
Author Bryant, John, 1969- author.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 03/07.
Summary "Many policy models require assumptions about future population trends. Sensitivity tests for these assumptions are normally carried out by comparing population projection variants. This paper outlines some of the conditions that variant-based sensitivity tests must meet if they are to be informative. It then describes four common situations where these conditions are not met, so that conventional sensitivity tests are not informative. The solution, the paper argues, is stochastic population projections."--Publisher's website.
Subject New Zealand Population Statistics 20th century.
Population forecasting New Zealand Econometric models.
Population forecasting New Zealand Statistics
Title  The Canterbury earthquakes : stories from Cashmere Primary School / compiled by Carol Mutch and Libby Gawith ; supported by Peter O'Connor & Sarah Yates ; with Cashmere School children, staff and families.
Author  Mutch, Carol, compiler. author.
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Te Whakatere au Pāpori Research Unit, Faculty of Education, The University of Auckland, 2014.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Canterbury Earthquake, N.Z., 2010 Personal narratives.
Cashere Primary school Interviews.
Christchurch Earthquake, N.Z., 2011 Personal narratives.

Title  Capital shallowness : a problem for New Zealand? / Julia Hall and Grant Scobie.
Author  Hall, Julia author.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 05/05.
Summary  "There is now substantial evidence that New Zealand's overall rate of economic growth relative to Australia's has been lower in part because of lower levels and slower growth in our labour productivity. This then requires us to explore why the labour productivity is lower in New Zealand. This paper explores the extent to which a lower level of capital per hour worked (or lower capital intensity) is associated with less output per hour worked in New Zealand. We find that the capital intensity in New Zealand has not been increasing as fast as in Australia for nearly 25 years. Between 1995 and 2002, lower capital intensity explains 70 percent of the difference in output per hour worked. Whereas the cost of labour relative to capital has been rising in Australia, it has fallen by 20 percent in New Zealand between 1987 and 2002. The relative price of labour to capital in New Zealand fell to 60 percent of the Australian value in 2002 after being comparable in the late 1980's. It is to be expected that New Zealand enterprises would therefore tend to adopt less capital intensive production methods. Differences in capital intensity could also have arisen because the underlying production technologies are different even if the relative prices of labour and capital in the two economies had been similar. We explore this issue and find a similar response of capital intensity to changes in the wage rate relative to the return on capital for the economies as a whole. However when we exclude the mining sector we find that the responsiveness in New Zealand is about one half that of Australia. Whether there are impediments or greater uncertainty in New Zealand that limit the ability of firms to respond to economic signals as much as their Australian counterparts remain as possible explanations requiring further investigation."—Publisher's website.
Subject  Capital Australia Econometric models.
Capital New Zealand Econometric models.
Labor productivity Australia Econometric models.
Labor productivity New Zealand Econometric models.
Title Carbon dioxide emissions reductions in New Zealand : a minimum disruption approach / John Creedy and Catherine Sleeman.

Author Creedy, John, 1949- author.


Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations

Series Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 04/25.

Summary "Reductions in carbon dioxide emissions can come from (among other things) changes to the structure of final demands, changes in the use of fossil fuels by industry, and changes to the structure of inter-industry transactions. This paper examines the nature of the least disruptive changes, that is the minimum changes to these three components which are consistent with specified overall reductions in carbon dioxide in New Zealand. In examining the minimum changes needed, constraints are imposed on the corresponding changes in GDP growth and aggregate employment."--Publisher's website.

Subject Carbon dioxide Environmental aspects New Zealand Econometric models.
Carbon dioxide Environmental aspects New Zealand Statistics.
Greenhouse gas mitigation Environmental aspects New Zealand.
Greenhouse gas mitigation New Zealand Econometric models.


Title Carbon taxation, prices and household welfare in New Zealand / John Creedy and Catherine Sleeman.

Author Creedy, John, 1949- author.


Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations

Series Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 04/23.

Summary "This paper examines the effects on consumer prices of a range of carbon taxes in New Zealand, using information about inter-industry transactions and the use of fossil fuels by industries. The resulting effects on the welfare of different household types and total expenditure levels are examined. The excess burdens of the carbon tax are computed for the different household types. Finally, overall measures of inequality are reported."--Publisher's website.

Subject Carbon taxes New Zealand Costs.
Carbon taxes New Zealand Econometric models.
Carbon taxes New Zealand Statistics.
Greenhouse gas mitigation New Zealand.
Households Economic aspects New Zealand.

ISBN 9780473403539 EPUB
9780473403546 MOBI
Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand : Paperback Writer's Publishing, [2017]
©2017
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Thrillers (Fiction). lcgft

Casiotunnellings / Audiophyla.
Author Audiophyla (Musician), composer, performer.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [Audiophyla], [2018]
Physical Details 1 online resource
Electronic Location https://audiophyla.bandcamp.com/album/casiotunnellings

Casper, the spirited Arabian / Kelly Wilson.
Author Wilson, Kelly, 1989- author.
ISBN 9780143772255 ebook
Projected Publication Date 1805
Physical Details 1 online resource
Summary "When Vicki hears about a difficult Arabian that no one wants, she will stop at nothing to save him. Years of misunderstanding have left Casper wayward and mistrustful, but Vicki senses a gentle soul beneath the pony's rough exterior. Vicki must learn the importance of patience and compromise to have any chance of winning over the high-strung gelding. Will Casper ever trust humans again? And will Vicki be able to uncover the potential she sees in the spirited Arabian?"--Publisher information.
Audience Primary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject Animals Fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Ponies Fiction.
Title  Celebrating 16 years of Quitline Me Mutu.
Author  Quit Group, author.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Quit Group], [2015?]
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Smoking cessation New Zealand.

Title  Central New Zealand earthquakes : some quick thoughts / ANZ Research ; contributors Cameron Bagrie (Chief Economist), Philip Borkin (Senior Economist).
Author  Bagrie, Cameron, author.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Canterbury Earthquake, N.Z., 2010 Economic aspects.
Earthquakes Economic aspects New Zealand.
New Zealand Economic conditions.
Electronic Location  https://www.anz.co.nz/resources/9/c/9cccffa3-9fb8-4a9b-8f2c-96a06192b2ec/ANZ-Earthquake-Comment-20161117.pdf?MOD=AJPERES

Title  Chalk pits & cherry stones : a childhood in Kent / by Jean Hendy-Harris.
Author  Hendy-Harris, Jean, 1940- author.
Publishing Details  [Auckland, New Zealand] : [Jean Hendy-Harris], [2013]
©2013
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Girls England Kent Biography.
Hendy-Harris, Jean, 1940- Childhood and youth.
Electronic Location  https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00P4S2GIM/
Changes in New Zealand's production structure : an input output analysis / Iris Claus.

Author: Claus, Iris, author.


Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series: Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 03/01.

Summary: "This paper investigates changes in the production structure of the New Zealand economy using input output data. The analysis is undertaken at the 25-industry level using inter industry transactions for 1971-72, 1977-78, 1981-82, 1986-87, 1990-91 and 1994-95. Changes in the composition of gross output and value added are examined. Backward and forward linkages, indices of industry interconnectedness, a value added production multiplier, a cumulated primary input coefficient for compensation of employees and a measure of import content of final demand output are calculated, taking into account both direct and indirect transactions. The results suggest that some industries have been subject to large structural change and that a shift in New Zealand's pattern of industrial activity has occurred. These changes will have affected the transmission and propagation of shocks in the economy."--Publisher's website.

Subject: Industrial productivity New Zealand Econometric models. 
Input-output analysis New Zealand Econometric models.
New Zealand Economic conditions 1984-


Title: Chart of Port Nicholson, New Zealand / surveyed by E.M. Chaffers.

Author: Wyld, James, 1812-1887.


Physical Details: 1 map

Subject: Digital maps. lcgft
Nautical charts lcgft

Title Christchurch area / drawn by the Department of Lands & Survey.
Author New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Publishing Details Wellington : [Department of Lands and Survey], 1970.
Physical Details 1 online resource
Series L & S 216.
Subject Canterbury (N.Z.) Maps.
Digital maps. lcgft
Topographic maps. lcgft
West Coast (N.Z.) Maps.

Title Christchurch international airport, New Zealand : aerodrome obstruction chart - ICAO : type A (operating limitations).
Author New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand : published by the Department of Lands & Survey for the Department of Civil Aviation, 1965.
Physical Details 1 map ; 26 x 71 cm.
Contents [Vertical chart]. Scale 1:1,584 -- [Horizontal chart]. Scale 1:15,840.
Series NZMS 218.
Subject Aeronautical charts. lcgft
Christchurch (N.Z.) Surveys Maps.
Digital maps. lcgft
Runways (Aeronautics) New Zealand Christchurch Maps.

Title Cigars of the pharaoh : for jazz quartet and orchestra / Lucien Johnson.
Author Johnson, Lucien, composer.
Publishing Details Wellington : SOUNZ, [2014]
©2014
Physical Details 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Jazz ensemble with orchestra.
Scores. lcgft
www.sounz.org.nz
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Climbing trees backwards / Richard Lyon.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Lyon, Richard (Of Hebden Bridge, England), author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780995102354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Coastal erosion.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Source</td>
<td>INFO 778a Ministry for the Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Beach erosion New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coast changes New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coastal zone management New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Coastal flooding due to storms.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Source</td>
<td>INFO 778b Ministry for the Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Coastal zone management New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Floods Risk assessment New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Storm surges New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  
Commercial law in New Zealand business / Philip Alexander-Crawford, Nigel Sutton, David Sutton, Dawn Duncan.

Author  
Alexander-Crawford, Philip, author.

ISBN  
0864729413 paperback
9780864729415 paperback

Publishing Details  
©2018

Physical Details  
x, 505 pages ; 25 cm

Subject  
Commercial law New Zealand.

OCLC Number  
1031083720

---

Title  
Communicating effectively in a job interview : a resource for newcomers to New Zealand / Nicky Riddiford.

Author  
Riddiford, Nicky, 1952- author.

ISBN  
9780473383541 PDF

Publishing Details  
Wellington : Language in the Workplace Project, School of Linguistics and Applied Language Studies, Victoria University of Wellington, [2017]
©2017

Physical Details  
1 online resource : colour illustrations

Summary  
"This resource is for migrants who have professional qualifications and experience gained overseas and whose language background is not English. The resource could also be useful for teachers and trainers who work in the area, and for employers of migrants. In this resource, the focus is on the challenging aspects of job interviews, rather than providing a step-by-step sequence of the whole interview process. In some parts, suggested answers to interview questions are provided as examples, but it is important to keep in mind that interviewers look for an applicant who can provide answers in their own words, rather than present memorised answers"--Introduction, Page 1.

Subject  
Employment interviewing New Zealand.
Immigrants Cultural assimilation New Zealand.

Electronic Location  
Title: Communication and dementia: advice for family & friends.
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Dementia Patients Care.

Title: Comparison of the fraction of mature black oreo between Area 1 and Area 2&3 (OEO 3A) / I. J. Doonan, P. J. McMillan, A. H. Hart.
Author: Doonan, I. J., author.
ISBN: 9781776652327
Physical Details: 1 online resource: colour illustrations
Subject: Black oreo Chatham Rise Statistics.
Fish stock assessment Chatham Rise.
http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA21305542460002836

Title: Competition policy in small distant open economies: some lessons from the economics literature / Lewis Evans and Patrick Hughes.
Author: Evans, Lewis T., author.
Physical Details: 1 online resource: colour illustrations
Series: Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury); 03/31.
Summary: "New Zealand is a small open economy that is remote from all major markets. The smallness and remoteness of New Zealand combine to imply that this country has, at least quantitatively, distinctive features for the regulation of economic activity by competition law. The isolation and small size of the economy mean that typically all but exporting firms are small as judged on a world scale, and that domestic markets are small and generally highly concentrated. This paper reviews the economic literature on the implications of an economy’s size and isolation for competition law."--Publisher's website.
Subject: Competition Government policy New Zealand.
Competition New Zealand.
New Zealand Economic policy.
Conserving biodiversity institutions, policies and incentives: final report / Carl Binning (CSIRO Wildlife and Ecology) sponsored by the New Zealand Treasury with co-funding from the Ministry for the Environment and Department of Conservation.


1 online resource

Summary
"Biological diversity, a term that encapsulates all of life - the diversity of plants and animals and the places they live, has changed the way we think about nature conservation. The conservation of biodiversity demands that we understand the role of natural systems and ecological processes in sustaining landscapes. Landscapes and the issues embedded within them vary enormously from the protection of remote wilderness areas to maintaining the productivity of agricultural regions and the quality of life within cities."--Publisher's website.

Biodiversity conservation

Electronic Location

Consultation document for proposed animal products notice: specifications for National Microbiological Database programme.

Wellington: Ministry for Primary Industries, 2017

1 online resource

Electronic Location


1 online resource:colour illustrations

Electronic Location
Title: Correctional alcohol and drug treatment: evidence brief.


Physical Details: 1 online resource

Subject: Criminals Services for New Zealand.
Criminals Substance use New Zealand.
Substance abuse Treatment New Zealand.


Title: Cost and benefits of Producer Board deregulation / Geoff Sinclair.

Author: Sinclair, Geoff, author.


Physical Details: 1 online resource: illustrations


Summary: "This paper considers evidence on whether deregulation of single-buyer Producer Boards is likely to yield net benefits to producers, relevant industries and the New Zealand economy. It assumes some familiarity with industry structures and the ongoing debate. The discussion focuses on the static and dynamic effects of the statutory single buyer powers of the Dairy, Apple & Pear and Kiwifruit Boards, and concludes that on balance, the benefits of deregulation are expected to significantly outweigh the risks posed."--Publisher's website.

Subject: Deregulation New Zealand.
New Zealand Economic conditions 1984-
Produce trade New Zealand.


Title: Coughing up for bovine Tb control: economic review of the proposed National Pest Management Strategy for bovine tuberculosis / prepared at NZIER by Peter Clough and Chris Nixon, and reviewed by Stephen Gale.

Author: Clough, Peter W. J., author.


Physical Details: 1 online resource: colour illustrations

Series: Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 00/24.

Summary: "This report is a commissioned review of the Animal Health Board's (AHB's) discussion paper Towards a Tb Free New Zealand."--Publisher's website.

Subject: Tuberculosis in cattle Economic aspects New Zealand.
Tuberculosis in cattle New Zealand Prevention.

https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA21299657540002836
Title: County of Westland N.Z. road / A. Koch, delt.

Author: Koch, A. (Augustus), 1834 or 1835-1901.

Publishing Details: [Wellington, N.Z. : Dept. of Lands and Survey, 1872]

Physical Details: <3> maps on <4> sheets

Contents: Hokitika to Kanieri -- Kanieri to Ross, sheets 1-3.

Subject: Digital maps. lcgft
Road maps lcgft
Roads New Zealand Westland County Maps.
Westland County (N.Z.) Maps.


Title: Creative worship. Volume 1 : songs, prayers & poems / Philip Garside.

ISBN: 9781927260791 PDF


Publishing Details: Wellington, New Zealand : Philip Garside Publishing Ltd, [2017]
©2017

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Contents: Songs. Psalm 63 -- Kindle a flame -- Christmas hallelujah -- Happy are we who have work to do -- Rise up -- Travellin' shoes / Traditional ; arrangement, Philip & Heather Garside -- Loving God of Aotearoa / music, Gustav Holst ; words, Philip Garside -- Introit - Praise the Lord / Heather & Philip Garside -- Love grow within us -- Dance with us -- Breath of the Spirit -- Poems. Christmas is ours again -- Healing of the nations -- Jesus is risen, the people rejoice -- Prayers. God is in the small things -- Call to worship.

Language: Staff notation; Chord symbols.

Subject: Contemporary Christian music New Zealand.
Scores. lcgft

Electronic Location: http://pgpl.co.nz/creative-worship-1-landing-page/

Title: Cricket Wanganui.

Publishing Details: [Wanganui] : [Wanganui Cricket]

Physical Details: Web site.

Frequency: Irregular

Subject: Cricket New Zealand Wanganui.
Cricket Wanganui.

Electronic Location: http://cricketwanganui.co.nz/
Title Crown financial asset management : objectives and practice / Arthur Grimes.
Author Grimes, A., author.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 01/12.
Summary "This paper analyses key issues that may be relevant to setting the Crown's overall objectives and practices for financial asset and liability management. It examines implications of the nature of the Crown's balance sheet for asset and liability management and investigates the appropriate approach of the Crown towards managing risk (concluding that a risk averse approach is warranted). The issue of centralisation versus decentralisation of Crown asset and liability management is analysed both from a portfolio management perspective and from an organisational design perspective. Insights from private sector financial conglomerates are also incorporated. The paper concludes that individual Crown financial entities should each continue to be responsible for setting their own strategic asset allocation, after taking into account the nature of their liabilities. A central Crown body should, however, monitor and aggregate information from each of these entities and be delegated the responsibility and power to manage risks to the overall Crown balance sheet."--Publisher's website.
Subject Debts, Public New Zealand Econometric models.
Infrastructure (Economics) New Zealand Management.
Risk management New Zealand.

Title Cusp of the Azoic / Audiophyla.
Author Audiophyla (Musician), composer, performer.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [Audiophyla], [2018]
Physical Details 1 online resource
Electronic Location https://audiophyla.bandcamp.com/album/cusp-of-the-azoic
Title  Dance to the Tamoure Tahiti.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : Viking, [1968?]
Physical Details  1 audio disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, stereo ; 12 in.
Contents  Side 1. Tamoure hivinau -- Manue -- Tamoure afetia -- Ute no. 1 -- Vaa -- Ote morea -- Side 2.
            Pada -- Mon cher ami -- Tiare motoi -- Teuiki -- Eone hoki -- Ute no. 2 -- Vini vini / Roche,
            Guibert.
Subject  Folk songs, Tahitian French Polynesia Tahiti (Island)
OCLC Number  34126994

Title  Danger Dweeb and the Turd of Hurtles / J.A. Folkers.
Author  Folkers, J. A. (Julie Anne), 1962- author.
ISBN  9781370725656 EPUB
Publishing Details  [Christchurch] : [ Ooky Spooky Publications], [2018]
©2017
Physical Details  1 online resource
Summary  "What's Santa given to Barnaby to give to the kids? The kids are going to have so much fun
            with them! Join the kids as they become test dummies for Santa's latest invention. Who's
            Danger Dweeb? Not to mention the Turd of Hurtles! Join the kids and enjoy their antics on
            their latest adventure"--Print back cover.
Audience  Primary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject  Adventure and adventurers Fiction.
          Inventions Fiction.
Electronic Location  http://www.juliefolkers.com/

Title  De Marisco : a family's journey through time / Margaret Nyhon.
Author  Nyhon, Margaret, 1946- author.
ISBN  9780473352318 print
          9780473352325 EPUB
          9780473352332 Kindle
©2016
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  De Marisco family.
          New Zealand Genealogy.
Title  Death and the atom bomb / by R.A. Gregory.
Author  Gregory, R. A. (Robin Alexander), author.
ISBN  9780473402754 epub
       9780473402761 mobi
       9780473402778 iBook
Publishing Details  [Hamilton] : [R.A. Gregory], [2017]
                   ©2017
Physical Details  1 online resource
Summary  Johnny, Eddie and their friends battle to save the world from the evil clutches of the mysterious and reclusive Malthus Devryn and his unpleasant henchman, Sneed.
Audience  Primary, intermediate National Library of New Zealand.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
          Death Fiction.
          Fantasy.
          Friendship Fiction.
                    http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA11292360870002836

Title  Deceived by faith / Jean Hendy-Harris.
Author  Hendy-Harris, Jean, 1940- author.
ISBN  9781301095117
Publishing Details  [Auckland, New Zealand] : [Jean Hendy-Harris], [2013]
                   ©2013
Physical Details  1 online resource
Summary  "Bernadette had tried for forty years to forget the wrongs done to her younger more naive self but when a chance encounter with the past emerges via the internet, the temptation for revenge becomes too great to resist. In the late 1960s the man Bernadette was obsessively in love with makes the suggestion that she murder their baby son when his abortion attempts fail to get rid of the child. Decades later impersonating Persephone Faith Callahan allows her to enter into email dialogue with her former lover seeking revenge and weaving an internet web of dishonesty and deceit. As their cyber space relationship develops the boundaries between fairy tale and reality become ever more blurred"--Distributor's website.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
          Thrillers (Fiction). lcgt
Electronic Location  https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/300309
Title Deer keeper / Geoffrey Waring.
Author Waring, Geoffrey, 1943- author.
ISBN 9781927215739 paperback 9781927215746 EPUB 9781927215753 MOBI corrected 9781927215739 invalid
Publishing Details Mount Maunganui South, Bay of Plenty, New Zealand Aotearoa : Oceanbooks, 2013. ©2013
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Historical fiction. lcgft New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

Title Demographic change and New Zealand's economic growth / John Bryant.
Author Bryant, John, 1969- author.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 03/04.
Summary "New Zealand has, by OECD standards, high birth rates. This has provided New Zealand with a relatively young population and continuing labour force growth. Both these features are, on many accounts, good for economic growth. Yet most discussions of New Zealand's economic performance and its prospects for moving up the OECD income distribution have paid little attention to demography."--Publisher's website.
Subject Age distribution (Demography) Economic aspects New Zealand Econometric models. Age distribution (Demography) Economic aspects OECD countries Econometric models. Economic development New Zealand Econometric models. New Zealand Economic conditions 1984-

Title Department of Internal Affairs performance improvement framework - progress report.
Author New Zealand. Department of Internal Affairs, author.
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject New Zealand. Department of Internal Affairs.
**Title** Deprivation in New Zealand: regional patterns and changes / David C. Mare, Peter Mawson & Jason Timmins.

**Author** Maré, David C., author.


**Physical Details** 1 online resource: colour illustrations

**Series** Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury); 01/09.

**Summary** "This paper presents an analysis of the distribution of socio-economic deprivation throughout New Zealand. The analysis focuses on the three census years 1986, 1991, and 1996. A summary deprivation measure is constructed which approximates NZDep96 using standard regression techniques. The paper extends a static analysis of deprivation by examining changes to the deprivation profile across time on a regional basis. Differences in the incidence of deprivation for different ethnic groups are emphasised. Māori and Pacific people are more likely to live in deprived meshblocks than their European counterparts. We also touch on the role isolation plays in determining the distribution of deprivation."--Publisher's website.

**Subject** Equality New Zealand Econometric models.
Maori (New Zealand people) Social conditions.
New Zealand Economic conditions 20th century.
New Zealand Social conditions 20th century.
Pacific Islanders Social conditions.
Regional disparities |z New Zealand Econometric models.
Social indicators New Zealand Econometric models.
Tuakoka. reo
Āhuatanga pāpori. reo


---

**Title** Determining the discount rate for Government projects / Louise Young.

**Author** Young, Louise, author.


**Physical Details** 1 online resource: illustrations

**Series** Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury); 02/21.

**Summary** "Discount rates are widely used in the public sector to assess policy proposals where costs and benefits accrue over long time periods. Socially optimal policy choices require an appropriate choice of discount rate. This paper assesses the applicability of the two key theoretical approaches to selecting discount rates in the public sector. The two key theoretical approaches considered are the social rate of time preference and the social opportunity cost. Estimation issues in determining the rate using these two approaches are reviewed. The social rate of time preference is considered to be the appropriate approach. When estimates of the social rate of time preference are unavailable or clearly unreliable and the Government is considering financing a project, the social opportunity cost should be used. The social opportunity cost can be used as a proxy for the social rate of time preference. The paper presents an example using the capital asset pricing model in a weighted average cost of capital formula to determine a social opportunity cost."--Publisher's website.

**Subject** Economic development projects New Zealand.
Public works New Zealand Econometric models.

Title  Devonport-Takapuna Local Board plan. Draft ... = Te mahere ā-rohe o Devonport-Takapuna. Te whakatauira ... : consultation document.

Author  Auckland (N.Z.). Council, author.

Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Auckland Council], [2011]-

Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Frequency  Triennial

Publication Numbering  Print began with 2011.

Subject  Auckland (N.Z.). Devonport-Takapuna Local Board Periodicals.

City planning New Zealand Auckland Periodicals.


Local government New Zealand Auckland Periodicals.


Title  Devudu thana lekhanamula dawara matladuchunnadu prabhuvu uukka website nundi / translated into Telugu by Bro. Vallury Abraham Lincoln.

Author  Eddy, Anthony A. (Anthony Alan), 1941- author.

ISBN  9780992254629 ebook

9780994110084 print


©2017

Physical Details  1 online resource

Subject  God (Christianity)

Private revelations.


Title  Dion Lunadon / by Dion Lunadon.

Author  Lunadon, Dion, 1976- composer, performer, recording engineer.

Publishing Details  [New York] : [Dion Lunadon], [2017]

Physical Details  1 online resource

Contents  Insurance, rent and taxes -- Reduction agent -- Fire -- Com/broke -- Hanging by a thread -- Move -- Eliminator -- Howl -- Ripper -- White fence -- No control.

Subject  Garage rock music New Zealand.

Garage rock music.

Garage rock music. lcgft

Electronic Location  https://dionlunadon.bandcamp.com/album/dion-lunadon

Title Discrete hours labour supply modelling: specification, estimation and simulation / John Creedy and Guyonne Kalb.

Author Creedy, John, 1949- author.


Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 03/20.

Summary "The assumption behind discrete hours labour supply modelling is that utility-maximising individuals choose from a relatively small number of hours levels, rather than being able to vary hours worked continuously. Such models are becoming widely used in view of their substantial advantages, compared with a continuous hours approach, when estimating and their role in tax policy microsimulation. This paper provides an introduction to the basic analytics of discrete hours labour supply modelling. Special attention is given to model specification, maximum likelihood estimation and microsimulation of tax reforms. The analysis is at each stage illustrated by the use of numerical examples."--Publisher's website.

Subject Labor supply New Zealand Econometric models.


Title Does benefit receipt affect future income? an econometric explanation / Dean Hyslop.

Author Hyslop, Dean Robert, 1962- author.


Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 00/14.

Summary "This paper provides an econometric analysis of the effects of receiving welfare benefits on individuals' future income, using longitudinal administrative data on individual incomes. After controlling for heterogeneous differences in individual incomes, spurious effects of contemporaneous benefit receipt and possible endogeneity with incomes, there is no systematic evidence of a positive or negative effect of benefit receipt on incomes. The results are generally imprecisely estimated and sensitive to the choice of specification. Also, a simple first-order specification with unobserved heterogeneity provides a reasonable characterisation of individual income dynamics, although formal statistical tests tend to reject this specification as being too parsimonious. "--Publisher's website.

Subject Income New Zealand Econometric models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Does consumer confidence forecast consumption expenditure in New Zealand? / Khoon Lek Goh.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Goh, Khoon Lek, 1973- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 03/22.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;This paper examines the ability of consumer confidence to forecast consumption expenditure in New Zealand. A two-step process commonly used by other researchers, which was developed by Carroll, Fuhrer and Wilcox (1994), was utilised. The two most widely followed and reported measures of consumer confidence in New Zealand – the One News Colmar Brunton Poll and the Westpac McDermott Miller Consumer Confidence Survey – were used. Lagged values of consumer confidence on its own were found to have some predictive ability for forecasting consumption growth. However, this predictive ability was greatly reduced when control variables – labour income, interest rates and stock prices – were introduced, suggesting that consumer confidence merely reflects current economic conditions. Because of this, consumer confidence provides little additional information above readily available economic and financial data for forecasting consumption. However, since confidence indexes are available in a timely manner compared to economic data, they still provide useful summary information for making assessments of current economic conditions.&quot;--Publisher's website.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Consumer confidence New Zealand Econometric models.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Consumption (Economics) New Zealand Forecasting.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Does crown financial portfolio composition matter? / Nick Davis.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Davis, Nick, 1975- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 01/34.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;This paper considers Crown financial portfolio composition from a welfare perspective. It argues that a broad definition of the Crown's portfolio is required for analysing the welfare implications of portfolio composition. In practice, this means incorporating the present discounted value of tax and expenditure flows as well as traditional measures of assets and liabilities. Financial portfolio composition affects welfare for a number of reasons: imperfect and incomplete markets; distortionary taxes; externalities; and agency problems. There is unlikely to be a single policy objective for choosing the preferred portfolio composition that integrates all of those factors. However, it is argued that the Crown should be risk averse and aim to eliminate all diversifiable risk in its portfolio. There is a reasonable case for adopting a low-risk Crown portfolio. Importantly, that does not necessarily require a low-volatility financial portfolio.&quot;--Publisher's website.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Finance, Public New Zealand Econometric models.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portfolio management New Zealand Econometric models.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Welfare economics.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Easier / by Albion Place.
Author  Albion Place (Musical group), composer, performer.
Publishing Details  [Dunedin, New Zealand] : [Albion Place], [2017]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Electronic Location  https://albionplace.bandcamp.com/track/easier

Title  Eat less, live long : get healthy, lose weight and prevent disease with regular intelligent fasting / Jason Shon Bennett.
Author  Bennett, Jason Shon, author.
ISBN  9780473267957 print
         9780473267964 EPUB
   ©2014
Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations
Subject  Diet.
   Fasting.
   Weight loss Popular works.
OCLC Number  946738655

Title  Economic explanations of earnings distribution trends in the international literature and application to New Zealand / Jeff Borland (University of Melbourne).
Author  Borland, Jeff, author.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Series  Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 00/16.
Summary  "This report, commissioned by the Treasury, reviews the international and New Zealand evidence on trends in the distribution of earnings over the past 20 years. It assesses the international evidence on the strength of the various explanations for changes in the earnings distribution. It concludes with suggestions on how the trends in the earnings distribution in New Zealand might be further analysed."--Publisher's website.
Subject  Income distribution New Zealand Econometric models.
   Wages New Zealand.
Title Economic geography : key concepts / Sarah Box.
Author Box, Sarah (Economist), author.
Physical Details 1 online resource
Series Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 00/12.
Summary "Economic geography can help us understand why people and firms choose to locate where they do, whether these are good choices from a broader efficiency/resource allocation viewpoint, and what the implications of these choices are for the distribution of income and wealth."--Publisher's website.
Subject Economic development New Zealand.
New Zealand Economic conditions.
Space in economics.

Title Economic integration and monetary union / Andrew Coleman.
Author Coleman, Andrew M. G. (Andrew Michael Guy), 1964- author.
Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations
Series Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 99/06.
Summary "Recent research shows that trade of goods and financial products is much greater within countries than it is between countries, even allowing for factors such as transports costs. This lack of economic integration is likely to be costly for small nations, as internal trade is much less diverse than internal trade in large nations. European countries have long argued that the adoption of a single currency is a primary means to enhance economic and social integration, and with the adoption of the euro most European countries have given up monetary independence in order to gain these benefits. This paper examines the modern literature analysing the costs and benefits of forming a monetary union. It contends that New Zealand should reassess the merits of these arguments, although it does not perform a cost benefit analysis for New Zealand, or even recommend whose currency should be preferred. It appears that the benefits of monetary independence are lower than previously thought. This is because most countries have attained low inflation, and because of new evidence that the volatility of exchange rates inherent with monetary independence may be the cause of economic shocks rather than the means of adjusting to economic shocks."--Publisher's website.
Subject International economic integration
Monetary unions
Monetary unions New Zealand.
Title Economic integration, sovereignty and identity : New Zealand in the global economy / Megan Claridge and Sarah Box.

Author Claridge, Megan, author.


Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations

Series Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 00/22.

Summary "Markets are becoming more integrated. Whilst governments have limited influence over this process, they can hasten or hinder the pace of integration and will need to respond to the implications of integration. This paper provides a framework for thinking about the benefits and costs of market integration. It analyses how cross border flows of goods, services, capital and labour affect the living standards of New Zealanders in terms of both productivity and incomes as well as other, broader, aspects of living standards. Particular attention is paid to the areas of spatial economic analysis and national sovereignty and identity."--Publisher's website.

Subject Globalization New Zealand.
International economic integration.
International trade.
New Zealand Economic conditions.
Sovereignty.


Title Eight ten to Charing Cross : delusions and daydreams of a 1950s teenager / by Jean Hendy-Harris.

Author Hendy-Harris, Jean, 1940- author.


Physical Details 1 online resource

Subject Hendy-Harris, Jean, 1940- Childhood and youth.
Teenage girls England London Biography.
Typists England London Biography.

Electronic Location https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00P4M66OS/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Elam artists.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Auckland] : [University of Auckland, Faculty of Creative Arts and Industries Student Centre]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>Web site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Art New Zealand Auckland 21st century</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Art students New Zealand Auckland.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elam School of Fine Arts Students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://elamartists.ac.nz/">https://elamartists.ac.nz/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Elena Casolari on impact investing in Africa and India.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Casolari, Elena, interviewee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Rolleston] : [Steven Moe], 2017.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Growing up in Italy, working as a researcher of economic models at the Hitotsubashi University in Tokyo, joining the finance world as an investment banker before co-founding OPES Impact Fund which focuses on investing in early stage social enterprises in Africa and India.&quot;--Publisher's website.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Angels (Investors).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Casolari, Elena Interviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Podcasts. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social entrepreneurship Africa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social entrepreneurship Asia.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Emeline Paat-Dahlstrom on space.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Paat-Dahlstrom, Emeline, interviewee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Rolleston] : [Steven Moe], 2017.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Growing up in the Philippines with dreams of Space and interplanetary travel, how a scholarship to the International Space University in France has led to a unique career as an international space consultant, co-authoring &quot;Realizing Tomorrow: The Path to Private Spaceflight&quot;, working as Chief Impact Officer at Singularity University and the study of how to leverage exponential technologies for global impact, becoming one of the first recipients of the Edmund Hillary Fellowship and how that has enabled the newly created SpaceBase team to start leading the push for the democratisation of access to Space, from New Zealand.&quot;--Publisher's website.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Paat-Dahlstrom, Emeline Interviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Podcasts. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Space industrialization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technological innovations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="http://seeds.libsyn.com/emeline-patt-dahlstrom-on-space">http://seeds.libsyn.com/emeline-patt-dahlstrom-on-space</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Emergency telephone call services and the February 2011 Christchurch earthquake: a review for the Ministry of Economic Development / Tony Fenwick.

Author  Fenwick, A. C., author.

Edition  Public version.


Physical Details  1 online resource: colour illustrations

Subject  Assistance in emergencies New Zealand.
Telephone New Zealand Emergency reporting systems Evaluation.


Title  Enclosures 2011-2016 / Omit.

Author  Omit (Musician), composer, performer.


Physical Details  5 CDs: digital; 12 cm


Subject  Avant-garde (Music) New Zealand.
Electronic music New Zealand.
Minimal music New Zealand.

Title  Encouraging fund choice in Kiwisaver.


Physical Details  1 online resource: colour illustrations

Summary  This report is for Kiwisaver providers and for providers of any Managed Investment Scheme. It will also be of interest to behavioural insight researchers.

Subject  Investments New Zealand.
KiwiSaver (Plan)
Pension trusts New Zealand.

Title  Energy research strategy for New Zealand : the key issues.
©2017
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Energy development Research New Zealand.
Power resources Research New Zealand.

Title  Establishing the government inquiry into mental health and addiction / Office of the Minister of Health, Office of the Minister of Internal Affairs.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Department of Internal Affairs], 2018
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Addicts Government policy New Zealand.
Addicts New Zealand.
Mental health New Zealand.
Mental health policy New Zealand.

Title  Estimating growth in paua / R. Naylor, D. Fu.
Author  Naylor, Reyn, author.
ISBN  9781776652082
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  New Zealand Fisheries assessment report ; 2016/14.
Subject  Abalone populations New Zealand Statistics.
Fish stock assessment New Zealand Statistics.
Paua New Zealand Growth Measurement.
Title: Evolocity.
Publishing Details: Auckland : Evolocity
Physical Details: Web site.
Frequency: Irregular
Subject: Bicycles and bicycling New Zealand.
        Electric vehicles New Zealand Design and construction.
        Evolocity (Organisation)
Electronic Location: https://evolocity.co.nz/

Title: Exercises following axillary dissection for melanoma.
Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations
Subject: Melanoma Exercise therapy.

Title: Expanse / Reuben Jelleyman.
Author: Jelleyman, Reuben, composer.
Publishing Details: Wellington : SOUNZ, 2014
©2014
Physical Details: 1 score (29 pages) ; 30 cm
        Language: Staff notation.
        Subject: Songs (Medium voice) with instrumental ensemble Scores.

Title: Extension cord symphony 9 / Dead Air Fresheners.
Author: Dead Air Fresheners (Musical group), composer, performer.
Physical Details: 1 online resource
        Contents: Extension cord symphony 9 -- The eternal countdown.
Title  Eyes through kaleidoscope / Andy Crowe.
Author  Crowe, Andy (Musician), composer, performer.
Publishing Details  [Wanaka, New Zealand] : [Andy Crowe], [2007]
Physical Details  1 CD ; digital ; 12 cm
Subject  Folk music New Zealand.

Title  Faith of our fathers / Patrick O'Hagan.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Viking], [2017]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Contents  Faith of our fathers -- Hail Queen of Heaven -- Sweet sacrament divine -- Soul of my Saviour -- Jesus my Lord, my God, my all -- Holy God we praise Thy name -- Panis angelicus -- I'll sing a hymn to Mary -- To Jesus heart all burning -- O salutaris hostia -- Lourdes -- Hail glorious St. Patrick -- Panis angelicus.
Subject  Hymns, English.
          Sacred songs (High voice) with organ.
Electronic Location  https://vikingsevenseas.co.nz/

Title  Faraway places - Rarotonga.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : Viking, [197-?]
Physical Details  1 audio disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm ; 12 in.
Contents  Side 1. Chululu (Takai Ngatipa and Peni Jean, ukuleles) -- Tamure - hip hula (Takai Ngatipa, vocal, and Peni Jean, ukulele) -- Ori ori tau tino narunga te moana -- Moana uri uri -- Hula (Betela Dance Team) -- Old Macdonald had a farm (Matautu Village Group) -- Tinirau ariki -- Side 2. Aitutaki (Aitutaki Island Band) -- Moana tei rotopu (Aitutaki Island Band) -- Hula (Betela Dance Team) -- Torea (Takai Ngatipa, vocal, and Peni Jean, ukulele) -- Te moana -- Puti puti (Betela Dance Team) -- You're my red rose (Takai Ngatipa, vocal, and Peni Jean, ukulele).
Subject  Folk songs, Rarotongan Cook Islands Rarotonga.
OCLC Number  34100869
Title  Fatal Police shooting of Savey Suos in Whanganui.
Author  New Zealand. Independent Police Conduct Authority, author.
Publishing Details  Wellington : Independent Police Conduct Authority, [2017]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Police shootings New Zealand Wanganui.
Suos, Savey, -2017 Death and burial.
Electronic Location  https://most0010142.expert.services/includes/download.ashx?ID=150082

Title  Fatal shooting of Christopher Brown in Porirua.
Author  New Zealand. Independent Police Conduct Authority, author.
Publishing Details  Wellington : IPCA Independent Police Conduct Authority, [2018]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Brown, Christopher, 1973 or 1974-2017 Death and burial.
Police shootings New Zealand Porirua.

Title  Fault lines : human rights in New Zealand / Judy McGregor, Sylvia Bell and Margaret Wilson.
Author  McGregor, Judy, 1948- author.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [AUT University], [2015]
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Civil society New Zealand.
Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989 November 20)
Cultural policy.
Economic policy.
Human rights New Zealand.
Human rights.
International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (1965
December 21)
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (1966 December 16)
International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights (1966 December 16)
Social rights New Zealand.
Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
OCLC Number  911182056
Title  Feel like making love ; Love's so deceiving / Kim Hart.


©1981

Physical Details  1 audio disc : analog, 45 rpm, stereo ; 18 cm


Title  Feelings EP / Maxx Mortimer.

Author  Mortimer, Maxx, composer, performer.


Physical Details  1 online resource


Electronic Location  http://www.junodownload.com/products/maxx-mortimer-feelings/3044185-02/

Title  Felicity's story : caring for older adults.

Publishing Details  Auckland : Waitemata District Health Board, [2016]

Physical Details  1 online resource (1 streaming video file ; approximately 7 min.) sound, colour

Subject  Filmed interviews. lcgt
Hospital care New Zealand Auckland.
Internet videos. lcgt
Nonfiction films. lcgt
Older people New Zealand Auckland.
Short films. lcgt
Terminally ill New Zealand Auckland.


Title  Fiji Islands.

Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.

Edition  Edition 1

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Published by the Department of Lands and Survey, [1980]

Physical Details  1 online resource : colour

Series  NZMS 242.

Subject  Digital maps. lcgt
Fiji Maps.
Topographic maps lcgt

Title: Fijian songs and hymns [sound recording].
Author: Queen Victoria School (Matavatucou, Fiji). Choir. prf
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : Viking, [196-?]
Physical Details: 1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, stereo. ; 12 in.
Subject: Hymns, Fijian Fiji.
Songs, Fijian Fiji.
OCLC Number: 13547782

Title: Fionn : the adversary / Brian O'Sullivan.
Author: O'Sullivan, Brian, 1965- author.
ISBN: 97809994146823
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Fantasy fiction. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

Title: Fishery characterisation and standardised CPUE analyses for silver warehou (Seriolella punctata) in SWA 1, 3 and 4, 1997–98 to 2010–11 / V. McGregor.
Author: McGregor, V., author.
ISBN: 9781776651764 online
Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Subject: Fish stock assessment New Zealand.
Fisheries Catch effort New Zealand.
Seriolella porosa New Zealand Statistics.
Title  Fleeing driver incident in Auckland.
Author  New Zealand. Independent Police Conduct Authority, author.
Publishing Details  Wellington : IPCA, Independent Police Conduct Authority, [2018]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Police pursuit driving New Zealand Auckland.
Electronic Location  https://www.ipca.govt.nz/includes/download.ashx?id=150360

Title  Fluid management in chronic kidney disease.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Kidneys Diseases Nutritional aspects.

Title  Folk music at the Tennessee Jugge Dunedin : artists from the 12th Fret Folk Club recorded live.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Viking Seven Seas], [2017]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Folk music New Zealand.
Folk music.
Live sound recordings. lcgft
Electronic Location  https://vikingsevenseas.co.nz/

Title  Follow up review of the Crown Law Office (Crown Law) / State Services Commission, the Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.
ISBN  9780478409505 internet
©2013
Physical Details  1 online resource
Electronic Location  http://www.crownlaw.govt.nz/publications/reports/

Follow-up review of Department of Corrections / State Services Commission, the Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.

ISBN 9780478409826 internet

©2014

Physical Details 1 online resource

Subject New Zealand. Department of Corrections Evaluation.


Follow-up review of Department of Internal Affairs / State Services Commission, the Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.

ISBN 9780478409833 internet

©2014

Physical Details 1 online resource

Subject New Zealand. Department of Internal Affairs Evaluation.


Follow-up review of Inland Revenue Department / State Services Commission, the Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.

ISBN 9780478409673 internet

©2013

Physical Details 1 online resource

Subject New Zealand. Inland Revenue

Electronic Location http://www.ssc.govt.nz/pif-reports-announcements
Follow-up review of Ministry of Women’s Affairs / State Services Commission, the Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.

ISBN 9780478409642 internet

Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand : State Services Commission : The Treasury : Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, 2013. ©2013

Physical Details 1 online resource

Subject New Zealand. Ministry for Women’s Affairs Evaluation.


Follow-up review of New Zealand Police / State Services Commission, the Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.

ISBN 9780478409154


Physical Details 1 online resource

Subject New Zealand Police Evaluation.


Follow-up review of New Zealand Trade and Enterprise (NZTE) / State Services Commission, the Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.

ISBN 9780478409598 internet

Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand : State Services Commission : The Treasury : Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, 2013. ©2013

Physical Details 1 online resource

Subject New Zealand Trade & Enterprise Evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Publishing Details</th>
<th>Physical Details</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Electronic Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Title  Follow-up review of the Ministry of Education / State Services Commission, the Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.
ISBN  9780478409543 internet
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : State Services Commission : The Treasury : Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, 2013. ©2013
Physical Details  1 online resource

Title  Follow-up review of the Ministry of Justice / State Services Commission, the Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.
ISBN  9780478434156 internet
Physical Details  1 online resource
Electronic Location  http://www.ssc.govt.nz/pif-reports-announcements

Title  Follow-up review of the Ministry of Social Development / State Services Commission, the Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.
ISBN  9780478409550 internet
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : State Services Commission : The Treasury : Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, 2013. ©2013
Physical Details  1 online resource
Title: Follow-up review of the Ministry of Transport / State Services Commission, the Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.

ISBN: 9780478434194 internet

©2014

Physical Details: 1 online resource


Title: Follow-up review of the New Zealand Customs Service / State Services Commission, the Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.

ISBN: 9780478434149 internet

©2014

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Subject: New Zealand Customs Evaluation.


Title: For those in love. No. 3 / Ronnie Hilton.


Physical Details: 1 audio disc : analog, 45 rpm, mono ; 18 cm

Contents: Around the world (in the film Around the world in 80 days)-- I'd give you the world (in the film Amore) -- The miracle of love (in the film Miracle in Soho) -- Wonderful! wonderfull.

Title  Formal review of Manatū Hauora, the Ministry of Health (the Ministry) / State Services Commission, the Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.
ISBN  9780478361865 internet
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  New Zealand. Ministry of Health Evaluation.
Electronic Location  http://www.ssc.govt.nz/pif-reports-announcements

Title  Formal review of Manatū Mō te Taiao Ministry for the Environment (MfE) / State Services Commission, the Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.
ISBN  9780478409147 internet
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Electronic Location  http://www.ssc.govt.nz/pif-reports-announcements

Title  Formal review of Ministry for Primary Industries (the ministry) / State Services Commission, the Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.
ISBN  9780478409482 internet
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : State Services Commission : The Treasury : Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, 2013. ©2013
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  New Zealand. Ministry for Primary Industries Evaluation.
Electronic Location  http://www.ssc.govt.nz/pif-reports-announcements
Title  Formal review of the Ministry of Economic Development (MED) / State Services Commission, the Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.
ISBN  9780478361674 internet
©2012
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Electronic Location  http://www.ssc.govt.nz/pif-reports-announcements


Title  Formal review of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs & Trade (MFAT) / State Services Commission, the Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.
ISBN  9780478361186 internet
©2010
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  New Zealand. Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade Evaluation.
Electronic Location  http://www.ssc.govt.nz/pif-reports-announcements


Title  Formal review of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs & Trade (MFAT) : action plan.
Author  New Zealand. Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade, author.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  New Zealand. Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade Evaluation.
Electronic Location  http://www.ssc.govt.nz/pif-reports-announcements

Title  Formal review of the Ministry of Justice (MoJ) / State Services Commission, the Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.

ISBN  9780478361735 internet

©2012

Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations


Electronic Location  http://www.ssc.govt.nz/pif-reports-announcements

Title  Formal review of the Ministry of Pacific Island Affairs (MPIA) / State Services Commission, the Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.

ISBN  9780478361612 internet

©2011

Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  New Zealand. Ministry of Pacific Island Affairs Evaluation.

Electronic Location  http://www.ssc.govt.nz/pif-reports-announcements

Title  Formal review of the Ministry of Social Development (MSD) / State Services Commission, the Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.

ISBN  9780478361490 internet

©2011

Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations


Electronic Location  http://www.ssc.govt.nz/pif-reports-announcements
Title  Formal review of the Ministry of Women’s Affairs (MWA) / State Services Commission, the Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.
ISBN  9780478361605 internet
©2011
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  New Zealand. Ministry of Women’s Affairs Evaluation.
Electronic Location  http://www.ssc.govt.nz/pif-reports-announcements

Title  Formal review of the New Zealand Customs Service (Customs) / State Services Commission, the Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.
ISBN  9780478361834 internet
©2012
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Electronic Location  http://www.ssc.govt.nz/pif-reports-announcements

Title  Formal review of the New Zealand Police (Police) / State Services Commission, the Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.
ISBN  9780478361803 internet
©2012
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  New Zealand Police Evaluation.
Electronic Location  http://www.ssc.govt.nz/pif-reports-announcements
Title  Formal review of the Treasury / State Services Commission, the Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.
ISBN  9780473631513 internet
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  New Zealand. Treasury Evaluation.
Electronic Location  http://www.ssc.govt.nz/pif-reports-announcements

Title  Fortissima / Sara Kingsley.
Author  Kingsley, Sara, 1975- author.
ISBN  9780473400897 paperback
9780473400903 epub
9780473400910 mobi
9780473400927 iBook
Publishing Details  Mana, Porirua, New Zealand : Blue Fern Books, [2017] ©2017
Physical Details  1 online resource
Summary  "In Raven Araroa’s kingdom, firstborn royal daughters were destined to rule, the Woman Kings of Nadir. A thousand years before she was born, a malevolent regime decreed there would be no more Woman Kings, by ordering firstborn daughters to immediately be put to death. But one of the daughters has survived. Born to the Queen in secret, Raven has been raised in a treevillage far from the royal palace. She is sixteen when her existence is discovered by the King. Pursued by the King’s Hunters, and knowing she’ll be killed if she’s caught, Raven must flee. With two friends, she sets off, bound for the safety of a neighboring island nation. Along the way, she meets a charming stranger who will put her sense of trust to the test"--Provided by publisher.
Audience  Secondary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject  Coming of age Fiction.
Fantasy.
Kings Fiction.
Women Fiction.
Young adult fiction.
Electronic Location  https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07582HGNN/
Title Gems for your journey.
Author Renouf, Linda, author.
ISBN 9780473379599 print
9780473379612 EPUB
9780473379629 Kindle
9780473379636 PDF
9780473379643 iBook
Publishing Details Lower Hutt, New Zealand : [Linda Renouf], [2016]
©2016
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Christian life.
God (Christianity)
Renouf, Linda.
Electronic Location https://www.amazon.com.au/dp/B01N0YGGPV

Title Generating random transects in PAU 5D using the NIWA survey design tool / B.A.Wood, M. Hugentobler, J.R. Naylor.
Author Wood, B. A. (Brent A.), 1958- author.
ISBN 9781776652143 online
Publishing Details Wellington: Ministry for Primary Industries, Manatū Ahu Matua, 2016.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series New Zealand Fisheries assessment report ; 2016/16.
Subject Abalone populations New Zealand Otago Statistical methods.
Abalone populations New Zealand Southland Statistical methods.
Fish stock assessment New Zealand Otago Methodology
Fish stock assessment New Zealand Southland Methodology.

Title Getting it right : the children's convention in Aotearoa / Office of the Children's Commissioner.
ISBN 9780473419523 PDF
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Contents Getting it right : the Children's Convention in Aotearoa -- Commentary on the Children's Convention / Judge Andrew Becroft, Children's Commissioner -- A new chapter for children's rights in New Zealand?
Subject Child welfare Government policy New Zealand.
Children's rights New Zealand.
Title  Glory days & other stories / John Mack.
Author  Mack, John, 1948- author.
ISBN  9780473418885 print
       9780473418892 MOBI
                   ©2017
Physical Details  1 online resource
Contents  Glory days -- Moving on -- Three bros -- Pongaroa passing -- A town like Taumaranui -- People, actually -- Easy money -- Long and short -- Chronicle of a hitman -- Revenge for Mrs Arkwright -- Mike Dunn, sleuth (novella) -- War bride (novella).
Subject  Short stories, New Zealand. local Nz

Title  God so loved the world / the Centenary Methodist Choir of Suva, Fiji.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : Viking, [196-?]
Physical Details  1 audio disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, stereo ; 30 cm
Contents  Side 1. Reki na yaloqo (Who is on the Lord's side) -- Vei Jiova (Oh Thou God of my salvation) -- Keitou toro yani (Now the day is over) -- Na i yali ga -- Dou kaila ga -- Jisu -- God so loved the world -- Side 2. Me'u rere li (When I survey the wondrous cross) -- Era sa soko (Fierce raged the tempest) -- Dou yalo dou (Anthem) -- Jiova jaire -- Mo ni bau loloma -- Sa domoni -- I Jisu.
Series  Bula Fijian series.
Subject  Choruses, Sacred (Mixed voices)
         Hymns, Fijian Fiji.

Title  Gold Coast 2018.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : NZME, [2018]
Physical Details  Web site.
Frequency  Irregular
Subject  Athletes Australia Gold Coast (Qld.)
         Athletes New Zealand.
         Commonwealth Games (21st : 2018 : Gold Coast, Australia)

National Library of New Zealand  274  Te Puna Matauranga o Aotearoa
Title  Guidance for the preparation of a separation plan for BS11, outsourcing policy / Reserve Bank.
Author  Reserve Bank of New Zealand, author.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Banks and banking Finance Government policy New Zealand.
Reserve Bank of New Zealand. BS11, outsourcing policy.

Title  Guide to hazardous paint management. Part 2, Lead paint in residential, public and commercial buildings.
Author  Standards Australia (Organization), author.
ISBN  9781776732494 print PDF
9781776732500 PDF
©2017
Physical Details  1 online resource
Electronic Location  http://www.standards.co.nz/

Title  Gumshoe EP / Concord Dawn.
Author  Concord Dawn (Musician), composer, performer.
Publishing Details  [Austria?] : [Uprising Records], [2015]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Electronic Location  http://www.junodownload.com/products/concord-dawn-gumshoe-ep/2745261-02/

National Library of New Zealand  277  Te Puna Mātauranga o Aotearoa
Title: Hammer 'n' Nails / illustrations: David Fletcher.
ISBN: 9781927258989 pbk
9781927258996 EPUB
Publishing Details: Porirua, New Zealand: BRANZ, [2017]
©2017
Physical Details: 1 online resource: colour illustrations
Subject: Construction industry New Zealand Comic books, strips, etc.
Electronic Location: https://www.branz.co.nz/cms_show_download.php?id=a62268d81dc5982ffee5cab5f0c50dd260a0688b

Title: Handbook of pests and diseases for New Zealand potato growers.
9780473404642 PDF
Publishing Details: Wellington: Potatoes New Zealand Inc., [2017]
©2017
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Potatoes Diseases and pests New Zealand Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Title: Handshake 3: handshakeproject.com
Publishing Details: [Auckland]: [Handshake]
Physical Details: Web site.
Frequency: Irregular
Subject: Handshake (Project) Blogs.
Handshake (Project).
Jewelers New Zealand Exhibitions.
Jewelry New Zealand Exhibitions.
Jewelry making Congresses.
Electronic Location: https://handshake3.com/
Title Helioshiva / You Barbarians.
Author Currie, Dave W., author.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [You Barbarians], [2015]
Physical Details 1 online resource
Electronic Location https://store.cdbaby.com/cd/youbarbarians3

Title Here to where? : Whangarei.
Author Whangarei District (N.Z.). District Council, author.
Publishing Details Whangarei District (N.Z.). District Council
Physical Details Web site.
Frequency Irregular
Subject Government Web sites New Zealand Whangarei District.
Whangarei District (N.Z.) Appropriations and expenditures.
Electronic Location http://heretowhere.co.nz/

Title Here we go / Albion Place.
Author Albion Place (Musical group), composer, performer.
Publishing Details Dunedin, New Zealand] : [Albion Place], [2017]
Physical Details 1 online resource
Contents 1. Here we go again -- 2. I will not forget -- 3. Stormy days -- 4. Don't let me go.
Electronic Location https://albionplace.bandcamp.com/album/here-we-go

Title High office whispers : a satire in three acts / Mario Dhingsa.
Author Dhingsa, Mario, 1979- author.
ISBN 9780473423155 MOBI
Publishing Details Wellington?] : [Mario Dhingsa], [2017]
©2017
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject New Zealand drama 21st century. local Nz
Electronic Location http://www.amazon.com/dp/B078H48FN1
http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA21299070120002836
Title  Hot flush / Rosy Fenwicke.
Author  Fenwicke, Rosy, author.
ISBN  9780473389567 EPUB
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : Wonderful World Ltd, [2017]
              ©2017
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

Title  How fear dies : the definitive guide to eliminating fear / Glenn Pennycook.
Author  Pennycook, Glenn, 1975- author.
ISBN  9780473373832 EPUB
              9780473373849 Kindle
              9780473373856 PDF
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Glenn Pennycook], [2016]
              ©2016
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Fear.

Title  Hymns in Māori. Vol. 1 / Putiki Youth Choir, conducted by the Rev. K.M. Ihaka.
Author  Putiki Youth Choir.
Publishing Details  Wellington, N.Z. : His Master's Voice, [195?]
Physical Details  1 audio disc : 33 1/3 rpm ; 10 in.
Contents  Side 1. Aio ana (Peace, perfect peace) -- Kia tata tonu koe (Nearer my God to thee) -- E kino koe te ingoa nei (St. Peter, 176) -- He aroha nou, e ihu (Dretzel, 25) -- Side 2. Tenei ra matou e te atua (Yielded Lord to thee) -- E te atua, kua ruia nei (St. Magnus, 301) -- Tino wha tekau nga ra (Heinlein, 400) -- Kua ae ahau e ihu (O sacred head surrounded).
Subject  Choruses, Sacred, Unaccompanied.
              Hīmene. reo
              Waiata tira. reo
OCLC Number  429703202
Title  I am an artist / Z.R. Southcombe in collaboration with Anna Simpson, Jane Thorne, Andrew Black, Catherine Warren & Megan Murphy.
ISBN  9780473376482 Paperback
       9780473376499 EPUB
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [ZR Southcombe], [2016]
       ©2016
Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Audience  Primary, intermediate, junior secondary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject  Art Technique Juvenile literature.
Electronic Location  https://www.amazon.com/dp/B01N5F415C

Title  I stole my children : a story of emotional survival / by June Allen.
Author  Allen, June, 1937- author.
ISBN  9780473426514 MOBI
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Kwizzel Publishing, [2017]
       ©2017
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Allen, June, 1937-
       Allen, June, 1937- Family.
       Women New Zealand Biography.
Electronic Location  http://www.amazon.com/dp/B075WSN8JQ

Title  I will not be broken : EP / Albi & The Wolves.
Publishing Details  [Auckland, New Zealand] : [Albi & The Wolves], [2015]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Contents  1. I will not be broken -- 2. Fall with you -- 3. Settle down -- 4. Another brick in the wall.
Electronic Location  https://albiandthewolves.bandcamp.com/album/i-will-not-be-broken
       http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA21293273350002836
Title Ice hunters : a Captain Arlot Stoddard adventure / Sean Monaghan.
Author Monaghan, Sean, 1964- author.
ISBN 9781370503919 internet
©2017
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz Science fiction. lcgft
Electronic Location https://seanmonaghan.com/

Title If this is how you feel / by Albion Place.
Author Albion Place (Musical group), composer, performer.
Publishing Details [Dunedin, New Zealand] : [Albion Place], [2017]
Physical Details 1 online resource
Electronic Location https://albionplace.bandcamp.com/track/if-this-is-how-you-feel

Title Iliad : a picture book for adults / illustrated by Brian Dawkins.
Author Dawkins, Brian, artist.
ISBN 9780473433895 Kindle part one
9780473436360 Kindle part two
Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand : HekeHousePress, 2018
Projected Publication Date 1804
Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations
Contents Part one : 85 illustrations of the first three books of Homer's Iliad -- Part two : 136 illustrations of books four to six of Homer's Iliad.
Summary Contains the illustrations from the author's translation of the books of Homer's Iliad.
Subject Dawkins, Brian. Homer. Iliad Illustrations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Information for patients and families : what you need to know.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : illustrations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Subject | Cerebrovascular disease Patients Rehabilitation.  
Cerebrovascular disease Patients. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Infrastructure as a service : are the benefits being achieved?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. Office of the Auditor-General, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780478442830 print</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>Parliamentary papers presented to the House of Representatives of New Zealand ; B.29(18a)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Subject | Information technology Economic aspects New Zealand.  
Information technology Government policy New Zealand.  
Infrastructure (Economics) New Zealand. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Infrastructure provision study for future urban areas 2017-2027.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Auckland (N.Z.). Council, author.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| ISBN | 9781988529028 pbk  
9781988529035 PDF |
| Edition | 1.0 Draft for discussion. |
| Physical Details | 1 online resource : colour illustrations |
| Subject | Infrastructure (Economics) New Zealand Auckland.  
Regional planning New Zealand Auckland. |
Title  Installation of a dryland rainfall recharge lysimeter monitoring site at Ashcott Road, Ruataniwha Plains, Hawke's Bay / A. Lovett.
Author  Lovett, A. (Abigail), author.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Groundwater recharge New Zealand Hawke's Bay.
          Rain and rainfall New Zealand Hawke's Bay.

Title  Installation of rainfall recharge monitoring sites : Bridge Pa, Maraekakaho and Fernhill, Heretaunga Plains, Hawke's Bay / A. Lovett, S. Cameron.
Author  Lovett, A. (Abigail), author.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Groundwater recharge New Zealand Hawke's Bay.
          Rain and rainfall New Zealand Hawke's Bay.

Title  International Symposium, Active Living and Environment : towards a healthier and more sustainable future, 28-30 August 2017, University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand : symposium proceedings / editors, Sandra Mandic, Christina Ergler and Antoni Moore.
ISBN  9780473409968 PDF
Publishing Details  Dunedin : School of Physical Education, University of Otago, 2017.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Exercise Congresses.
          Health Congresses.
          Physical fitness Congresses.
Title  International scientific and technological co-operation : Central and South America / Department of Scientific and Industrial Research.


Physical Details  52 pages ; 30 cm.

Series  Country review paper ; no. 6.

Subject  Science Latin America International cooperation.
         Technology Latin America International cooperation.
         New Zealand Science International cooperation.
         New Zealand Technology International cooperation.

OCLC Number  152475564

Title  Intriguer / Crowded House.

Publishing Details  Beverly Hills : Concord Music Group, 2010. ©2010

Physical Details  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm 1 DVD : sound, colour ; 12 cm


Subject  Live sound recordings lcgft
         Nonfiction films lcgft
         Popular music Australia 2001-2010.
         Popular music New Zealand 2001-2010.
         Rock concert films lcgft
         Rock music Australia 2001-2010.
         Rock music New Zealand 2001-2010.

Title  Introductory note to Minister of Internal Affairs on the Gambling Commission.

Author  New Zealand. Gambling Commission, author.


Physical Details  1 online resource

Subject  Gambling Government policy New Zealand.

Title: Island time : New Zealand's Pacific futures / Damon Salesa.
Author: Salesa, Damon Ieremia, 1972- author.
ISBN: 9781988533506 EPUB
9781988533513 Kindle
9781988533520 PDF
9781988533537 paperback
©2017
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Series: BWB Texts.
Subject: International relations.
Multiculturalism New Zealand.
National characteristics, New Zealand.
New Zealand.
Pacific Islanders New Zealand.

Title: Iwi statistical standard.
Author: New Zealand. Stats NZ author.
ISBN: 9781988528304 online
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Iwi. reo
Maori (New Zealand people) Statistics.
Tatauranga whānui. reo
Tatauranga. reo
http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA11298322360002836

Title: Jack and Gill / Cheryl Phipps.
Author: Phipps, Cheryl, 1960-
ISBN: 9780994104397 Kindle
9781523486021 print
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : Cheryl Phipps, [2015]
©2015
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Romance fiction lcgft
Title  Jesus Christ: true leader and perfect gentleman / Ignatius Fernandez.
Author  Fernandez, Ignatius, author.
ISBN  9780995103009 hard cover
       9780995103016 paperback
       9780995103023 ebook
       ©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Jesus Christ.
          Leadership Biblical teaching.

Title  Jijin balsaeng-e daebihan sonswiun gajeong anjeonjochi.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Dwellings Earthquake effects Safety measures.
          Earthquakes Safety measures.
          OCLC Number  1017038173

Title  Joanna Pidgeon on women in the law.
Author  Pidgeon, Joanna, interviewee.
Publishing Details  [Rolleston] : [Steven Moe], 2018.
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Subject  Humanitarianism.
          Pidgeon, Joanna Interviews.
          Podcasts. lcgft
          Women executives.
          Women lawyers.
Title John Hammond on choosing life.
Author Hammond, John (John David), -2018, interviewee.
©2018
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "On falling in love at first sight, the impact of a friend passing in your 20s, a lifelong love of skiing and travel, co-founding a marketing agency, deciding to retire but then getting a prognosis you never expected to receive and what you learn from that. John Hammond co-founded marketing agency Beck & Cau"--Publishers website.
Subject Cancer Patients Attitudes.
Executives New Zealand.
Hammond, John (John David), -2018 Interviews.
Podcasts. lcgft
Electronic Location http://seeds.libsyn.com/john-hammond-on-living

Publishing Details [Christchurch?] : The Herald Gramophone Record, [1913?]
Physical Details 1 audio disc : analog, 78 rpm, mono ; 25 cm
Subject Banjo music.
Popular music 1911-1920.

Title Jonathan Lee on photography as art.
Author Lee, Jonathan, interviewee.
©2018
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Jonathan Lee is a professional photographer who has traveled the world taking photos and through them telling amazing stories. In doing this he often supports social enterprises and other great causes. In this interview we talk about his early life in Hong Kong, immigrating to the United States as a child, what formed him and gave him a sense of direction, his involvement in the Beacon Food Forest, a community-driven food-producing garden and forest in the city, work in Nepal after the earthquakes and his views about photography as a form of art and what makes capturing moments in time through photos so special"--Publishers website.
Subject Art and photography.
Lee, Jonathan, (Photographer) Interviews.
Podcasts. lcgft
Social entrepreneurship.
Electronic Location http://seeds.libsyn.com/jonathan-lee-on-photography-as-art
Title  Jonathan, Orthopaedic Services consumer : Patient journeys, Orthopaedic Services

Publishing Details  Auckland : Waitemata District Health Board, [2016]

Physical Details  1 online resource (1 streaming video file ; approximately 6 min.) sound, colour

Subject  Filmed interviews. lcgt
Hospital care New Zealand Auckland.
Hospitals Waiting lists New Zealand Auckland.
Internet videos. lcgt
Nonfiction films. lcgt
Short films. lcgt


Title  Judicial review NZ : case against MSD/CYF / by Graeme Axford.

Author  Axford, Graeme, 1970- author.

ISBN  9780473378820 internet


Physical Details  1 online resource

Subject  New Zealand. Department of Child, Youth, and Family Services.
New Zealand. Ministry of Social Development.


Title  Juvenile delinquent ; Swamp thing / The Cavemen.

Author  Cavemen (Musical group : N.Z.) composer, performer.


Physical Details  1 audio disc : analog, 45 rpm, stereo ; 18 cm

Subject  Punk rock music New Zealand.

Title  Kahu Morrison sings.

Publishing Details  Auckland : Stebbing Recording , [1964]

Physical Details  1 audio disc : analog, 45 rpm, mono ; 18 cm

Contents  Home sweet home -- Hine e hine -- Waiata poi -- He wa wata.

Language  Performed in Māori and English.

Subject  Popular music New Zealand.
Popular music.
Songs, Maori.
Waiata. reo

OCLC Number  429714752
Title  Kahukuraariki Trust.

Publishing Details  [Mangonui] : [Kahukuraariki Trust]

Physical Details  Web site.

Frequency  Irregular

Language  Text in English with some Māori.

Subject  Iwi, reo
- Kahukuraariki Trust.
- Kerēme (Tiriti o Waitangi). reo
- Mana whenua. reo
- Ngātikahu ki Whangaroa (New Zealand people)
- Ngātikahu ki Whangaroa (New Zealand people) Claims.
- Ropu Maori. reo
- Whakatau mauri. reo

Electronic Location  http://kahukuraariki.co.nz/

Title  Karen, Thrombosis Services consumer : Patient journeys, Thrombosis Services.

Publishing Details  Auckland : Waitemata District Health Board, [2016]

Physical Details  1 online resource (1 streaming video file ; approximately 6 min.) sound, colour

Subject  Filmed interviews. lcgft
- Hospital care New Zealand Auckland.
- Internet videos. lcgft
- Nonfiction films. lcgft
- Short films. lcgft
- Thrombosis New Zealand Auckland.


Title  Kathleen's journey : Patient journeys, Oncology Services

Publishing Details  Auckland : Waitemata District Health Board, [2016]

Physical Details  1 online resource (1 streaming video file ; approximately 5 min.) sound, colour

Subject  Cancer Treatment New Zealand Auckland.
- Chemotherapy New Zealand Auckland.
- Filmed interviews. lcgft
- Internet videos. lcgft
- Nonfiction films. lcgft
- Short films. lcgft

Title: Key audit matters: a stock take of the first year in New Zealand.


Physical Details: 1 online resource: colour illustrations

Subject: Auditing New Zealand.


Title: Keyless / ANZ Research.

Author: Bagrie, Cameron, author.


Physical Details: 1 online resource: colour illustrations

Subject: New Zealand Economic conditions.

Electronic Location: https://www.anz.co.nz/resources/e/c/ec156189-ce5a-4bb2-9a60-262d0753e1a1/ANZ-Thoughts-on-PM-Change-20161209.pdf?MOD=AJPERES

Title: Khumbu Region: part of the proposed Sagarmatha (Mount Everest) National Park / drawn by the Department of Lands and Survey.

Author: New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.

Edition: Aug 1971

Publishing Details: [Wellington]: [Department of Lands and Survey], 1971.

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Series: L & S 271.

Subject: Digital maps. lcgft
Khumbu Valley (Nepal) Maps.
Sagarmāthā National Park (Nepal) Maps.
Topographic maps. lcgft

Title: Kickin' it 2.0: drum kit and piano trio / Vincent Ho.
Author: Ho, Vincent, 1975- composer.
ISBN: 9781776601691 ebook
9781877564598 print
Publishing Details: Wellington : Promethean Editions, [2018]
©2018
Physical Details: 1 score (viii, 60 pages) + 3 parts ; 31 cm
Contents: I. Twister -- II. Filigree -- III. Cadenza -- IV. Burn.
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Quartets (Piano, drum set, violin, cello), Arranged Scores and parts.
OCLC Number: 1030818348

Title: Kickin' it: drum kit and piano / Vincent Ho.
Author: Ho, Vincent, 1975- composer.
ISBN: 9781776601684 ebook
9781877564581 print
Publishing Details: Wellington : Promethean Editions, [2018]
©2018
Physical Details: 1 score (viii, 51 pages) + part ; 31 cm
Contents: Twister -- Filigree -- Cadenza -- Burn.
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Drum set and piano music.
Parts (Music). lcgf
Scores. lcgf

Title: Kiri sings opera.
Publishing Details: Wellington, New Zealand : Kiwi, [1967]
Physical Details: 1 audio disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, mono ; 30 cm
Contents: Side 1. They call me Mimi ; Mimi's farewell ; Musetta's waltz song (La Bohème) / Puccini -- Love and music (Tosca) / Puccini -- The jewel song (Faust) / Gounod -- Side 2. The laughing song (Die Fledermaus) / J. Strauss II -- Listen my Lord ; Thou who with ice art girdled (Turandot) / Puccini -- One fine day (Madame Butterfly) / Puccini -- A voice I heard (Barber of Seville) / Rossini.
Language: Sung in English, except "The jewel song" (in French), and the arias from Turandot and The barber of Seville (in Italian).
Subject: Operas Excerpts.
Knowing being: reality is a function of being / Gerard Zwier PhD.

Summary
"The traditional model of how the universe and life came about has some very serious gaps in it which many scientists of all persuasions tend to ignore. In my view, the idea of a physical reality being created out of nothing is a bizarre notion. Instead, I suggest that in contrast to an understanding of the world in which the evolution of Homo sapiens is almost incidental to "the way things really are", knowledge is always the product of a living entity and its perceived environment. This means that awareness, thinking and knowing things are not just the prerogative of human beings, but of all beings, whether they are micro-organisms or plants, trees, insects, fish or mammals. My conclusion is that all living beings have the ability not only to grow, metabolise nutrients and reproduce, but also to know the appropriate responses to problematic situations. We are all 'knowing beings' within our own reality"--Back cover.

Title Leah / Tony and the Initials.

Contents

Subject
Levi's holiday / E.M. Godfrey-Dagg.

Title


ISBN 9780473394127 MOBI


©2017

Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Summary "Hi, my name is Levi. I'm a very active seven year old and one Christmas holiday I got into BIG TROUBLE at home and my parents decided to send me 300 miles away to my grandparents home. I was pretty scared about that because I had never been away from all my family before. My nana was grumpy sometimes too. My grandad was fun but I suppose even he could get grumpy living with a seven year old for three weeks. I look pretty happy on the cover of my book but you need to read inside to find out that my holiday on the Rangaunu Harbour, 300 miles away from my home in New Plymouth New Zealand wasn't all fun"--Print back cover.

Audience Primary National Library of New Zealand.

Subject Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Grandchildren Fiction.
Grandparents Fiction.
Holidays Fiction.

Electronic Location http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA11293227900002836

Light it orange for Shine.

Title

Publishing Details [Auckland] : Shine Ltd

Physical Details Web site.

Frequency Irregular

Subject Family violence New Zealand Prevention.

Electronic Location http://www.lightitorange.org.nz/


Title

ISBN 9780995102323 Hard Cover
9780995102330 Paperback
9780995102347 eBook


©2018

Physical Details 1 online resource

Subject Limericks. lcgft
New Zealand poetry 21st century.

Electronic Location https://www.amazon.com/dp/B078TGZV2K
Title  Lord Calne's Christmas ruby / Jude Knight.
Author  Knight, Jude, 1950- author.
ISBN  9780995104907 EPUB
       9780995104914 MOBI
                   ©2016
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
          Romance fiction. lcgft

Title  The Lord is my shepherd.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : Viking, [197-?]
Physical Details  1 audio disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, stereo ; 12 in.
Contents  Side 1. The Lord is my shepherd -- Come thou fount of every blessing (Ebegwusooara 'Oyo'
          'Igu' Inapwana Ye) -- Yeoba tamama garewaia (Lord's prayer, Trinidad) -- Saulo, saulo (The
          story of Paul) -- A pilgrim was I and a'wandering -- Side 2. Sing we the King -- And can it be --
          Wonderful grace of Jesus (Lillenas) -- Yesu 'i oboboma (Jesus loves me) -- Through the
          wilderness.
Subject  Hymns, English Papua New Guinea.
OCLC Number  34127002

Title  Love, Charlie Mike / Kate De Goldi.
Author  De Goldi, Kate, 1959- author.
ISBN  9780143772033 internet
                   ©1997
Physical Details  1 online resource
Summary  "Christy is under siege. Her father is dangerously near losing it, her grandmother has lost it
           and Christy fears she has lost her boyfriend to a peacekeeping assignment in Bosnia. In an
           attempt to uncover an old family secret and settle all her relationships, she plans a train
           journey to the West Coast"--Publisher information.
Audience  Secondary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject  Family problems Fiction.
          Interpersonal relations Fiction.
          Self-realization Fiction.
          Young adult fiction, New Zealand. local Nz
          Young adult fiction.
Title  Lucky guy / Delaney Davidson.

Author  Davidson, Delaney, composer, performer.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand?] : [Delaney Davidson?], [2015]

Physical Details  1 online resource


Subject  Alternative country music New Zealand.
          Blues-rock music New Zealand.
          Folk-rock music New Zealand.

Electronic Location  https://delaneydavidson.bandcamp.com/releases

Title  Luminaires. Part 1, General requirements and tests.

Author  Standards Australia (Organisation), author.

ISBN  9781776732173 print
       9781776732180 PDF


©2017

Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations

Electronic Location  http://www.standards.co.nz/

Title  Lush times.

Publishing Details  [Auckland] : Lush New Zealand Limited

Physical Details  volumes : colour illustrations ; 35 cm

Frequency  Quarterly

Subject  Cosmetics Periodicals.
Title A Magic Christmas : 44 classic Christmas tracks.


Physical Details 2 CDs : digital ; 12 cm + 1 pamphlet


Subject Christmas music.

OCLC Number 1013958686

Title Magic feels good [sound recording] : 40 tracks from the 50's, 60's and 70's.


Physical Details 2 CDs : digital ; 4 3/4 in. + 1 pamphlet

Contents Disc 1: Burning love / Elvis Presley -- Baby love / The Supremes -- California dreamin' / The Mamas & The Papas -- My girl / The Temptations -- Son of a preacher man / Dusty Springfield -- Twenty-four hours from Tulsa / Gene Pitney -- God only knows / The Beach Boys -- I have loved me a man / Allison Durbin -- Honey / Bobby Goldsboro -- Durham Town / Roger Whittaker -- No milk today / Herman's Hermits -- Stand by me / Ben E. King -- Chantilly lace / The Big Bopper -- Volare (Nel blu di pinto di blu) / Dean Martin -- The wanderer / Dion -- Kiss an angel good mornin' / Charley Pride -- I'm a believer / The Monkees -- Ring of fire / Johnny Cash -- Bye bye love / The Everly Brothers -- Bachelor boy / Cliff Richard & The Shadows.

Disc 2: 1. What a wonderful world / Louis Armstrong -- Ferry cross The Mersey / Gerry & The Pacemakers -- Bus stop / The Hollies -- Sunny / Bobby Hebb -- (Sittin' on) The dock of the bay / Otis Redding -- Drift away / Dobie Gray -- My Broken Souvenirs / Pussycat -- Delilah / Tom Jones -- Wichita Lineman / Glen Campbell -- Do you love me / The Contours -- Maybebelle / Chuck Berry -- Luckenbach, Texas (Back to the Basics of Love) / Waylon Jennings -- Hello Mary Lou (Goodbye Heart) / Ricky Nelson -- Daytime friends / Kenny Rogers -- King of the road / Roger Miller -- Under the boardwalk / The Drifters -- Big girls don't cry / Frankie Valli & The Four Seasons -- Do you believe in magic / The Lovin' Spoonful -- United we stand / Brotherhood Of Man -- Unforgettable / Nat King Cole.

Subject Popular music 1951-1960.
Title  Magic feels good. 2 [sound recording] : 40 more tracks from the 50s, 60s and 70s.


Physical Details  2 CDs : digital ; 4 3/4 in. + 1 pamphlet


Subject  Popular music 1951-1960.
Popular music.
Popular music. lcgft
Rock music.
Rock music. lcgft

OCLC Number  980757853

OCLC Number  986282702
Title: Mainly Acoustic Music Club.
Publishing Details: [Upper Hutt] : [Mainly Acoustic Music Club]  
Physical Details: Web site.  
Frequency: Irregular  
Subject: Folk music Performances New Zealand Wellington (Region)  
Mainly Acoustic Music Club.  
Electronic Location: http://mainlyacoustic.co.nz/  

Title: Make way for love / Marlon Williams.  
Author: Williams, Marlon, 1990- composer, lyricist, performer.  
Publishing Details: [Australia] : Caroline Australia, [2018]  
[australia] : Marketed and distributed by Caroline Australia, [2018]  
℗2018  
Physical Details: 1 audio disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm ; 30 cm  
Contents: Side A: Come to me -- What's chasing you -- Beautiful dress -- Party boy -- Can I call you -- Love is a terrible thing --- Side B: I know a jeweler -- I didn't make a plan -- The fire of love -- Nobody gets what they want anymore (with Aldous Harding) -- Make way for love.  
Subject: Alternative rock music New Zealand.  
Folk music New Zealand.  
OCLC Number: 1025335029

Title: Managerial further north : local authority boundaries.  
Author: New Zealand. Department of Survey and Land Information, cartographer.  
Edition: Edition 3  
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour  
Subject: Digital maps. lcgft  
North Island (N.Z.) Administrative and political divisions Maps.  
Topographic maps lcgft  
Title: Managerial further north : local authority boundaries.
Author: New Zealand. Department of Survey and Land Information, cartographer.
Edition: Edition 3
Physical Details: 1 map : colour ; 100 x 80 cm
Subject: North Island (N.Z.) Administrative and political divisions Maps.
Topographic maps. lcgft
OCLC Number: 429728655

Title: Managerial north meets south : local authority boundaries.
Author: New Zealand. Department of Survey and Land Information, cartographer.
Edition: Edition 3
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour
Subject: Digital maps. lcgft
South Island (N.Z.) Administrative and political divisions Maps.
Topographic maps lcgft

Title: Managerial north meets south : local authority boundaries.
Author: New Zealand. Department of Survey and Land Information, cartographer.
Physical Details: 1 map : colour ; 100 x 80 cm folded to 20 x 12 cm.
Subject: New Zealand Administrative and political divisions Maps.
South Island (N.Z.) Maps.
Topographic maps lcgft
OCLC Number: 153641850

Title: Managerial the north : local authority boundaries.
Author: New Zealand. Department of Survey and Land Information, cartographer.
Edition: Edition 3
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour
Subject: Digital maps. lcgft
North Island (N.Z.) Administrative and political divisions Maps.
Topographic maps lcgft
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Mark : illustrated gospel project / by various artists.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://malcolmgordon.bandcamp.com/album/mark-illustrated-gospel-project">https://malcolmgordon.bandcamp.com/album/mark-illustrated-gospel-project</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Title  Mark Ambundo with an African perspective on Western culture and taking advantage of opportunities.  
Author  Ambundo, Mark, interviewee.  
©2018  
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)  
Summary  "Growing up in Kenya and what life is like in the city of Nairobi, what impresses about Western culture when viewed from an African perspective, how community is different, the opportunities people may take for granted here and what it means to find your purpose. Mark Ambundo has been in New Zealand for less than a year and in this conversation gives his unique perspective on what we probably take for granted. Mark is a pastor at Hope Presbyterian Church in Christchurch"--Publishers website.  
Subject  Ambundo, Mark Interviews.  
Kenya Cultural aspects.  
Kenya Social aspects.  
New Zealand Cultural aspects.  
New Zealand Social aspects.  
Podcasts. Icgft  
Social entrepreneurship.  
**Title**: Mark Prain on Sir Edmund Hillary.
**Author**: Prain, Mark, 1957-, interviewee.
**Publishing Details**: [Rolleston] : [Steven Moe], 2017.
**Physical Details**: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
**Subject**: Hillary Institute.
Podcasts. lcgt
Prain, Mark, 1957- Interviews.
Social entrepreneurship.
Sustainable development.
**Electronic Location**: http://seeds.libsyn.com/mark-prain-on-sir-edmund-hillary-and-leadership

**Title**: Martin Large on "common wealth".
**Author**: Large, Martin, interviewee.
**Publishing Details**: [Rolleston] : [Steven Moe], 2017.
**Physical Details**: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
**Summary**: "Growing up on a Yorkshire Dales hill farm, living in South East Asia during the Vietnam War era, pursuing an academic career, founding the Hawthorn Press, developing 'Stroud Common Wealth' and establishing community land trusts and social businesses and what that term "Common Wealth" actually means."--Publisher's website.
**Subject**: Land trusts Great Britain.
Large, Martin Interviews.
Podcasts. lcgt
Social entrepreneurship Great Britain.
**Electronic Location**: http://seeds.libsyn.com/martin-large-on-common-wealth-and-community-land-ownership

**Title**: Master of coin : an accountant's guide to cryptocurrency investing / Paul McGlade, CA.
**Author**: McGlade, Paul, author.
**ISBN**: 9780473424442 epub
9780473424459 mobi
9780473424466 PDF
9780473424473 iBook
**Publishing Details**: Hamilton, New Zealand : Tak Books, [2017]
©2017
**Physical Details**: 1 online resource
**Subject**: Electronic funds transfers.
Investment.
Money.
**Electronic Location**: https://www.takbooks.com/master-of-coin
Title  Maxy-Moo flies to the moon / story by Julie Schooler ; pictures by Catty Flores.
Author  Schooler, Julie, 1976- author.
ISBN  9780473388812 EPUB
       9780473388836 Kindle
       9780473388843 iBook
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : BoomerMax Ltd, [2017]
       ©2017
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary  "Maxy-Moo, a four-year-old boy, escapes his bed to fly to the moon where an amazing
       adventure awaits him"—Publisher information.
Audience  Junior, National Library of New Zealand.
Subject  Animals Fiction.
       Bedtime Fiction.
       Boys Fiction.
       Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
       Imagination Fiction.
       Moon Fiction.
       Picture books for children.
       Stories in rhyme.

Title  May God bless you / Chris Artley ; lyrics Reuben Hardie.
Author  Artley, Chris, composer.
Edition  Treble choir, gleiche Stimmen.
Publishing Details  Innsbruck : Helbling, [2018]
       ©2018
Physical Details  1 score (11 pages) ; 27 cm.
Series  Helbling sacred choral music.
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Choral set. nzcoh
       Choruses, Sacred (Women's voices, 3 parts) with piano.
OCLC Number  1030618200
Title  May God bless you / Chris Artley [music] & Reuben Hardie [text]
Author  Artley, Chris, composer
©2014
Physical Details  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Choruses, Sacred (Women's voices, 3 parts) with piano.
Scores lcgft
Electronic Location  www.sounz.org.nz

Title  May God bless you : TAB & piano / Chris Artley [music] & Reuben Hardie [text]
Author  Artley, Chris, composer
©2014
Physical Details  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Choruses, Sacred (Men's voices, 3 parts) with piano.
Scores lcgft
Electronic Location  www.sounz.org.nz

Title  May God bless you : for SATB & piano / Chris Artley [music] & Reuben Hardie [text]
Author  Artley, Chris, composer
©2014
Physical Details  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Choruses, Sacred (Mixed voices, 4 parts) with piano.
Scores lcgft
Electronic Location  www.sounz.org.nz
Medar / S R Manssen.


9781370576708 internet

Publishing Details Port Orchard, WA ; Mona Vale, NSW ; Auckland, New Zealand : Ark House Press, [2017]
©2017

Physical Details 1 online resource

Summary "Freya is half blind, poor, and lives in land-locked Medar: an unlikely heroine. So when she finds a mysterious tablet telling her about a beautiful land beyond the Wall free from the evil Master, she doesn't think anybody will believe her. The same day, her family learns they have been selected to live in the Golden City, ruled over by the Master. But instead of entering the City with her family, Freya instead finds herself condemned to death by the Guards. At the last minute Freya is rescued by an invisible Watcher. What follows is an incredible journey, that takes Freya to the very edge of the only world she has ever known. Will she unlock the clues hidden in the tablet? The key to the long-lost path to Tyrelia, and freedom, is in her hands"--Back cover of print version.

Audience Secondary National Library of New Zealand.

Subject Fantasy fiction. lcgft
Fantasy.
Young adult fiction, New Zealand. local Nz
Young adult fiction.

Electronic Location https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/756270

Mental health services for older adults (MHSOA). Carer and family information : what you need to know.


Physical Details 1 online resource

Subject Mental health services New Zealand.
Older people Mental health services New Zealand.

Michael Trengrove on Code Club Aotearoa.

Trengrove, Michael, interviewee.

 Rolleston : Steven Moe, 2018.
 ©2018

1 online resource (1 audio file)

"Michael co-founded Code Club Aotearoa and in this interview we talk about the work that organisation is doing with primary aged school children to teach them how to code. We also talk about his background on rural farms in New Zealand and experience living for several years in the Amazonian jungle before he got into his career in IT. We also discuss his involvement in Canterbury Tech - and what it was like to introduce the Prime Minister of New Zealand at a conference"--Publishers website.

Code Club Aotearoa (Organisation)
Computer programming Study and teaching (Elementary) New Zealand.
Information technology New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft
Trengrove, Michael Interviews.

http://seeds.libsyn.com/michael-trengrove-on-code-club
http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA11303713730002836

Midland District Health Boards regional services plan.

Hamilton [New Zealand] : HealthShare Limited

1 online resource

Strategic directions -- Initiatives and activities (2016/19- )

Midland District Health Boards Planning Periodicals.
Public health New Zealand North Island Planning Periodicals.


Migrating from Read Codes to SNOMED CT : draft statement for public comment.

Health Information Standards Organisation (N.Z.), author.


1 online resource

Title: Modo huc modo illuc: for violin solo / J. Kaminski.
Author: Kaminski, Jason, 1969- composer.
Publishing Details: [Wellington]: SOUNZ, [1998]
Physical Details: 1 score (3 pages) ; 30 cm
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Scores. lcgft
Violin music.

Title: Montana brides. Books 4-6 / Leeanna Morgan.
Author: Morgan, Leeanna, 1969- author.
ISBN: 9780994135513 EPUB
9780994135537 MOBI
Publishing Details: [Paraparaumu]: [Rogan Press], [2017]
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Contents: Forever wishes -- Forever Santa -- Forever cowboy.
Subject: New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Romance fiction. lcgft
Electronic Location: https://www.amazon.com/Montana-Brides-Boxed-Set-Books-ebook/dp/B0786TX2MN

Title: More than just skeletons: in pursuit of the past / Jean Hendy Harris.
Author: Hendy-Harris, Jean, 1940- author.
ISBN: 9781370253524
Edition: Kindle edition
Publishing Details: [Auckland, New Zealand]: [Jean Hendy-Harris], [2018]
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Summary: "An assembly of reminiscences to mark the life of my brother Bernard John Hendy who died in April 2016"--Title page verso.
Subject: Hendy-Harris, Jean, 1940- Anecdotes.
Hendy-Harris, Jean, 1940- Childhood and youth.
Poor children England Biography.
Electronic Location: https://www.amazon.com/dp/B078X2T5M7
Title Mount Aspiring National Park.
Author New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Physical Details 1 map : col.
Series L & S 205.
Subject Digital maps. lcgft
Topographic maps lcgft

Title Mount Cook National Park / cartography by the Department of Lands & Survey.
Author New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Edition Edition 1
Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand : [Department of Lands & Survey], 1983.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour
Series L & S 339.
Subject Aoraki/Mount Cook National Park (N.Z.) Maps.
Digital maps. lcgft
National parks and reserves |z New Zealand |z Mackenzie District.
Topographic maps. lcgft

Title Mrs Ko, Asian Health Support Services consumer : Patient journeys, Asian Health Support Services.
Publishing Details Auckland : Waitemata District Health Board, [2016]
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 streaming video file ; approximately 5 min.) sound, colour
Subject Filmed interviews. lcgft
Hospital care New Zealand Auckland.
Internet videos. lcgft
Nonfiction films. lcgft
Short films. lcgft
Title: Music of New Zealand composers.
Physical Details: 1 audio disc: 33 1/3 rpm, stereo; 12 in.
Subject: Orchestral music New Zealand.
Overtures.
Symphonies.
OCLC Number: 42726794

Title: Music of Tonga.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand]: Viking, [2017]
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Contents: Hiva 'oe 'ofa -- Mate 'ofa 'ia pilimilose -- Eva'anga 'o Maui -- Muka 'oe Pasifiki -- Kakala 'oe fungamahofa -- Ngoue kakala -- Tulou moe malimali 'a mamani -- He si'i hingano -- Lilio -- Pilikimi -- Taloni 'o Tonga -- Finemui kau taki.
Subject: Folk music Tonga.
Songs, Tongan.
Electronic Location: https://vikingsevenseas.co.nz/

Title: My 20 golden rules: your guide to exceptional health / Jason Shon Bennett.
Author: Bennett, Jason Shon, author.
ISBN: 9780473309602 paperback
9780473309619 ebook
9780473316105 hardback
©2015
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Health.
Nutrition.
Self-care, Health.
Vegetarianism.
OCLC Number: 946740113
Title: My life of rhyme / Sylvia Bryan.
Author: Bryan, Sylvia, 1941- author.
ISBN: 9781514458563 internet
Publishing Details: [Kaitaia] : [Sylvia Bryan], [2016]
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Bryan, Sylvia, 1941-
New Zealand poetry 21st century. local Nz

Title: Māori roll or general roll? : now is your time to choose.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Electoral Commission New Zealand]
Physical Details: Web site.
Frequency: Irregular
Subject: Elections New Zealand.
Maori (New Zealand people) New Zealand Politics and government.
Poti whanui reo
Potitanga reo
Voting New Zealand.
Electronic Location: https://maorioption.org.nz/

Title: Māori songs / Howard Morrison Quartet.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Viking], [2017]
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Contents: Kainga (Home sweet home) -- Haru rū ana -- Pō kare kare ana -- E te hoko waitu -- Hoki mai -- Hoea rā (A mother as lovely as you) -- Karu -- Tahi miti -- Moe mai e hine -- Pā mai -- E puti puti pai -- Pō ata rau (Now is the hour).
Subject: Maori (New Zealand people) Music.
Songs, Maori.
Waiata. reo
Electronic Location: https://vikingsevenseas.co.nz/
Title: Māori songs / Ohau Māori Youth Club.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Viking], [2017]

Physical Details: 1 online resource


Subject: Maori (New Zealand people) Music.

Songs, Maori.

Waiata. reo

Electronic Location: https://vikingsevenseas.co.nz/

Title: NZ Hydrological Society Conference : Nelson, 2012 - water : know your limits.


ISBN: 9780473217488 internet


Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject: Hydrology New Zealand Congresses.

Water-supply New Zealand Congresses.


Title: NZ expansion capital / by Nathan Tuck and Fiona Mackenzie, drawing on research by Chris Jagger.

Author: Tuck, Nathan, author.


Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustration

Series: "How we invest" white paper.

Subject: Capital New Zealand.

Pension trusts Investments New Zealand.

                       http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA11299159480002836
Title: National Project Fund projects in progress colloquium...
Author: Ako Aotearoa National Centre for Tertiary Teaching Excellence, author.
Publishing Details: Wellington: Ako Aotearoa, National Centre for Tertiary Teaching Excellence
Physical Details: 1 online resource: colour illustrations
Frequency: Biennial
Education, Higher New Zealand Congresses.
Kura Tuatouru reo
Electronic Location: https://akoaotearoa.ac.nz/search/apachesolr_search?keys=colloquia

Title: National blue cod strategy. Wider engagement 1, Summary of key findings.
Physical Details: 1 online resource: colour illustrations
Subject: Fish populations New Zealand.
Fishery management New Zealand.
Parapercis colias New Zealand.
Electronic Location: http://mpi.govt.nz/dmsdocument/26275-national-blue-cod-strategy-summary-key-findings

Title: National policy statement on urban development capacity. Responsive planning. Guide on producing a future development strategy.
ISBN: 9781988525259 internet
Publishing Source: ME 1334 Ministry for the Environment
Physical Details: 1 online resource: colour illustrations
Subject: Cities and towns Growth Government policy New Zealand.
City planning New Zealand.
Author: Kaminski, Jason, 1969- composer.
Physical Details: 1 study score (22 pages) ; 21 x 30 cm
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Orchestral music Scores.

Title: Nesting on the Nushagak : the sequel to Walking on ice / Emma Stevens.
Author: Stevens, Emma, 1950- author.
ISBN: 9780473391188 EPUB
9780473391195 MOBI
Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations
Subject: Alaska Description and travel.
Alaska Social life and customs.
Stevens, Emma, 1950-
Teaching Alaska.
Electronic Location: http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01BD1RDVI

Title: Netta Egoz on pechakucha and social enterprises.
Author: Egoz, Netta, interviewee.
Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "The one where we talk about when a national identity forms if you are a child of immigrants, starting your first charity at 15, empowering others as a Social Enterprise lawyer in post Earthquake Christchurch and moving to Tokyo to help grow the Pechakucha movement worldwide."--Publishers website.
Subject: Business presentations.
Charities.
Egoz, Netta Interviews.
Podcasts. lcqft
Social entrepreneurship.
Title: New Zealand Māori songs / featuring Daphne Walker and George Tumahai.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : Viking, [2017]

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Contents: He puti puti pai -- E pari ra -- Marama pai -- Pa mai -- Beneath blue skies -- Tahi nei taru kino -- Manu rere -- Maringi moe -- E puru tai tama -- Hoki hoki -- Haere mai -- Naku re te wai.

Subject: Folk songs, Maori New Zealand.

Maori (New Zealand people) Music.


Songs, Maori.

Waiata. reo

Electronic Location: https://vikingsevenseas.co.nz/

Title: New Zealand topographical map 1:500 000.

Author: New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.

Edition: Edition 2

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : Published by the Department of Lands and Survey, New Zealand, 1981.

Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour

Series: NZMS 242 ; sheet 1-4.

Subject: Digital maps. lcgft

           New Zealand Maps.

           Topographic maps lcgft


Title: New Zealand topographical map 1:500 000.

Author: New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.

Edition: Edition 1


Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour

Series: NZMS 242 ; sheet 1-4.

Subject: Digital maps. lcgft

           New Zealand Maps.

           Topographic maps lcgft


Title: New Zealand's off-shore islands / produced by Wildlife Service of Dept. of Internal Affairs and Department of Lands and Survey.

Author: New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.


Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour

Series: L & S 249.

Subject: Digital maps. lcgft

           Islands New Zealand Maps.

           Maps. lcgft

           New Zealand Maps.


National Library of New Zealand

Te Puna Mātauranga o Aotearoa
Title **NewTracks. 213 : April 2018.**

**Publishing Details** Auckland [New Zealand] : NZ On Air, [2018]

**Physical Details** 2 CDs : digital ; 12 cm


**Subject** Alternative rock music New Zealand.
Rap (Music) New Zealand.

**Electronic Location** [http://www.newtracks.co.nz/](http://www.newtracks.co.nz/)

---

Title **Newsroom.**

**Publishing Details** Auckland : Newsroom NZ Ltd, [1997]-

**Physical Details** Web site.

**Frequency** Irregular

**Summary** Website of an independent, New Zealand-based news and current affairs site.

**Subject** News agencies New Zealand.

**Electronic Location** [https://www.newsroom.co.nz/](https://www.newsroom.co.nz/)

---

Title **Ngaahi founga faingofua ke malu‘i ai ho ‘api mo ho‘o koloa ‘i ha mofuike.**

**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : Earthquake Commission, [2012?]

**Physical Details** 1 online resource

**Subject** Earthquakes Safety measures.

Title  Nocturne no. 1 for woodwind and string ensemble / Brad Jenkins.
Author  Jenkins, Brad, composer.
                   ©2012
Physical Details  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Nocturnes (Music) lcgft
         Sextets (Clarinets (2), flute, violin, viola, cello) Scores and parts.
                   www.sounz.org.nz

Title  Nocturne no.1 for woodwind and string ensemble / Brad Jenkins.
Author  Jenkins, Brad, composer.
                   ©2012
Physical Details  1 score (17 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Nocturnes (Music) lcgft
         Sextets (Clarinets (2), flute, violin, viola, cello) Scores.

Title  North Island, New Zealand petroleum concession map / prepared by Lands and Survey Department for Mines Department.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Edition  1st.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Series  L & S 191 ; 2.
Subject  Bathymetric maps. lcgft
         Digital maps. lcgft
         North Island (N.Z.) Maps.
         Oil and gas leases New Zealand North Island Maps.
         Quadrangle maps. lcgft
Title  Now that's what I call music. 54 [sound recording].


Physical Details  1 audio disc : digital, stereo ; 4 ⅜ in. + 1 booklet.


OCLC Number  1002911785

Title  Now that's what I call music. 55 [sound recording].


Physical Details  2 sound discs : digital, stereo ; 4 3/4 in. + 1 booklet.


OCLC Number  1013957940
Ollie's treasure: happiness is easy to find if you just know where to look! / Lynn Jenkins & Kirrili Lonergan.

Author: Jenkins, Lynn (Clinical psychologist), author.

ISBN: 1775593401 EPUB
9781775593409 EPUB
9781775593416 PDF
9781925335422 print


Physical Details: 1 online resource: colour illustrations

Summary: A tale introducing concepts of mindfulness. Ollie's grandma sends him a treasure map that promises to lead him to 'something that will make him happy always'. The little mouse thinks this 'something' will be a toy of some sort, but he gets both a rude shock and a big surprise when his treasure turns out to be himself and his own awareness of the natural world.

Subject: Happiness Fiction.
Mindfulness (Psychology) Fiction.
Nature Fiction.
Picture books for children.
Treasure hunt (Game) Fiction.


OCLC Number: 993094727

Oncidium cut flowers from Taiwan.

Author: New Zealand. Ministry for Primary Industries, author.


Physical Details: 1 online resource: illustration

Contents: Oncidium cut flowers from Taiwan -- Pest list for Taiwan.

Subject: Cut flower industry Taiwan.
Cut flowers Standards New Zealand.
Imports Health aspects New Zealand.
Imports Standards New Zealand.
Oncidium Standards New Zealand.


Summary "Anthology of travel writing and stories from Myanmar - formerly known as Burma - spliced with reminiscences about the quirky Australian author, street walking guide and Burmaphile, the late Dr Bob Percival"--Publisher information.

Subject Burma Description and travel.


Title The Or'in of Tane Mahuta / Yvette Carol.
Author Carol, Yvette, author, illustrator.
ISBN 9780473337155 softcover
9780473337162 ebook

Publishing Details [Auckland] : [Yvette Carol], [2016]
©2016

Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations

Audience Primary, intermediate National Library of New Zealand.

Subject Astral projection Fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Fantasy.
Good and evil Fiction.
Magic Fiction.
Orphans Fiction.
Shapeshifting Fiction.


Title Oranga Tamariki Practice Centre.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : Oranga Tamariki, Ministry for Children

Physical Details Web site.

Frequency Irregular

Subject Child welfare New Zealand.
Children Institutional care New Zealand.

Electronic Location https://practice.mvcot.govt.nz/
Title  The Osama connection ; The devil in the desert : 2 novels in one book / Semisi Pone.
Author  Pone, Semisi, 1961- author.
ISBN  9781988511412 Kindle
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Electronic Location  https://www.amazon.com/dp/B078VN11QB

Title  Outdoor recreation Marlborough / prepared by the Department of Lands and Survey, Blenheim.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Edition  1st ed.
Physical Details  1 online resource (3 image files) : colour
Contents  Land tenure -- Land use & land cover -- Recreational significance.
Series  L & S 282.
Subject  Digital maps. lcgft
Marlborough District (N.Z.) Maps.
Outdoor recreation New Zealand Marlborough District Maps.
Topographic maps. lcgft

Title  Overview and highlights 2016-17.
Author  New Zealand Family Violence Clearinghouse, author.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Family violence New Zealand Prevention.
New Zealand Family Violence Clearinghouse.
Title: PCBU / HR.
Author: Human Resource (Musical group : New Zealand), composer, performer.
Publishing Details: [Auckland, New Zealand] : [Human Resource], [2017]
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Electronic Location: https://humanresource1.bandcamp.com/album/pcbu

Title: PEPANZ, Petroleum Exploration and Production Association of New Zealand.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [PEPANZ, Petroleum Exploration and Production Association of New Zealand], [2010]-
Physical Details: Web site.
Frequency: Irregular
Summary: The Petroleum Exploration and Production Association of New Zealand (PEPANZ) is the industry association of the upstream oil and gas sector, representing the companies that explore for, and produce, New Zealand's oil and gas resources.
Subject: Petroleum Exploration and Production Association of New Zealand.
Petroleum Prospecting New Zealand.
Electronic Location: http://www.pepanz.com/

Title: PRN subcutaneous medication administration : patient, family, carer guide : what you need to know.
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Pain medicine.

Title: Palmerston North, N.Z.
Author: New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Publishing Details: Wellington, New Zealand : Published by Lands and Survey Department for Civil Aviation Administration, Air Department, [1960]
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour
Series: NZMS 6A.
Subject: Aeronautical charts lcgft
Digital maps lcgft
Title  Palmerston North, N.Z.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : Published by Lands and Survey Department for Civil Aviation Administration, Air Department, [1957]
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour
Series  NZMS 6A.
Subject  Aeronautical charts lcgft
          Digital maps lcgft

Title  Palmerston North, N.Z.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : Published by Lands and Survey Department for Civil Aviation Administration, Air Department, [1960]
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour
Series  NZMS 6A.
Subject  Aeronautical charts lcgft
          Digital maps lcgft

Title  Palmerston North, N.Z.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Edition  Edition 1
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : Published by the Department of Lands and Survey for the Ministry of Transport, Civil Aviation Division, [1970]
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour
Series  NZMS 6B.
Subject  Aeronautical charts lcgft
          Digital maps lcgft
Title Paraparaumu, N.Z.
Author New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand : Published by the Department of Lands and Survey for the Department of Civil Aviation, N.Z., [1967]
Physical Details 1 online resource.
Series NZMS 6A.
Subject Aeronautical charts lcgt
Digital maps lcgt
Kapiti Coast District (N.Z.) Maps.

Title Paraparaumu, N.Z.
Author New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Publishing Details Wellington : Published by Lands & Survey Dept., for Civil Aviation Administration, Air Dept., [1960]
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour
Series NZMS 6A.
Subject Aeronautical charts lcgt
Digital maps lcgt
Kapiti Coast District (N.Z.) Maps.

Title Paraparaumu, N.Z.
Author New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand : Published by Lands and Survey Dept. for Civil Aviation Administration, Air Dept., [1957]
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour
Series NZMS 6A.
Subject Aeronautical charts lcgt
Digital maps lcgt
Kapiti Coast District (N.Z.) Maps.
Title  Paraparaumu, N.Z.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : Published by Lands & Survey Dept., N.Z. for Civil Aviation Administration, Air Dept. N.Z., [1955]
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour
Series  NZMS 6A.
Subject  Aeronautical charts lcgt
Digital maps lcgt
Kapiti Coast District (N.Z.) Maps.

Title  Paraparaumu, N.Z.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : Published by the Department of Lands and Survey for the Department of Civil Aviation, N.Z., [1966]
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour
Series  NZMS 6A.
Subject  Aeronautical charts lcgt
Digital maps lcgt
Kapiti Coast District (N.Z.) Maps.

Title  Paraparaumu, N.Z.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : Published by the Department of Lands and Survey for the Ministry of Transport Civil Aviation Division, [1971]
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour
Series  NZMS 6A.
Subject  Aeronautical charts lcgt
Digital maps lcgt
Kapiti Coast District (N.Z.) Maps.
Title: Patient journeys, Dental Services.

Publishing Details: Auckland : Waitemata District Health Board, [2016]

Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 streaming video file ; approximately 4 min.) sound, colour

Subject: Dentistry New Zealand Auckland.
- Filmed interviews. lcgft
- Internet videos. lcgft
- Nonfiction films. lcgft
- Pedodontics New Zealand Auckland.
- Short films. lcgft


Title: Patient journeys, Intensive Clinical Support Service : youth mental health.

Publishing Details: Auckland : Waitemata District Health Board, [2016]

Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 streaming video file ; approximately 6 min.) sound, colour

Subject: Filmed interviews. lcgft
- Internet videos. lcgft
- Mental health services New Zealand Auckland.
- Nonfiction films. lcgft
- Short films. lcgft
- Youth Mental health New Zealand Auckland.


Title: Patient journeys, Mental Health Services

Publishing Details: Auckland : Waitemata District Health Board, [2016]

Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 streaming video file ; approximately 6 min.) sound, colour

Subject: Epileptics New Zealand Auckland.
- Filmed interviews. lcgft
- Hospital care New Zealand Auckland.
- Internet videos. lcgft
- Maori (New Zealand people) New Zealand Auckland.
- Nonfiction films. lcgft
- Paranoid schizophrenics New Zealand Auckland.
- Short films. lcgft

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publishing Details</th>
<th>Physical Details</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Electronic Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hospital care New Zealand Auckland.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Internet videos. lcgt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nonfiction films. lcgt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Short films. lcgt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient journeys, SCBU (Special Care Baby Unit) : Amy, mother of premature twins</td>
<td>Auckland : Waitemata District Health Board, [2016]</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 streaming video file ; approximately 5 min.) sound, colour</td>
<td>Filmed interviews. lcgt</td>
<td><a href="http://www.waitematadhb.govt.nz/patients-visitors/improving-your-experience/patient-stories/">http://www.waitematadhb.govt.nz/patients-visitors/improving-your-experience/patient-stories/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hospital care New Zealand Auckland.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Internet videos. lcgt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nonfiction films. lcgt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Premature babies New Zealand Auckland.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Short films. lcgt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hospital care New Zealand Auckland.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Internet videos. lcgt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nonfiction films. lcgt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wahakura. reo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

National Library of New Zealand 352 Te Puna Matauranga o Aotearoa
Title Patient journeys, disability support.

Publishing Details Auckland : Waitemata District Health Board, [2016]
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 streaming video file ; approximately 5 min.) sound, colour
Subject Filmed interviews. lcgt
Hospital care New Zealand Auckland.
Internet videos. lcgt
Nonfiction films. lcgt
People with disabilities New Zealand Auckland.
Short films. lcgt


Title Patient journeys, disappointing ED experience.

Publishing Details Auckland : Waitemata District Health Board, [2016]
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 streaming video file ; approximately 6 min.) sound, colour
Subject Cerebrovascular disease Patients New Zealand Auckland.
Filmed interviews. lcgt
Hospital care New Zealand Auckland.
Internet videos. lcgt
Nonfiction films. lcgt
Short films. lcgt

http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA21289991050002836

Title Patient journeys, oesophageal cancer & re-section surgery.

Publishing Details Auckland : Waitemata District Health Board, [2016]
Physical Details 1 online resource (1 streaming video file ; approximately 5 min.) sound, colour
Subject Gastrointestinal system Cancer New Zealand Auckland.
Filmed interviews. lcgt
Hospital care New Zealand Auckland.
Internet videos. lcgt
Nonfiction films. lcgt
Short films. lcgt

Title: Patient journeys, the Whipple effect: Denise, patient.

Publishing Details: Auckland: Waitemata District Health Board, [2016]

Physical Details: 1 online resource (1 streaming video file; approximately 6 min.) sound, colour

Subject: Filmed interviews. lcgft
Hospital care New Zealand Auckland.
Internet videos. lcgft
Nonfiction films. lcgft
Pancreaticoduodenectomy New Zealand Auckland.
Postoperative care New Zealand Auckland.
Short films. lcgft


Title: Patrick O'Hagan in New Zealand: the heart, the soul, the voice of Ireland.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand]: Salem, [2017]

Physical Details: 1 online resource


Subject: Folk songs, Irish.
Live sound recordings. lcgft

Electronic Location: https://vikingseventeenseas.co.nz/


Author: Barton, Mary D., author.

Publishing Details: [Adelaide, S. Aust.]: [University of South Australia], 2005.

Physical Details: 1 online resource


Subject: Antibiotics Effectiveness.
Drug resistance in microorganisms New Zealand.
Title  People's mental health report : a crowdfunded, crowdsourced story-based report / written by Marianne Elliott from ActionStation.

Author  Elliott, Marianne, 1972- author.

Publishing Details  Wellington : ActionStation, [2017]

Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  Mental illness New Zealand.
Mentally ill Care New Zealand.

Electronic Location  https://static1.squarespace.com/static/58f48f2459cc680bc7a237aa/t/58f5d384b8a79b4768cb93a8/1492505610169/PMHR+%28FINAL%29.pdf

Title  Performance improvement framework : Follow-up review of the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE).

ISBN  9780478434705 internet


Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  New Zealand. Ministry of Business, Innovation & Employment


Title  Performance improvement framework review : Accident Compensation Corporation / State Services Commission, the Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.

ISBN  9780478434279 internet

©2014

Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  Accident Compensation Corporation (N.Z.) Evaluation.

Electronic Location  http://www.ssc.govt.nz/pif-reports-announcements
Title  Peter Townsend on business leadership.
Author  Townsend, Peter , interviewee.
Publishing Details  [Rolleston] : [Steven Moe], 2017.
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Growing up in Rotorua, being involved in the fishing industry and co-founding the New Zealand Salmon Company in the mid 1980s, working as Chief Executive at the Canterbury Employers' Chamber of Commerce for more than 20 years and the leadership lessons learned over his career."--Publisher's website.
Subject  Entrepreneurship New Zealand.
Leadership New Zealand.
Podcasts. lcgft
Townsend, Peter Interviews.

Electronic Location  http://seeds.libsyn.com/peter-townsend-on-business-leadership

Title  Petroleum concession map / prepared by the Department of Lands and Survey N.Z., under the authority of I.F. Stirling, Surveyor General for the Ministry of Energy.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour
Series  L & S 191 ; 1.
Subject  Bathymetric maps. lcgft
Digital maps. lcgft
New Zealand Maps.
Oil and gas leases New Zealand Maps.
Quadrangle maps. lcgft


Title  Petroleum concession map : information correct 1-1-70 / prepared by Lands and Survey Dept. for Mines Dept.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Physical Details  1 map
Series  L & S 191 ; 1.
Subject  Bathymetric maps lcgft
Digital maps. lcgft
New Zealand Maps.
Oil and gas leases New Zealand Maps.
Quadrangle maps lcgft

Title  Pharmacist medicine reviews in residential aged care.


Physical Details  1 online resource

Subject  Drug monitoring.
          Geriatric pharmacology.
          Pharmacist and patient.


---

Title  Photo locations of New Zealand. North Island / Max W.

Author  W., Max, 1982- author, photographer.

ISBN  9780473393878 EPUB
          9780473393885 PDF

Edition  1st edition (1.2).


©2017

Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  North Island (N.Z.) Description and travel.
          North Island (N.Z.) Guidebooks.
          Outdoor photography New Zealand North Island Guidebooks.


---

Title  The Pimperknickels and the Tooth Fairy / by J.A. Folkers.

Author  Folkers, J. A. (Julie Anne), 1962- author.

ISBN  9781370585298 EPUB

Publishing Details  [Christchurch] : Ooky Spooky Publications, [2017]

©2017

Physical Details  1 online resource

Summary  "What's happened to the Tooth Fairy? Why is she leaving notes instead of money? Why can't she leave the money? And who are the pesky Pimperknickels who are playing havoc with the Tooth Fairy? Join Chloe and Ben on their big adventure with the Tooth Fairy and the Pimperknickels"--Print back cover.

Audience  Primary National Library of New Zealand.

Subject  Tooth fairy Fiction.

Electronic Location  http://www.juliefolkers.com/
Title: Pokarekare ana : for SSATB choir / by Paraire Tomoana ; arr. by Te Puoho Katene.

Author: Tomoana, P. H. (Paraire Henare), 1874 or 1875-1946, composer.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : SOUNZ, [199-?]

Physical Details: 1 score (2 unnumbered pages) ; 30 cm

Language: Staff notation.

Subject: Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices, 5 parts), Unaccompanied.

Scores. lcgft

Waiata tira. reo

---

Title: Polished Brass / National Band of New Zealand ; guest artist the Aotearoa Māori group.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Viking Sevensseas], [2017]

Physical Details: 1 online resource


Language: Performed partly in Māori.

Subject: Band music New Zealand.

Brass band music.

Folk music New Zealand.

Folk songs, Maori New Zealand.

Maori (New Zealand people) Music.

Pūoro reo reo

Waiata reo

Electronic Location: https://vikingsevensseas.co.nz/


---

Title: Polynesian love song / Nani Wolfgramm & his Islanders with Deric Godinet.

Publishing Details: New Zealand : Viking, [1976]

©1976

Physical Details: 1 audio disc : analog ; 30 cm


Title  Portacom city : reporting on the Christchurch and Kaikōura earthquakes / Paul Gorman.
Author  Gorman, Paul, 1965- author.
ISBN  9780908321728 paperback
   9781927277379 EPUB
   9781927277386 Kindle
   9781927277393 PDF
   ©2017
Physical Details  1 online resource
Series  BWB texts.
Summary  "Paul Gorman reported on the Christchurch and Kaikōura earthquakes. In Portacom city he
describes his own deeply personal story of working as a journalist during the quakes, while
also speaking more broadly about the challenges that confront reporters at times of
 crisis."--Publisher information.
Subject  Canterbury (N.Z.) History 21st century.
   Christchurch (N.Z.) History 21st century.
   Gorman, Paul 1965- Journalists New Zealand Biography.

Title  Poulimasalima : just another WordPress.com site
Author  Salima, Poulima, author.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Poulima Salima]
Physical Details  Web site.
Frequency  Irregular
Subject  Composers New Zealand Blogs.
   Piano teachers New Zealand Blogs.
   Salima, Poulima Blogs.
Electronic Location  https://poulimasalima.wordpress.com/
Title: Prelude (to lines of T.S. Eliot) : for solo guitar / J. Kaminski.

Author: Kaminski, Jason, 1969- composer.


Physical Details: 1 score (4 pages) ; 30 cm

Language: Staff notation.

Subject: Guitar music.

Title: Preludio e terzetto (finale atto III : I Lombardi) : concert version for violin and orchestra / Giuseppe Verdi ; Arturo Toscanini's elaboration of the obbligato violin part, and Verdi's score adapted and edited by David Vine.

Author: Verdi, Giuseppe, 1813-1901, composer.

Edition: Full score.


Physical Details: 1 online resource

Language: Staff notation.

Subject: Operas Excerpts, Arranged Scores.


http://www.davidvinemusic.com/

Title: Preparing for coastal change : a summary of coastal hazards and climate change guidance for local government.

ISBN: 9781988525266 internet


Title: Primary care patient experience survey. Final privacy impact assessment.

Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Health surveys New Zealand.
       Medical care New Zealand Public opinion.
       New Zealand Public opinion.
       Patients Services for New Zealand Attitudes.
       Privacy, Right of New Zealand.
Electronic Location: https://www.hqsc.govt.nz/assets/Health-Quality-Evaluation/PES/Primary_Care_PES_-_PIA_2017.pdf

Title: Proceedings / APQO conference ; hosted by the New Zealand Organisation for Quality.
ISBN: 9780473380533 PDF
Publishing Details: Auckland, New Zealand : The Conference Company, [2016]
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Quality assurance Pacific Area Congresses.
       Quality control Pacific Area Congresses.

Title: Proposed regional plan for Northland.
Author: Northland (N.Z.). Regional Council, author.
Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Subject: Environmental policy New Zealand Northland.
       Natural resources New Zealand Northland Management.
       Regional planning New Zealand Northland.
Title: Protection / Shelley Munro.
Author: Munro, Shelley, author.
ISBN: 9780995102675 EPUB
Publishing Details: [Manukau] : [Munro Press], [2017]
©2017
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Erotic fiction. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Electronic Location: https://shelleymunro.com/books/protection/

Title: Prudent use of antimicrobials on animals and plants.
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Antibiotics Effectiveness.
Drug resistance in microorganisms New Zealand.
Drugs Administration.

Title: Prélude, fugue et variation : piano duet / César Franck ; arranged for piano duet by David Vine.
Author: Franck, César, 1822-1890, composer.
Publishing Details: [Caerphilly, Wales] : David Vine Music [2016]
©2016
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Piano music (4 hands), Arranged.
Scores. lcgft
http://www.davidvinemusic.com/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Puketāpapa Local Board plan. Draft ... = Te mahere ā-rohe o Puketāpapa. Te whakatauira ... : consultation document.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Auckland (N.Z.). Council, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Auckland] : [Auckland Council], [2011]-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Triennial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Numbering</td>
<td>Print began with 2011.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Pumpkins / Robbie Ellis.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Ellis, Robbie, 1984-, composer, performer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Chicago] : Robbie Ellis , [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 CD (44 min. 55 sec.) : digital ; 12 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>Symphony No 1 in E♭ -- Book club -- Flat white -- An Icelandic psychedelic rock song about Poland -- Malört -- Bike lane -- Ukulele comedy song -- Flying monkeys -- How many legs -- I am a cat -- Pumpkins -- Root vegetables opera -- Where I'm from -- Love is a four-letter word -- Dry July.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Pāuatahanui Burial Ground heritage roses.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9781927291986 print 9781927291993 online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>Version 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title: RNZAF Mercator plotting chart 1:6,000,000. Central Pacific.
Author: New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Edition: Edition 2
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour
Series: NZMS 244 ; sheet 1.
Subject: Aeronautical charts lcgft
Digital maps. lcgft
Pacific Ocean Maps.
Plotting charts lcgft
Quadrangle maps. lcgft
Electronic Location: http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA11283726130002836

Title: RNZAF Mercator plotting chart 1:6,000,000. Central Pacific.
Author: New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Edition: First edition
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour
Series: NZMS 244 ; sheet 1.
Subject: Aeronautical charts lcgft
Digital maps. lcgft
Pacific Ocean Maps.
Plotting charts lcgft
Quadrangle maps. lcgft

Title: RNZAF Mercator plotting chart 1:6,000,000. New Zealand and eastern Australia.
Author: New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Edition: Edition 3
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour
Series: NZMS 244 ; sheet 2.
Subject: Aeronautical charts lcgft
Digital maps. lcgft
New Zealand Maps.
Plotting charts lcgft
Quadrangle maps. lcgft
South Pacific Ocean Maps.

Publishing Details  [Hawke’s Bay?] : Bedford Consulting], 2017.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Foreign workers New Zealand.
Ni-Vanuatu Employment New Zealand.
Samoans Employment New Zealand.
Seasonal labor New Zealand Bay of Plenty (Region)
Seasonal labor New Zealand Hawke’s Bay.
Seasonal labor New Zealand Nelson-Marlborough.
Tongans Employment New Zealand.


Title  Radiation recorder.
Edition  1st edition
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 chart) : colour
Series  L&S 178.
Subject  Sunshine New Zealand Measurement Charts, diagrams, etc..


Title  Rakiraki / produced by the Department of Lands and Survey, New Zealand, with the agreement of the Ministry of Lands and Mineral Resources, Fiji.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Department of Lands and Survey], 1975.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour
Series  L & S 98.
Subject  Digital maps. lcgft
Topographic maps. lcgft
Viti Levu (Fiji) Maps.

Title: Rangaunu Bay (water), (military), N.Z.
Author: New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour
Series: NZMS 6A.
Subject: Aeronautical charts lcgt
Digital maps lcgt
Far North District (N.Z.) Maps.

Title: Rangaunu Bay airfield (Water), (Military), N.Z.
Author: New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Publishing Details: Wellington : Published by Lands & Survey Dept., N.Z. for Civil Aviation Administration, Air Dept., N.Z., [195-?] 
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour
Series: NZMS 6A.
Subject: Aeronautical charts lcgt
Digital maps lcgt
Far North District (N.Z.) Maps.

Title: Rangaunu Bay airfield (water), N.Z. / drawn by Lands & Survey Dept., N.Z.
Author: New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Publishing Details: Wellington : Published by Air Dept., N.Z., [1949]
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour
Series: NZMS 6A.
Subject: Aeronautical charts lcgt
Digital maps lcgt
Far North District (N.Z.) Maps.
Title  Rangaunu Bay airfield (water), N.Z. / drawn by Lands and Survey Dept., N.Z.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Edition  First edition
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour
Series  NZMS 6A.
Subject  Aeronautical charts lcgt
          Digital maps lcgt
          Far North District (N.Z.) Maps.

Title  Rangitaiki, N.Z.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Publishing Details  Wellington : Published by the Department of Lands and Survey for Air Dept., [1963]
Physical Details  1 online resource.
Series  NZMS 6A.
Subject  Aeronautical charts lcgt
          Digital maps lcgt
          Whakatane District (N.Z.) Maps.

Title  Rarotonga [sound recording] / Will Crummer and the Seastars.
Author  Will Crummer and The Seastars (Musical group)
Publishing Details  New Zealand : Viking Record Company, [1962]
Physical Details  1 audio disc : 45 rpm ; 7 in.
Contents  Apai atu koe iaku e ine -- Tu tamariki -- Ei te popongi mamaiata -- Rarotonga.
Subject  Cook Islands Music.
          Cook Islands.
          Music.
          Polynesia.
          Songs Polynesia.
          Songs.
OCLC Number  429574711
Title  Razzle Dazzle the missing reindeer / by J.A. Folkers.
Author  Folkers, J. A. (Julie Anne), 1962- author.
ISBN  9781370408757 EPUB
Publishing Details  [Christchurch] : [Ooky Spooky Publications], [2017]
©2017
Physical Details  1 online resource
Summary  "Who is Razzle Dazzle? He's one of Santa's reindeer but he went missing before the original
tale was told. So - he was left out and forgotten. Barnaby, one of Santa's elves thinks he heard
him on the magical walkie talkie. But where is he? All the characters in Fairytaled land want to
help find him. Join Mum and the kids as they deal with Fairyland characters and try to find
Razzle Dazzle. Will they find him or not?"-- Print back cover.
Audience  Primary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject  Reindeer Fiction.
Electronic Location  http://www.juliefolkers.com/

Title  Recognition of export controls and certification systems for animals and animal
products : guidance for competent authorities of exporting countries.
Edition  [Draft for consultation]
Publishing Details  Wellington : Ministry for Primary Industries, [2017?]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Animal industry Certification New Zealand.
Animal products Certification New Zealand.
Export marketing Quality control New Zealand.
s-and-certification-systems-for-animals-and-animal-products-draft-for-consultation

Title  Recommendations to the Minister of Conservation and the Minister of Fisheries :
recommendations towards implementation of the Marine Protected Areas Policy on the
South Island's south-east coast of New Zealand / South-East Marine Protection Forum =
Roopu Manaaki ki te Toka.
Author  South-East Marine Protection Forum (N.Z.), author.
ISBN  9781988514505 print
9781988514512 online
©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Fishing New Zealand Otago.
Fishing New Zealand Waimate District.
Marine parks and reserves New Zealand Otago.
Marine parks and reserves New Zealand Waimate District.
Marine resources conservation Otago.
Marine resources conservation Waimate District.
https://otagomarine.files.wordpress.com/2018/03/sempf-recommendations-report_
Title  Record of grants ... / Community Organisation Grants Scheme.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : The Department of Internal Affairs, Te Tari Taiwhenua
Physical Details  1 online resource
Frequency  Annual
Subject  Community development New Zealand Periodicals.
Community organization New Zealand Periodicals.

Title  Reece and Faith collection / TJ Vertigo.
Author  Vertigo, T. J., 1964- author.
ISBN  9781988549033 PDF
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Erotic fiction. lcgft
Lesbian fiction. lcgft
Electronic Location  www.affinityrainbowpublications.com

Title  Remember your name / by Albi & The Wolves.
Author  Albi & The Wolves (Musical group), composer, performer.
Publishing Details  [Auckland, New Zealand] : [Albi & The Wolves], [2015]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Electronic Location  https://albiandthewolves.bandcamp.com/track/remember-your-name
http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA11293352590002836

Title  Removing asbestos from your home.
ISBN  9781988539089 online
Physical Source  HP 6711 Ministry of Health
Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations
Subject  Asbestos Health aspects New Zealand.
Asbestos abatement New Zealand.


Physical Details 1 online resource

Subject Veterinary drugs New Zealand Statistics.


Title Response of the Antibiotic Resistance Steering Group to the report of the Antibiotic Resistance Expert Panel.

Author Antibiotic Resistance Steering Group (N.Z.), author.


Physical Details 1 online resource


Title Restorative justice : evidence brief.


Physical Details 1 online resource

Subject Restorative justice New Zealand. Restorative justice.


Title Rethinking learning in a digital age : EDUsummIT 2017 summary reports / edited by Kwok-Wing Lai (University of Otago, New Zealand), Joke Voogt (Universiteit van Amsterdam, The Netherlands), Gerald Knezek (University of North Texas, USA).

ISBN 9780473425425 PDF


Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Contents Education systems in the digital age : the need for alignment -- Informal learning with technology -- Professional development for technology-enhanced learning leaders -- Digital agency to empower equity in education -- Formative assessment supported by technology -- Developing creativity in teachers and learners -- Learning from national policy experiences -- Upbringing in a digital world : opportunities and possibilities -- Supporting sustainability and scalability in educational technology initiatives : research informed practice.

Subject Computer-assisted instruction Congresses.
Title  Review of Manatū Taonga Ministry for Culture and Heritage (MCH) / State Services Commission, the Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.

ISBN  9780478434002 internet


Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject New Zealand. Ministry for Culture and Heritage Evaluation.

Electronic Location http://www.ssc.govt.nz/pif-reports-announcements

Title  Review of Office of the Clerk of the House of Representatives (the Office) / State Services Commission, the Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.

ISBN  9780478434125 internet


Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations


Electronic Location http://www.ssc.govt.nz/pif-reports-announcements

Title  Review of public submissions on Draft import health standard for vehicles, machinery and tyres.

Author Thomson, Peter (Company director), author.


Physical Details 1 online resource

Subject Imports Standards New Zealand.
Machinery Standards New Zealand.
New Zealand. Ministry for Primary Industries. Vehicles, machinery and tyres.
Tires Standards New Zealand.
Vehicles Standards New Zealand.

Title: Review of the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet (DPMC) / State Services Commission, the Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.
ISBN: 9780478409475 internet
©2013
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: New Zealand. Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet Evaluation.

Title: Review of the Land Information New Zealand (LINZ) / State Services Commission, the Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.
ISBN: 9780478409611 internet
©2013
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Land Information New Zealand Evaluation.

Title: Review of the Ministry for Primary Industries (MPI) / State Services Commission, the Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.
ISBN: 9780478434514 internet
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: New Zealand. Ministry for Primary Industries Evaluation.
Title  Review of the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE) / State Services Commission, the Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.
ISBN  9780478434347 internet
©2014
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Electronic Location  http://www.ssc.govt.nz/pif-reports-announcements

Title  Review of the New Zealand Defence Force (NZDF) / State Services Commission, the Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.
ISBN  9780478434439 internet
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Electronic Location  http://www.ssc.govt.nz/pif-reports-announcements

Title  Review of the New Zealand Trade and Enterprise (NZTE) / State Services Commission, the Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.
ISBN  9780478434385 internet
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  New Zealand Trade & Enterprise.
Electronic Location  http://www.ssc.govt.nz/pif-reports-announcements
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Review of the Parliamentary Service (the service) / State Services Commission, the Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780478434132 internet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>New Zealand. Parliamentary Service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electronic Location</strong></td>
<td><a href="http://www.ssc.govt.nz/pif-reports-announcements">http://www.ssc.govt.nz/pif-reports-announcements</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Review of the Serious Fraud Office (SFO) / State Services Commission, the Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780478409857 internet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>New Zealand. Serious Fraud Office Evaluation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electronic Location</strong></td>
<td><a href="http://www.ssc.govt.nz/pif-reports-announcements">http://www.ssc.govt.nz/pif-reports-announcements</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Review of the State Services Commission (SSC) / State Services Commission, The Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780478409635 internet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>Wellington, New Zealand : State Services Commission : The Treasury : Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, 2013.  ©2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Details</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>New Zealand. State Services Commission Evaluation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electronic Location</strong></td>
<td><a href="http://www.ssc.govt.nz/pif-reports-announcements">http://www.ssc.govt.nz/pif-reports-announcements</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Review of the Statistics New Zealand (Statistics NZ) / State Services Commission, the Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.
ISBN  9780478434354 internet
©2014
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Electronic Location  http://www.ssc.govt.nz/pif-reports-announcements

Title  Review of the Treasury / State Services Commission, The Treasury and the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.
ISBN  9780478434071 internet
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : State Services Commission ; The Treasury ; Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, 2014.
©2014
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  New Zealand. Treasury Evaluation.
Electronic Location  http://www.ssc.govt.nz/pif-reports-announcements

Title  Review of the agencies in the core New Zealand intelligence community (NZIC) : unclassified summary / lead reviewers: Peter Bushnell, Garry Wilson.
Author  Bushnell, Peter G., author.
©2014
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Intelligence service New Zealand Evaluation.
          New Zealand Security Intelligence Service Evaluation.
          New Zealand. Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet Evaluation.
Electronic Location  http://www.ssc.govt.nz/pif-reports-announcements
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Revolution / Dennis Ingram.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Ingram, Dennis, 1963- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473422165 MOBI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Lower Hutt] : Imaginative Possibilities Ltd, [2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>©2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Science fiction. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://www.amazon.com/dp/B078H477TG">https://www.amazon.com/dp/B078H477TG</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Rise of the boy king / A. K. Solimov.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Solimov, A. K., author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9781499099461 eBook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>©2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Dominic and Sebastian are two twelve-year-old boys living on a hilly point of a bush-clad land in Coromandel, New Zealand. The land is abundant with wildlife and fruit orchards. When a strange, circular shape mysteriously appears in a local maize field, Dom and Seb investigate. But something terribly powerful occurs, and the boys vanish into thin air. They find themselves not only on the other side of the planet but also over three thousand years back in time. Egypt, the superpower of the ancient world for ten centuries, is in disarray...&quot;--Back cover.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coromandel (N.Z.) Fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Egypt, Ancient Fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time travel Fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Location</td>
<td><a href="https://www.amazon.com/dp/B077P458WS">https://www.amazon.com/dp/B077P458WS</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Risk management programme manual for animal product processing.

Author: New Zealand. Ministry for Primary Industries, author.
Published Details: Wellington : Ministry for Primary Industries, 2017.
Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations
Subject: Animal industry Standards New Zealand.
          Animal products Safety regulations New Zealand.

Risk management proposal. Pig semen.

Edition: Provisional.
Published Details: Wellington : Ministry for Primary Industries, 2017.
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Health risk assessment.
          Swine Artificial insemination.
          Swine Spermatozoa Health aspects Standards New Zealand.

Roach money / Nett$money & JayRoacher ; with 6.25 % Merc Swazey.

Author: Nettsmoney (Rapper), composer, performer.
Published Details: [Melbourne, Australia] : [Nettsmoney], [2017]
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Electronic Location: https://nettsmoney.bandcamp.com/album/roachmoney
Title  Romp / Shelley Munro.
Author  Munro, Shelley, author.
ISBN  9780995102682 EPUB
Publishing Details  [Manukau] : [Munro Press], [2018]
                  ©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Erotic fiction. lcgft
          New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Electronic Location  https://shelleymunro.com/books/romp/

Title  Roof shout : Housing New Zealand newsletter for developers and build partners.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Housing New Zealand Corporation, [2017]-
Physical Details  1 online resource
Frequency  Quarterly
Publication Numbering  Began with Autumn 2017
Subject  Construction industry New Zealand Periodicals.
          House construction New Zealand Periodicals.
          Public housing New Zealand Periodicals.
          Public housing Social aspects New Zealand Periodicals.

Title  Rotorua, N.Z.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Edition  Edition 4
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : published by the Department of Lands and Survey, for the Department of Civil
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour
Series  NZMS 6A.
Subject  Aeronautical charts lcgft
          Digital maps lcgft
          Rotorua District (N.Z.) Maps.
Title  Rotorua, N.Z.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Edition  Edition 6
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour
Series  NZMS 6A.
Subject  Aeronautical charts lcgt
         Digital maps lcgt
         Rotorua District (N.Z.) Maps.

Title  Rotorua, Rotokawa, N.Z.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Published by the Department of Lands and Survey, for Civil Aviation Administration, Air Dept., 1963.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour.
Series  NZMS 6A.
Subject  Aeronautical charts lcgt
         Digital maps lcgt
         Rotorua District (N.Z.) Maps.

Title  Rotorua, Rotokawa, N.Z.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Published by the Department of Lands and Survey, for the Department of Civil Aviation, N.Z., 1964.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour.
Series  NZMS 6A.
Subject  Aeronautical charts lcgt
         Digital maps lcgt
         Rotorua District (N.Z.) Maps.
Title  Russia changed my life / Pauline Stansfield.
Author  Stansfield, Pauline, 1939- author.
ISBN 9780473419585 softcover
9780473419592 EPUB
9780473419608 Kindle
Publishing Details  [Auckland] New Zealand : Pauline Stansfield, [2017]
©2017
Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Subject  Paraplegics New Zealand Biography.
Stansfield, Pauline, 1939-
Electronic Location  http://www.castlepublishing.co.nz/russia-changed-my-life.html

Title  Rustlers rout! : a Petersen family adventure in New Zealand / N.A.M. Welch ; line drawings by Graham Radue ; cover painting by Lucy Welch.
Author  Welch, Neil, 1941- author.
ISBN 9780473239572 MOBI
©2012
Publishing Source  Byronhurst Publishers, 23 Byron Street, Dunedin 9011 www.byronhurst.com
Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations
Summary  "A story of camping in the bush, stock thieves, peril at sea and helicopter resuces in the far south of New Zealand"--Print back cover.
Audience  Primary, intermediate National Library of New Zealand.
Subject  Adventure and adventurers Fiction.
Catlins District (N.Z.) Fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Electronic Location  https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00JY6G9BU
Title  Sam Broughton on leadership and legacy.
Author  Broughton, Sam, interviewee.
©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Sam is mayor of the fast growing Selwyn District and is one of the youngest mayors in New Zealand. We talk about his childhood, the decision to pursue a political career and what he has learned on the journey. In particular, he reflects on the people who have played a role in his life and encouraged him and what sort of legacy he wants to leave behind. We also cover his involvement in other things such as 24/7 youth work and engaging with young people in Selwyn"--Publishers website.
Subject  Broughton, Sam Interviews.
Podcasts. lcgft
Politicians New Zealand Selwyn District.
Selwyn District (N.Z.)
Youth workers New Zealand Selwyn District.
Electronic Location  http://seeds.libsyn.com/sam-broughton-on-leadership-lessons

Title  Samoa Is./Faleolo
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Edition  Edition 6
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour
Series  NZMS 6A.
Subject  Aeronautical charts lcgft
Digital maps lcgft
Upolu (Samoa) Maps.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Samoa Is./Faleolo / drawn by Lands and Survey Dept., N.Z.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>Third edition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>NZMS 6A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Aeronautical charts lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Digital maps lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Upolu (Samoa) Maps.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Samoa Is./Satapuala (Water)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>Preliminary edition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>NZMS 6A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Aeronautical charts lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Digital maps lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Upolu (Samoa) Maps.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Samoa Is./Satapuala-Faleolo.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>Edition 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>NZMS 6A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Aeronautical charts lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Digital maps lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Upolu (Samoa) Maps.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

National Library of New Zealand
392
Te Puna Mātauranga o Aotearoa
Title: Samoana : the best of Samoan singing and dancing.

**Publishing Details**
[New Zealand] : Viking, [197-?]

**Physical Details**
1 audio disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, stereo ; 12 in.

**Contents**
Side 1. O le pese faafetai -- Alu e asiasi -- Usimaia le faafofoga -- O le masiga e lalelei -- Oh Samoa, niu sila -- Ua faanoanoa le fanau a Tina -- O le a fausi ole fale sa -- Siasi e ieriko -- Side 2. Tala mo le fale sa -- O le timu mia ole fale sa -- O oe la faamaoni -- Sa fai mai e iai se mea -- O le la'a'u ole ola -- Hai le papa -- Pese faamatala.

**Subject**
Folk songs, Samoan Samoa Islands.

**OCLC Number**
34107370

Title: Sanctuary / Kate De Goldi.

**Author**
De Goldi, Kate, 1959- author.

**ISBN**
9780143772019 internet

**Publishing Details**
©1996

**Physical Details**
1 online resource

**Summary**
"Months after a dramatic tragedy has brought her life to a standstill, Catriona Stuart is embarking on a painful search for the truth. The truth about her boyfriend Jerem Jeremiah. About her wayward mother Stella. About her past and why her world fell apart"--Publisher information.

**Audience**

**Subject**
Grief Fiction.
Interpersonal relations Fiction.
 Mothers and daughters Fiction.
Young adult fiction, New Zealand. local Nz

**Electronic Location**

Title: Save one more life.

**Publishing Details**
[Wellington] : New Zealand Transport Agency

**Physical Details**
Web site.

**Frequency**
Irregular

**Subject**
Traffic fatalities Technological innovations New Zealand.
Traffic safety Technological innovations New Zealand.

**Electronic Location**
https://www.saveonemorelife.co.nz/
Title  Scarlet & magenta / Lindsey Dawson.
Author  Dawson, Lindsey, author.
ISBN  9780473341428 print
       9780473376185 EPUB
       9780473376192 Kindle
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Historical fiction. lcgft
       New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Electronic Location  http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01M8QQQLJ

Title  Science and technology co-operation with Canada : report prepared for a visit to Canada by the Director-General, June 1985 / International Science Unit, Head Office, [DSIR].
Physical Details  40 unnumbered pages ; 30 cm.
Series  Country review paper ; no. 8.
Subject  Science Canada International cooperation.
       Science New Zealand International cooperation.
       Technology Canada International cooperation.
       Technology New Zealand International cooperation.
OCLC Number  152431392

Title  Scoping a New Zealand antimicrobial resistance surveillance programme in food / Dr Deborah Read.
Author  Read, Deborah (Deborah A.), author.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Antibiotics in animal nutrition New Zealand.
       Drug resistance in microorganisms New Zealand.
       Food Microbiology New Zealand.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Search and rescue plotting chart 1:1,000,000 : [New Zealand].</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>3rd edition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>NZMS 253.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Digital maps. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealand Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plotting charts. lcgft</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Search and rescue plotting chart 1:1,000,000 : [New Zealand].</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>1st edition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>NZMS 253.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Digital maps. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealand Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plotting charts. lcgft</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Search and rescue plotting chart 1:1,000,000 : [New Zealand].</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>2nd edition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>NZMS 253.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Digital maps. lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealand Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plotting charts. lcgft</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Seasons of love ; Bring on the dancing girls / Cathie Harrop.
Physical Details  1 audio disc : analog, 45 rpm, stereo ; 18 cm
Contents  Seasons of love / Germani ; Scott -- Bring on the dancing girls / Hammond ; McClintock.

Title  Seeing things / Eb & Sparrow.
Publishing Details  [Wellington, New Zealand] : Slow Boat Records ; Deadbeat Records, [2018]
Physical Details  1 audio disc : analog ; 30 cm
Contents  Side A: Death -- To the west -- Mt Vic -- The timbers -- Wayward -- Side B: Settle -- Working -- Prodigal -- My old house.
Subject  Alternative country music New Zealand.

Title  Seeking Kokopelli / Shelley Munro.
Author  Munro, Shelley, author.
ISBN  9780995102668 EPUB
Publishing Details  [Manukau] : [Munro Press], [2017]
©2017
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Erotic fiction. lcgft
Gay fiction. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Electronic Location  https://shelleymunro.com/books/seeking-kkokopelli/

Title  Setting the scene : the role of iwi management plans in natural hazard management / W.S.A. Saunders.
Author  Saunders, W. (Wendy), author.
ISBN  9781988530086 online
©2017
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Aituā (Taiao). reo
Hazard mitigation New Zealand.
Kaitiakitanga. reo
Maori (New Zealand people)
Natural disasters New Zealand.
Ārangi whaitata. reo
Title Sextet : for fl. ob. cl. vln. vla. vc. / J. Kaminski.
Author Kaminski, Jason, 1969- composer.
©1994
Physical Details 1 study score (10 pages) ; 30 cm
Language Staff notation.
Subject Sextets (Clarinet, flute, oboe, violin, viola, cello) Scores.

Title Sharing our coasts with marine mammals.
Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand : Aquatic and Threats Unit, Department of Conservation, 2014.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Marine mammals Conservation New Zealand.

Title Short sharp shocks / Anecdata.
Author Anecdata (Musician), composer, performer.
Edition [Extended version].
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : Anecdata, [2018]
Physical Details 1 online resource
Electronic Location https://anecdata.bandcamp.com/album/short-sharp-shocks
Title Showtime spectacular.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Viking], [2017]

Physical Details 1 online resource

Contents Johnny Guitar (Bob Paris) -- I fall to pieces (Kim Krueger) -- Endlessly ; Let the little girl dance (Antoni Williams) -- Hoki mai ; White cliffs of Dover ; Because of you (Howard Morrison Quartet) -- The language song (Rama White) -- John Daley -- Look over the hill (Antoni Williams) -- My old man's an All Black ; Granada ; Michael row the boat ; Do you love me? (Howard Morrison Quartet).


Electronic Location https://vikingsevenseas.co.nz/

Title Shuffle / The Doll.

Author Doll (Musician), composer, performer.

Publishing Details [United States?] : Vaporcake, [2016]

Physical Details 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm

Contents Three -- Ten -- Seven -- Ace -- Knave -- Six -- Eight -- Two -- Queen -- Four -- King -- Five -- Nine.

Subject Avant-garde (Music) New Zealand.
Noise music.

Title Sing along in Māori / with The Mauriora Entertainers.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : Viking, [2017]

Physical Details 1 online resource

Contents Uia mai (Action song) -- E aue (Stick game) -- Pākete whero (Poi) -- Ara katitiro (Poi) ; Tāpapa mai e hine -- Pania of the reef -- Taku rīpene pai -- Poi waka -- E wawata -- Tahi miti toru e -- Karu karu -- Haere mai e ngā iwi e ; Taku patu -- Waikaremoana -- Pō atarau = Now is the hour.

Subject Folk songs, Maori New Zealand.
Maori (New Zealand people) Music.
Songs, Maori.
Waiata. reo

Electronic Location https://vikingsevenseas.co.nz/
Title  Single finger touch 2017 / by Terrorball.
Author  Terrorball (Musician), composer, performer.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Terrorball], [2017]
Physical Details  1 online resource

Title  Size, maturity and age composition of mako sharks observed in New Zealand tuna longline fisheries / M.P. Francis.
Author  Francis, Malcolm, 1954- author.
ISBN  9781776652372 online
Publishing Details  Wellington : Ministry for Primary Industries, Manatū Ahu Matua, 2016.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  New Zealand fisheries assessment report ; 2016/22.
Subject  Longlining (Fisheries) New Zealand.
Sharks Age New Zealand.
Sharks Size New Zealand.
Tuna fisheries Bycatches New Zealand Statistics.

Title  Sky full of stars : penpals across a century / Sheila Kennard & Harold Musson.
Author  Kennard, Sheila, 1954- author.
ISBN  9780473407728 paperback
9780473413422 EPUB
9780473413439 MOBI/Kindle
©2017
Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Subject  Great Britain. Army. Royal Field Artillery.
Musson, Constance Correspondence.
Musson, Harold, 1883-1917 Correspondence.
Soldiers Great Britain Correspondence.
World War, 1914-1918 Campaigns France.
World War, 1914-1918 Personal narratives, British.
Electronic Location  https://mebooks.co.nz/history/first-world-war/sky-full-of-stars-ebook
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B076CGTDVV
http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA11298410710002836
Title: Sky high; Brand new love affair / Jigsaw.
Publishing Details: New Zealand: Viking Record Company Limited, [1975]
©1975
Physical Details: 1 audio disc: analog, 45 rpm, stereo; 18 cm

Title: Smack-dab, in the middle of nowhere / by Duncan P. Pacey.
Author: Pacey, Duncan P., author.
ISBN: 9780473417208 paperback
9780473417215 digital
Edition: First edition
©2017
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Electronic Location: https://www.amazon.com/dp/B078B552K2

Title: Social investment analytical layer code user guide: guidelines for creating a dataset for social investment analysis.
ISBN: 9780995102224 online
Physical Details: 1 online resource: colour illustrations
New Zealand Social policy.
Statistics Data processing.
Title: Society Is./Papeete (Water).
Author: New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Edition: First edition
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : Published by Lands & Survey Dept., N.Z., for Civil Aviation Administration, Air Dept., 1954.
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour
Series: NZMS 6A.
Subject: Aeronautical charts lcgt
Digital maps lcgt
Papeete (French Polynesia) Maps.

Title: Song #2 for Juanita : 4 C-flutes, alto flute and optional double bass / by Bryan James.
Author: James, Bryan, 1949- composer.
©2007
Physical Details: 1 score (13 pages) ; 30 cm
Language: Staff notation; Chord symbols.
Subject: Sextets (Flutes (5), double bass) Scores.
Woodwind quintets (Flutes (5)) Scores.
Title: Song for Rosaleen / Pip Desmond.
Author: Desmond, Pip, author.
ISBN: 9780995100121 paperback
9780995100138 EPUB
©2018
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Summary: "A beautifully crafted memoir of a family coping with their mother’s dementia, Song for Rosaleen is both a celebration of Rosaleen Desmond's life and an unflinching account of the practical and ethical dilemmas that faced her six children"—Back cover.
Subject: Dementia Patients Care New Zealand.
Dementia Patients New Zealand Biography.
Desmond, Rosaleen, 1929-2009.

Title: Songs for heroes / music & lyrics composed by Philip Dadson; [performed by] From Scratch.
Author: Dadson, Philip, composer, performer.
Publishing Details: Auckland, New Zealand / Aotearoa: Rattle, [1991]
©1991
Physical Details: 1 audio cassette: analog; 10 x 7 cm, 4 mm tape
Contents: Side 1. Songs for heroes: a continuous piece of music in eight sections (44.46) -- Side 2. Songs for heroes [repeated] (44.46)
Subject: Heroes Songs and music.
Percussion ensembles New Zealand.

Title: South / Shona Laing.
Author: Laing, Shona, composer, performer.
Publishing Details: Australia: Virgin, [1987]
©1987
Physical Details: 1 audio disc: analog, 33 rpm; 30 cm
Contents: Side 1. Drive baby drive -- Caught -- Neat and tidy -- The migrant and refugee -- Soviet snow -- Side 2. (Glad I'm) not a Kennedy -- Your reputation -- Dockyard on a river -- Highwary warriors -- South.
Title: The Spaghetti giraffe / Sarah Johnson ; illustrated by Deborah Hinde.

Author: Johnson, Sarah, 1967- author.

ISBN: 9780473391416 EPUB
9780473391423 kindle
9780473391430 PDF
978047391447 iBook

©2017

Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations

Summary: "Mina Cucina can't cook. She juggles, jiggles, dribbles and drops. But when she drops the pasta pot, a new animal is born. Can Spaghetti Giraffe and his quirky friends help Mina Cucina enter the Great Bonbon Confectionation - the biggest baking competition the valley's ever seen? All she needs is a cake. A cake that doesn't erupt, take flight or explode"--Print back cover.

Audience: Primary National Library of New Zealand.

Subject: Animals Fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Contests Fiction.
Cooking Fiction
Spaghetti Fiction.


Title: Species composition and seasonal variability in commercial purse-seine catches of jack mackerel (Trachurus declivis, T. murphyi, and T. novaezeelandiae) in JMA 1 between January 2011 and September 2013 / C. Walsh, R. Bian, K. Spong, J. McKenzie, H. Armiger.

Author: Walsh, Cameron, author.

ISBN: 9781776651795 online


Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)


Subject: Fishing surveys New Zealand.
Mackerel fisheries New Zealand North Island Statistics.
Trachurus New Zealand North Island Statistics.

Title  Squid 6T operational plan. Decision document.
ISBN  9781776657513 online

Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Endangered species New Zealand Management.
         Sea lions Counting New Zealand.
         Sea lions Risk assessment New Zealand.
         Trawls and trawling Bycatches New Zealand Management.


Title  St. Arnaud Township.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.

Physical Details  1 online resource
Series  L & S 196.
Subject  Digital maps. lcgft
         Road maps. lcgft
         Roads New Zealand Tasman Maps.
         Tasman District (N.Z.) Maps.


Title  Starling Hill trilogy / Jen Silver.
Author  Silver, Jen, 1953- author.
ISBN  9780947528911 PDF

Physical Details  1 online resource
Contents  Starting over -- Arc over time -- Carved in stone.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
         Romance fiction. lcgft

Title  Stealing smokes : some surprising short stories / John Hanlon.
Author  Hanlon, John, 1949- author.
Physical Details  1 online resource
Contents  Stealing smokes -- My favourite place in the world -- A note from Vinny -- The swimming lesson -- A fountain ringed by chubby cherubs -- Irene's promise.
Summary  "In his second collection of short stories John Hanlon sets out to entertain with six short and sometimes twisted tales about growing up (or never growing up). In the title story, two boyhood friends meet up later in life and one of them discovers that if you practice deception there is usually a price to pay. In other stories we find megalomania often comes in small packages, children learn from adults when often the reverse should apply and even the seemingly innocent can harbour guilty secrets. Told with cheeky irreverence in an Antipodean tone of voice, these stories, while pure fiction, will often be so close to your truths they are bound to resonate. And as is always the way with Hanlon’s stories — they'll almost certainly get you in the end"--Back cover.
Subject  Short stories, New Zealand. local Nz

Title  Steven Adams : my life, my fight / Steven Adams.
Author  Adams, Steven, 1993- author.
ISBN  9780143771302 ebook
Projected Publication Date  1807
Physical Details  1 online resource
Summary  "Steven Adams shares the story behind his meteoric rise from the streets of Rotorua to his emerging stardom in the NBA"--Publisher information.
Subject  Adams, Steven, 1993- Autobiographies lcgft Basketball players New Zealand Biography.
Title  Stock assessment of kahawai (Arripis trutta) in KAH 1 / B. Hartill, R. Bian.
Author  Hartill, Bruce, author.
ISBN  9781776652440 online
Publishing Details  Wellington : Ministry for Primary Industries, Manatū Ahu Matua, 2016.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Arripis trutta New Zealand North Island Statistics.
Fish stock assessment New Zealand North Island Statistics.

Title  Stock assessment of ling (Genypterus blacodes) in the Sub-Antarctic (LIN 5&6) for the 2014–15 fishing year / J. Roberts.
Author  Roberts, J., (Jim), author.
ISBN  9781776651740 online
Publishing Details  Wellington : Ministry for Primary Industries, 2016.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  New Zealand fisheries assessment report ; 2016/05.
Subject  Fish stock assessment New Zealand Subantarctic Islands.
Genypterus blacodes fisheries New Zealand Subantarctic Islands.

Title  Stock management areas for orange roughy (Hoplostethus atlanticus) in the Tasman Sea and western South Pacific Ocean / M.R. Clark, P.J. McMillan, O.F. Anderson, M.-J. Roux.
Author  Clark, Malcolm R., 1956- author.
ISBN  9781776652310 online
Publishing Details  Wellington : Ministry for Primary Industries, Manatū Ahu Matua, 2016.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  New Zealand Fisheries assessment report ; 2016/19.
Subject  Fish stock assessment South Pacific Ocean.
Orange roughy South Pacific Ocean Statistics.
http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA11305391670002836
Title  Storm surge.


Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations


Subject  Storm surges New Zealand.


Title  Stress less, love life more : how to stop worrying, reduce anxiety, eliminate negative thinking and find happiness / Cassandra Gaisford.

Author  Gaisford, Cassandra, author.

ISBN  9780994148438

Edition  First edition


©2017

Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  Self-actualization (Psychology)
Self-realization.

Electronic Location  http://www.cassandragaisford.com/
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0742R32XH

Title  String quartet no.3 / Brad Jenkins.

Author  Jenkins, Brad, composer.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, [2013]

©2013

Physical Details  1 score (12 pages) ; 30 cm

Language  Staff notation.

Subject  String quartets Scores.
Title  Stuck : friends, lovers and the obscurity of in between / by Ronna Funtelar Thacker.
Author  Funtelar, Ronna Grace, 1983- author.
ISBN  9780473395926 print
      9780473395933 PDF
Publishing Details  Whakatane, New Zealand : fivefootronna creative, [2017]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Divorced women New Zealand Biography.
          Funtelar, Ronna Grace, 1983-
          Man-woman relationships.
Electronic Location  http://www.fivefootronna.com/home/

Title  Study and research opportunities / Liggins Institute.
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : The University of Auckland, Liggins Institute, [2017]
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Liggins Institute.
Electronic Location  https://cdn.auckland.ac.nz/assets/auckland/study/programmes-and-courses/postgraduate-stud
                   y-options/postgraduate-prospectus/2018prospectuses/liggins_research_opportunities.pdf

Title  Sugar, spice & all things nice : a book of tried & tested strawberry recipes / by Katrina Weidner.
Author  Weidner, Katrina, 1964- author.
ISBN  9780473379568 EPUB
      9780473379575 PDF
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : Catchlights Photography, [2016]
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Cookbooks. lcgt
          Cooking (Strawberries)
Title: Summary of the iwi statistical standard.
ISBN: 9781988528328 online

Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Iwi. reo
Maori (New Zealand people) Statistics.
Tatauranga whānui. reo
Tatauranga. reo


Title: Sun cycle / Blake Johnston.
Author: Johnston, Blake, 1991- composer.

©2011

Physical Details: 1 score (7 pages) ; 21 x 30 cm
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Quintets (Electronics, violins (2), viola, cello) Scores.
String quartets Scores.

Title: Support following lower limb amputation : what you need to know.


Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject: Amputees Rehabilitation New Zealand Auckland.


Title: Suva / produced by the Director of Military Survey, New Zealand, on behalf of D. Survey, Ministry of Defence, United Kingdom.

Author: Great Britain. Directorate of Military Survey.
Edition: Ed. 1-GSGS.


Physical Details: 1 map : col.
Series: L & S 98.

Subject: Digital maps. lcgft
Suva (Fiji) Maps.
Topographic maps. lcgft

Taking charge : your future / Chris Johnson.

Author  Johnson, Chris, 1959- author.

ISBN  9780473239220
       9780473394844 Epub
       9780473394851 Kindle


Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  Career development.
         Success in business.
         Vocational guidance.


Talking Taranaki.

Publishing Details  [Stratford] : Taranaki Regional Council, [2017]-

Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations


Subject  Taranaki (N.Z.) Periodicals.
         Taranaki (N.Z.). Regional Council Periodicals.


Tape A : day parks, 4x4_danse_.bit / bit_jaxxx.

Author  Bit Jax (Musician), composer, performer.

Publishing Details  [Melbourne] : [Bit Jax], [2018]

Physical Details  1 online resource


Electronic Location  https://bitjax.bandcamp.com/album/tape-a-day-parks-4x4-danse-bit
Title Tape B : night parks, instro_beat_.bit / bit_jaxxx.
Author Bit Jax (Musician), composer, performer.
Publishing Details [Melbourne] : [Bit Jax], [2018]
Physical Details 1 online resource
Electronic Location https://bitjax.bandcamp.com/album/tape-b-night-parks-instro-beat-bit

Title Tape C : memory loss - genre_fux_bit / bit_jaxxx.
Author Bit Jax (Musician), composer, performer.
Publishing Details [Melbourne] : [Bit Jax], [2018]
Physical Details 1 online resource

Title Taranaki District Health Board quality accounts ...
Author Taranaki District Health Board, author.
Publishing Details [New Plymouth] : Taranaki District Health Board, [2012]-
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency Annual
Subject Health services administration New Zealand Taranaki Periodicals.
Public health administration New Zealand Taranaki Periodicals.
Taranaki District Health Board Periodicals.
http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA21304842340002836
Title Taupo/Wharewaka, N.Z.
Author New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Edition Edition 1
Publishing Details [Wellington] : Published by the Department of Lands and Survey for the Department of Civil Aviation N.Z., 1966.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour
Series NZMS 6A.
Subject Aeronautical charts lcgft
       Digital maps lcgft
       Taupo District (N.Z.) Maps.

Title Tauranga, N.Z.
Author New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : Published by the Department of Lands and Survey, for Civil Aviation Administration, Air Dept., 1964.
Physical Details 1 online resource
Series NZMS 6A.
Subject Aeronautical charts lcgft
       Digital maps lcgft
       Tauranga District (N.Z.) Maps.
       Western Bay of Plenty District (N.Z.) Maps.

Title Tauranga, N.Z.
Author New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : Published by Lands & Survey Dept., N.Z., for Civil Aviation Administration, Air Dept., N.Z., 1956.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour
Series NZMS 6A.
Subject Aeronautical charts lcgft
       Digital maps lcgft
       Tauranga District (N.Z.) Maps.
       Western Bay of Plenty District (N.Z.) Maps.
Title: Tauranga, N.Z.
Author: New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : Published by Lands and Survey Dept., for Civil Aviation Administration, Air Dept., N.Z., 1957.
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Series: NZMS 6A.
Subject: Aeronautical charts lcgt
Digital maps lcgt
Tauranga District (N.Z.) Maps.
Western Bay of Plenty District (N.Z.) Maps.

Title: Tauranga, N.Z.
Author: New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Edition: Edition 6
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : Published by Lands and Survey Dept., for Civil Aviation Administration, Air Dept., 1957.
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour
Series: NZMS 6A.
Subject: Aeronautical charts lcgt
Digital maps lcgt
Tauranga (N.Z.) Maps.

Title: Tauranga, N.Z.
Author: New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Edition: Edition 8
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : Published by Lands and Survey Dept., for Civil Aviation Administration, Air Dept., 1962.
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour
Series: NZMS 6A.
Subject: Aeronautical charts lcgt
Digital maps lcgt
Tauranga (N.Z.) Maps.
Title  Te Matatini.
Author  Te Matatini (Organisation), author.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Te Matatini Kapa Haka Aotearoa, [2017]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Te Matatini (Organisation)

Title  Te whānau pou toru : findings from a randomised controlled trial (RCT) of Te whānau pou toru whānau/whanaungatanga korero - Māori adaptation of the primary care triple P positive whānau/parenting discussion groups : te ripoata - report to the Ministry of Health / prepared by Louise Keown, Matthew R Sanders, Nike Franke, Matthew Shepherd (Whānau/Parenting Research Group, Faculty of Education, The University of Auckland) ; in partnership with the Ngāti Hine Health Trust.
Author  Keown, Louise, author.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [University of Auckland], [2017]
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Hauora. reo
Mātua. reo
Parenting New Zealand.
Triple P Positive Parenting Programme.
Whanaungatanga. reo
Whānau. reo

Title  Teens and "sexting" in New Zealand: prevalence and attitudes / prepared by Netsafe's Policy and Research Team.
ISBN  9780473424107 internet
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Internet and teenagers New Zealand.
Public opinion New Zealand
Sexting New Zealand Public opinion.
Teenagers New Zealand Attitudes.
Therapeutic interventions for victims of intimate partner violence: evidence brief.

Author: Talboys, Sarah, author.


Physical Details: 1 online resource

Subject: Victims of family violence Services for New Zealand.


Third party agency responsibilities - organic products (NZFSA standard OP2)

Author: New Zealand Food Safety Authority, author.

ISBN: 0478078951 internet


Physical Details: 1 online resource


This briefing.

Author: New Zealand. Stats NZ author.


Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Contents: This briefing -- Stats NZ contributes to what Kiwis care about.

Subject: New Zealand. Stats NZ


This mortal boy / Fiona Kidman.

Author: Kidman, Fiona, 1940- author.

ISBN: 9780143771814 eBook


Projected Publication Date: 1807

Publishing Source: Penguin Random House New Zealand

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Summary: "Albert Black, known as the 'jukebox killer', was only twenty when he was convicted of murdering another young man in a fight at a milk bar in Auckland on 26 July 1955. His crime fuelled growing moral panic about teenagers, and he was to hang less than five months later, the second-to-last person to be executed in New Zealand. But what really happened? Was this a love crime, was it a sign of juvenile delinquency? Or was this dark episode in our recent history more about our society's reaction to outsiders"--Publisher information.

Subject: Black, Albert, -1955 Fiction.

Historical fiction. lcgft

Murderers New Zealand Fiction.

New Zealand Social conditions 20th century Fiction.

New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Title  Thought for food : why what we eat matters / John D. Potter.
Author  Potter, John D., author.
ISBN  9780947518066 paperback
       9780947518073 EPUB
       9780947518080 Kindle
       9780947518097 PDF
       ©2018
Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations
Series  BWB Texts.
Summary  "We are no longer like our ancestors. We no longer depend on our skills as foragers, gatherers, scavengers, hunters and fishers for food. We are only part-time food raisers at best. Our biology, on the other hand, has changed far less. Now there is a mis-match between who we are and what we eat. And it is in the gap created by this mis-match that chronic diseases can take root"--Publisher information.
Subject  Diseases Causes and theories of causation.
       Food habits.
       Nutrition.
       Nutritionally induced diseases.
Electronic Location  https://doi.org/10.7810/9780947518066

Title  Tides around New Zealand.
Publishing Source  INFO 778d Ministry for the Environment
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Tides New Zealand.
Title: Transport Accident Investigation Commission.
Author: New Zealand. Transport Accident Investigation Commission, author.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Transport Accident Investigation Commission, Te Kōmihana Tirotiro Aituā Waka]
Physical Details: Web site.
Frequency: Irregular
Subject: Aircraft accidents New Zealand.
Marine accidents New Zealand.
New Zealand. Transport Accident Investigation Commission.
Railroad accidents New Zealand.
Electronic Location: https://taic.org.nz/

Title: Transport outlook current state 2016 : a summary of New Zealand's transport system.
ISBN: 9780478072884 internet
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Contents: Transport outlook current state 2016 -- Transport outlook overview brochure. Transport outlook current state 2016: Road transport -- Rail transport -- Freight transport (Land based: Road and Rail) -- Maritime transport -- Air transport -- Active modes (Walking and cycling) -- Public transport -- Household travel
Subject: Transportation New Zealand.
Transportation and state New Zealand.

Title: Triumphant brass / The National Band of New Zealand.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Viking], [2017]
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Brass band music, Arranged.
Brass band music.
Electronic Location: https://vikingsevenseas.co.nz/

ISBN 9780473422042

Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Aquatic weeds New Zealand Rotorua District Congresses.
Fish pests New Zealand Rotorua District Congresses.
Lake ecology New Zealand Rotorua District Congresses.
Lake restoration New Zealand Rotorua District Congresses.
Water quality New Zealand Rotorua District Congresses.


Turuq sahlah li-himayat manzilik min az zalazil : Thabbit. We orbut. Laa tensa.

Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Dwellings Earthquake effects Safety measures.
Earthquakes Safety measures.


Twice born / T J Green.

Author Green, T. J. author.
ISBN 9780473385477 Epub
9780473385484 Mobi
9780473385491 iBook

©207
Physical Details 1 online resource
Summary "It's been over a year since Tom returned from the ancient land of the Other after waking King Arthur, and he wishes he'd never left, so when Beansprout returns to see if he wants to go back, he leaps at the chance. He is overjoyed to be reunited with his friends, and he joins them in the search for Nimue, a priestess of Avalon who has disappeared. While they investigate Nimue's disappearance they wonder whether she's been taken by force, or is she deliberately hiding? And is her disappearance linked to something, or someone, in the past?"--Print back cover.

Audience Secondary National Library of New Zealand.
Subject Arthur, King Fiction.
Fantasy.
Knights and knighthood Fiction.
Merlin (Legendary character) Fiction
Quests (Expeditions) Fiction
Young adult fiction, New Zealand. local Nz
Young adult fiction.

Title  Two pieces for solo flute / by Bryan R. James.
Author  James, Bryan, 1949- composer.
©1985
Physical Details  1 score (3 unnumbered pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Flute music.
Scores. lcgft

Title  Tyche's crown / Richard Parry.
Author  Parry, Richard, 1973- author.
ISBN  9780995104181 EPUB
Publishing Details  [Wellington] New Zealand : Mondegreen, [2017]
©2017
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Science fiction. lcgft
Electronic Location  http://www.books2read.com/TychesCrown

Title  Tyche's deceit / Richard Parry.
Author  Parry, Richard, 1973- author.
ISBN  9780995104150 EPUB
Publishing Details  [Wellington] New Zealand : Mondegreen, [2017]
©2017
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Science fiction. lcgft
Electronic Location  https://www.books2read.com/TychesDeceit
Title Updates to registered bank disclosure statements arising from stocktake.
Author Reserve Bank of New Zealand, author.
Physical Details 1 online resource
Contents Updates to registered bank disclosure statements arising from stocktake -- Registered bank disclosure statements (New Zealand incorporated registered banks) order 2014 (as amended) -- Registered bank disclosure statements (Overseas incorporated registered banks) order 2014 (as amended).
Subject Banks and banking New Zealand.
Financial disclosure Law and legislation New Zealand.
Financial statements Law and legislation New Zealand.

Title Upper Harbour Local Board plan. Draft ... = Te mahere ā-rohe o Upper Harbour. Te whakatauira ... : consultation document.
Author Auckland (N.Z.). Council, author.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [Auckland Council], [2011]-
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency Triennial
Publication Numbering Print began with 2011.
Subject Auckland (N.Z.) Politics and government Periodicals.
City planning New Zealand Auckland Periodicals.
Local government New Zealand Auckland Periodicals.

Title Vehicles, machinery and equipment.
Author New Zealand. Ministry for Primary Industries, author.
Edition Final draft.
Publishing Details Wellington : Ministry for Primary Industries, [2017]
Physical Details 1 online resource
Title: Viti Levu/Nandi Airport, Fiji Islands / drawn by Lands and Survey Dept., N.Z.
Author: New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Edition: First edition
Publishing Details: Wellington, New Zealand : Published by Air Department N.Z., [1949]
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour
Series: NZMS 6B.
Subject: Aeronautical charts lcgt
Digital maps lcgt
Viti Levu (Fiji) Maps.

Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Pests Control New Zealand Waikato.
Weeds Control New Zealand Waikato.

Title: The Waimumu Trust (SILNA) report.
Author: New Zealand. Waitangi Tribunal, author.
ISBN: 1869562798 print
[Waitangi Tribunal], [2013]
Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations
Subject: Ahumahi ngahere. reo
Customary law New Zealand.
Forest policy New Zealand Southland.
Kāi Tahu (New Zealand people) Land tenure History.
Kōrero nehe. reo
Land tenure New Zealand Southland.
Logging Government policy New Zealand Southland.
Mana whenua. reo
Maori (New Zealand people) Land tenure New Zealand Southland.
Maori (New Zealand people) Legal status, laws, etc.
Maori (New Zealand people) New Zealand Southland Claims.
Tiriti o Waitangi. reo
Ture whenua. reo
Waimumu Trust.
Title  Wanganui, N.Z.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Published by the Department of Lands and Survey for the Department of Civil Aviation, [1967]
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour
Series  NZMS 6A.
Subject  Aeronautical charts lcgt
Digital maps lcgt
Wanganui District (N.Z.) Maps.

Title  Wanganui, N.Z.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Edition  Edition 2
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Published by Lands and Survey Dept., for Civil Aviation Administration, Air Dept., 1958.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour
Series  NZMS 6A.
Subject  Aeronautical charts lcgt
Digital maps lcgt
Wanganui District (N.Z.) Maps.

Title  Wanganui, N.Z.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Edition  Edition 4
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Published by the Department of Lands and Survey, for the Department of Civil Aviation, N.Z., 1964.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour
Series  NZMS 6A.
Subject  Aeronautical charts lcgt
Digital maps lcgt
Wanganui District (N.Z.) Maps.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Wanganui, N.Z.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. Department of lands and Survey, cartographer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : Published by Lands and Survey Dept., N.Z., for Civil Aviation Administration, Air Dept., 1954.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>NZMS 6A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Aeronautical charts lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Digital maps lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wanganui District (N.Z.) Maps.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Wanganui, N.Z.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. Department of lands and Survey, cartographer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>Edition 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : Published by the Department of Lands and Survey, for the Department of Civil Aviation, N.Z., 1967.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>NZMS 6A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Aeronautical charts lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Digital maps lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wanganui District (N.Z.) Maps.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Wanganui, N.Z.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. Department of lands and Survey, cartographer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>Edition 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : Published by the Department of Lands and Survey, for the Department of Civil Aviation, N.Z., 1968.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>NZMS 6A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Aeronautical charts lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Digital maps lcgft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wanganui District (N.Z.) Maps.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title Wanganui, N.Z.
Author New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Edition Edition 3
Publishing Details [Wellington] : Published by Lands and Survey Dept., for Civil Aviation Administration, Air Dept., 1962.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour
Series NZMS 6A.
Subject Aeronautical charts lcqft
Digital maps lcqft
Wanganui District (N.Z.) Maps.

Title Waste stabilisation ponds. Design and operation / authors: Humphrey Archer (CH2M Beca Ltd), Gilles Altner (Global Environmental Engineering Ltd), Rupert Craggs (NIWA), John Wong (Parklink), Regan Senior (Parklink), Hugh Ratsey (The Wastewater Specialists), Nick Walmsley (Water New Zealand).
Author Archer, Humphrey, author.
ISBN 9780473419400 PDF
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Sewage lagoons Design.
Sewage lagoons Hydrodynamics.
Electronic Location https://www.waternz.org.nz/WSP

Title Water Resources - Central North Island / Hydrological information compiled and interpreted by L.P. Wells from flow data collected by Hydrological Surveys, Water and Soil Division, Ministry of Works and Development, Hamilton and rainfall and evaporation data collected by Meteorological Services, Civil Aviation Division, Ministry of Transport, Wellington. Produced by Cartographic Branch, Department of Lands and Survey, Wellington.
Author New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Edition 1st edition 1975
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour
Series L & S 278.
Subject Digital maps. lcqft
Hydrology New Zealand North Island Maps.
North Island (N.Z.) Maps.
Topographic maps. Maps.
Electronic Location http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA21258711720002836
Title Wellington Police District.
Author New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour
Series L & S 235. NZMS 18.
Subject Digital maps. lcgft
  Police New Zealand Wellington (Region) Maps.
  Topographic maps. lcgft

Title Wellington Town Belt management plan.
Author Wellington (N.Z.). City Council, author.
Physical Source J004077 Wellington City Council
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Greenbelts New Zealand Wellington Management.
  Recreation areas New Zealand Wellington Management.

Author New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour
Series L & S 177.
Subject Cadastral maps. lcgft
  Digital maps. lcgft
  Land subdivision New Zealand Wellington (Region) Maps.
  Local government New Zealand Wellington (Region) Maps.
  Real property New Zealand Wellington (Region) Maps.
  Wellington (N.Z. : Region) Administrative and political divisions Maps.
Title Wellington resilience strategy.
Author Wellington (N.Z.). City Council, author.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject City planning New Zealand Wellington.
Emergency management New Zealand Wellington.
Sustainable urban development New Zealand Wellington.
Urban policy New Zealand Wellington.

Title Wellington/Evans Bay (Water), N.Z. / drawn by Lands & Survey Dept., N.Z.
Author New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Edition Second edition
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour
Series NZMS 6AF.
Subject Aeronautical charts lcqgt
Digital maps lcqgt

Title Westport, N.Z.
Author New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : Published by The Department of Lands and Survey, for the Ministry of Transport - Civil Aviation Division, N.Z., 1971.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour
Series NZMS 6A.
Subject Aeronautical charts lcqgt
Buller District (N.Z.) Maps.
Digital maps lcqgt
Title Whakatane, N.Z.
Author New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : Published by The Department of Lands and Survey, for the Department of Civil Aviation, N.Z., 1967.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour
Series NZMS 6A.
Subject Aeronautical charts lcgft
Bay of Plenty (N.Z. : Region) Maps.
Digital maps lcgft

Title Whakatane, N.Z.
Author New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : Published by The Department of Lands and Survey, for the Department of Civil Aviation, N.Z., 1966.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour
Series NZMS 6A.
Subject Aeronautical charts lcgft
Bay of Plenty (N.Z. : Region) Maps.
Digital maps lcgft

Title The Whakatōhea mandate inquiry report.
Author New Zealand. Waitangi Tribunal, author.
ISBN 9781869563301 PDF
Projected Publication Date 1805
Physical Details 1 online resource
Summary "The claimants were several Whakatōhea groups, and they objected to the Crown's recognition of the Whakatōhea Pre-Settlement Claims Trust's deed of mandate. That mandate was for the negotiation of Whakatōhea's historical Treaty of Waitangi claims. The central complaint was that the Crown had breached the principles of the Treaty by failing to actively protect the claimants' ability to exercise their rangatiratanga and decide for themselves how they would settle their historical claims. The report looks at whether the Crown's decision to recognise the claims trust's deed of mandate was fair and reasonable and made in good faith. The Tribunal found that the Crown had failed to act reasonably, honourably, and in good faith and had thus breached the Treaty principles of partnership and active protection"--Publisher information.
Subject Kerēme (Tiriti o Waitangi). reo
Rōpū Māori. reo
Te Whakatōhea (New Zealand people) Claims.
Te Whakatōhea (New Zealand people) Government relations.
Tino rangatiratanga. reo
Tiriti o Waitangi. reo
Treaty of Waitangi (1840 February 6).
Whakatōhea Pre Settlement Claims Trust.
Title  Whangarei, N.Z.
Author  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey, cartographer.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Published by the Department of Lands and Survey, for the Ministry of Transport Civil Aviation Division, N.Z., 1971.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour
Series  NZMS 6A.
Subject  Aeronautical charts lcgft
Digital maps lcgft
Whangarei District (N.Z.) Maps.

Title  What next? : addressing New Zealand's youth unemployment / Alan Johnson.
Author  Johnson, Alan, 1957- author.
ISBN  97809994129628 Electronic
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Unemployed Services for New Zealand.
Youth Employment New Zealand.
Youth Unemployment New Zealand.
http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA11298982610002836

Title  Working principles for social investment analytics : workflow guidance and tips for data teams / Social Investment Agency.
ISBN  9780995102248 online
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  New Zealand Population Statistics.
New Zealand Social policy.
Title: Working together to achieve whānau wellbeing in Waitematā.

Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Family violence New Zealand Auckland Prevention.

Title: Working together to achieve whānau wellbeing in Waitematā. Progress assessment.
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Family violence New Zealand Auckland Prevention.

Title: Working together to achieve whānau wellbeing in Waitematā. Summary of progress assessment.
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Family violence New Zealand Auckland Prevention.

Title: Woven: a strengths-approach to building high-performing teams / by Fiona Campbell Hunter.
Author: Hunter, Fiona Campbell, 1965- author.
ISBN: 9780473386702 EPUB
9780473386719 Kindle
9780473386726 PDF
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Strengths Focus Ltd], [2017]
Physical Details: 1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Subject: Organizational change Psychological aspects.
Personnel management Psychological aspects.
Positive psychology.
Teams in the workplace Management.
Title: The Write style guide.
ISBN: 9780987665997 EPUB
Edition: Second edition (ebook)
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Authorship Style manuals.
English language Style Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Electronic Location: http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA11303891750002836

Title: Writing your first novel / John Reynolds.
Author: Reynolds, John, 1941- author.
ISBN: 9780473384364 Kindle
Publishing Details: Auckland, New Zealand: Starblaze Publications, [2017]
©2017
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Fiction Authorship.
Fiction Technique.
Electronic Location: http://www.amazon.com/dp/B073WTYJLY

Title: You can't cure a witch's curse / ZR Southcombe.
ISBN: 9780473369125 EPUB
9780473369156 Kindle
9780473369163 iBook
9781533772367 Epub/kobo
©2016
Physical Details: 1 online resource: illustrations
Summary: "Sophie's brother, Jack, is dying from a witch's curse, and her only chance to save him is to find a witch. But their are no good witches, and the closest one is the evil sorceress Rosethorn. Sophie must venture out of her little fishing village, through dark forests and sinister wastelands, to find the witch. But even if she does - can she really save Jack?"--amazon.com
Audience: Primary, intermediate National Library of New Zealand.
Subject: Blessing and cursing Fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
Fantasy.
Witches Fiction.
Electronic Location: https://www.kobo.com/si/en/ebook/you-can-t-cure-a-witch-s-curse
Title You do not do / Anecdata.
Author Anecdata (Musician), composer, performer.
Publishing Details [Auckland, New Zealand] : [Anecdata], [2017]
Physical Details 1 online resource
Electronic Location https://anecdata.bandcamp.com/album/you-do-not-do

Title Young people and sexting : attitudes and behaviours : research findings from the United Kingdom, New Zealand and Australia / SWGFL/UK Safer Internet Centre, University of Plymouth, United Kingdom, Netsafe, New Zealand, Office of the ESafety Commissioner, Australia.
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject Sexting Australia.
Sexting Great Britain.
Sexting New Zealand.

Title Your ... guide to arts, teaching and social sciences.
Publishing Details [Palmerston North] : Massey University Te Kunenga ki Pūrehuroa, [2017]-
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency Annual
Publication Numbering Began with 2018.
Subject Education New Zealand Outlines, syllabi, etc.
Humanities New Zealand Outlines, syllabi, etc.
Massey University. College of Humanities and Social Sciences Curricula.
Social sciences New Zealand Outlines, syllabi, etc.
Electronic Location http://www.massey.ac.nz/massey/learning/programme-course/student-information-books.cfm
Title  A-Z Aotearoa / student artists: Annie Smith, Bethany Versey, Christopher Dippie, Jaeger Scott, Julia Edwards, Kayle Ransby ; student writers: Alana Stilborn, Curtis Linden, Emilia Hoppe, Greg Stephenson, Neve Williams, Sophie Von Siebenthal.

Author  Stilborn, Alana, 2000- author.

ISBN  9780473404000 paperback
         9780473404017 PDF

Publishing Details  [Nelson] : [Kiwi Kaipānui], [2017]

Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Language  In English with key words in te reo Māori.

Summary  The Kiwi family travel around Aotearoa, discovering New Zealand culture and learning Māori words.

Audience  Primary, intermediate National Library of New Zealand

Subject  Alphabet books.
         English language Alphabet Juvenile literature.
         Haerenga reo
         High school students’ writings, New Zealand New Zealand Nelson.
         Kōrero pono mā te tamariki reo
         Maori language Vocabulary Juvenile literature.
         New Zealand History Juvenile literature.
         New Zealand Social life and customs Juvenile literature.
         Ororeo reo
         Reo Māori reo
         Tuhinga nā te hunga tamariki reo
         Waimea College.


Title  Zhù zhái fang zhèn jiǎn yì fāng fǎ : wéi xiū jiā gù, wú yōu wú lǜ.


Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Language  Simplified Chinese version.

Subject  Dwellings Earthquake effects Safety measures.
         Earthquakes Safety measures.


OCLC Number  1027159236
Title [National programmes guidance documents].
Author New Zealand. Ministry for Primary Industries, author.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary "Lower and medium risk businesses follow a national programme. This means they don't need to use written food control plans, but must register the business, meet food safety standards, keep some records, and get checked. There are 3 levels of national programmes, which are based on the food safety risk of the activities a business does: Level 1 – lower risk, Level 2 – medium risk, Level 3 – higher risk"--Source webpage, viewed April 9, 2018.
Subject Food industry and trade Safety measures New Zealand.
Food industry and trade Standards New Zealand.

Title [Royal New Zealand Ballet briefing to the incoming minister].
Author Turner, Frances (Executive director), author.
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Royal New Zealand Ballet.
Title  The ageing of the New Zealand population, 1881–2051 / John Bryant.
Author  Bryant, John, 1969- author.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 03/27.
Summary  "The paper reviews data on long-term changes in the age structure of the New Zealand population. It sets out trends and projections for the age structure of the national population, and for associated measures of dependency. It describes the influences on age structure of fertility, mortality, and migration. Disaggregated results on age structure are presented, including ethnic differentials, regional variations, and fluctuations within narrowly-defined age groups. Comparisons are made with other OECD countries. Uncertainty, the likelihood of continued life expectancy gains, and life expectancy and health at older ages are discussed."--Publisher's website.
Subject  New Zealand Population Statistics 20th century.
Population aging New Zealand.
Population forecasting New Zealand Statistics.

Title  An analysis of a cash flow tax for small business / Peter Wilson.
Author  Wilson, Peter (Economist), author.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 02/27.
Summary  "This paper analyses whether it might be possible to design a cash flow tax (CFT) for small businesses in New Zealand to replace the existing income tax."--Publisher's website.
Subject  Cash flow New Zealand.
Small business New Zealand Taxation.
Title: An application of portfolio theory to New Zealand's public sector / Jeff Huther.
Author: Huther, Jeff, 1960- author.
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary: "In this paper, modern portfolio measures of performance are applied to the New Zealand central government's assets and liabilities. The results of this analysis show the position of the government's portfolio relative to its individual holdings. Using this analysis, alternative uses of budget surpluses are considered: reducing domestic debt, reducing foreign debt, increasing lending to students, and investing in equities. Greater investment in equities, by the government, stands out as improving the performance of the portfolio (ie lower volatility and greater returns)."--Publisher's website.
Subject: Investments, New Zealand.
Local government New Zealand.

Title: The apprentice and the vortex / Alister Laurence.
Author: Laurence, Alister, author.
ISBN: 9780473380236 EPUB 9780473380243 Kindle
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: Fantasy fiction. lcgft
New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Electronic Location: https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/694575

Title: Te aroha : for SATB choir and keyboard / Te Puoho Katene.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : SOUNZ, [199-?]
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Choruses (Mixed voices, 4 parts) with piano.
Scores. Icgft
Waiata tira. reo
Electronic Location: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA21296194870002836
www.sounz.org.nz
**Title** Te aroha : for SATB choir and keyboard / Te Puoho Katene.

**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : SOUNZ, [199-?]

**Physical Details** 1 score (4 pages) ; 30 cm

**Language** Staff notation.

**Subject** Choruses (Mixed voices, 4 parts) with piano.

Scores. lcgft

Waiata tira. reo

---

**Title** Te aroha : for TTBB choir / arranged by Te Puoho Katene.

**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : SOUNZ, [199-?]

**Physical Details** 1 score (4 pages) ; 30 cm

**Language** Staff notation.

**Subject** Choruses (Men's voices, 4 parts) with keyboard.

Scores. lcgft

Waiata tira. reo

---

**Title** O auala faigofie ina ia saogalemu lou fale mai mafui'e.

**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : Earthquake Commission Kōmihana Rūwhenua, [2012?]

**Physical Details** 1 online resource : illustrations

**Subject** Dwellings Earthquake effects Safety measures.

Earthquakes Safety measures.


---

**Title** The best of Ten guitars [sound recording].


**Physical Details** 2 CDs : digital ; 4 3/4 in. + 1 leaflet.


**Subject** Popular music.

Popular music New Zealand.

Popular music.

Rock music New Zealand.

Rock music.
Title  The biography of Charlie & Nena Van Zyl : seed, sapling, cedar / by William & Malinda van Zyl.

Author  Van Zyl, William, author.

ISBN  9780473398699 EPUB
       9780473398705 Kindle


Publishing Details  [Huntly] : [William & Malinda van Zyl], [2017]

©2017

Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  Christian biography South Africa Virginia.
         Van Zyl, Nena, 1939-


Title  A briefing for the Minister for Māori Development.

Author  New Zealand. Te Puni Kōkiri, author.

ISBN  9780478345995 internet


Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  New Zealand. Te Puni Kōkiri.


Title  A briefing for the Minister for Whanau Ora.

Author  New Zealand. Te Puni Kōkiri, author.

ISBN  9780478345995


Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  New Zealand. Te Puni Kōkiri. Whānau Ora.


Title  The built-in flexibility of income and consumption taxes in New Zealand / John Creedy and Norman Gemmell.

Author  Creedy, John, 1949- author.


Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series  Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 03/05.

Summary  "This paper provides estimates of individual and aggregate revenue elasticities of income and consumption taxes in New Zealand, based on the 2001 tax structure and expenditure patterns. Using analytical expressions for revenue elasticities at the individual and aggregate levels, together with a simulated income distribution, values for New Zealand were obtained. Results using equi-proportional income changes suggest that the aggregate income and consumption tax revenue elasticities are both fairly constant as mean income increases, at around 1.3 and 0.95 respectively. This latter estimate assumes that increases in disposable income are accompanied by approximately proportional increases in total expenditure. If there is a tendency for the savings proportion to increase as disposable income increases, a somewhat lower total consumption tax revenue elasticity, of around 0.9, is obtained for 2001 income levels. However, non-equiproportional income changes are more realistic. Allowing for regression towards the geometric mean income reduces these elasticities, giving an elasticity for income and consumption taxes combined that is only slightly above unity. Examination of the tax-share weighted expenditure elasticities for various goods also revealed that, despite the adoption of a broad based GST at a uniform rate in New Zealand, the persistence of various excises has an important effect on the overall consumption tax revenue elasticity, especially for individuals at relatively low income levels."--Publisher's website.

Subject  Income New Zealand Econometric models.
Income tax New Zealand Econometric models.
Internal revenue New Zealand Econometric models.

https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA21299672200002836

Title  A case study in devolution : the problem of preserving kiwi habitat in the Far North / Megan Claridge & Suzi Kerr.

Author  Claridge, Megan, author.


Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations

Series  Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 98/07a.

Summary  "Many past and potential New Zealand reforms involve significant devolution, i.e. the transfer of authority to make decisions on behalf of society from a higher to a lower level of government. In particular the Resource Management Act (RMA), the health and education reforms, and decisions about the institutions for addressing Māori issues have led to significant devolution of authority. Employment policy and social welfare are areas where devolution is an important policy option. The role and function of local government also is inherently an issue of the appropriate level of devolution. Many of these reforms have now been in place for a number of years, so it is appropriate to review our experience of devolution, identify the successes, and attempt to address the problems that have arisen."--Publisher's website.

Subject  North Island brown kiwi Conservation New Zealand Northland.
North Island brown kiwi Habitat Political aspects New Zealand Northland.

https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA21298988480002836
Title: The changes in New Zealand’s income distribution / Des O'Dea.

Author: O'Dea, Des, author.


Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series: Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 00/13.

Summary: "This paper summarises recent research on changes in New Zealand's income distribution. It describes how the income distribution has changed during the period 1981 to 1996. It then looks at factors accounting for these changes in the income distribution. The main focus is on social trends, such as household composition, and changes in individual characteristics, such as age, qualifications and employment status."--Publisher's website.

Subject: Equality New Zealand Statistics.
Households Economic aspects New Zealand.
Income distribution New Zealand Statistics.
New Zealand Economic aspects 20th century


Title: The changing gender distribution of paid and unpaid work in New Zealand / Paul Callister.

Author: Callister, Paul, author.


Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series: Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 05/07.

Summary: "This paper explores five main questions regarding the gender distribution of work, primarily in the context of couples with young children. These are: how much total paid and unpaid work is carried out in New Zealand?; how is this work shared between women and men?; how does this compare with other countries?; how might the mix of unpaid and paid work change in New Zealand in the future?; and should gender equity in paid and unpaid work be a key part of the discussion about labour market participation rates?"--Publisher's website.

Subject: Labor supply New Zealand Statistics.
Sex discrimination in employment New Zealand.
Unpaid labor New Zealand.

Title  A comparison of the NZTM and FPS models of the NZ economy / Kam Leong Szeto, Paul Gardiner, Richard Gray and David Hargreaves.

Author  Szeto, Kam Leong, 1963- author.


Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series  Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 03/25.

Summary  "This paper investigates and compares the dynamic properties of the New Zealand Treasury model (NZTM) and the current version of the Reserve Bank’s Forecasting and Policy System model (FPS). The main use of both models is to produce macroeconomic forecasts. The NZTM model produces forecasts that are used as an input into the final forecast numbers presented in the Economic and Fiscal Updates. The FPS model is used to produce the published forecasts in the Reserve Bank’s quarterly Monetary Policy Statement. Both models contain a number of judgements around the structure of the economy, the key shocks that impact on the economy, and how the economy evolves in response to these shocks."--Publisher's website.

Subject  Economic forecasting New Zealand Econometric models.


Title  The contributions from firm entry, exit and continuation to labour productivity growth in New Zealand / David Law and Nathan McLellan.

Author  Law, David, 1979- author.


Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series  Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 05/01.

Summary  "This paper evaluates the contributions from firm entry, exit and continuation to labour productivity growth in New Zealand over the period 1995 to 2003. Decomposition techniques developed by Griliches and Regev (1995) and by Foster, Haltiwanger and Krizan (1998) are employed. Results suggest significant heterogeneity across both industries and firms. Most entering firms’ initial level of labour productivity is below the industry average but grows rapidly thereafter. Continuing firms generally add to industry labour productivity growth. On average exiting firms experience stagnant or declining labour productivity in the years leading up to their death, and when they eventually die most have below average labour productivity compared to their industry. This pattern persists even at a highly disaggregated industry level and indicates that firm turnover has positively contributed to labour productivity growth in New Zealand."--Publisher's website.

Subject  Labor productivity New Zealand Econometric models.

Title  The cosmic and the corporeal : interdisciplinary explorations of time, space and body / editors, Danielle Black and Iswarya V.
ISBN  9780473344498 EPUB
         9780473344504 PDF
Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand : Institute of Interdisciplinary Inquiry, [2016]
©2016
Physical Details 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  Re-visioning space(s), time and bodies series ; 1.
Subject  Human body.
         Metaphysics.
Electronic Location http://www.iiinz.org/publications.html

Title  The design of a possible low-level carbon charge for New Zealand : a working paper.
ISBN  0478106254 online
Physical Details 1 online resource
Series  Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 97/02.
Summary  "This Working Paper describes a possible design for a low-level charge on the use of carbon leading to carbon dioxide CO2 emissions in New Zealand."--Publisher's website.
Subject  Carbon taxes New Zealand.
         Fossil fuels Taxation New Zealand.

Title  The devil in the desert : a novel / by Semisi Pone.
Author  Pone, Semisi, 1961- author.
ISBN  9781988511344 PDF
Physical Details 1 online resource
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Title: A draft guide to monitoring under the National policy statement for freshwater management 2014 (as amended 2017).
ISBN: 9781988525297 internet
Publishing Source: ME 1337 Ministry for the Environment
Physical Details: 1 online resource: colour illustrations

Title: The drunken piper of Banvie: a celebration of the bagpipe music of Alexander Taylor Cameron.
Author: Cameron, Alexander Taylor, composer.
Publishing Details: Mataura, New Zealand: [Peter McKelvie], [2016] ©2016
Physical Details: 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Contents: Peter Dow -- Welcome to Stirling -- Fighting Mac -- Miss Fiona -- Invercargill -- The landlord -- Field Marshal Roberts warning -- At the Dardanelles -- Farewell to Gallipoli -- Welcome home -- Trooper Jack McKelvie's return -- Winnie Bristow -- Cheery -- Mrs Painter -- Friendship -- Behave yourself -- John Logie -- Jimmie Hegarty -- Mrs Knowles.
Subject: Bagpipe music New Zealand. Soldiers New Zealand Songs and music.

Title: A dynamic computable general equilibrium (CGE) model of the New Zealand economy / Kam Leong Szeto.
Author: Szeto, Kam Leong, 1963- author.
Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series: Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 02/07.
Summary: "This paper documents the structure and key properties of a computable general equilibrium (CGE) model of the New Zealand economy. It is a three-good, small open economy model, which features a well-developed production block. This production block has been estimated as a system using Full Information Maximum Likelihood. Another key feature of the model is that it has a two-tiered structure: the steady-state version of the model and the dynamic version of the model. Using the steady-state version of the model, a macroeconomic balance measure of New Zealand's equilibrium exchange rate can be derived. Furthermore, the steady-state model provides estimates of potential output, which is used to measure the level of excess demand in the economy. The dynamic model is used to trace the dynamic response of a range of macroeconomic variables to various shocks such as changes to world prices for exports and changes to government policy."--Publisher's website.
Subject: Computable general equilibrium models. Equilibrium (Economics) New Zealand Economic conditions 1984-
Title  An econometric analysis of a production function for New Zealand / Kam Leong Szeto.
Author  Szeto, Kam Leong, 1963- author.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  Treasury working paper (New Zealand. Treasury) ; 01/31.
Summary  "Using the capital stock series recently released by Statistics New Zealand, two approaches have been employed to estimate a production function. The first approach is based on the estimation of a constant elasticity of substitution (CES) production function with a value added form. The second approach is based on a nested CES function. Using the nested structure, we allow imports as an intermediate input in the production block. The estimated results reveal that the data rejects the Cobb-Douglas specification and the use of the value added form is not justifiable."--Publisher's website.
Subject  Capital productivity New Zealand Econometric models.
Labor productivity New Zealand Econometric models.
Production functions (Economic theory) Econometric models.
Substitution (Economics)

Title  The ecstasy code / Sian Liege.
Author  Liege, Sian, 1953- author.
ISBN  9780473381745 Kindle
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [C Bennell] [2015]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

Title  The enemy within / Concord Dawn.
Author  Concord Dawn (Musical group), composer, performer.
Publishing Details  [Austria] : [Uprising Records], [2016]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Contents  Machine-generated contents note:-- Forever (feat. Rikki Morris) -- Kingdom of fear -- Move (feat. JDubs) -- Burn at the stake (feat. Bulletproof & Cern) -- One and only (feat. Rido) -- The enemy within (feat. Thomas Oliver) -- The sum of all things (feat. Bulletproof) -- Easy life feat. (Nina McSweeney) -- The space between us -- This is all there is -- Coda (feat. Paul McLaney).
Subject  Electronic dance music New Zealand.
Electronic music New Zealand.
Jungle (Music) New Zealand.
**Title** The history and music of Viking Records.

**Author** Viking Record Company, author.

**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : Radio New Zealand

**Physical Details** Web site.

**Frequency** Irregular

**Subject** Sound recordings New Zealand.


**Title** The impact of science : discussion paper.

**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : Ministry of Business, Innovation & Employment Hīkina Whakatutuki, [2017]

**Physical Details** 1 online resource : colour illustrations

**Subject** Science and state New Zealand.


**Title** The infinite air / Fiona Kidman.

**Author** Kidman, Fiona, 1940- author.

**ISBN** 9781869797935 electronic


**Projected Publication Date** 1807

**Physical Details** 1 online resource

**Summary** "Jean Batten became an international icon in the 1930s. A brave, beautiful woman, she made a number of heroic solo flights across the world. The newspapers couldn’t get enough of her; and yet she suddenly slipped out of view, disappearing to the Caribbean with her mother and dying in obscurity in Majorca, buried in a pauper's grave"--Publisher information.

**Subject** Batten, Jean, 1909-1982 Fiction.

New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>An introduction to social investment analytics: measuring impact with integrated data.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780995102231 online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>New Zealand Population Statistics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealand Social policy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>He kōrero whakamārama mā te Minita Whanaketanga Māori.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>New Zealand. Te Puni Kōkiri, author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780478345995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>Te reo version.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource: colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>New Zealand. Te Puni Kōkiri.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The lands of Nalcoom: true friends will risk their lives to find you / Sam Hayden.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Hayden, Sam 1982- author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473402136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Auckland, N.Z.]: [Sam Hayden], 2018.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>©2018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Details</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Deep in the Amazon rainforest, a reunited class set out on an expedition to find a legendary lost civilisation of gold. When someone mysteriously goes missing, everything changes. Committed to finding their friend, an epic rescue mission begins. But is one person worth it? There is always a cost&quot;--Back cover.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audience</td>
<td>Secondary National Library of New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Adventure and adventurers Fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jungle survival Fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Young adult fiction, New Zealand. local Nz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Young adult fiction.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title: A long, long life : a novella / R.L. Stedman.
Author: Stedman, R. L. (Rachel L.), 1967- author.
ISBN: 9780473422981 EPUB
              9780473422998 MOBI
Publishing Details: [Dunedin] : [R.L. Stedman], [2017]
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

Title: The magistrate, Astrid and the assassins / Sean Monaghan.
Author: Monaghan, Sean, 1964- author.
ISBN: 9781370162802 internet
©2017
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Subject: New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Science fiction. lcgft
Electronic Location: https://seanmonaghan.com/

Title: A memory of fire / R. L. Stedman.
Author: Stedman, R. L. (Rachel L.), 1967- author.
ISBN: 9780473399580 EPUB
              9780473399597 MOBI
Publishing Details: [Dunedin] : [Waverley Productions], [2017]
©2017
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Summary: "Held captive in a strange city, Dana dreams of fire and flight. There is something she must find, but she does not know what it is, or why it is important. If only her dreams would let her rest. Half a world away, Will studies a new, exciting discipline. But while enchantress N'tombe is impressed by his newfound skills, inside he feels only desperation. A terrible moment is approaching. Soon, Dana must face her final ordeal. Will this new power enough to save her? And is he prepared for what might happen next? In this thrilling conclusion to the award-winning Soul Necklace Stories, Will and Dana must make a heart-breaking choice. A choice that will change their world forever"--Print back cover.
Subject: Fantasy.
          Supernatural Fiction.
          Teenage girls Fiction.
          Young adult fiction, New Zealand. local Nz
          Young adult fiction.
Title  A merry Maudlin Christmas / by Kaela Cherie.
Author  Cherie, Kaela, 1974- author.
ISBN  9780473384647 EPUB
       9780473384654 Kindle
       9780473384661 iBook
Publishing Details  [Ngatea] : [Andrew Mehrtens], [2017]
                   ©2017
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Christmas fiction. lcgft
           New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Electronic Location  http://www.kaelacherie.com/maudlin-wives-inn.html

Title  The movie museum and Wellington convention centre : including amendment of the 2015-25 Long-Term Plan.
Author  Wellington (N.Z.). City Council, author.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Wellington City Council Me Heke ki Pōneke, [2016]
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  City planning New Zealand Wellington Citizen participation.
           City planning New Zealand Wellington.
           Convention facilities Economic aspects New Zealand Wellington.

Title  The mud / Mick Stone.
Author  Stone, Mick, 1951- author.
ISBN  9780473372323 print
       9780473372460 EPUB
       9780473372477 MOBI
Publishing Details  Rotorua, New Zealand : A BMS Books publication, [2017]
                   ©2017
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Detective and mystery fiction. lcgft
           New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Electronic Location  http://www.bms.co.nz/_p/prd13/4654032511/product/the-mud
Title  A parallel universe : a quirky memoir of growing up in 1960s New Zealand / Cheryl Nicol.
Author  Nicol, Cheryl, author.
ISBN  9780473397456 EPUB
Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations
Subject  Christchurch (N.Z.) History 20th century.
Long family.
New Zealand Social life and customs 20th century.
Nicol, Cheryl Childhood and youth.
Nicol, Cheryl Family.

Title  The personifid project / R. E. Bartlett.
Author  Bartlett, R. E., author.
ISBN  9780473424299 paperback
  9780473424305 EPUB
  9780473424312 MOBI
  9780473424329 iBook
Publishing Details  [Kaponga] : [R. E. Bartlett], [2017]. ©2017
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Science fiction. lcgft

Title  A place in the sun [sound recording].
Physical Details  1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, stereo. ; 12 in.
Contents  Side 1. There's a place in the sun / Livingston, Evans -- Drau so moce lei adi / Trad -- Tai Island by moonlight -- Kara / Viliame Mainanukuloa [i.e. Mainanukula] -- Bula makau ;
Lagilagi / Trad -- Side 2. Happy anniversary -- Sobo lesu mai / Trad -- Kalua / Caldwell, Kern --
OCLC Number  34125540
**Title**  The queenmaker / Anecdata .
**Author**  Anecdata (Musician), composer, performer.
**Publishing Details**  [Auckland, New Zealand] : [Anecdata], [2017]
**Physical Details**  1 online resource
**Electronic Location**  https://anecdata.bandcamp.com/track/the-queenmaker

**Title**  The ragged edge / Gazebo Girls.
**Publishing Details**  [New Zealand] : [Gazebo Girls], [2012]
**Physical Details**  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
**Contents**  Memories of you (James B. Smith) -- How in the world (P. Bousfield) -- Little darling (Julie Miller) -- And the boys (Angus & Julia Stone) -- The one I love is gone (Bill Monroe) -- Looking forward to looking back (Alan Muggeridge) -- Bright morning star (trad., arr. by P. Bousfield).
**Subject**  Folk music New Zealand.
Folk music.

**Title**  The relationship between pedestrian connectivity and economic productivity in Auckland's City Centre : network scenario analysis / Mehrnaz Rohani, Grant Lawrence (Auckland Council, Research and Evaluation Unit, RIMU).
**Author**  Rohani, Mehrnaz, author.
**ISBN**  9781988529684 Print
9781988529691 PDF
**Edition**  Second edition
**Publishing Details**  Auckland : Auckland Council, Te Kaunihera o Tāmaki Makaurau, 2017.
©2017
**Physical Details**  1 online resource : colour illustrations
**Subject**  Pedestrian areas New Zealand Auckland Economic aspects.
**Electronic Location**  http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA113045588300002836
Title  The remittance pilot project: the economic benefits of the recognised seasonal employer work policy and its role in assisting development in Samoa and Tonga.


Physical Details  1 online resource: colour illustrations

Subject  Foreign workers, New Zealand Government policy.
         Foreign workers, Samoan New Zealand.
         Foreign workers, Tongan New Zealand.
         Samoa Economic conditions.
         Seasonal labor Government policy New Zealand.
         Tonga Economic conditions.


Author  Expert Panel on Antibiotic Resistance (N.Z.), author.

ISBN  047807960


Physical Details  1 online resource: illustrations

Subject  Antibiotics Effectiveness.
         Drug resistance in microorganisms New Zealand.


Title  The risk management proposal associated with the review and amendment of the Import health standard for vehicles, machinery and tyres (now Vehicles, machinery and equipment).


Physical Details  1 online resource

Subject  Imports Standards New Zealand.
         MAFBiosecurity New Zealand. Import health standard for vehicles, machinery & tyres.
         Machinery Standards New Zealand.
         New Zealand. Ministry for Primary Industries. Vehicles, machinery and equipment.
         Vehicles Standards New Zealand.

Title  The sandpit / written by Chrissy Metge ; illustrated by Dmitry Chizhov.
Author  Metge, Chrissy, 1980- author.
ISBN  9780473387105 EPUB
  9780473387112 Kindle
  9780473387129 PDF
  9780473387136 iBook
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Chrissy Metge], [2017]
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary  Max is playing in the sandpit when suddenly he finds himself driving a digger in a quarry and making friends with a dinosaur.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
  Dinosaurs Fiction.
  Imagination Fiction.
  Picture books for children.

Title  The sea brought you here / edited by Louise Rutledge and Sophie Davis.
ISBN  9780473399986
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Islands of the Pacific Decolonization Pictorial works.
  Islands of the Pacific Social life and customs Exhibitions.
Electronic Location  http://enjoy.org.nz/

Title  The seer's wolf / Barbara Petrie.
Author  Petrie, Barbara, author.
ISBN  9780473400231 EPUB
  ©2015
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Electronic Location  https://www.amazon.com/dp/B073WQD5JR
Title  The sound of her voice : one cop's descent into darkness / Nathan Blackwell.
Author  Blackwell, Nathan, author.
ISBN  9780473393601 print
       9780473393618 EPUB
       ©2017
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Detective and mystery fiction. lcgft
         New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz

Title  The spirit of service : briefing to the incoming government.
Author  New Zealand. State Services Commission, author.
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  New Zealand Officials and employees.
         New Zealand. State Services Commission.

Title  Het strand / geschreven door: Chrissy Metge ; illustraties van: Dmitry Chizov.
Author  Metge, Chrissy, 1980- author.
ISBN  9780473361761 EPUB
       9780473361785 MOBI
       9780473361792 iBook
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Chrissy Metge], [2016]
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary  Max and his mother go to the beach to build a huge sand dragon. Soon Max's imagination enables him to fly away on the dragon and make some new friends.
Subject  Beaches Fiction.
       Dragons Fiction.
       Imagination Fiction.
Title  The taken upper collection / by Vincent Konrad.
Author  Konrad, Vincent, 1986- artist, author.
ISBN  9780473380311 print
       9780473380328 PDF
Physical Details  1 online resource : illustrations
Subject  Comics (Graphic works). lcgft

Title  The tantalising taste of water / Nicola Claire.
Author  Claire, Nicola, author.
ISBN  9780473409463 EPUB
Publishing Details  [Taupo] : [Nicola Claire], [2017]
       ©2017
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  Erotic fiction lcgft
       New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
       Paranormal fiction. lcgft

Title  A transitional imaginary : space, network and memory in Christchurch / the ADA book sprint Susan Ballard, Tracey Benson, Robert Carter, Tim Corballis, Zita Joyce, Helen Moore, Julian Priest, Vicki Smith ; facilitated by Adam Hyde.
Author  Ballard, Susan, 1969- author.
ISBN  9780473344146 print
       9780473344153 EPUB
       9780473344160 online
       ©2015
Physical Details  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Art and social action New Zealand Christchurch.
       Computer art New Zealand Christchurch.
       Earthquakes New Zealand Christchurch Exhibitions.
       Memory in art.
       Social problems in art.
       Urban renewal New Zealand Christchurch.
Title: A treasury of country music / The Hickey Sisters.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : Viking, [2017]

Physical Details: 1 online resource

Contents: Gotta travel on -- Texas moon -- Call of the bellbird -- Ribbons on my guitar -- Down the trail of aching hearts -- Wahine’s farewell -- I'm gonna tie a little string around your finger -- Will you be lonesome too? -- Black hills of Dakota -- Carolina moon -- Evening bells are ringing -- Come back to me.

Subject: Country music Australia.
Country music.

Electronic Location: https://vikingsevenseas.co.nz/

Title: The voices of people in hard-to-reach communities : responsive tailoring of Building Financial Capability services to ensure cultural and social inclusion.

ISBN: 9781988541013 print
9781988541020 online


Physical Details: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject: Minorities New Zealand Economic conditions.
Minorities Services for New Zealand.


Title: The way out is through : for orchestra / Brad Jenkins.

Author: Jenkins, Brad, composer.

©2014

Physical Details: 1 score (15 pages) ; 30 cm

Language: Staff notation.

Subject: Orchestral music Scores.
Title  The way to love a girl / Suzanne Hocking.
Author  Hocking, Suzanne, 1982- author.
ISBN  9780473384067 print
       9780473384074 Kindle
       9780473384081 PDF
       9780473384098 iBook
       9780854671410 EPUB
Publishing Details [Paraparaumu] : Suzanne Hocking at Smashwords, [2016]
Physical Details  1 online resource
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century. local Nz
Electronic Location http://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA21277941000002836

Title  The wishing tree / Bevan Knight.
Author  Knight, Bevan, author.
ISBN  9781499099034 ebook
Publishing Details [Lower Hutt] : [Bevan Knight], [2016]
       ©2016
Physical Details  1 online resource
Summary  "When a sorcerer's apprentice locks a powerful spirit in a tree, the nomadic tribes of the arctic face a bleak future. Supplies of game and fish dwindle, and young men desert their families on a quest of illusory dreams. Included in the expedition to deal with the vengeful tree spirit are young Dorno and the woman he rescued, Sheena. He is seeking high adventure; she is in search of her foster parents. Neither of them is aware of the far more terrible foe that lurks in the shade of the tree. This first volume of a trilogy weaves together elements of science fiction and fantasy to produce an exploration of human needs and values."--Print back cover.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand. local Nz
          Fantasy.
          Science fiction.
          Spirits Fiction.
          Suspense fiction. lcgft
Electronic Location http://bookstore.xlibris.com/Products/SKU-001106669/The-Wishing-Tree.aspx
Title: The wreck of the Diddley / Fatcat & Fishface.
Author: Fatcat & Fishface (Musical group), composer.
Edition: [A major edition].
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [SOUNZ], [2004]
©2004
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Language: Staff notation; Chord symbols.
Subject: Scores. lcgft
Shipwrecks Songs and music.
Electronic Location: www.sounz.org.nz

Title: The wreck of the Diddley / Fatcat & Fishface.
Author: Fatcat & Fishface (Musical group), composer.
Edition: [C major edition].
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [SOUNZ], [2004]
©2004
Physical Details: 1 online resource
Language: Staff notation; Chord symbols.
Subject: Scores. lcgft
Shipwrecks Songs and music.
Electronic Location: www.sounz.org.nz

Title: The young pine tree : early New Zealand piano miniatures / William Green (piano)
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : Organism, [2015?]
Physical Details: 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Contents: Albumblatt (191?) (2.29) ; Berceuse (191?) (2.14) / Maughan Barnett -- Nocturne op. 18 no. 2 from Three morceaux pour piano (1908) / Arnold Trowell (2.52) -- Doves (1932) (2.32) ; Many things are strange at first from Loose leaves (1935) (1.10) / Alfred Hill -- Grace, no. 1 from Summer impressions (1950) (2.04) ; Weeping daffodils, no. 2 from Flower fancies (1944) (1.32) / Ernest Jenner -- Soliloquy (1937) / Andersen Tyrer (3.33) -- No. 1 in D minor from Two preludes for pianoforte (1935?) / Warwick Braithwaite (1.52) -- Languido, no. 4 from Episodes de ballet (1922) / Hugo Anson (1.23) -- Intermezzo (1960?) / Louis Daly Austin (2.29) -- Patricia dances (1944) / Henry Shirley (3.13) -- Sad tango (1943) / Sefton Daly (2.40) -- Prelude in B minor op. 32 no. 5 from Six preludes for pianoforte (1944) / Hamilton Dickson (3.04) -- Evening (1954) / Frank Hutchens (2.22) -- Egyptian dance from Music for home : five piano pieces (1939) / Paul Schramm (1.37) -- No. 1 from Four preludes 1942-4 (1.13) ; The young pine tree (1945) (3.43) ; Prelude 1951 (3.47) ; Poco lento (1956) (2.15) / Douglas Lilburn -- Prelude for piano (1948) / David Farquhar (2.38) -- No. 2 from Three pieces for piano (1948) / Edwin Carr (1.20) -- No. 3 from Four bagatelles (1951) / Robert Burch (2.40) -- No. 2 from Two bagatelles (1949) / Ronald Tremain (1.46) -- Alla berceuse, 2nd movt. from Sonatine (1957) / Dorothea Franchi (2.48) -- Intermezzo from Suite for piano (1955) / John Ritchie (1.54) -- No. 3 from Four fancies (1952) / Ronald Dellow (1.21).
Subject: Piano music New Zealand.
OCLC Number: 980689528
Title A zero carbon act for New Zealand : revisiting 'Stepping stones to Paris and beyond'.
ISBN 9780947517113 electronic
Physical Details 1 online resource
Language Foreword by the Commissioner in English and Māori.
Subject Climate change mitigation Government policy Great Britain.
Climate change mitigation Government policy New Zealand.
Greenhouse gas mitigation Government policy Great Britain.
Greenhouse gas mitigation Government policy New Zealand.
Greenhouse gas mitigation Law and legislation Great Britain.
Greenhouse gas mitigation Law and legislation New Zealand.

Title Ėtahi tiakanga ngāwari e whakahaumaturia ai tōu whare i te rū.
Physical Details 1 online resource : illustrations
Subject Dwellings Earthquake effects Safety measures.
Earthquakes Safety measures.
Haumarutanga. reo
Rū whenua. reo